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Introduction0-4

Suzuki
Every Which Way

by Julian Ryder

From Textile Machinery to
Motorcycles
S uzuki were the second of Japan's Big

FOlK motorcycle manufacturers to enter
the business, and like Honda they

started by bolting small two-stroke motors to
bicycles. Unlike Honda, they had
manufactured other products before tumlng to
transportation In the aftennath of Worid War".
In fact Suzuki has been in business since the
first decade of the 2Oth-CentulY when Mlchlo
Suzuki manufactured textile machinery.

The desperate need for transport in post-
war Japan saw Suzuki make their first
motorised bicycle in 1952, and the fact that by
1954 the company had changed Its name to

1990s. Suzuki's ability to prolong the life of
their products this way means that they are
often thought of as a conservative company.
This is hardly fair if you look at some of their
landmark designs, most of which have been
comIT*ClaJ as well as critical successes.

Two-stroke Success
E arty racing efforts were bolstered by the

arrival of Ernst Degner who defected
from the East German MZ team at the

Swedish GP of 1961, bringing with him the
rotary-valve secrets of design genius Walter
Kaaden. The new Suzuki 50 cc racer won its
first GP on the Isle of Man the fo/lowing year
and winning the title easily. Only Honda and
Ralph Bryans interrupted Suzuki's run of 50
cc titles from 1962 to 1968.

The arrival of the twin-cyllnder 125 racer in
1963 enabled Hugh Anderson to win both 50
and 125 world titles. You may not think 50 cc
racing would be exciting - until you learn that
the final incarnation of the thing had 14 gears
and could do well over 100 mph on fast
circuits. Before pulling oLit of GPs in 1967 the
50 cc racer won six of the eight world titles
chalked up by Suzuki during the 1960s as well
as providing Mltsuo Itoh with the distinction of
being the only Japanese rider to win an Isle of
Man TT. Mr Itoh still works for Suzuki, he's in
charge of their racing program.

Suzuki Motor Company shows how quickly
the sideline took over the whole company's
activities. In their first full manufacturing year,
Suzuki made nearly 4500 bikes and rapidly
expanded into the world markets with a range
of two-strokes.

Suzuki didn't make a four-stroke until 1977
when the GS750 double-ovemead-cam
across-the-frame four arrived. This was
several years after Honda and Kawasaki had
established the air-cooled four as the industry
standard. but no motorcycle epitomlses the
era of what came to be known as the Universal
Japanese motorcycle better than the GS. So
well engineered were the original fours that
you can clearly see their genes in the GS5OO
twins that are still going strong in the mid-

The T500 two-stroke twin



Europe got the benefit of Suzuki's two-
stroke expertise In a succession of air-cooled
twins, the six-speed 250 cc Super Six being
the most memorable, but the arrival In 1968 of
the first of a series of 500 cc twins which w.-e
good looking, robust and versatile marked the
start of mainstream success.

So confident were Suzuki of their
two-stroke expertise that they even applied It
to the burgeoning Superbike sector. The
GT750 water-cooled triple arrived in 1972. It
was big, fast and comfortable although the
handling and stopping power did draw some
comment. Whatever U'Ie drawbacks of the road
bike, the engine was1mmensely successful in
Superblke and Formula 750 racing. The
roadst8' has Its devotees, ttIOugh, and is now a
sought-after bike on the classic Japanese
scene. Do not refer to it as the Water Buffalo in
such company. Joking aside, the later
disc-braked VelSlons were quite civllised, but
the audacious idea of using a big two-stroke
motor In what was essentially a touring bike
was a surprising success until the fuel crisis of
the mld-'70s effectively kHled off big str0ker8.

The same could be said of Suzuki's only
real lemon, the RE5. This Is still the only mass-
produced bike to use the rotary (or Wankel)
engine but never sold well. Fuel consumption
in the mid-teens allied to frightening
complexity and excess weight meant the RE5
was a non-starter in the sales race.

Development of the
Four-stroke range
W hen Suzuki got round to building a

four-stroke they did a V8fY good job
of It. The GS fours w.-e built in 550,

650, 750, 850 1000 and 1100 cc sizes in
sports, custom, roadster and even shaft-
driven touring forms over many years. The

The GS4OO was the first in a line of four-stroke twins
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RE5 of 1985

GS1000 was in on the start of Superbike
racing in the early 1970s and the GS850
shaft-driven tourer was around nearly 15
years later. The fours spawned a line of 400,
425. 450 and 500 cc GS twins that were
essentially the middle half of the four with all
their reliability. If there was ever a criticism of
the GS models it was that with the exception
of the GS1000S of 1980, colloquially known
as the ice-cream van, the range was visually
uninspiring.

they nearly made the same mistake when
they launched the four-valve-head GSX750 In
1979. Fortunately, the original twin-shock
version was soon replaced by the 'E'-model
with Full-Floater rear suspension and a full set
of all the gadgets the Japanese industry was
then keen on and has since forgotten about,
like 16-inch front wheels and anti-dive ~s.
The air-cooled GSX was like the GS built in
550, 750 and 1100 cc versions with a variety
of half, full and touring fairings, but the GSX
that Is best remembered is the Katana that
first appeared In 1981. The power was
provided by an 1 000 or 11 00 cc GSX motor,
but wrapped around it was the most
outrageous styling package to come out of
Japan. Designed by Hans Muth of Target
DesIgn, the Katana looked like nothing seen
before or since. At the time there was as
much anti feeling as praise, but now it Is
rightly regarded as a classic, a true milestone
in motorcycle design. The factory have even
started making 250 and 400 cc fours for the
home market with the same styling as the
1981 bike.

Just to remind us that they'd still been
building two-strokes for the likes of Barry
Sheene, In 1986 Suzuki marketed a road-
going version of their RG500 square-four
racer which had put an end to the era of the
four-stroke in 500 GPs when it appeared in
1974. In 1976 Suzuki not only won their first
500 title with Sheene, they sold RG5OOs over
the counter and won every GP with them -
with the exoeption of the Isle of Man TT which
the works rkJers boycotted. Ten years on, the
RGSOO Gamma gave road riders the nearest
experience they'd ever get to riding a GP bike.
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The fearsome beast could top 140 mph and
only weighed 340 Ib - the other alleged GP
replicas were pussy cats compared to the
Gamma's man-eating tiger.

The RG only lasted a few years and is
already firmly in the category of collector's
it«n; its four-stroke equivalent, the GSX-R, Is
stili with us and looks like being so for
many years. You have to look back to
1985 and its launch to reallse just what
a revolutionary step the GSX-R750
was: quite simply it was the first
race replica. Not a bike dressed up
to look like a race bike, but a
genuine racer with lights on, a
bike that could be taken straight
to the track and win.

The first GSX-R, the 750, had a
completely new motor cooled by
011 rather than water and an l
aluminium cradle frame. It was
sparse, a tittle twitchy and very, very 1

fast. This time Suzuki got the looks ,
right, blue and white bodywork based ,
on the factory's racing colours and \
endurance-racer lookalike twin \.
headlights. And tt1en came the 11 00 - the
big GSX-R got progressively more brutal
as it chased the Yamaha EXUP for the

heavyweight championship.
And alongside all these mould-breaking

designs, Suzuki were also making the best

flm four~ke motorcycle

looking custom bikes to come out of Japan,
the Intruders; the first race replica trail bike,
the DR350: the sharpest 250 Supersports, the
RGV250; and a bargain-basement 600, the
Bandit. The Bandit proved so popular they
went on to build 1200 and 750 cc

versions of it. I suppose that's predictable, a
range of four-stroke fours just like the GS and

GSXs. It's just like the
company really,

sometimes
predictable,
admittedly - but

never boring.

The GSX-R750 of 1985



The GS500E Twin
I f ever there was a bike bred to be a

workhorse it's the GS500E. Its ancestry
can be traced right back to the first

generation of air-cooled GS motors, SuzukI's
first four strokes Incidentally. Those 550, 750
and 1 000 cc fours gave rise to a 400 cc twin
which grew over the years to 425 cc. Just like
the fours, this twin used a roller-bearing
bottom end and was considered unburstable.
In 1985 the motor was bored out again, this
time to 450 cc, but more significantly it got a
plain bearing bottom end, bringing It Into line
with industry practice. This is the motor that In
1989 was bored out by another 3 mm to
74 mm and used to power the first GSSOOEK.

The motor may have been around for a
good while in one form or another, but Suzuki
did an excellent job with the totally new
chassis and running gear to produce a
motorcycle with looks sharp enough to belle
its utilitarian specification. Here was a bike
that was aimed at the rider on a budget, the
rider who had just p888ed his or her test, and
the big-city despatch riding market, yet it
didn't look like a workhorse. Suzuki had got
their planning right, the bike sold well and was
well reviewed on both sid. of the Atlantic.

There were very few signs of the GS500E
being built down to a price, with the possible
exception of the front fork. The front fork was
very soft and did a good Impr~ion of a high-
speed lift under even gentle braking. This
complaint was addressed on the UK 1992
model, the GS500EN, by fitting higher-rate
fork springs and the incorporation of preload
adjusters In the fork top bolts.

The only mechanical modification to the GS
related to the cylinder head. Uke all air-cooled
motors, the GS produced a good deal of
noise when cold and a lot of it came from
camshaft endfloat. From engine number
114497 onwards the clearance was opened

AcknowledgementsOur thanks are due to Bridge Motorcycle
World of Exeter who supplied the
GS500E featured in the photographs

throughout this manual, to Mel Rawlings
A.I.R.T.E. of MHR Engineering who carried out

the mechanical work, and to Fowters

Motorcycles of Bristol who supplied a
GS500E for the front cover photography. We

would also like to thank the Avon Rubber
Company, who kindly supplied information
and technical assistance on tyre fitting, and
NGK Spark plugs (UK) Ltd for information on
spark plug maintenance and electrode
conditions.

Thanks are also due to Redcat Marketing
and Kel Edge for supplying transparencies,
and to Phil Flowers who carried out the front
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up to a theoretical 1 mm by taking 0.5 mm off
the head casting and the same amount off the
end of the camshaft. This clearance was
shimmed up with a 1 mm shim to give 'almost
no clearance when cold' - the theory being
that differential rates of expansion between
the cylinder head and the camshaft would
produce working clearance once the motor
was warm. Uke the fork modification, it
worked well enough to stop roadtesters
mentioning the problem again.

The only other changes to the GS500E
have been cosmetic. This is not a model that
the factory wants to spend money on altering
every year, after all the whole idea was to

produce a budget bike. As you'd expect, the
factory changed the paint scheme every year
- some being more pleasing on the eye than
others! The UK importer has, howevw, seen fit
to offer an after.mart<et fairing as an option.
This is not a factory product, in fact It is
sourced in Spain, but it does fit in with the
surprisingly sporty lines of the GS500E.
Owners also have the option of a quarter
fairing and chin fairing.

The new-generation has carried on the
tradition of those original GS-fours in
providing reliable, even bullet-proof, riding
and while It may be a budget bike It is also a
very good bike.

dealer and making the trips to leave it and
pick it up. More Importantly, 8 lot of money
can be saved by avoiding the expense the
shop must pass on to you to cover its labour
and overhead costs. An added benefit is the
sense of satisfaction and accomplishment
that you feel after doing the job yourself.

References to the left or right side of the
motorcycle assume you are sitting on the
seat, facing forward.
We take great pride in the accuracy of
Information given In this manual, but
motorcycle manufacturers make alterations
and design changes during the production
run of a particular motorcyde of wf1ich they
do not Inform us. No liability can be
accepted by the authors or publishers for
loss, damage or injury caused by any elTOrs
In, or omissions from, the information given.

cover photography. The introduction, "Suzuki
- Every Which Way" was written by Julian

Ryder.

About this Manual
~ e aim of this manual is to help you get

the best value from your motorcycle. It
can do so in several ways. It can help

you decide what work must be done. even if
you choose to have it done by a dealer; it
provides information and procedures for
routine maintenance and servicing; and It
offers diagnostic and repair procedures to
follow when trouble occurs.

We hope you use the manual to tackle the
work yourself. For many simpler jobs. doing It
yourself may be quicker than arranging an
appointment to get the motorcycle Into a
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Professional mechanics are trained in safe

wort<ing procedures. However enthusiastic
you may be about getting on with the job at
hand, take the time to ensure that your safety
Is not put at risk. A moment's lack of attention
can result In an accident, as can failure to
observe simple precautions.

There will always be new ways of having
accidents, and the following is not a
comprehensive list
Intended rather to make
and to encourage a
you cany out on your bike.

of all dangers; it is
you aware of the risks

safe approach to all work

Asbestos
. Certain friction, insulating, sealing and
other products - such as brake pads, clutch
linings, gaskets, etc. - contain asbestos.
Extreme care must be taken to avoid
inhalation of dust from such products since it
is hazardous to health. If in doubt, assume
that they do contain asbestos.

Fire
. Remember at all times that petrol is highly
flammable. Never smoke or have any kind of
naked flame around, when working on the
vehicle. But the risk does not end there - a
spark caused by an electrical short-circuit, by
two metal surfaces contacting each oth«, by
careless use of tools, or even by static
electricity built up In your body under certain
conditions, can ignite petrol vapour, which in
a confined space is highly explosive. Never
use petrol as a cleaning solvent. Use an
approved safety solvent.

. Always disconnect the battery earth
tem1lnal before working on any part of the fuel
or electrical system, and never risk spilling
fuel on to a hot engine or exhaust.
. It is recommended that a fire extinguisher
of a type suitable for fuel and electrical fires is
kept handy in the garage or workplace at all
times. Never try to extinguish a fuel or
electrical fire with water.

. Always disconnect the battery ground
(earth) terminal before working on the fuel or
electrical syst.ns (except where noted).
. If possible, loosen the filler plugs or cover
when charging the battery from an external
source. Do not charge at an excessive rate or
the battery may burst.
. Take care when topping up, cleaning or
carrying the battery. The acid electrolyte,
evenwhen diluted, Is very corrosive and
should not be allowed to contact the eyes or
skin. Always wear rubber gloves and goggles
or a face shield. If you ever need to prepare
electrolyte yourself, always add the acid
slowly to the water; never add the water to the
acid.

Fumes
. Certain fumes are highly toxic and can
quickly cause unconsciousness and even
death if inhaled to any extent. Petrol vapour
comes into this category, as do the vapours
from certain solvents such as trichloro-
ethylene. Any draining or pouring of such
volatile fluids should be done In a well
ventilated area.
. When using cleaning fluids and solvents,
read the instructions carefully. Never use
materials from unmarked containers - they
may give off poisonous vapours.
. Never run the engine of a motor vehicle in
an enclosed space such as a garage. Exhaust
fumes contain carbon monoxide which is
extremely poisonous; If you need to run the
engine, always do so in the open air or at least
have the rear of the vehicle outside the
workplace.

Electricity
. When using an electric power tool,
inspection light etc., always ensure that the
appliance is correctly connected to its plug
and that, where necessary, it is properly
grounded (earthed). Do not use such
appliances in damp conditions and, again,
beware of creating a spark or applying
excessive heat in the vicinity of fuel or fuel
vapour. Also MSure that the appliances meet
national safety standards.
. A severe electric shock can result from
touching certain parts of the electrical system,
such as the spark plug wires (HT leads), when
the engine is running or being cranked,
particularly if components are damp or the
insulation is defective. Where an electronic
ignition system is used. the secondary (HT)
voltage is much higher and could prove fatal.

The battery
. Never cause a spark, or allow a naked
light near the vehicle's battery. It will normally
be giving off a certain amount of hydrogen
gas, which is highly explosive.
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Frame and engine numbers UK models us models
G I Models are identified by their suffix letter The procedures In this manual Identify the

enera (eg GS5O0EK). To determine the suffix letter, models by their suffix letter (eg GSSOOEK). On

The frame number is stamped into the refer to the frame numbers in the following US models the suffix letter is included in the
right-hand side of the steering head and is table. The first part of the frame number is the frame number. The first part of the frame
repeated on the identification plate. The model code (eg GM51A), followed by the number is the model code (JS1GM51A),
engine number Is stamped Into the top of the actual serial number. Note that the production followed by a letter (see below), then the
crankcase, on the right-hand side, behind the year is not necessarily the same as the year of actual frame number.
cylinder block. Both of these numbers should registration.
be recorded and kept in a safe place so they
can be fumished to law enforcement officials V.., SuffIx letter Initial frame no. Year Suffix letter
in the event of a theft. There is also a 1989 K GM51A-100001 on 1989 K
carburettor Identification number on the side 1990 L GM51A-103616 on 1990 L
of each carburettor body. 1991 M GM51A-109642 on 1991 M

The frame and engine numbers and carbur- 1992 N GM51A-116511 on 1992 N
ettor identification number should also be 1993 P GM51A-122409 on 1993 P

1994 R GM51A-130124 on 1994 R
1995 S GM51A-133783 on 1995 S
1996 T GM51A-137535 on 1996 T
1997 V GM51A-139551 on 1997 V

kept In a handy place (such as with your
driver's licence) so they are always available
when purchasing or ordering parts for your
machine.

Buying spare parts
Once you have found all the identification

numbers, record them for reference when
buying parts. Since the manufacturers change
specifications, parts and vendors (companies
that manufacture various compon«1ts on the
machine), providing the ID numbers is the only
way to be reasonably sure that you are buying
the correct parts.

Whenever possib~, take the worn part to
the dealer so direct comparison with the new

Identification numbers

brake pads, etc. Rarely will an accessory
outlet have major suspension components,
cylinders, transmission ~, or cases.

Used parts can be obtained for roughly half
the ~of new ones, bUt you can't always be
sure of what you're getting. Once again, take
your worn part to the breaker (wrecking yard )
for direct comparison.

Whether buying new, used or rebuilt parts,
the best course Is to deal directly with
someone who speclallses in parts for your
particular make.

component can be made.. Along the trail from
the manufacturer to the parts shelf, th«e are
nu"*OU8places that the ~ can end up with
the wrong number or be listed Incorrectly.

The two places to purchase new parts for
your motorcycle - theacoessory store and the
franchised dealer - differ In the type of parts
they carry. While dealers can obtain virtually
every part for your motorcycle, the accessory
dealer Is usually limited to normal high wear
Items such as shock absorbers, tune-up
parts. various engine gaskets. cables, chains.



0-10 Daily (pre-ride) checks

1 Engine/transmission oil level
Before you start
tI' Take the motorcycle on a short run to
allow it to reach normal operating temperature.
Caution: Do not run the engine in an
enclosed $pace such as a garage or
~.
tI' Stop the engine and place the motorcycle

on Its centre stand. Allow it to stand

undisturbed for a few minutes to allow the oil

level to stabilise. Make sure the motorcycle is
on level ground.

Bike care:
. If you have to add oil frequently. you
should check whether you have any oil leaks.

If there is no sign of oil leakage from the joints

and gaskets the engine could be burning 011

(see Fault finding).

2 Battery electrolyte level
Warning: Be extremely careful
when handling or working
around the battery - the
electrolyte Is very caustic.

.&.

1 The electrolyte level is visible through the
translucent battery case - It should be
between the upper MAX and lower level

lines (arrows).

2 Using a clean rag or peper towel, wipe off
all the 011 from the dipstick, then Insert
the clean dipstick back into the engine,

but do not screw It In.

1 Unscrew the oil filler cap from the right-
hand side crankcase cover. The dipstick
is integral with the oil filler cap, and is

used to check the engine oil level.

4 If the level is below the 'L' line, top the
engine up with the recommended grade
and type of oil, to bring the level up to

the 'F' line on the dipstick.

3 Remove the dipstick and observe the
level of the oil, which should be
somewhere In between the upper 'F' and

lower 'L' level lines (arrows).

Bike care:
. If the battery electrolyte level needs
topping up frequently. it Is likely that there is a
problem either with the battery or with the
charging system. Refer to Chapter 8 and
investigate the problem.

Before you start:
tI Position the motorcycle on its centre
stand on level ground. Remove the seat (see
Chapter 7) for access to the battery.
tI Use distilled water to top up the battery.
Do not use tap water (ex~ I.n an ern~.

to the MAX !evelline
- do not overfill. On
any spills and install

. . . and fill each cell
with distilled water
completion, mop up

the cell caps.

2 If the electrolyte is low the battery must
be topped up with distilled water.
Remove the cell caps. . .

3



3 Brake fluid levels
A. Wamlng: Brake hydraulic fluid can

, harm your eyes and damage
. painted surfaces, so use extreme

caution when handling and pouring it and
cover sunounding surfaces with rag. Do not
use fluid that has been standing open for
some time, as it absorbs moisture from the
air which can cause a dangerous loss of
braking effectiveness.

Before you start:
II' Position the motorcycle on its centre
stand, and turn the handlebars until the top of
the master cylinder is as level as possible. If
necessary, tilt the motorcycle to make it level.
Remove the seat (see Chapter 7) for access to
the rear brake fluid reservoir.
II' Make sure you have the corr9Ct hydraulic
fluid - DOT 4 is recommended. Wrap a rag

2 If the level is below the LOWER level
mark, remove the two screws (arrows) to
free the front brake fluid reseI'VOir cover.

plate and diaphragm.

The rear brake fluid level can be seen 6 Remove the two screws and lift off the

through the translucent body of the cover and diaphragm. Top up with new

reservoir. The fluid must lie between the clean DOT 4 brake fluid until the level is

LOWER and UPPER level marks (arrows). between the two level marks.

5

4 Suspension, steering and drive chain
Suspension and steering:
. Check that the front and rear suspension
operates smoothly without binding.
. Check that the suspension is adjusted as
required.

Daily (pre-ride) checks 0-11

around the reservoir being worked on to
ensure that any spillage does not come into
contact with painted surfaces.

Bike care:
. The fluid in the front and rear brake
master cylinder reservoirs will drop slightly as
the brake pads wear down.
. If any fluid reservoir requires repeated
topping-up this is an indication of a leak
somewhere In the system. which should be

investigated immediately.
. Check for signs of fluid leakage from the
hydraulic hoses and components - If found,

rectify immediately.
. Check the operation of both brakes before
taking the machine on the road; If there is
evidence of air in the system (spongy feel to
lever or pedal), It must be bled (see Chapter 6).

The front brake fluid level is checked via
the sightglass in the reselVoir - it must be
above the LOWER level mark (arrow).

1

4 Ensure that the diaphragm Is correctly
seated before installing the plate and
cover.

3 Top up with new clean DOT 4 hydraulic
fluid, until the level is above the LOWER
mark. Take care to avoid spills

(see Warning above).

Check that the diaphragm is correctly
folded before installing the cover.7

Drive chain:
. Check that the drive chain slack Isn't
excessive. If it requires adjustment, refer to
Chapter 1 .
. If the chain looks dry, lubricate it (see
Chapter 1).

. Check that the steering moves smoothly
from lock-to-iock.
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5 Tyres
The correct pressures: Tyre care:
. The tyre pressures must be checked. Check the lyres carefully for cuts, tears,
when cold, not immediately after riding. If the embedded nails or other sharp objects and
motorcycle has just been ridden the tyres will excessive wear. Operation of the motorcycle
be warm and their pressures will have with excessively worn lyres is extremely
increased. Note that extremely low tyre hazardous, as traction and handling are
pressures may cause the lyre to slip on the directly affected.
rim or come off. High tyre pressures will cause. Check the condition of the lyre valve and
abnormal tread wear and unsafe handling. ensure the dust cap is in place.
. U t . Pick out any stones or nails which mayS8 an accura epressure gauge. have become embedded in the lyre tread.

. Pro~r air pressure will Incresse tyre life. If tyre damage is apparent, or unexplained
and provide maximum stability and ride loss of pressure is experienced, seek the
comfort. advice of a lyre fitting specialist without delay.

Check the tyre pressures when the tyres 2 Measure tread depth at the centre of the
are cold and keep them property inflated. tyre using a tread depth gauge.1

6 Legal and safety checks
Lighting and signalling:
. Take a minute to check that the headlight,
taillight, brake light, instrument lights and turn
signals all work correctly.
. Check that the horn sounds when the
switch is operated.
. A working speedometer is a statutory
requirement in the UK.

l'yre tread depth:
. At the time of writing UK law requires that
tread depth must be at least 1 mm over 3/4 of
the tread breadth all the way around the tyre.
with no bald patches. Many riders, however.
consider 2 mm tread depth minimum to be a
safer limit. Suzuki recommend a minimum of
1.6 mm on the front and 2 mm on the rear.

. Many tyres now Incorporate wear Indicators
In the tread. Identify the triangular pointer or
TWI mark on the tyre sidewall to locate the
indicator bin and replace the tyre if the tread
has worn down to the bar.

3 Tyre tread wear Indicator bar and its

location marking (usually an arrow. on

this tyre TW1) on the sidewall (arrows).

Fuel:
. This may seem obvious, but check that you
have enoogh fuel to complete your journey. If
you notice signs of fuel leakage - rectify the

cause immediately.
. Ensure you use the correct grade unleaded
fuel - see Chapter 3 Specifications.

Safety:
. Check that the throttle grip rotates
smoothly and snaps shut when released, In all

steering positions.
. Check that the clutch lever operates
smoothly and with the correct amount of
freeplay (see Chapter 1).
. Check that the engine shuts off when the
kill switch Is operated.
. Check that sldestand return spring holds
the stand securely up when retracted. The
same applies to the centre stand.
. Check the operation of the sidestand
switch as described In your owners manual.



Chapter 1
Routine maintenance and servicing
Contents
Airfllter-cleaning 2
Airfilter-repiac6.TIVIR 18
Battery - electrolyte specific gravity check. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Brake caliPefS and mast« cylW1d«8 - ... r8PIac&oTIVIK 34
Brakeftuld-chw'g8 21
Brakehoees-rep/~TIVIR 22
Brakepeds-wearcheck '.' '.'.'.'" 13
Brake8y8tem-d18Cka 14
c.bxetta'S-synctwonilatlon ..25
Clutch-check 10
Cylinder heed NJlsand exhaJSt~ bo/t8-~';U~d-* 4
DrIw ch8n - cleening and kJl:wicatkx1 1
DrIve chain - freeplay check and adjustment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11
~chain-w.-~stretchcheck ..." 12
Engine - cyI~ ~T.,..as8ic;., check ,. . . . . . . .30
Engine-oilpressulecheck 31
Eng~88k)n - 01 ~ 01/ filter chwIge 8

ofd

Specifi~peCITlcatlons
Engine
Valve clearances (COLD engi1e) -Intake n -"aJ8t. . . ...
Spark plugs

Type- . .
St8nd8d ... ~ j ~.

For cold cHmate (below 5°C) , For extended high speed rldWig .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~kjlespeed "." ~...~.

cynnd«: ~on
Standard Mirim~(bothcyiinderS) ~ ~rimum(one~ ... ~..

Maximum difference between cyilnd88 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ...
Oil pr888Ure (with engine W8m) """,.,.,., '..'.Co""'.

°Note: " both cylinders record /e88 than 142 psi (10 bar), oV8rll8uf Is required (Me text). "only one cylinder 18COrds 1888 then 142 psi (10 bar) then
the engne is good, as long as thlt cylinder is not below 114 pal (8 bar} and the dIffeIence ~ ; the ~ ~ is ... tI8r 28 pal rJ b81j.

1-1

Frootfork-olichenge 29
FuelhO8I8-~.. 23
Fuelsyatem-check 7
H88d11ght-almchecknad~ 28
Idle speed - check and adjlStment 9
Nutsandbolts-tightn888check , ~ 17
Rear suspension - bearing lubrication 33
~pkAgS-gapchecknad/l81ment ... ... ..":.. 8
~pkAgS-replacement.. ... 19
Standi, lever pivots and cables - lubrication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .28
~ngheadb.-WIg-1ubicatI ,.. .,.. ~
Steering head ~ freepIay - check and ~ 1 8
Suspension-check 20
ThrottIenchokec8)18-check 24
Valve ~ . check and adj'-'fnent oS
Wheelbeeringl-check , ~.! 27

Wheel8and~-~check ~' 15

Ity

0.00 to 0.08 nwn

NGK DPR8EA-9 or Nippondeneo X24EPR-U9
NGK DPR7EA-9 « N~ X22EPR-U9
NGK DPR9EA-9 « N~ X2~
0.8 to 0.9 mm
1200 ~ 100 rJXn

142 to 198 psi (10 to 14 b8r)
142 pel (10 b8)'
114 pel (8~'
28 pel (2 b8?
28 to 71 ~ ~.O to 5.0 b8? at 3(XX) rpn



Mainten1-2 Maintenance 6. servicing
Miscetlaneous
Battery specific gravity

Standard 1.288t2Q8C
Minimum 1.22at20OC

Ckrtchleverfreepiay 10to15mm
nwoottiecablefreeplay , 3to6mm
~d\ajn

Freepiay 20to30mm
Stretch NnWt(21 pin*9h._- " 319.4nwn

Brake ped8I height

K,L.M.N.P~Rm0d8 47nwn
S,TandVrnodeIa. ,.., 55mm

Tyrepr-..(cokf) F..-It ~
RIder "".."'."". 33pei(2.25b8) 36pei (2.50 b&r)
~np.-on 33P1ir2.25b8) 41P1i(2.~b8r)

Tyretreaddepth
Frmt ~ '...""" 1.6mmn**IUn
R88r " """"""""" 2mmm~knum

ance

~

Torque settings
Cylinder head 10 mm domed nuts 35to40Nm
CyI~head8mmplainnut 7to11Nm
Exhaust downpipe cilmp bolts 9 to 12 Nm
Sllencermountingbolt 18to28Nm
Oildr8in~ 2Oto25Nm
Rear axle nut

Nutwithsplit-pln(US~ 5OtoBONm
SeIf-lockingnut(UKmodeIa) BOto96Nm

Steering stem bolt 35to55Nm
Forkclampbo/ta(topyof<e) 18to28Nm
Suspenaion linkage rod bolts . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 to 1 00 ~
Suspension linkage ann bolt 70t0100Nm
Shod< ab8orber mounting bolts 4Otoeo~
Swingannpivotnut 55to88Nm

Recommended lubricants and fluids
Drive chain lubricant H88vymotorol(40~50~
Engine/transmission 011 viscosity. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . SAE 1OW/40

Engina/transmisaionoiltype APlgr8deSE~SF~)
Enginel'transmi88lon oil capacity

OWchange 2.811tres
Oilandfllterchange 2.911tres
FoI~ engine ov.haJI - ~ new . . . . . 3.2 Iitr-.

Brake fluid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DOT 4

Fork 01 type SAE1OW~oI
Fork 011 capacity

UKK,lnMmodIIs.n8lUSmod8l8 . 382~
UKN.P,R,S,TandVmodeI8 37700

Fork oIl8YeI*
UKK,lIndMmod8I8,8nd8IUSmodele 99mm
UKN,P, R. S, TandVmodeIa 1~mm

'Oil level Is me8SUI8d from the top of the tube with the bt .",." removed and the leg fully CQ'T...~
M8CIII818OU8

Wheelbeeringa MuIti-purpoeegr888e
~~~18~ ~~ba88d0"ll88
Steerlngheadb88tngs.. Mu~or-
~,levern8t81d~pok1t8 , , Motor oil
TtvottIegrip MuJti..~~~~filn

&

35 to 40 Nm
7 to 11 t«n
9 to 12 Nm
18to28 Nm
20to25Nm

SOtoSONm
SO to 96 Nm

35to55~
18to28~
70 to 100 Nm

70 to 100 Nm

4Oto60~
55to88t«n

Heavy motor 011 (40 or 50 weight)
SAE 1f1N/40
API grade SE or SF (mlnlm~) motor 011

2.6 Iitres
2.9 Itres
3.2 11'-
0014
SAE 1 OW fort< 011

382~
377~

Multi-purpose gre88e
Uthi~~ or-
Multi-purpose gre88e
Motor oil
Multi-purpose gr8888 or dry film lu~



1-3
Note: 77Ie dally (pre-ride) checks outlined in the owner's menua/ co~ those items which should be inspected on a daily basis. Always perfonn
the pre-ride inspection at every maintenance interval (in addition to the procedures listed). 77Je Intervals listed below are the intervals
IeCOmmended by the manufacturer for each patticular operation during the model yeatS covered In this manual. Your owner's manual may have
d/fferent intervals for your model.

Maintenance schedule



1-4 M;ai ntenance

Rear brake Wuid fNervoIr
CattJut8ttOtS

4
5
6

1

2;

3 ~speed~

4
5
,

FOlk QJtcIIc8J#e~""'"

ChoG c8J#e ~t8r

f
2
3

&
. .

servicing

Component locations on right-hand side

7
8
9ThrottIecable~"""

Air filter
Remotefuel~
Sattery

7
8
9Fuel mw (m8n AMI cock)



I uctionntrod

maintained according to the warranty
standards, you may want to pick up routine
maintenance as it coincides with the next
mileage or calendar interval. If you have
owned the machine for some time but have

Every 600 miles (1000 km)
Caution: Don't use petrol (gasoline),
solvent or other cleaning fluids which
might damage Its Internal sealing
properties. Don't use high-pressure water.
The entire process shouldn't take longer
than ten minutes - if it does, the O-rings in
the chain rollers could be damaged.
3 The best time to lubricate the chain is after
riding; when the chain is W8nn. the lubricant
penetrates the joints between the side plates
better than when cold.
4 Apply the specified lubricant (see
Specifications at the beginning of the
Chapter) to the area where the side plates
ovefiap - not to the middle of the rollers. After
applying the lubricant, let it soak in for a few
minutes before wiping off any excess.

Cleaning and lubrication
1 Place the machine on its centre stand.
Rotate the back wheel whilst cleaning and
lubricating the chain to better access all the
links.
2 Wash the chain in paraffin (kerosene), then
wipe it off and allow it to dry, using
compressed air if available. If the chain is
excessively dirty it should be removed from
the machine and allowed to soak in the
paraffin (see Chapter 5).

Every 2000 miles (3000 km)

1 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3).
2 Unscrew the four screws securing the air
filter to the filter housing, noting the positions
of the wiring loom and breather hose clamps

2.2 Air filter screws (A),
wiring and breather hose clamps (B),

directional arrow (C)

Maintenance & servlcln 1-5

never perfom1ed any maintenance on it, then

Caution: " using an aerosol drive chain 011
make sure n Is marked as being sunable
for O-ring chains. The chain O-rings can be
damaged by the solvents and addnlves
contained In certain products.

Freep/ay check and adjustment
5 After chain lubrication check the amount of
freepiay as described in Section 11 and adjust
if necessary.

and the arrow on the top of the filter which
must point forward. Withdraw the filter from
the housing (see Ulustration).
3 Tap the filter on a hard surface to dislodge
any dirt. If compressed air is available, use It
to clean the element. directing the air from the
outside of the element (seeIUustration). If the
element is tom or extremely dirty. replace it
with a new one.

4 Install the filter by reversing the removal
procedure, making sure that the arrow on the
top of the filter is facing forward (a..
illustration). Make sure that the filter is
property seated in the housing before fitting
the screws.
CautIon: If the machIne Is contInually
ridden in dusty conditions, the filter should
be c#Nned more f,.quently.



Every 4000 miles (6000 km) or 12 months

Every 4000 miles (6000 km) or 12 months
'~ ,'., c: ~," !'; , c'. ", !;" 1~;':'~;; Slacken the nuta evenly and a little at a time In
;1'7: .' ,.'. ..4 'Cylinder head nutl.!, 4.';'J .1. a reverse of their numerical sequence until

' ,;'~ 'c. ,A""".W~~~~~!i" :;;\,~, ,\ '.. ~ ..," ;\O;~~;~p:.ww~t: ~4\' they are all slack.. .. "",'-':.1;;.:, 'i"" ~I.i.;a.;.&. ;' , .. ,c, ". ',.. "-, ~~'" _..!~i~' 4 U~ a torque wrench, tighten the domed
;'~;"!,':;L-",;; ":"'_.~ ~ ,...,~ ,~ .:,=,;~:~:,,".'n~;. ~ nuta 8\'en1y and a HttIe at a time in numerical
1 Before checking the specific gravity of the 1 Suzuki recommend that the cylinder head sequence to the torque setting specified at
battery electrolyte, make sure that the nuts and exhaust pipe bolts are checked to the beginning of the Chapter (... IIk8tratIon
electrolyte level Is correct (see -Daily (pre-rlde) ensure they are tightened to their correct 4.3».
checks). torque settings. The engine must be 5 When the nuts are correctly torqued,
2 Using an hydrometer, check the specific completely cool for these maintenance tighten the plain bolt at the front of the
gravity of eech of the cells in the battery. If the procedures, so let the machine sit overnight cylinder head to the specified torque settWlg
readings obtained are less than that specified before beginning. (eee Illustration 4.38).
at the beginning of the Chapter, the battery "'u 8 Install the valve cover (see Chapter 2).
should be charged (see Chapter 8). If an VI' nder head nuts Exh ust -'ftA bolts
hy<*'ometer is not avaHabIe, have the battery 2 Remove the valve cover (see ~er 2). 8".".,
checked by a Suzuki dealer. 3 The cylinder head is secured by eight 10 7 Using a torque wrench, check that the

mm domed nuts and one 6 mm bolt. Slacken exhaust downplpe clamp bolts and the
the bolt at the front of the cylinder head (see silencer mounting bolt are tightened to the
IIlustr8tlon). The eight domed nuts are torque settings specified at the beginning of
numbered for identification (see iIkI8tr8tIon). the Chapter (888 .~.

Every

1 BefCX'e checking the specific gravity of the
battery electrolyte, make sure that the
electrolyte level Is COn'eCt (see -Daily (pre-ride)

checks).
2 Using an hydrometer, check the specific
gravity of e8Ct1 of the ceNs In the ~. If the
readings obtained are less than that specified
at the beginning of the Chapter, the battery
should be charged (see Chapter 8). If an
hydrometer Is not available, have the batteI'Y
checked by a Suzuki d8«.

4.38 Cylinder head front bolt (arrow)

4.78 Exhaust downpipe clamp bolts (~)

4.3b Cylktder head nut TIGHTENING sequence
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5.3 The pulse generator cover is secured by three bolts (arrows)

1 The engine must be completely cool for this
maintenance procedure. so let the machine sit
overnight before beginning.
2 Remove the valve cover (see Chapter 2).
Unscrew the spark plugs to allow the engine
to be turned over easier (see Section 6).
3 Unscrew the three bolts securing the pulse
generator coil cover to the right-hand side
crankcase cover (see illustration). The
engine can be rotated by using a 19 mm
spanner on the timing rotor hexagon and
turning it in a clockwise direction only.
Alternatively, place the motorcycle on its
centre stand, select a high gear and rotate the
rear wheel by hand in Its normal direction of
rotation.
4 Make a chart or sketch of all four valve

5.5c Using a feeler gauge to check the valve clearances

7 When all clearances have been measured
and chIM1ed, Identify whether the cleerarK:e on
any valve falls outside that specified. If it does,
the shim between the follower and ttlecamshaft
must be replaced with one of a thickness which
win res~ the correct cl~.
8 Shim replacement requires the use of the
Suzuki service tool (Pt. No. 09916-64510) or a
home-made equivalent which can be made
out of a piece of plate steel (see ilh8tr8tion).

positions so that a note of each clearance can
be made against the relevant valve.
5 Rotate the engine until the R. T mark on the
rotor aligns with the centre of the left-hand
pulse generator coil, and so that the notches
in the right-hand end of each camshaft face
each other (see illustratIons). At this point
insert a feeler gauge of the same thickness as
the correct valve clearance (see
Specifications) between the cam lobe base
and shim of the right-hand cylinder intake and
exhaust valves, and of the left-hand cylinder
intake valve, and check that It is a firm sliding
fit (Me IIIu8tr8tlon). If It Is not, use the feeler
gauges to obtain the exact clearance. Record
the measured clearance on the chart.
S Rotate the engine so that the timing rotor
turns through 380°, at Which point the notches
in the end of each camshaft now face away
from each other. Measure the valve clearance
of the left-hand cylinder exhaust valve using
the method described in Step 5.
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9 Using your fingers, turn the cam follower of
the valve In question so that Its shim removing
slot faces backwards (exhaust valve) or
forwards (intake valve) (... 11I\I8tI'8tIon).
10 Fit the tool under the camshaft, making
StKe it contacts only the follower and not the
shim, and pre.. it down to depress the

.
11 PrIM the shm out of the foIower ~ a
small screwdriver inserted In Its slot and
remove it using a pair of pliers (...

Obtain and install the replacement shim,
noting that its size marking should be Installed
downwards and that the shim should be
lubricated with engine 011.
13 Remove the tool from the follower. Rotate
the crankshaft several turns to seat the new
shim. Check the clearance again, then repeat
the process for any other valves until the
ct.'8nCe8 are correct.
14 Install all disturbed components in a
r8o.wse of the rwnovaI 8eCJIBnCe .

IlIu8tr8tions). The shim size should be
stamped on its face(... IIlu8tr8tion). A shim
size of 250 denotes a thickness of 2.5 mm,
245 is 2.45 mm. It is recommended that the
shim is measured to check that It has not
worn (Me -..ti o). ShIma ~ avaI~ in
0.05 mm Increments from 2.15 to 3.10 mm.
12 Using the shim selection chart, find where
the measured valve clearance and existing
shim thickness values intersect and read off
the shim size required (... IIlustr8t1on).
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1 Make sure your spar\< plug socket is the
correct size before attempting to remove the
plugs - a suitable one Is supplied In the

motorcycle's tool kit which Is stored under the

seat.
2 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7) and
disconnect the battery negative (-ve) lead.
3 Clean the area around the plug caps to

prevent any dirt falling into the spar\< plug

channels.
4 Check that the cylinder location is marked

on each plUQ leed, then pull the spark plug cap

off each spark plug (see Illustration). Using
either the plug spanner supplied In the blke~s
toolkit or a deep plug socket, unscrew the

plugs from the cylinder head (see illustration).
Lay each plug out in relation to its cylinder; if
either plug shows up a problem it will then be

easy to identify the troublesome cylinder.
5 Inspect the electrodes for wear. Both the
centre and side electrodes should have
square edges and the side electrode should
be of uniform thickness. Look for excessive
deposits and evidence of a cracked or
chipped Insulator around the centre electrode.
Compare your spark plugs to the colour spark
plug reading chart at the end of this Manual.
Check the threads, the washer and the
ceramic insulator body for cracks and other

damage.
S If the electrodes are not excesslv~ly wom,
and If the deposits can be easily removed with

a wire brush, the plugs can be re..g~pedand
re-used (If no cracks or chips are visible in the
insulator). If in doubt concerning the condition
of the plugs. replace them with new ones, as
the expense is minimal.
7 Cleaning spark plugs by sandblasting is
permitted, provided you clean"" plugs with a
hIgh flash-point solvent afterwards.
8 Before installing the plugs, make sure they

6.4b ... then ooscrew the spark plug

are the cOl'rect type and heat range and check tighten by a further 1/4 turn with the tool
the gap between the electrodes (they are not supplied or a deep socket. Beware of over-
pr&-set on new plugs). For best results, use a tightening the plugs otherwise the threads in
wire-type gauge rather than a flat (feeler) the head could be stripped.
gauge to check the gap (S88 illustrations). 10 Reconnect the spark plug caps, making
Compare the gap to that specified and adjust sure they are securely connected to the
as necessary. If the gap must be adjusted, correct cylinder.
bend the side electrode only and be very
careful not to chip or crack the insulator nose
(see Illustration). Make sure the washer Is in
place before Installing each plug.
9 Since the cylinder head is made of
aluminium, which Is soft and easily damaged,
thread the plugs Into the head by hand (see
Illustration). Fit each plug finger-tight, then
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&. Warning: Petrol (gasoline) Is

, extremely flammable, so take
. extra precautions when you

work on any part of the fuel
system. Don't smoke or allow open fIBmes
or bare light bulbs near the work area, and
don't work In a garage where a natural
gas-type appliance Is present. " you spill
any fuel on your skin, rinse It off
Immediately with soap and water. When
you perform any kind of work on the fuel
system, wear safety glasses and have a fire
extinguisher suitable for a Class B type fitw
(flammable liquids) on hand.

Check
1 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3) and
check the tank, the main fuel cock, the fuel
tap, and the fuel hoses for signs of leakage,
deterioration or damage; in particular check
that th«e is no leakage from the fuel hoses.
Replace any hoses which are cracked or
deteriorated. On California models, also
check the evaporative emission control
system hoses between the fuel tank and
charcoal canist« and between the charcoal
canister and carburettors.
2 It the fuel tap Is 1eaki1g, reInove the tap arMj
tighten the four aasembly screws on the back
of the tap (888 Chapter 3). If '-age persists
remove the screws and disassemble the tap,
noting how the components fit. Inspect all

8.58 Unscrew the three nuts securing the
oil filter cover. . .

also acts as a coolant, a cleaner, a sealant,
and a protectant. Because of these demands,
the 011 takes a terrific amount of abuse and
should be replaced oft.., with new oil of the
~mended grade and type. SavIng a little
money on the difference in cost between a
good 011 and a cheap 011 won't pay off If the
engine Is damaged.
I Before changing the oil, wann up the
engine so the 011 will drain easily.
3 Put the motorcycle on its C81tre stand and
position a clean drain tray below the engine.
Unscrew the 011 filler cap on the right-hand
side crankcase cover to vent the crankcase
and to act as a ~inder that there Is no oil in
the engine (... IIIu8tl'8tlon).
4 Next, unscrew the 011 drain plug from the
bottom of the engine and allow the oil to flow
Into the drain tray (see 1I~..u.i8). DIscard
the sealing washer on the drain plug as It
should be replaced whenever the plug is
removed.
& PosItion the 011 drain tray so that It is below
the 011 filter. Unscrew the three nuts secwing
the 011 filter cover to the front of the engine,
then remove the cover along with its O-ring
and spring (a.. "'ustr8t'on). Check the
condition of the O-ring and replace it If It is
damaged or deteriorated. Remove the old
filter and wipe off any remaini1g oil from the
filter cover sealing area (... lllu8tI'8tion).
8 When the oil has completely drained, fit a
new sealing washer over the drain plug. Fit the
plug to the sump and tig,ten It to the torque
setting specified at the beginning of the
Chapt.. Avoid overtight~, as damage to
the sump will result.

components for wear or damage. If any of the
components are worn or damaged, a new tap
must be fitted.
3 If the carburettor gaskets are leaking, the
carburettors should be disassembled and
rebuilt using new gaskets and seals (see
Chapter 3).

FIlter cleaning
4 Cleaning or replacement of the fuel filter Is
advised after a P8rticularly high mileage has
been covered. It is also necessary If fuel
starvation is suspected.
5 The fuel filter Is mounted In the tank and is
integr8 with the m8k1 fuel cock. Remove the
fuel tank and the main fuel cock (Chapter 3).
Clean the gauze filter to reIOOVe all traces of
dirt and fuel sedknent. Check the gauze for
holes. If any.. found, a new filter should be
fitted. Check the condition of the O-ring and
replace it if it 18 in any way damaged or
deteriorated .

8 Engine/transmission - ~

oil and oil filter change ~

~A Warning: Se careful when
, draining the 0;1, as the exhaust
. pipes, the engln., and the 011

. Itself can cause .eveIW bums.
1 Consistent routine oil and filter changes are
the single most important maintenance
procedure you can perform on a motorcycle.
The oil not only lubricates the internal parts of
the engine, transmission and clutch, but it

A

8.4b ... and allow all the 011 to drain

8.Gb ... and remove the old filter



8.7d ... then fit the cover...

7 Install the new filter (see Illustration). Apply
a smear of grease to the O-ring on the fitter
cover, then install the spring and the filter
cover onto the engine and tighten the nuts

securely (see Mlustrations).
8 Refill the crankcase with oil to the proper
level (see Dally (pre-ride) checks) with the
recommended type and amount of oil, then
install the filler cap. Start the engine and let It
run for two or three minutes (make sure that
the oil pressure light extinguishes after a few
seconds). Shut it off, wait a few minutes, then
check the 011 level. If necessary, add more oil
to bring the level up to the upper line on the
dipstick. Check around the drain plug and

filter cover for leaks.
9 The old 011 drained from the engine cannot
be re-used and should be disposed of
property. Check with your local refuse
disposal company, disposal facility or
environmental agency to see whether they will

accept the used oil for recycling. Don't pour

used oil into drains or onto the ground.

tighten its nuts securely8.78 ... and

by turning the throttle stop screw in or out
until the Idle speed listed in this Chapter's
Specifications is obtained. The throttle stop
screw is located under the right-hand
carburettor (see IIlu8b'atIon).
4 Snap the throttle open and shut a few
times, then recheck the Idle speed. If
necessary, repeat the adjustment procedure.
S If a smooth, steady Idle can't be achieved,
the fueVair mlxtll"e may be incorrect. Refer to
Chapter 3 for additional information on
adjusting the carburettors.

Note: It is
antisocial and
illegal to dump oil
down the drain. In
the UK, call this
number free to
find the location
of your local oil
recycling bank.

. " .,.. 'I. I
0800 66 33 66

In the USA, note that any oil supplier must
accept used oil for recycling.

Throttle cable freepiay
8 At the same time as the idle speed Is
checked, measure the amount of freeplay Is
the throttle cable. This is measured in terms
of twistgrlp rotation, and is described In

Section 24).

Idle speed check
1 Before adjusting the idle speed, make sure
the valve clearances and spark plug gaps are
correct. Also, tum the handlebars back-and-
forth and see if the idle speed changes as this
is done. If It does, the throttle cable may not
be adjusted correctly, or may be worn out.
This is a dangerous condition that can cause
loss of control of the bike. Be sure to cooeot
this problem before proceeding.
2 The engine should be at normal operating
temperature, which is usually reached after 10
to 15 minutes of stop and go riding. Place the
motorcycle on its centre stand and make sure
the transmission Is In neutral.
3 With the engine idling, adjust the Idle speed



1 Periodic adjustment of the clutch cable Is
necessary to compensate for cable stretch.
Check that the amount of freeplay at the
clutch lever end is within the specifications
listed at the beginning of the Chapter (8ee
IIU8tr8tIon). If adjustment Is required, It can
be made at either the lever end of the cable or
at the clutch end.
2 To adjust cable freeplay at the lever, pull
back the rubber cover, then loosen the
locking ring and tum the adjuster In or out
until the required amount of freeplay Is
obtained (s.. IIIU8tr8tfon). To Increase
frMplay, tum the adjuster clockwise. To
reduce freeplay, turn the adjuster antl-
cIocI<wI88. TlghtM the ~ ring 88ClreIy.
3 To adjust cable freeplay at the clutch, pull
up the nk*- COY« on the top of the engine
sprocket cover, then loosen the locknut and
t\m the adjust.- ~ the requred amount of
freepjay is obtained (see illustration). To
Incr-. freeplay, t1.m the ad~er clockwise.
To reduce freeplay, turn the adjuster antl-
Clockwise. TIghten the locknut securely.
4 If - the ~ has been .-en up at the
lever, reset the adjuster to give the maximum

(8) (lever end)10.2 Lockring (A),

Chapter's Specifications (... Illustration).
~ 1h8 ch8Jn will rarely We.' evenly, rotate
the rear wheel so that another section of chain
can be checked; do this severa times to check
the entire length of chain. In some cases
where lubrication has been neglected or the
chain's O-rings have failed, corrosion and
galling may cause the links to bind and kink,
~ effectively ~ the ch81'SIength. If
the chain is tight between the sprockets, rusty
or kinked, or If any of the ~ 8r8 loose or the
rogers damaged, It's time to replace It with a
new one. If you find a tight area. ~ It with
felt pen or paint, and repeat the lT1888UrMW1t
after the bike has been ridden. If the chaWl'S
stil tight In the S8ne area. It may be damaged
or wom. Because a tight or kinked chain can
damage the tran8mis8k)n output shaft ~,
it's a good idee to replace It.

Adjustment
4 Rotate the rear wheel until the chain Is
positioned with the tightest point at the centre
of Its bottom run, then place the machine on
Its 8Ide8t81d.
5 On US models, remove the split pin from
the rew axle nut, then on all models slacken
the axle nut (... .U8b'8tIon).
8 Adjust the chain adjustw,g nuts on the end
of each side of the swingarm evenly until the
amount of freeplay specified at the beginning

8T1OIrt of freepIay, then set fie conect a'nount
of ~ U8i'Ig the adjust8' at fie ckJtch erwJ
of fie cable. Sli)8equent ad~ can now
be made ~ the ~ criy.
5 Clutch plate wear can be compensated for
by 8djwtment of the clutd1 r.-. "~--~
set i1 fie s,.od(8t oovw. " It Is ~ to
eliminate clutch drag or slip with cable
adjustment. set the reI88S8 mechanism
freepiayas described in Chipt.. 2, Section 17.
Always adjust the cable after release
mechanism adjustment.

Freepiay Check
1 A neglected drive chain won't last long and
can quickly damage the sprockets. Routine
chain adjustment will enS(Ke maxinum chain
and sprocket life.
2 To check the chain, shift the transmission
into neutral and make sure the ignition switch
is OFF. Place the machine on Its centre stand.
3 Measure the amount of freepiay on the
chain's bottom run, at a point midway
between the two sprockets, then compare
your measurement to the value listed in this

~ .

11.5 Slacken the axle nut . . .
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11.6 ... then adjust the chain
by turning the adjuster nuts

of the Chapter is obtained at the centre of the
bottom run of the chain (see illustration).
7 Following chain adjustment, check that the
cut-out on the top of each chain adjuster is in
the same position in relation to the notches on
the swingarrn (see I'ustration). It is Important
that the mark on each adjuster aligns with the
same notch; If not, the rear wheel will be out
of alignment with the front.
8 If there is a discrepancy in the chain
adjuster positions.. adjust one of the chain
adjusters so that its position is exactly the
same as the other. Check the chain freeplay
as described above and readjust If necessary.
9 Tighten the axle nut to the torque setting
specified at the beginning of the Chapter. then
tighten both chain adjuster nuts securely (...
Illustration). On US models. fit a new split pin
through the hole in the end of the axle and
bend Its ends securely around the axle nut.

1 Position the machine on its centre stand.
Rotate the rear wheel slowly and check the
entire length of the chain for damaged rollers,
loose links and pins and replace If damage Is
found. " the chain has reached the end of Its
adjustment, it must be replaced.
2 The amount of chain stretch can be
measured and compared to the stretch limit

or 12 months 1-13

11.7 The cut-out on each adjuster (arrow)
must be in the same position relative to

the notches in the swlngarm

equipment pads feature a wear indicator step
on K, L, M, N, p.. A and S models or cutout on
T and V models In the friction material to
denote the point at which the pads must be
replaced with new ones. If the pads are
particularly dirty or you are in doubt about the
amount of friction material remaining, remove
the pads for inspection (see Chapter 6).
2 On K, L, M, N, P, RandS models the pads
must be replaced if the friction material has
worn down level with the step on the pad
edge (see illustration). On T and V models
the pads must be replaced if the friction
material has worn down to expose the cutout
in the top and bottom edge of the pad (see

illustration).

Rear brake pads
3 The pads can be viewed from the top of
the caliper after removing the plastic cover.
The original equipment pads feature a step
or groove around the pad periphery to
denote the point at which the pads must be
replaced with new ones. If the pads are
particularly dirty or you are in doubt about
the amount of friction material remaining,
remove the pads tor inspection as described
in Chapter 6.

specified at the beginning of the Chapter. On
US models, remove the split pin from the rear
axle nut, then on all models slacken the axle
nut (see illustration 11.5). Tighten the chain
adjusting nuts on the end of each side of the
swingarm evenly until the chain is tight ,...
Illustration 11.6). Measure along the bottom
run the length of 21 pins (from the centre of
the 1st pin to the centre of the 21st pin) and
compare the result with the service limit
specified at the beginning of the Chapter (see
illustration). Rotate the rear wheel so that
several sections of the chain are measured.
then calculate the average. If the chain
exceeds the service limit It must be replaced
(see Chapter 5). Note: It is good practice to
replace the chain and sprockets as a set.
Reset the chain freeplay as described in
Section 11.
3 Check the teeth on the engine sprocket and
the rear wheel ~rocket for wear (Chapter 5).
4 Inspect the drive chain slider on the
swingarm for excessive wear and replace It If
necessary (see Chapter 5).

1

t.
I
I

I.
..
:
:
.
.
.
I
I

Front brake ped wear indicator
cutout (arrow) - T and V modefs

Front brake pads
1 The pads can be viewed from above or
below the caliper mouth. The original

H29123

13.28 Front brake pad wear Indicator step
(arrow) . K, L, M, N, P, Rand S

13.2b
models
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4 The pads must be replaced if the friction
~ has worn down level with the step or
~ In the pad edge (888 ~).

1 A routine general check of the brake aystem
will _ure that eny prob'-ns are discovered
and remedied before the rider's safety is
Jeopardised.
2 Check the ~e lever end pedal for loose
connections, improper or rough action,
excessive play, bends, and other damage.
Replace any damaged P8Its with new ones
(see Chapter 6).
3 Make sure all brake fasteners are tight.
Checktheb'8kep8cisforW8'mmakeMn
the ftuld Ievet in the reservoirs Is correct (see
DeIly p..rlde) dIeCks). look for leaks at the
hoee connectIoos n check for Cf8Cks in the
hO88S. If the lever or pedal Is spongy, bleed
the br8<88 (8ee Qt8pter 6).
4 Make sure the brake light operates when
the front br8ke lever is depressed. The front
brake ~ switch Is not ed~. If it f81s to
operate properly, check It (see Chapter 8).
5 Make sure the ~e light is activated just
before the rear brake pedal takes effect. If
adjustment is neceeeary, hold the switch and
tum the adj~ oot on the switch body until
the brake light is activated when required (888
IIk8tr8tion). If the switch doesn't operate the
brake lights, check It (see Ct1apter 8).
8 Check the position of the brake pedal. The
distance between the brake pedal pad and
the top of the rider's footrest should be 8S
specified at the begimlng of the Chapter (...
HI~u..-or;). If the pedal height Is Incorrect,
slacken the locknut on the master cylinder
pushrod, ~ twn the pushrod adjuster until
the pedal is at the correct height (Me
IIlu81ration). Tighten the locknut securely.
Adjust t~ rear brake light switch after
adjusting'\tW pedal height (888 Step 5).
7 The front brake lever has a span adjuster

or 12 months

height

14.8b Master cylinder pu8tvod locknut (A)
and adjuster (8)

which alters the distance of the lever from the
handlebar (see Illustration). Pull the lever
away from the handlebar and turn the
adjuster knob until the setting which best
suits the rider is obtained. There are four
positions. never set the adjuster between
two positions.

become dented. roI9I or loose during nOI'mal
U88 of the machine. In extreme cases, worn or
loose steering head bearings can cause
steering wobble - 8 condition that is potentially

~.

Check
2 Place the motorcycle on its centre stand.
Raiae the front wheel off the ground either by
having an assistant push down on the rear or
by placing a support under the qq.
3 Point the front wheel straight-ahead and
slowly move the handlebars from slde-to-
side. Any dents or roughness In the bearing
races will be felt and the bars will not move
smoott'4y and freely.
4 Next, grasp the fork slk*s end try to move
them forwerd and backward (... iUu8tl'atlon).
Any looseness k1 the steering head bearings
will be felt 88 front-to-rear movement of the

WfteeIS
1 The cast wheels used are virtually
maintenance free. but they should be kept
clean and checked ~lcally for cracks and
other damage. Also check the wheel runout
and alignment (.. Chapter 6). Never attempt
to repair damaged cast wheels; they must be
replaced with new on88. Check the valve
rubber for signs of damage or deterioration
and have it replaced If necessary. Also. make
Stn the valve st8n cap Is in pace n tight.

T)'r8S
2 Check tyre condition and tread depth
thoroughly - see Dally ~) checks.

Is equipped with tapefed-
I head bearings which can

1 This mo
roller type
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16.6 Adjust the bearings using a drift located into one of the
notches in the adjuster ring

forb. If play Is felt in the bearings, adjust ~ object Is to set the adjuster ring so that the loosen fasteners, all nuts, bolts. screws, etc.
should be periodically checked for proper
tightness.
2 Pay particular attention to the following:

Spark plugs
Engine 011 drain p/t!g
Gearch8nge lever bolt
Foo~t and stand bolts
Engine mounting bolts
Shock absotbermounting bolts and
suspension linkage bolts
Handlebar bolts
Front axle nut and clamp bolt
Front falX clamp bolts (top & bottom yoke)
Rear axle nut
Swingarm pivot nut
Brake csHpermounting bolts
Brake hose benjo bolts and brake caliper

bleed SCf8WS

Blake disc bolts and f88T sprocket nuts
3 If a torque wrench is available, use it along
with the torque specifications at the beginning
of this, or other. Chapters.

steering head as follows.

Adjustment
5 Although not essential, it Is wise to remove
the fuel tank to avoid the possibility of damage
should a tool slip while adjustment is being
made (see Chapter 3). Slacken the steering
stem bolt, then slacken the fork clamp bolts in
the top yoke (see Illustrations).
6 Using a suitable drift located in one of the
notches in the adjuster ring, slacken the
adjuster ring slightly by tapping the drift with a
hammer, until pressure is just released. then
tighten it until all freeplay in the forks Is
removed, yet the steering is able to move
freely from side to side (see Illustration). The

16.5b ... and each fork clamp bolt (arrow)

bearings are under a very light loading, Just
enough to remove any freeplay.
Caution: Take great care not to apply
excessive presaure because this will cause

premature failure of the bearings.
7 If the bearings cannot be set up property, or
if there is any binding, roughness or
notchiness, they will have to be removed for

inspection or ~Iacement (see Chapt~ 5).
8 With the bearings co~1y adjusted, tighten
the steering stem bolt and the fork clamp bolts
to the torque settings specified at the

beginning of the Chapter (see illustration).
9 Check the bearing adjustment as described
above and re-adJust if necessary.

1 Since vibration of the machine tends to
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1 Remove the old air filter as described in
Section 2 and Install a new one.

1 R«nOY8 the okj ~ pkJgs 88 ~-2)8(; In
SectIoo 6 and Install new ones.

1 The suspension components must be
maintained In top operating condition to
~re rider safety. Loose, worn or ~
suspension parts decrease the motorcycle's
stability and control.

Front suspension
2 While standing alongside the motorcycle,
apply the front brake and push on the
handlebars to compress the forks several
times. See If they move up-and-down
smoothly without binding. If bindng Is felt, the
forks ~ be dis8888mbled and inspected
(see Chapter 5).
3 Inspect the .. above the dust see! for oil
leakage, then carefully lever the dust seal
upwards using a flat-bladed screwdriver and
Inspect the area around the fork seal (see
IIIu8tr8tlons). If leakage Is evident, the seals
must be replaced (see Chapter 5).
4 Check the tightness of all susP«'$lon nuts
and bolts to be Sln none have worked loose.

Rear suspension
5 Inspect the re8' shock for fkJld leakage 81d
tightness of Its mountings. If leakage is found,
the shock should be replaced (see Chapter 5).
8 WIth the aid of an asalst81t to support the
bike, compress the rear suspension several
times. It should move up and down freely
without binding. If any binding is felt, the worn

Every 2 years- -
)C :)1",:;..: ~-~ ,:,'j;i.. prescribed Interval or whenever a master

;~.. .- .' '~:'i":::-:~~'" cylinder or caliper overhaul is carried out.
:!!~,j!{.~pt"'ti~'C."1;~' . .~~~\I .. Refer to the brake bleeding section In

!""".." ~:' ,:,-';JJ;)~:~- "'c,'c;,~'~"Y,: . '. Chapter 6. noting that all old fluid must ~
~'-'i"J'" 'c",';"".~,&'Ii..~-" 0"'""'., pumpedfromthefluldreservolr81dhydraUic

1 The brake fluid should be replaced at the line before filling with new OOT 4 fluid.

000 km) or 2 years

m.78 Attempt to move the awlngenn
from 8ide-to-8ide

or faulty component must be identified and
replaced. The problem could be due to either
the shock 8b8orber, the 8U~ linkage
components or the ewingarm components.
7 PoIition the motorcycle on Its centre stand
so that the rear wheel is off the ground. Grab
the swlngarm and rock It from side to aide -
there should be no discernible ~ at
the rear (He Illustration). If there's a little
movement or a slight clicking can be heerd.
h'ISpect the tlg~ of all the ,.. ~
mounting b<Xt8 and nuts. referring to the ~
settings specified at the beglmlng of the
Chapter. and re-check for movement. Next,
grasp the top of the rear wheel and pun It
upwards - thwe should be no discernible
freeplay before the shock absorber begins
to compress (8M Inustratlon). Any freepiay
felt in either check indicates worn bearings in
the suspension linkage (X' swlngarm, or
worn shock absorber mountings. The worn

m.7b Feel for up-end-down play In the
reer suspension bearings

components must be replaced (see ChaptW 5).
8 To make an accurate assessment of the
swingarm bearings, remove the rear wheel
(see Chapter 6) and the bolt securing the
suspension linkage rods to the linkage arm
(see Chapter 5). Grasp the rear of the
swingarm with one hand and place your other
h8'd at the j(xICtk)n of the swingMrn and the
frame. Try to move the rear of the swlngarm
from side-to-side. Any wear (play) In the
bearings should be felt as movement between
the swingarm and the frame at the front. If
there Is any play the SWIng8m will be felt to
move forward and backward at the front (not
from slde-to-side). Next, move the swlngann
up and down through ita full travel. It should
move freely, without any binding or rough
spots. If MY play ., the ~ Is rX)ted or If
the swingarm does not move freely, the
bearings must be removed for Inspection or

replacement (see Chapter 5).
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work on any part of the fuel system.
Oon't smoke or allow open flames or bare
light bulbs near the work area, and don't
work in a garage where a natural gas-type
appliance is present. If you spill any fuel on

1 The hoses should be replaced regardless of your skin, rinse It off Immediately with soap
their condition. and water. When you perlonn any kind of
2 Refer to Chapter 6 and disconnect the work on the fuel system, wear safety
brake hoses from the master cylinders and glasses. It is also advisable to have a fire
calipers. Always replace the banjo union extinguisher suitable for a Class B type fire
sealing wash8t$ with new ones. (flammable liquids) on hand - be sure you

know how to use It California models

Warning: Petrol (gasoline) Is
extremely flammable, so take
extra precautions when youA

Non-scheduled maintenance

Note: 7he throttle cable and choke cable will
stretch over a per/ad of time necessitating
adjustment.

Throttle cable
1 Make sure the throttle grip rotates easily
from fully closed to fully open with the front
wheel turned at various angles. The grip
should return automatically from fully open to
fully closed when released.
2 If the throttle sticks, this Is probably due to
a cable fault. Remove the cable (see Chapter
3) and lubricate It (~ Section 28). Install the
cable, making sure It is correctly routed. If this
fails to improve the operation of the throtUe,
the cable must be replaced. Note that in very
rare cases the fault could lie in the
carburettors rather than the cable,
necessitating the removal of the carburettors

24.3 Throttle cable freeplay is measured
In terms of twlstgrip rotation

Every 4 years 1.17

fuel tap and from the carbutettors. noting the
routing of each hose and where It connects
(see Chapter 3 if required). It Is advisable to
make a sketch of the various hoses before
removing them to ensure they are correctly
installed.
3 Secure each new hose to Its unions using
new clamps. Run the engine and check that
there are no fuel leaks before taking the
machine out on the road.

4 The emission control $YStem hoses should
be replaced regardless of their condition. In
addition to the fuel hoses mentioned above.
replace the surge hose from the fuel tank to
the charcoal canister. and the purge hose
from the charcoal canister to the carburettors
(see illustratIon 14.1 in Chapter 3).

All models
1 All fuel hoses should be replaced
regardless of their condition.
2 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3).
Disconnect the fuel hoses from the fuel cock,

lower nut Is still captive In the bottom of the
adjuster. Subsequent adjustments can now
be made at the throttle end.
6 Check that the throttle twistgrip operates
smoothly and snaps shut quickly when
released.
e With the engine Idling, turn the handlebars
through the full extent of their travel. The idle
speed should not change. If It does, the cable
may be incorrectly routed - correct this

condition before riding the ~ke (see Chapter 3).

Choke cable
7 If the choke does not operate smoothly this
is probably due to a cable fault. Remove the
cable (see Chapter 3) and lubricate it (see
Section 28). Install the cable, routing it so It
takes the smoothest route possible.
8 Check fora small amount of freeJ)iay In the
cable and adjust it if necessary using the
adjuster at the lever end of the cable, using
the method described in Step 4 above for the
throttle cable (throttle end). If this fails to
Improve the operation of the choke, the cable

and inspection of the throttle linkage (see

Chapter 3).
3 With the throttle operating smoothly, check
for a small amount of freeplay in the throttle
twistgrip (see IIlusb'atlon). The amount of
freeplay in the cable, measured in terms of
twistgrip rotation, should be as specified at
the beginning of the Chapter. If adjustment is
necessary, adjust the idle speed first (see

Section 9).
4 The cable is adjustable at elU'ler the throttle
end or the carburettor end. Minor adjustments
should be made at the throttle end. To adjust
the cable freeplay, slacken the locknut on the
cable adjuster and rotate the adjuster until the
correct amount of freeplay is obtained, then
tighten the locknut against the adjuster (see
illustration). If all the adjustment has been
taken up at the throttle, re-set the adjuster to
give maximum freeplay and then set the
correct amount of freeplay at the carburettor
by slackening the locknut and turning the

adjuster as required (see ilu8b'atlon). nghten
the locknut on completion, and make sure the

24.4a Throttle cable freeplay adjuster
locknut (A) and adjuster (B) (throttle end)
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25.5 Remove the vacuum take-off C8p (arrow)

must be replaced. Note that in very ~ c-.
the fault could lie in the carburettors rather
than the cable, necessitating the removal of
the carburettors and inspection of the choke
valves (see ~.. 3).

Note: T1Je carbu,.uors will go out of
synchronlsation over 8 period of time,
resulting In decf88sed fuel mileage, Increased
engine temperature, less than Ideal throttle
response and higher vibration /e~.

.&. Werning: Petrol (ga.ollne) ,.
extremely flammable, .0 take

. extra precautions when you
worlc on any part of the fuel

system. Don't smoke or allow open frames
or bare light bulbs near the worlc area, and
don't worlc in a garage where a natural
gas-type appliance Is present. "you spill
any fuel on your skin, rinse it off
immediately with soap and water. When
you perform any kind of work on the fuel
system, wear safety glasses and have a fire
extinguisher suitable for a Class B type fire
(flammable liquids) on hand..&. Warning: Take great care not to

, burn your hand on the hot. engine unff when accessing the
gauge take-off points on the

intake manifolds. Do not allow exhaust
gases to build up In the worlc .rea; either
perform the ChKk outside or use an
.m.ust gas utractlon system.
1 Carburettor synchronisation is simply the
process of adjusting the carburettors so they
pass the same amount of fueVair mixture to
each cytinder. This Is done by measuring the
vacuum produced In each cylinder. Before

25.8 Catb~or syndvonisatlon 8CNW (arrow)

8 The carburettors are adjusted by turning
the synchronlslng screw situated In-between
the carburettors, in the throttle linkage (see
illustr8tion). The screw Is accessed using a
long screwdriver. Turn the screw until the
reading on each gauge Is the same. Note: Do
not p~ down on the screw whilst adjusting
It, otherwise a false reading will be obtained.
When the carburettors are synchronlsed,
open and close the throttle quickly to settle
the linkage, and recheck the gauge reedings,
readjusting If necessary.
8 When the adjustment is ~ete, recheck
the vacwm readings, then adjust the idle
speed by turning the throttle atop screw until
the Idle speed listed In this Chapter'.
Specifications is obtained.
10 Stop the engine. Remove the gauge
hoses and replace the take-off caps. Detach
the temporary fuel supply Md install the fuel
tank (see Chapter 3).

synchrmslng the C8burettors, m8ce atn the
valve Cleerances are properly set.
2 To properly synchronlse the carburettors,
you win need some sort of v.:wm gauge set-
up with a gauge for each cylinder, or a
manometer, which is a calibrated tube
arrangement that utilises columns of mercury
or steel rods to indicate engine vacuum. If

using a m.-cury manometer, extra
precautions must be taken during use and
storage of the instrument as mercury Is a
liquid, and extremely toxic. Because of the
nature of the synchronlsation procedure and
the need for special Instruments, most 0WI'*8
leave the task to a Suzuki dealer.
3 Start the engine and let It run until It reaches
normal ~ng tempereture, then shut It off.

4 ~ the fuel tank (s. Chapter 3).
5 Remove the vacwm take-off cap from the

top of each carburettor (8.. IlIu8tratlon).
Connect the gauge hoses to the take-off

adapt«s. Make S(Q there .-e no air leaks as
false reedings will ~It.
8 Arrange a temporary fuel supply, either by

using a small temporary tank or by using extra
long fuel pipes to the now remote fuel tank.
Alternatively. poeitIon the tank on a suitable
base on the motorcycle, taking care not to
scratch any paintwork, and making sure that

the tank Is safely and securely supported.
7 Start the 8ngN 81d ~ the lcIe speed
to 1750 rpm using the throttle stop screw

under the right-hand carburettor (...
11IU8tr8t1on 8.3). If the gauges are fitted with
damping adjustment. set this so that the
needle flutter is just eliminated but 80 that
they can stili respond to small changes in
pressure. The vacuum readings for both of the
cylinders should be the same. If the vacuum
readings VaIY. proceed as follows.
Caution: Do not .llow th. engine to
overiIHt "n8C8a8ry, stop the engine end
allow It to cool b8foN starting 8g8/n.

Note: An improperly adjusted headlight may
cause problems for oncoming traffic or
provide poor, unsafe illumination of the road
afield. Sefora adjusting the hMcI#ght 8m, be
sure to consult with local trafflc laws and
regulations. For UK models, refer to 'MOT
Test Checks' in the Refetence section on this
Manual.
1 The headlight beam C8I be adjusted both
horIzontally ~ vertic81y. Check ftm that the
tyre preeaur88 are correct and the IUSpension
is adjusted as~ulred. The machine must be
off its stand 81d on level ground, with the fuel
tank half full and with an assistant sitt'ng on
the seat. If the bike Is usually ridden with a
passenger on the back, have a second
assistant to do this.



2 Horizontal adjustment is made by turning
the adjuster screw in the headlight rim (see
illustration). Turn it clockwise to move the
beam to the right, and anti-clockwlse to move
it to the left.
3 Vertical adjustment is made by slackening
the headlight mounting bolts and the bolt in
the guide on the lower right-hand side of the
headlight shell and tilting the light up or down
as required (see Illustration). Tighten the
bolts securely after the adjustment has been
made.

~~~

Note: Wheel bearings should be checked
periodically for weer. Worn bearings will cause
handling and stability problems.
1 Place the motorcycle on its centre stand.
With the wheel rai8ed off the ground slightly,

~~~~~~

27.1 Checking for play in the wheel bearings

~
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pivots, brake pedal pivot and stand pivots
should be lubricated frequently. In order for
the lubricant to be applied where It will do the
most good, the component should be
disassembled. However, If chain and cable
lubricant Is being used, it can be applied to
the pivot joint gaps and will usually work its
way Into the areas where friction occurs.
2 If motor 011 or l.ightgrease Is being used,
apply It sparingly as It may attr$ctdirt (which
could cause the controls to bind or wear at an
accelerated rate). Note: One of the best
lubricants for the control lever pivots is a dry-
film lubricant (available from many sources by
diffef8nt names).

Cables
3 To lubricate the cables, disconnect the
relevant cable at its upper end, then lubricate
the cable with a pressure adapter (see
Illustration). See Chapter 2 for clutch cable
removal and Chapter 3 for the choke and
throttle cable removal.

check for any play in the bearings by pushing
and pulling the wheel against the hub (...
Illustration). Also rotate the wheel and check
that it spins smoothly.
2 If any play is detected In the hub, or If the
wheel does not rotate smoothly (and this is
not due to brake drag), the wheel bearings
must be removed and inspected for wear or
damage (see Chapter 6).

Note: Since the controls, cables and various
other components of a motorcycle 8/'8
exposed to the elements, they should be
lubricated periodically to ensure safe 8nd
troub/e-f18e opemtion.

Pivot points
1 The footrest pivots, clutch and brake lever
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tightened at this stage If the tube Is held
between the padded jaws of a vice, but ~ not
risk distorting the tube by doing so. A better
mefhod is to tlQht8n the top bolt when the fo'*
has been installed in the bike and is securely
held In the yokes.&. Warning:: It will be n8C88Nry to

;XIrr ~ the 8P'*Ig: by p ,g
. It down using: the top bolt to

eng:ag:ethethlwdsofthetopbolt
with the forlc tube. This Is a potentially
dangerous operation end should be
perlonned with cafe, using: an ess/stant If
necessary. Wipe off any excess 011 before
stBItlng: to plevent the poaNty of ~g:.

engine
leaking



valves, Incorrect valve clearances, a leaking
head gasket, or worn pistons, rings and/or
cylinder walls. A cylinder compression check
will help pinpoint these conditions and can
also Indicate the presence of excessive
carboo deposits in the cylinder heads.
2 Make sure the valve clearances are
correctly set (see Section 5) and that the
cylinder head nuts are tightened to the correct
torque setting (see Section 4).
3 Refer to Fault Finding Equipment In the
Reference section for details of the
compression test.

Note: An oil pressure check is essentJ8l if the
oil pressure warning light indicates a problem,
but can be carried out as a routine check of
the lubrication system.
1 To check the oil pr'8SSure, a suitable gauge
and adapter piece (which screws into the
crankcase) will be needed. Suzuki provide a
kit (Pt. Nos. 09915-74510 and 09915-77330)
for tt1is purpose.
2 Warm the engine up to normal operating
temperature then stop it.
3 Unscrew the plug from the bottom of tt1e
right-hand crankcase cover and swiftly screw
the adapter Into the crankcase threads (see
1II-ntion). Comect the gauge to tt1e adapter.
4 Start the engine and increase the engine
speed to 3000 rpm whilst watching the gauge
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Note: Grease will harden over time, or may be

washed out by high-pressure washers,
necessitating repacking with fresh grease.
1 Disassemble the steering head for re-
gressing of the bearings. Refer to Chapter 5

for details.

(arrowt

reading. The oil pressure should be similar to
that given In the Specifications at the start of
this Chapter.
5 If the pressure is significantly lower than the
standard, either the pressure regulator is
stuck open, the 011 pump is faulty, the oil
strainer is blocked, or there Is other engine
damage. Begin diagnosis by checking the oil
strainer and regulator, then the oil ptmp (see
Chapter 2). If those items check out okay,
chances are the bearing oil clearances are
excessive and the engine needs to be
overhauled.
6 If the pressure is too high, the regulator Is
stuck closed and must be checked (see

Chapter 2).
7 Stop the engine and unscrew the gauge
and adapter from the crenkcase.
8 Install the crankcase plug using a new
sealing washer, and tighten it securely. Check
the oillevei (see Daily (pre-ride) checks).

Note: G/'98S8 wi/I harden over time, or may be

\washed out by high-pressure washers,
necessitating repacking with fr8sh grease.
1 The suspension components are not
equipped with grease nipples. Remove the
swingarrn and the suspension linkage as
described in Chapter 5 for greasing of the

bearings.

Note: Brake seals will deteriorate over 8
period of time, leadIng to sticking operation or
leakage.
1 Refer to Chapter 6 and dismantle the
components for seal replacement.
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Camshafts and camchain
Camshaft

Intake lobe height
UK R, Sand T models

Standard , Servicelimlt(min) ; ~ ; All other models

Standard ;,

Servicellmit(min) , ~ Exhaust lobe height

UK R, S and T models
Standard """"""'.'L'.".'."'." "":""

Servicelimit(mln) All oth« models ,

Standard """""""':""""."'.""'.""'.""
Servicelimit(min) """"""",.",..",.""""",...

Joumaldiameter '..~ Joumalhold«dlameter .'.'."""""""."""""'.."."""

Journal 011 clearance
Standard "'.""""""".""""""""."'."""'."
ServIce limit (max) . . . . . . . ..,. . """ ' . .. "" "" .. .

Runout(max) '.""".""""""'.""".."~'"
Camchaln

21 pin length (max) ,.., ;

Cylinder head
W~( - )..- . ,"""'..'.'. ,

Valveclear&nces i";"'...'...""".
Intake valve

Headdiameter , , Stemdiameter Guideborediameter ,.. ... Stem to guide clearance

Standard .,..,.,..."""""""""""""""""""'"
Service limit (max) " ,...

Face thickness (min) ,

Valvellft ~
Headrunout(max) , ,,"""

Stemrunout(max) , Exhaust valve

Headdiameter Stemdlameter , ~..

Guldeborediameter ., , Stem to guide clearance

Standard ~" Service limit (max) , ~ Face thickness (mln) ..'..'."."."'.'.'.""".""""'"

Seat width Valvelift Headrunout(max) , Stemrunout(max) ;~ Valve spring free length (min) - Intake and exhaust

Inner spring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .
Outerspring ,..

Cylinder block
Bore

Standard Servicelimit(max) Warpage (max) .., Cylinder compre8Stc.1 . . ... ... . .

~

,., ,..,

36.090 to 36.130 mm
35.80 mm

36.789 to 36.819 mm

36.49 mm

36.090 to 36.130 mm
35.80 mm

36.291 to 36.321 mm
36.00 mm
21.959 to 21.980 mm
22.012 to 22.025 mm

0.032 to 0.066 nwn

0.15mm
0.10 mm

158.0mm

O.10mm

see Chapter 1

39mm
6.960 to 6.975 mm
7.000 to 7.015 mm

0.025 to 0.055 mm
0.35 mm
0.5mm
1.0to1.2mm
8.5mm
0.03 mm
0.05 mm

32mm
6.945 to 6.960 mm
7.(KX) to 7.015 mm

0.040 to 0.070 mm

0.35 mm
0.5mm
1.0to 1.2 mm
8.0mm
0.03 mm
0.05 mm

35.6 mm
40.6 mm

74.000 to 74.015 mm
74.08 mm
0.10 mm
see Chapter 1
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Pistons
PIston d~ (me8nd 15.0 mm ~ from ~. . W to piston pn 8XiI)

Standard 73.945to73.8Jnvn
Servicelimlt(~n) 73.880mm

1stOYer8ize +O.5nvn
2ndoVel'Size +1.0nwn
Plston-to-bOfw ~

Standard O.O5OtoO.C8Jnwn
Servicelimlt(max).. O.12nwn

PIstonpinciameter
Standard 17.995to18.000mm
Setvlcellmlt(min) 17.98mm

PIston pin bOfw
Standard , i 18.002to18.008mm
Servtcelimit(max) 18.03nvn

Piston rings
End gap (free)

Top ring
Standard , "---'--"-"'-'-'

s.vicelmit(m81) 2nd ring

StandaId s.vicellmlt(mln) ~..

End gap QnstaNed) - top and 2nd ~
Standard , ... ~ - .
~._.".'\"_. Piston ring thlckne88 (top and 2nd rings) . . . . ,.. . . . . . PIston ring groove width

Topand2ndringa ~..
011 ring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .. . . ..~ . .

~to-g'oove a..ance
Topring(max) ... ~.;..

2ndring(max) ~ring~

Top 8nd 2nd rings

1st~ ... 50
2ndovnu 100

01 ring (~ Red)
1stoverslze .."."""",~""."",."..,. Blue
2ndovnze .,.. Ye!k)w

Connecting rods
Small-end Internal diameter

Star1d~ " 5.vlcelimlt(max) ~ side ~--~

Standard ~ s.vIcellnMt(max). ...

2-3

18.002 to 18.a nwn
18.03 nvn

7.0mm(~x)
5.6mm

11.0 nyn (~x)
8.8 nyn

0.10 to 0.25 nwn
0.70mn
1.17to1.19nwn

1.21 to 1.23 nwn
2.51 to 2.53 mm

0.18 nwn
0.15 nwn

31.976 to 32.000 mm

0.020 to 0.044 nwn
0.08 mm
0.05 nvn

2.950 to 2.975 mm
2.850 mm

31.978 to 32.(xx) nwn
31.984 to 32.(XX) mm

0.020 to 0.044 mm
0.08 mm
14.9 1M!

18.~ to 18.014 nvn
18.04 nvn

0.1 to 0.2 mm

0.3mm
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Connecting rods (continued)
Big-end width 22.95to23.00mm
Crankpinwidth 23.10to23.15mm
Crankpindiameter 33.976to34.000mm
Big-end oil clearance

Standard O.024toO.048mm
Servicelimlt(max) ~ O.08mm

Lubrication system
.011 pressure , see Chapter 1

Clutch
Friction plate

Quantity ~, ,.., , " ~ 7
Thickness

2.92 to 3.08 mm
2.62 mm

Standard
ServIce limit (min)

Tab width
Standard i Servicelimlt(min) : ' Plain plate

~=~e{~~)'::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::
Springfreelength(min)

Transmission
Gear ratios (No. of teeth)

Prlmaryreductlon """"""""".."""."""."""
1stgear "."""""""""""""'..""

::::::::::: :::: :~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5thgear , ~:~~~~.::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Input shaft length (see text) ,. ., . ..,... . . . . ., ,...
Selector drum and forks
Selector fork-to-groove clearance

Standard ,
Service limit (max) ,..., ,.

Selector fort< end thickness .. """""""""'T"",.,...""."
Selector fort< groove width In Q88I8 ..~ ~...

Torque settings
Engine mounting bolt nuts Right-hand side frame downtube bolt nuts

VaJve cover bolts CamchaJn tensioner bolts . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

RearcamchaJnguidebolts ... ""...'..".."""'.'
Cannshaftspn)Cketbons Cannshaft journal cap bolts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Cylinder head 10 mm domed nuts . . . . .. . . . . . ..
Cylinderhead6mmbolt ,..., , Clutch nut Clutch pressure plate bolts . . . . . . . . . ... ... .

Oilpurnpscrews Starter clutch Allen bolts , , Sump (011 pan) bolts ; , Oil pressure regulator ~.

Crankcase bolts
8 mm bolts ",., ,... ,. . ... , .
6mmbolts "'."'.'."'.."...""1'-:'"

Primary drive gear nut ",.1..",."",.""",.""""
Balancer shaft end bolt '1""" ."""
Connecting rod nuts

Initial setting (see text) ,..., ,.~..., Flnalsetting

15.8 to 16.0 mm
15.0mm

6
0.1 mm
60.8 mm

2.714 to
2.461 to
1.777 to
1.380 to
1.125to
0.961 to
0.851 to
2.437 to
114.7 to

1
1
1
1
1

(76fl81)
(32/131)
(32/181)
(29fl11)
(27/241)
(25/261)
(23/271)
(39/161)
14.8mm

1
1
1
1

0.1
0.5
5.3
5.5

to 0.3 mm
mm
to 5.4 mm
to 5.6 mm

60 to 72 Nm
25 to 38 Nm
13 to 15 Nm
6to8Nm
4to7Nm
17 to 19 Nm
8to12Nm
35 to 40 Nm
8to12Nm
40 to 60 Nm
4to6Nm
8to12Nm
15 to 20 Nm
12 to 16 Nm
17to20Nm

~

, .

... . . . . . . .
20 to 24 Nm
9to 13 Nm
9Oto110Nm
35 to 45 Nm.. .. ~.

22to28Nm
30 to 34 Nm



The engine/transmission unit is an air-
cooled parallel twin, fitted across the frame.
The engine has two valves per cylinder,
operated by double overhead camshafts. The
camshafts are chain driven off the crankshaft
and run in plain bearings.

The engine/transmlssion unit is constructed
in aluminium alloy with the crankcase being
divided horizontally. The crankcase Incor-
porates a wet sump (oil pan), pressure fed
lubrication system, and houses a gear driven
oil pump. The one-piece forged crankshaft
runs in four main bearings. The left-hand end
of the crankshaft carries the alternator rotor,
whilst the right-hand end canies the Ignition
rotor and pulse generator coils.

The clutch Is of the wet multi-plate type and
is gear driven off the crankshaft. The trans-
mission is of the six-speed constant mesh
type. Drive is taken to the rear wheel by chain.

The components and assemblies listed
below can be removed without having to
remove the engine/transmission assembly
from the frame. If however, a number of areas
require attention at the same time. removal of
the engine is recommended.

Valve cover
CamchBin tensloner
CamsIJans
Cylinder tI8Id
Cylinder b/OOk, pistons and piston rings
ignition rotor and pulse generator coil
Clutch
Oil pump
Gearehange mechanism

(eJdemaJ components)
AJtemafor
Statter cJutchand idle gear
Sump (oil pan), oil strainer and oil

pressu/8 relief valve
Startermotor

It is necessary to remove the engine!
transmission assembly from the frame and
separate the crankcase halves to gain access
to the following components.

Transmission shafls
Selector drom and forl<s
CI8IIkshaft and bearings
88I8ncer shsftand beerlngs
Connecting rod bIg-ends and beerltJQS
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Note: The engine is very heavy. Engine
removal and instBllatJon should be canted out
with the aid of at leestone a$Sist8nt; persona/
injury or damage could OCCIJr if the engine fills
or is dlOpped. A hydraulic or mechanica/ Boor
jack should be used to support and lower or
raise the engine If possible.

Removal
1 Position the bike on Its centre stand. Work
can be made easier by raising the machine to
a suitable working height on a hydraulic ramp
Of a suitable platform.
2 If the engine is dirty, particularly around its
mountings, wash it thoroughly before starting
any major dismantling work. This will make
work much easi« and rule out the possibility
of caked on lumps of dirt falling Into some
vital component.
3 Drain the engine oil and remove the oil fllter

(see Chapt«1).
4 Remove the seat and the side panels (see
Chapter 7) and disconnect the battery
negative (-ve) lead (see Chapter 8). Trace the
negative lead to its connector and disconnect
it. Feed the lead through to the engine and
coil it on the crankcase. noting its routing.
5 Rwnove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3).
8 Slacken the screws securing the ignition
control unit to the left-hand side of the frame
to allow the connectors of the wiring routed
behind the unit to pass through. The ignition
control unit can be removed if preferred (see

Chapt« 4).
7 Remove the carburettors (see Chapter 3).
Plug the engine intake manifolds with clean

rag.
a Unscrew the knurled ring securing the
lower end of the tachometer cable to its drive
unit on the front of the cylinder head and
withdraw the cable inner end from the drive
unit (see IIk8tration).
9 Disconnect the spark plug leads from the
plugs and secure them clew of the engine.
10 Trace the starter motor cable back from
the starter motor (located under a cover
behind the cylinder block) to the starter relay.

1 It is not always easy to det.-minewhen or If
an engine should be completely overhauled,
as a number of factors must be considered.
2 High mileage is not necessarily an
indication that an overhaul Is needed, while
low mileage, on the other hand, does not
preclude the need for an overhaul. Frequency
of servicing is probably the single most
important consideration. An engine that has
regular and frequent oil and filter changes, as
well as other required maintenance, will most
likely give many miles of reliable service.
Conversely, a neglected engine.. or one which
has not been run in property, may require an
overhaul very early in its life.
3 Exhaust smoke and excessive oil
consumption are both indications that piston
rings and/or valve guides are in need of
attention, although make sure that the fault is
not due to oil leakage.
4 If the engine Is making obvious knocking or
rumbling noises, the connecting rod and/or
main bearings are probably at fault.
5 Loss of power, rough running, valve train
noise and high fuel consumption rates may
also point to the need for an overhaul,
especially if all are present at the same time. If
a complete tune-up does not help, major
mechanical wort< is the only solution.
S An engine overhaul generally involves
restoring the Internal pS'ts to the specifications
of a new engine. The piston rings and main and
connecting rod bearings are usually repleced
and the cylinder walls honed or, If necessary,
re-bored during a major overhaul. Generally the
valve seats are re-ground, since they are
usually in less than perfect condition at this
point. The end result should be a like new
engine that will give as many trouble-free miles
as the original.
7 Before beginning the overhaul, read through
the related procedures to famillarise yourself
with the scope and requirements of the job.
Overhauling an engine is not all that difficult,
but it is time consuming. Plan on the bike
being tied up for a minimum of two weeks.
Check on the availability of parts and make
sure any necessary special tools, equipment
and supplies are obtained in advance.
S Most wort< can be done with typical
workshop hand tools, although a number of
precision measuring tools are required for
Inspecting parts to determine If they must be
replaced. Often a dealer will handle the
inspection of parts and offer advice
concerning reconditioning and replacement.
As a general rule, time is the primary cost of
an overhaul so It does not pay to install worn
or substandard parts.
9 As a final note, to ensure maximum life and
minimum trouble from a rebuilt engine,
everything must be assembled with care in a
spotlessly clean environment.

5.8 Unscrew the knurted ring (arrow) to
release the tachometer cable
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5.10 Pull back the rubber cover (arrow) and disconnect the
starter motor lead from Its terminal on the relay

releasing it from Its clamp on the frame tube.
Peel back the rubber cover from the relay,
then unscrew the nut securing the cable to Its
terminal and disconnect the cable (see
IlIu8tr8tion). Pull the cable back to the starter
motor, noting its routing, and coil it on top of
the crankcase so that it does not impede
engine removal.
11 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from the shaft, noting
any alignment marks on the lever and the
shaft (see lIustration). If no marks are visible,
make your own before removing the lever so
that it can be correctly aligned with the shaft
on installation.
12 Remove the front sprocket (Chapter 5).
13 Remove the exhaust system (Chapter 3).
14 Trace the ignition pulse generator and oil
pressure switch wiring back from the base of
the right-hand side crankcase cover and
disconnect it at its connector. Release the
wiring from any clips or ties, noting Its routing,
and coil it on top of the crankcase so that it
does not Impede engine removal.
16 Trace the alternator wiring back from the
top of the sprocket cover on the left -hand side
of the engine and disconnect it at its bullet
connectors. Release the wiring from any clips

pan) (S88 Illustration). Make sure the jack is
centrally positioned so the engine will not
topple when the last mounting bolt Is removed.
Take the weight of the engine on the jack.
18 Unscrew the nuts on the six bolts which
secure the right-hand side frame downtube to
the rest of the frame. then withdraw the bolts

(see Illustrations).
19 Unscrew the nuts on both the upper and
lower front engine mounting bolts, then
remove the right-hand side frame downtube
(see Illustrations). Remove the spacers from

or ties, noting its routing, and coil it on top of
the crankcase so that It does not Impede
engine removal.
18 Trace the neutral switch wiring back from
the top of the sprocket cover and disconnect
it at its connector. Release the wiring from any
clips or ties, noting its routing, and coil it on
top of the crankcase so that it does not
impede engine removal.
17 At this point, position an hydraulic or
mechanical jack under the engine with a block
of wood between the jack head and sump (oil

side frame downtube is5.18a Right-hand
secured by two bolts at the rear (arrows) . . .

5.19a Unscrew the front engine
(arrows) . . .

bolt nuts



the end of each front mounting bolt, noting
that the longer spacer fits on the upper
moontIng bolt.
3) Make sure the engine is properly
suppat18d on the jack, and have an assIst81t
support It as well. Unscrew the nuta on both
the upper and lower rear engine mounting
bolts, then withdraw all four engine bolts from
the left-hand side of the machine (...
illustr8tlon). Note which bolt fits where as
they are all of different length. Recover the
spacers from the front engine bolts, noting
that the longer spacer fits on the upper
mOt.wrtk1gbolt.
21 The engine can IX)W be rerooved from the
frame. Check that all wiring, cables and hoses
are well clear. then lower the j8ck and
manoeuvre the engine out of the right-hand
aide of the frame.
22 The engine mounting bolt nuts are self-
locking, and as such can be only used once.
Discard all the nuts and replace them with
new ones on installation.

5.20 Unscrew the rear engine bolt nuts (arrows)
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Installation
23 Installation Is the reverse of removal,
noting the foUowtng pants:
a) Make sure no wires, ~ or hoses

become trapped between the engine and
the frame w#81 /nstaHIng ~ engine.

b) 71Je ens;ne nKXJnting bolts .. ., of
dIII8Iw7t length. Make sure the correct
bolt Is installed In its con8Ct 1OO8tJon. 71Je
longest bolt (255 mm) II the front upper
mounting bolt. The $8CtNJd Ionge8t bolt
(240 mm) Is the front /ower mounting bolt.
71Je third Ionge8t bolt (170 nm) /a ~ ,.,.
uppermountJng~7JleslDf88tbolt
(160 mm) Is the IN, loW8/' mounting bolt.
In$r.I/ the bolts from the left-hand side.

c) ~ ~-~rW ~ ha7t .,gn. ~
b()Its. nJIM8 an ~ long spacers ..
Installed on eadJ end of the upper bolt and
~slXlrtspecers..~oo~end
of the k1WW' bdt (-. ---* }.

d) Use new self-locking nuts on ~ engine

mounting bolts. Do not fully tIgtIt8n any of
the bolts until they have all been Installed.
Make sure the SPaCeIS are COf18Ct/y
pos.'tkir-,a(j.

e) TiQhtwl the engine mounting bolt nuts,
the rlght-hend side f18me downtube bolt
nuta end any ~ bolla 81d fWJts to the
~ seItttga specffled at the :)egl ~~
of the Chepter.

t) Use new g8SIcets on the ufl8ust pipe
~

g) AlIgn tile merlcs made on tile ~
/ever and shaft when lnatalling the /ever
onto ftJe shaft, and t1gtIf8n the pinch bolt
secuI81y ,... "fr.~.J.

h) Make sure all wIres, cables and hoses ale
COn8CtIy routed and connected. and
NCUI8d by any * or tl88.

I) ReIIH tile engine with oI81d InsW . ~
fitter (see Chapter 1).

j) A4uSt ftJe drive ch8#n fr8IP8y ~ 1).
k)AdjustthethtottlewJdciltchfr8lP8y

(see Chapter 1).

5.23e Front upper mounting bolt spacers (arrows)
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6.4 An

Disassembly
1 Before disassembling the engine, the
external surfaces of the unit should be
thoroughly cleaned and degreased. This will
prevent contamination of the engine internals,
and will also make working a lot easier and
cleaner. A high flash-point. solvent, such as
paraffin (kerosene) can be used, or better stili,
a proprietary engine degreaser. Use old
paintbrushes and toothbrushes to work the
solvent Into the various recesses of the engine
casings. Take care to exclude solvent or water
from the electrical components and intake

and exhaust ports.
.&. Warning: The use of petrol

, (gasoline) as a cleaning agent. should be avoided because of

the risk of fire.
2 When clean and dry, arrange the unit on the
workbench, leaving suitable clear area for
working. Gather a selection of small
cootalners and plastic bags so that parts can
be grouped together in an easily Identifiable
manner. Some paper and a pen should be on
hand to permit notes to be made and labels
attached where necessary. A supply of clean

rag is also required.
3 Before commencing work, read through the
appropriate section so that some idea of the
necessary procedure can be gained. When
removing various engine components it
should be noted that great force Is seldom
required, unless specified. In many cases, a
component's reluctance to be removed is
indicative of an incorrect approach or r9fnOvaI
method. If in any doubt, re-check with the

text.

4 An engine support stand made from short
lengths of 2 x 4 inch wood bolted together
into a rectangle will help support the engine
(see illustr8tion). The perimeter of the mount
should be just big enough to accommodate
the sump (011 pan) within it so that the engine
rests on its crankcase.
S When disassembling the engine, keep
'mated' parts together (Including gears,
cylinders, pistons, connecting rods, valves,
etc. that have been in contact with each other
during engine operation). These 'mated' parts
must be reused or replaced as an assembly.
8 Engine/transmission disassembly should
be done in the following general order with
reference to the appropriate Sections.

Remove the valve covers
Remove the camchain f8nsIoner and
camcha/n guide blades
Removethecamshafls
Remo~ the cylinder head
Remo\18 the cyilnder blOck
Remo~ the pistons
Remo~ the ignition rotor and pulse
generator coil assembly (see Chapter 4)
Remove the clutch
Remove the 0/1 pump
Remo~the gearch8nge mechanism
extem8/ compQnents
Remove the8/temator (see Chapter 8)
Remo~ the starter clutch and idle gear
Remove the sump (0/1 pen)
Remove the starter motor (see Ch8P'*' 8)
Sepatate the crankcase h8/v8S
Remove the ~smisslon shafts/gears
Remove the shift drum and fot*s
Remove the Ctankshaft and connecting
rods
Remo~ the ba/sncer shaft

Reassembly
7 Reassembly is accomplished by reversing
the general disassembly sequence.

Not.: The valve cover can be removed with
the engine in the flame. "the engine has been
removed, ignore the steps which do not apply.

Removal
1 Remove the seat and the sid. panels (see
Chapter 7) and disconnect the battery
negative (-ve) lead.
2 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3).
3 Release the clamp securing the breather
hose to the breather cover on the top of the
valve cover. and detach the hose (a..
illustration). Also release the choke cable
from its clamp on the breather cover.
4 Disconnect the spark plug leads from the
plugs and secure them clear of the engine.
S Remove the cap (earty models) from each
of the six valve cover bolts, then unscrew the
bolts and remove them along with their
rubber O-rings (see illustration). Discard the
O-rings as new ones must be used on
installation.



8 un the v8/Y8 OOYW off the cylinder heed. If It
is stuck, do not try to lever It oft with a
screwdriver. Tap It gently around the sides
with a rubber ham,,*, to dislodge It.

Installation

7 Examine the valve covw gasket for signs of
damage or deterioration 8nd replace It If

necessary.
8 Clean the mating surfaces of the cylinder
heed and the v8/Y8 covw with lacquer thlnn.-.
acetone or brake system cleaner.
8 If a new gasket is being used, apply a
smear of a sult8ble adhesive (such . Suzuki
Bond No. 12078) k1to the groove i1 the valve
cover. Install the gasket into the valve cover,
making sure it fits correctly Into the groove
(Me I~). Also apply the adhesive to
the half-circles on the gasket where they fit
Into the cutouts in the cylinder head.
10 Position the cover on the cylinder head,
making sure the gasket stays in place (Me

11IU8tr8tIon). Install the cover bolts, using new
O-rings, and tighten them to the torque
setting specified at the beginning of the
Chapter (Me 1Ik-~ ). On e8rIy models.
Insert the caps Into the heads of the valve
covw bolts.
11 Install the remaining components in the
rev.- order of removal.
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1..ap& tIon

3 Examine the tensioner components for
signs of wear or damage.
4 Remove the plug from the middle of the
tensioner cap. Using a flat-bladed
screwdriver, turn the slotted end of the
tensloner clockwise to release the tension.
Remove the screwdriver and check that the
tensloner plunger springs back out of the
tenslooer body.
5 If the tensioner Is worn or damaged, or if
the plunger Is seized in the body or the spring
mechanism broken, the tensioner must be
replaced. The Internal components of the
t«IsIoo8r .. not ~ ~u8Iy.

Installation
8 Fit a new gasket. using a smear of sealant
to keep It In place (see M'u8tr8tion).
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7 If not llready done, rwnove the plug from
the middle of the tensloner cap, and using a
flat-bladed screwdriver, tum the 810tted end
of the tension.- cIockwI88 W1ti the plunger Is
fully retracted into the tensiOner body. Keep
the screwdriver located In the slotted end of
the tensloner to prevent It from unwinding
itself and II~ the plunger to spring out.
8 Keeping the screwdriver located, fit the
t-.k)ner Wrto the cylinder block and install the
ten81oner mounting bolt8 (... IIlu8tr8tlons).
Tighten the bolts to the torque setting
8P8cifIed at the ~mng of the Chapter.
. ~ the screwdriver from the end of the
tensloner. As the slotted end tums Itself beck,
the tensioner automatically sets Itself to the
correct tension against the camchain. It is
advisable to remove the valve cover (see
Section 7) and check that the camchain is
tensioned.

out of the engine

8.148 Rear camchain guide (arrow)

8.10 Fit the plug into the end of the

10 Fit the plug into the tensioner cap (...
Illustration).

Camch.ln guide bl...
Removal
11 Remove the valve cover (see Section 7).
12 Uft the front camchain guide blade out of
the front of the ~n tunnel. noting which
way round It fits and how It locates in the
cutouts In the cylinder head IMtr8tIon).
13 The top camchaln gylde. located in the
valve cover. should be Inspected in situ prior
to ~. and removed only If necessary. To
remove the guide, unscrew the four bolts
securing the breather cover to the top of the
valve cover and remove the breather cover
and Its gasket (see IIIU8tr8tion). Take care
not to lose the wire mesh filter inside the
cover. Unscrew the two screws securing the
top camchain guide to the valve cover and

remove the guide, noting which way round it
fits (see IlIU8tr8tion).
14 To inspect or remove the rear camchain
guide it is flm neceI88Y to ~ace the feN
camshaft (see SectIon 10). Having done that,
the guide can be Inspected in situ (...
illustration). Support the guide with your
finger or grasp It with a pair of pliers, using an
assistant if required, then unscrew the two
bolts securing the guide to the cylinder head,
taking great care not to allow the guide to fall
down the camchain tunnel and Into the
crankcase (..I~.

Inspection
15 Examine the sliding surface of the gulde8
for signs of wear or damage, and replace
them if necesSaly.
Installation
18 Apply a suitable non-permanent thread

8.13b The camch81n guide 18 secured to
the valve cover by two 8CreW8 (8rroWS)

8. 138 The breather cover Is NCured by
four bolts (arrows)



8.17 Make sure the mesh filter Is in place 8.188 The bottom of the front blade must

locking compound to the threads of the rear
camchain guide bolts. Install the rear guide
onto the cylinder head, taking great care not
to drop it down thecarnchain tunnel and into
the crankcase, and tighten the bolts to the
torque setting specified at the beginning of
the Chapter. Install the rear camshaft (see
Section 10).
17 If removed, install the top camchain guide
onto the valve cover and tighten its screws
securely. Install the breather cover with its
mesh filter and tighten its bolts securely (see
IIklSb'8tlon) .
18 Install the front guide blade into the front
of the carnchain tunnel, making sure it locates
correctly in its seat and its lugs locate in
their cutouts In the cylinder head (a..
lIIustratlona) .
19 Install the valve cover (see Section 7).

Note: To remove the camcha/n and the
camcha/n tensioner blade the engine must be
removed from the freme and the crenkcases
separated.

Camchaln

Removal
1 Remove the crankshaft (see Section 29).
2 Slip the camchain off the crankshaft (...
illustration).

9.9a Install the pin Into the blade. . .
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a.18b ... and the lugs In their cutouts
(arrows)

out of its cutouts in the crankcase, noting
which way round it fits (.-illustratlon).. Don't
lose the pin which fitsinto the end of the blade.

InSpection
8 examine the sliding surface of the tensloner
blade for signs of wear or damage, and
replace it if necessary. Check the condition of
the rubber cushions and replace them If they
are damaged or deteriorated.
Instanatlon
9 If removed, install the pin into the end of the
blade (see illustratIon). Install the tensloner
blade into the upper crankcase half, making
sure it is the correct way round and its pin
locates correctly in the cutouts (see
IlIusntion). Fit the rubber cushions into the
cutouts with the rounded ends facing away
from thetensloner blade pin (see lIhJ8tr8tion).
10 Reassemble the crankcase halves (see
Section 23).

locate in Its seat (arrow) . . .

Inspection
3 Pull the chain tight to remove any slack,
then measure the length of 21 pins (from the
centre of the 1 st pin to the centre of the 21 st
pin - see Illustration 12.2 In Chapter 1) and
compare the result with the service limit
specified at the beginning of the Chapter. If
the chain has stretched beyond the service
limit, it must be replaced.

Installation

4 Slip the camchaln onto Its sprocket on the
crankshaft, making sure It Is properly engaged.
5 Install the crankshaft (see SectIon 29).

Camchain tensioner blade
Removal
6 Separate the crankcase halves (Section 23).
7 Remove the two rubber cushions from the
upper crankcase half, noting which way up
they fit, then 11ft the oamohain tensiOner blade

9.2 Slip the camchain off the
crankshaft sprocket

9.9b ... then Install the blade, locating the
pin in the cutouts (arrows)
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10.28 The pulse generator cover Is secured by three screws
(arrows)

Note: The camshafts and followers can be
removed with the engine in the frame.

Remova'
1 Remove the valve cover (S88 Section 7).
2 Unscrew the three screws securing the
pulse generator coli cover to the right-hand
side crankcase cover (a" IIluatretlon). The
engine can be rotated by using a 19 mm
spanner on the timing rotor and tuming It in a
clockwise directi0n only. Alternatively, place
the motorcycle on its centre stand, select a
high gear and rotate the rear wheel by hand in
its normal direction of rotation. Rotate the
engine until the R. T mark on the rotor aligns
with the centre of the left-hand pulse

identification

either the cap or the cylinder head If they are
loose.
8 Slip the camchain off the sprocket and
withdraw the camshaft and sprocket. On P. R,
S, T and V models, note the shim fitted to the

generator coil, and so that the notches In the
right-hand end of each camshaft face each
other (see lIhJ8tr8tions).To ease reassembly,
make alignment marks on the sprockets,
chain and camshafts with a felt pen.
3 Remove the camchain tensioner and the
front carnchain guide blade (see Section 8).
4 Before disturbing the camshaft journal
caps, check for the identification markings.
which should be the lettel'S A, B,C and D, one
for each cap, cast into their top surfaces and
facing out (see Illustration). These markings
ensure that the caps can be matched up to
their original journals on installation. If no
markings are visible, mark your own using a
felt pen. If necessary, make a sketch of the
layout as an aid for Installation.
S Working on one camshaft at a tlme..slad<en
all cap bolts evenly and a little at a time in a
criss-cross sequence, then remove the caps
(S88 illustration). Retrieve the dowels from

10.5 Unscrew the camshaft cap bolts and
remove the caps



10.8 Slip the chain off the sprocket and remove the shim (arrow) 10.8 Remove each follower with its shim

left-hand end of the camshaft and remove it 11 Check the amount of camshaft runout by piece on each bearing journal, parallel with
for saf&-keeping (see illustration). supporting each end of the camshaft on V- the camshaft centrellne (see Illustration).
7 Repeat the procedure for the other blocks, and measuring any runout using a dial Make sure the camshaft cap dowels are
camshaft. Tie the camchaln up to prevent It gauge. If the runout exceeds the specified installed and fit the caps in their proper
from dropping down into the crankcase, and limit the camshaft must be replaced. positions as noted on removal (see
do not allow It to go slack as It could bind 12 The camshaft bearing oil clearance should IIlusb'atlon 10.4). Ensuring the camshafts are
between the crankshaft sprocket and the then be checked using a product known as not rotated at all, tighten all cap bolts evenly
crankcase. Cover the top of the cylinder head Plastlgauge. and a little at a time In a criss-cross sequence,
with a rag to prevent anything falling Into the 13 Clean the camshafts, the bearing surfaces until the torque setting specified at the
engine. in the cylinder head and the caps with a clean, beginning of the Chapter Is reached. Repeat
8 Obtain a container which Is divided into four lint-free cloth, then lay the camshafts In place for the other camshaft.
compartments, and label each compartment in the cylinder head. 15 Now unscrew the bolts evenly and a little
with the location of Its corresponding valve In 14 Cut strips of Plastigauge and lay one at a time in a criss-cross sequence, then
the cylinder head and whether It belongs with
an Intake or an exhaust valve. Pick each shim
and follower out of the cylinder head and
store them in the corresponding compartment
In the container (see IRustration).
I If n~, bend beck the locking tabs on
the plate fitted under the camshaft sprocket
mounting bolts, then unscrew the two bolts
securing each sprocket to Its camshaft and
remove the plate, noting how It fits, and the
sprocket. Note that the Intake camshaft
sprocket Is marked with IN and the exhaust
camshaft sprocket with EX, and that these
markings face the right-hand side of the
engine. If the locking tabs on the sprocket bolt
plates are damaged or worn, discard the
plates and replace them with new ones.

Inspection
10 Inspect the cam bearing surfaces of the
head and the caps. Look for score marks,
deep scratches and evidence of spalling (a
pitted appearance). Check the camshaft lobes
for heat discoloration (blue appearance),
score marks, chipped areas, flat spots and
spalling (see illustrations). Measure the
height of each lobe with a micrometer and
compare the reading with the specifications at
the beginning of the Chapter (se.
Illustration). If wear is excessive the amount
of valve 11ft Is reduced which results In poor
engine performance. The camshaft must be
replaced (see Haynes Hint).
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I

10.1Ob Check the lobes of the camshaft
for wear. here's an example of damage

requiring camshaft replacement (or repair)

2

10.10c Measure the height of the
camshaft lobes with a micrometer
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18 Except in cases of oil
camchain wears very little.
stretched excessively (see

starvation, the
If the chain has
Section 9 for

inspection proc$d,"), which makes it difficult
to maintain proper tension, it must be f$Placed.
19 Check the sprockets for chipped teeth
and other damage, replacing them if
necessary. Note that if new sprockets are
installed, a new camchaln must also be
installed. If the sprockets are worn, the
camchain Is also worn, and also the sprocket
on the crankshaft (which can only be
remedied by replacing the crankshaft). If wear
this severe Is apparent, the entire engine
should be disassembled for inspection.
~ Check the front chain guide blade and the
top and rear chain guides for wear or damage

10.238 Bend up each tab on the lockplate
(arrow) to secure the bolts

Fit the shim onto the left-hand end
of the camshaft

1O.23b

10.26 Install the exhaust camshaft



10.29a Install the journal cap dowels if removed. ..

28 Before proceeding further, check that
everything aligns as described in Steps 2, 26
and 27. If it doesn't, the valve timing will be
inaccurate and the valves will contact the

pistons when the engine Is tumed over.
29 Oil the camshaft joumal caps. Ensure the
camshaft cap dowels are installed then fit the
caps (see illustrations), making sure they are

in their proper positions as noted on removal
(see Illustration 10.4). Tighten the cap bolts
on one camshaft evenly and a little at a time in

a criss-cross sequence, until the specified

torque setting is reached (see illustration).
Repeat for the other camshaft.
30 With all caps tightened down, check that

the valve timing marks still align (see Steps 2,
26 and 27). Check that each camshaft is not
pinched by tuming the crankshaft a few
degrees in each direction with a 19 mm

spanner on the timing rotor.
31 Install the front camchain guide and the

camchain tensioner (see Section 8).
32 If any of the valve components have been

Engine, clutch and transmission 2.15

by the journal caps

2 Remove the carburett~ (see Chapter 3).
3 Remove the spark plugs (see Chapter 1).
4 Remove the camshafts (see Section 10).
5 The cylinder head has eight 1 0 mm domed
nuts and one 6 mm bolt. Unscrew the bolt on
the front of the cylinder head (Me IlkIsb'ation).
The eight domed nuts are numbered for
identlfk:ation (Me illusb'8tion 11.168). Slacken

replaced, check the valve clearances (see
Chapter 1).
33 Install the pulse generator coil cover onto
the right-hand crankcase cover and tighten its
screws securely (see HlustratIon).
34 Install the valve cover (see Section 7).
35 Check the engine oil level and top up if
necessary (see Chapter 1).

Caution: The engine must be completely cool
before beginning this procedure or the
cylinder head may become warped.
Note: The cylinder head can be t8m0ved with
the engine in the freme. If the engine has
already been t8m0ved, ignore the steps which

don't apply.

Removal
1 Remove the exhaust system (Chapt9f 3).

11.5 Unscrew the cylinder head front bolt

(arrow)



the nuts evenly and a little at a time in a
reverse of their numerical sequence until they
are all slack. Remove all the nuts and their
washers, taking great care not to drop any of
them into the crankcase. Discard the washers
as new ones must be used.
6 Pull the cylinder head up off the studs. If it
is stuck, tap ~round1he joint faces of the
cylinder head with a soft-faced mallet to free
the head. Do not attempt to free the head by
inserting a screwdriver between the head and
cylinder block - you'll damage the sealing

surfaces.
7 Lift the head off the block, and remove it
from the engine. Remove the old cylinder
head gasket and the O-rings which fit around
the cylinder head studs (see Illustration).
Stuff a clean rag into the camchaln tunnel to
prevent any debris failing Into the engine.
Discard the gasket and O-rings as new ones
must be used.
8 If they are loose, remove the two dowels
from the cylinder block studs (see illustration
11.7). If eIther appears to be missing it is
probably stuck in the underside of the cylinder
head.
9 Check the cylinder head gasket and the
mating surfaces on the cylinder head and
block for signs of leakage, which could
indicate warpage. Refer to Section 13 and
check the flatness of the cylinder head.
10 Clean all traces of old gasket material
from the cylinder head and block. If a scraper
is used, take care not to scratch or gouge the
soft aluminium. Be careful not to let any of the
gasket material fall Into the crankcase, the
cylinder bores or the 011 pa8$8ges.

Installation
11 If removed, install the two dowels onto the
cylinder block studs (see Illustration).
Lubricate the cylinder bores with engine oil.

14 Carefully lower the cylinder head over the
studs and onto the block (see illustration). It
is helpful to have an assistant to pass the
camchain up through the tunnel and slip a
piece of wire through it to prevent It falling
back into the engine. Keep the chain taut to
prevent It becoming disengaged from the
crankshaft sprocket.
15 Install the eight domed nuts using new
washers and tighten them finger-tight (...
illustrations).

12 Fit a new O-ring onto each cylinder hea:d
stud and press it into its recess in the top of
the cylinder block (see illustration). Check
that they are properly seated.
13 Ensure the cylinder head and block
mating surfaces are clean, then lay the new
head gasket in place on the cylinder block,
making sure all the holes are correctly aligned
and that the UP letters stamped out of the
gasket read the correct way round (He
Illustrations). Never re-use the old gasket.

11.13a Fit the new cylinder head
gasket...

cylinder
block

heed11.14 Lowerthe
onto the

11.13b ... making sure the UP mark
(arrow) reads correctly



11.188 Cytklder heed nut TIGHTENING sequence 11.1~ TWrIenthe cyinderheed IMdstothe apeG.':'.ac:~...

18 The nuts are numbered for identification 18 Install the camshafts (see Section 10). abrasive grit that may still be present from the
(M8IIhJ8tr8t1on). Tighten the nuts evenly and 19 Install the spark pkJgs (see Chapter 1). valve service operations. Use ~ ar,
a little at a time in ttleir numerical sequence to 20 Install the carburettors (see Chapter 3). if available, to blowout all the holes and
the torque setting specified at the beginning 21 Install the exhaust system (see Chapter 3). passages.
of ttle Chapter (see l~u8UCi.,).
17 When the nuts are correctly torqued,
install ttle bolt in the front of the cylinder head . ;, ~ ~
and tighten it to the specified torque setting 12 Valves/valveo8e8ts/valve ~ 13 CyJinderhaad and valves ~ ~
(see 11k8tr8tion). guides. servicing ~ ?~~~~~~~YI inspection and I

11.168 Cylinder heed nut
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11.15b ... then install the domed cylinder head nuts

1 As mentIooed In the previous section, valve
servicing, valve seat re-cuttlng and valve
guide replacement should be left to a Suzuki
dealer. However, disassembly, cleaning and
Inspection of the valves and related
components can be done (If the necessary
special tools are available) by the home
mechanic. This way no expense Is Incurred If
the inspection reveals that overhaul is not
requred at ttMs time.
2 To disassemble the valve components
without the risk of damaging them, a valve
spring compressor Is absolutely nec8888rY.

1 Because of the complex nature of this job
and the special tools and equipment required,
most owners leave servicing of the valves,
valve seats n valve guides to a profe88k)naI.
2 The home mechanic can, however, remove
the valves fran the cyI~ head, cI88n and
chectt the components for weer and grind In
the vaIv. (see Section 13).
3 Aft. the valve swvlce has been perfOI'med,
the head will be in like-new condition. When
the head II returned, be sure to clean it again
very thoroughly before installation on the
engine to remove any metal particles or
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13.58 CoIlets can be freed once valve has
been compressed

DI-~bIy
3 Before proceeding, arrange to label and
store the valves along with their related
components In such a way that they can be
returned to their original locations without
getting mixed up. A good way to do this Is to
obtain a container which Is divided Into four
compartments. and to label each
compartment with the Identity of the valve
which will be stored in It (Ie left- or right-hand
cylinder, intake or exhaust valve).
4 If not already done. clean all traces of old
gasket material from the cylinder head. " a
scraper Is used, take care not to scratch or
gouge the soft aluminium. Carefully scrape aU
carbon depoalts out of the combustion
chamber area. A hand h.ld wire bruah or a
piece of fine emery cloth can be used once
the majority of deposits have been scraped
away. Do not uae a wire 00I8h mOtAnted in a
drill motor. or one with elctremely stiff bristI88.
as the head material is soft and may be
eroded away or scratched by the wh'e brush.
5 Compress the valve epring on the ht valve
with a spting compressor, then remove the
collets (a.e Illustration) and the retainer,
noting which way up it fits, from the valve
88.-nbly (888 1k8tI'8don). Do not cornp'eBS
the springs any more than is absolutely
neceasary. Carefully release the valve spring
compressor and remove the sprInga and the
valve frcwn the heed. If the valve ~ in the
guide (won't pull through), push It back into
the head and deburr the area around the
collet groove with a YefY 1M file or whetstone
(888 "uatiOf".).
8 Repeat the procedure for the remaining
valves. Remember to keep the parts for each
valve together and in order so they can be
reW18t81ed WI the same k)catIon.
7 Once the valves have been removed and
labelled, pull the valve stem seals off the top
of the valve guides with pliers and discard
~ (the old ~ never be reused).
then remove the spring seats, noting which
way up they fit.
8 Next, cIeen the cylinder head with solvent
and dry it thoroughly. Compressed air will
speed the drying process and ensure that all
holes and recessed areas are clean.
I Clean all of the valve springs. collets,
retainers and spring seats with solvent and

to slip the feeler gauge under it on either side
of the combustion chamber (Me "'~on).
If the feeler gauge can be Inserted between
the straightedge and the cylinder head, the
heed Is warped and must be either machined
or, If warpage Is excessive, replaced with a
new one.
13 Exnne the valve seats In the C(X1DJstIon
chamber. If they are pitted, cracked or btIned,
the head will require work beyond the scope of
the home mechanic. Measure the valve seat
width and compare it to this Chapter's
Specifications (... IIU8tr8t1on). If it exceeds
the service limit, or if it varies around its
~, valve ovefhaul is requWed.
14 Clean the valve guides to remove any
carbon build-up, then Install the valve In Its
guide 80 that Its face Is 10 mm above the

QltersprtJg
SprlngBeet
Stemseei
Va'W

SIWn
Follower
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dry them thoroughly. Do the parts from one
valve at a time so that no mixing of parts
between valves occurs.
10 Scrape off any deposita that may have
fanned on the valve, then use a motoriaed
wire brush to remove deposita from the valve
heads and sterns. Again, mMe swe the valves
do not get mixed up.

Inspection
11 Inspect the head very carefuMy for cracks
and other damage. If cracks 81'8 bm, a ~
he8d will be ~red. Cha the cern bearing
surfaces for wear and evidence of seizure.
Check the cam8hafts and followers for wear
as well (see s.ctk)n 10).
12 Using a precision atralgh1edge and a
feeler gauge which corresponds to the
warpage limit listed in the epec:;.':'ri2"'.,v at the
beginning of the Chapter, check the head
gasket mating surface for warpage. Lay the
straightedge lengthways, across the head and
diagonally, :'rt~~Jng the stud holes, and try

13.12 Lay a precision straightedge acron
the cylinder head and try to slide a feeler
gauge of the speclflad thickness (equal to
the maximum allowable warpage) under It



13.15 Measure the valve face thickness .. Ihown

aeat. Mount a dial gauge against the side of
the valve face and measure the amount of
side clearance (wobble) between the valve
stem and its guide In two perpendicular
directions. If the clearance exceeds the limit
specified, ~ the valve and measure the
valve stem diameter (... IIIU8tr8tion). Also
measure the inside diamet~ of the guides (at
both ends and the centre of the guide) with a
small hole gauge and micrometer (see
iI~. The guides are meesured at the
ends end at the cenn to determk'8 If they are
wom In a bell-mouth pattem (more wear at the
ends). If the valve .tem or guide is worn
beyond its limit, it must be replaced.
15 Carefully Inspect each valve face for
cractcs, pits and burned spots. Measure the
valve fHe thickness and compare it to this
Chapter's SpecifIcations (... IIlustraUon). If it
exceeds the ~ limit, or If it varies around
Its circumference. valve overhaul is required.
18 Check the valve stern and the collet
groove area for cracks (... lUu8tr8tion).
Rotate the valve and check for any obvious
indication that it Is bent. Check the end of the
stern for pitting and excessive wear. The
presence of any of the above conditions
indicat.. the need for valve .-vicing.
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13.14b Insert a small hole gauge Into the
valve guide and expand It 80 there's a

slight ~ when It's pulled out

.. - shown 13.18 Check the V8fve face (A), stem (8) end collet groove (C)
for signs of wear and damage

17 Using V-bIocIca and a dial gauge, measure Illustration). If the bend in any spring is
the valve stem runout and the valve head excessive, it must be replaced.
runoot and compare the results to the 18 Check the 8PfW1g retak*S and coIleta for
specifications. If either ~ exceeds obvious wear and cracks. Any questionable
the 8eIVIce limit, the valve must be replaced. parts should not be reused, as extensive
18 Check the end of each valve spring for damage will occur In the event of failure
wear and pitting. Measure the spring free dINing engine operation.
length and compare It to that listed In the 20 If the inspection indicates that no overhaul
specifications (.. ~~ ). If any aping wort< is required, the valve components can
is shorter than specified It has sagged and be reinstalled in the heed.
must be replaced. Also place the spring Rea88e u~ on a flat Mace end check It for bend m_,

by placing a ruler or set-square against It (Me 21 Before installing the valves in the head.
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13.22 Apply ijt~n-,.1II-.v compound spertngly,
In 8m811 dab8, to the valve face only

they should be ground In (lapped) to ensure a
positive seal between the valves and seats.
ThIs procDn requlrw CO888 ~ fine v8IYe
grinding compound ~ a valve grW1dlng tool.
If a grinding tool Is not available, a piece of
rubb.- or plastic hose can be sI~ 0V8' the
vafve stem (aft« the valve has been Inst8Ied
In the guide) and used to turn the valve.
~ Apply a small amount of coarse grW1ding
compound to the valve face, then slip the
valve into the guide (... Hk8tr8tion). N0t8:
Meke sure each v8/w is Installed in its correct
guide and be c.,.ful not to get any grinding
C«nPOUnd on the v8/w stem.
a Attach the grinding tool (or hose) to the
valve and rotate the tool between the palms of
YO4' hands. U88 a b8Ck.~~ motion (as
though rubbing your hands together) rather
than a circular motion (Ie so that the valve
rotates alternately clockwise and anti.
clockwise rath8f' than In one direction only)
(8.. illustration). Lift the valve off the seat
and turn it at regular Intervals to distribute the
grinding compound properly. Continue the
grinding procedure until the valve face and
seat contact area Is of uniform width and
unbroken around the entire circumference of
the valve face and seat (eeelbtl'8tlon).
24 C88fu1y ~ the valve from the guide
and wipe off III traces of grinding compound.
Use solvent to ciean the valve and wipe the
seat area thoroughly with a solvent soaked
cloth.
S Repeat the procedure with fine valve
grinding compound, then repeat the entire
procedure for the remaining valves.
. Lay the spring seats in place In the

13.238 Rotate the vafve grincftng toot back
end forth between the palma of yOIW hands

cylinder head with their shouldered side
facing up so that they fit into the base of the
spri1g8 (the spring seat can be identified from
the spring retainer by its larger Internal
diameter - be sure not to mix up the two), then
install new valve stem 88818 on each of the
guides. use an appropriate size deep 8OCI<et
to push the seals over the end of the valve
gukje until they are felt to clp into ~ Don't
twist or cock them, or they will not seal
property against the valve stems. Also, don't
rsnove them aglin or they win be ~
27 Coat the valve stem with molybdenum
dlsulphide grease, then Install it into Its guide,
rotating It slowly to ~ damaging the ~.
Check that the valve moves up and down
freely in the guide. Next, in8ta11 the springs,
with their ck)6er wound coils facing down into
the cylinder head (and, If visible, the painted
pink end facing up) (see lllu8tration),
followed by the spring retainer. with its
shouldered side facing down so that It fits into
the top of the spring.
28 Compress the springs with the valve
spring compressor and Install the collets.
'When compr888k1g the ~, deJxwa them
only as far as Is absolutely necessary to slip
the collets Into place. Apply a small amount of
grease to the collets to help hold them In
place as the pressure Is released from the
springs (see IIlustr8tion). Make certain that
the collets are securely locked In their
retaining grooves.
a Assemble the other valve assemblies 88
described in Steps 27 and 28.
:M) Support the cylinder head on blocks 80
the valves can't contact the workbench top,

then VeIy gently tap eech of the valve stems
with a soft-faced hammer. This will help seat
the coIleta ., th8i' ~.

Note: The cyfinder block C8J be removed with
the engine In the fr8me.

Removal
1 Remove the cyllnd« head (see Section 11).
2Uftthecyinder~l4>torwnoveltfrom
the studs. If It Is stuck, tap around the joint
faces of the block with a 80ft-faced mallet to
free it from the crankcase. Don't attempt to
free the block by inserting a screwdriver
between It and the crankcase - you'D damage
the sealing surfaces. When the block is
removed, stuff clean rags around the pistone
to ~t anything failing Into the crankcase.
3 Note the location of the two dowels which
will be either on the bottom of the block or in
the aMkcase (Me 1kJ*-IIon); r.nove them
If they .. loose.
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4 Remove the gasket and clean all traces of
old gasket material from the cylinder block
and crankcase mating surfaces. If a scraper is
used, take care not to scratch or gouge the
soft aluminium. Be careful not to let any of the
gasket material fall into the crankcase or the
oil passages.

Inspection

5 Do not attempt to separate the cylinder
liners from the cylinder block.
6 Check the cylinder walls carefully for
scratches and score marks. A rebore will be
necessary to remove any deep scores.
7 Using telescoping gauges (see Mechanics
Tools and Tips in the Reference section),
check the dimensions of each cylinder to
assess the amount of wear, taper and ovaIlty.
Measure near the top (but below the level of
the top piston ring at TDC), centre and bottom
(but above the level of the oil ring at BDC) of
the bore, both parallel to and across the
crankshaft axis (see illustration). Calculate
any differences between the measurements
taken to determine any taper and ovality in the
bore. Compare the results to the specifications
at the beginning of the Chapter. If the cylinders
are tapered, oval, or wom beyond the eeMce
limits, or badly scratched, scuffed or scored,
have them rebored and honed by a Suzuki
dealer or specialist motorcycle repair shop. If
the cylinders are rebored, they will require
o~ize pistons and rings.
8 If the precision measuring tools are not
available, take the block to a Suzuki dealer or
specialist motorcycle repair shop for
assessment and advice.
9 If the cylinders are in good condition and
the platOl'l-to-bore clearance is within specifi-
cations (see Section 15), the cylinders should
be honed (de-glazed). To carry out this task,
you will need the propar size flexible hone
with fine stones (see Tools in the Reference
section), or a bottleoobnJsh type hone, plenty of
light oil or honing oil, some clean rags and an
electric drili motor.
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12 If you do not have the equipment or desire
to perform the honing operation, take the
block to a Suzuki dealer or specialist

motorcycle repair shop.

Installation
13 Check that the mating surfaces of the
cylinder block and crankcase are free from 011
or pieces of old gasket.
14 If removed, install the dowels into their
correct locations in the crankcase, and push
them firmly home (see Iflustration).
15 Remove the rags from around the pistons,
and lay the new base gasket in place on the
crankcase, making sure all the holes are
correctly aligned and that the UP letters
stamped out of the gasket read the correct
way round (see illustrations). Never re-use
the old gasket.
18 Check that the piston ring end gaps are
correctly positioned (see illusb"ation 18.14). If
required, install piston ring clamps onto the
pistons to ease their entry into the bores 88
the block is lowered. This is not essential 88

each cylinder has a good lead-In enabling the
piston rings to be hand-fed into the bores. If
possible, have an assistant to support the
block while this Is done.
17 Lubricate the cylinder bores, pistons and
piston rings with clean engine oil, then install

10 Hold the block sideways (so that the
bores are horizontal rather than vertical) In a
vice with soft jaws or cushioned with wooden
blocks. Mount the hone In the drill motor,
compress the stones and Insert the hone Into
the cylinder. Thoroughly lubricate the cylinder,
then turn on the drill and move the hone up
and down in the cylinder at a pace which
produces a fine cross-hatch pattern on the
cylinder wall with the lines Intersecting at an
angle of approximately 60°. Be sure to use
plenty of lubricant and do not take off any
more material than is necessary to produce
the desired effect. Do not withdraw the hone
from the cylinder while It is stili tuming. Switch
off the drill and continue to move it up and
down In the cylinder until it has stopped
turning, then compress the stones and
withdraw the hone. Wipe the oil from the
cylinder and repeat the procedure on the
other cylinder. Remember, do not take too
much material from the cylinder wall.
11 Wash the cylinders thoroughly with warm
soapy water to remove all traces of the
abrasive grit produced during the honing
operation. Be sure to run a brush through the
bolt holes and flush them with running water.
After rinsing, dry the cylinders thoroughly and
apply a thin coat of light, rust-preventative 011
to all machined surfaces.

14.158 FIt the new base gasket.. .
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the block down over ~ studs until the piston
crown. fit into the bores (He IIlu8tr8tion). At
this stage feed the camchain up through the
block and secure it in piace with a piece of
wire to prevent it from falling back down.
18 Gently push down on the cyNnder block,
maing sure the pistons enter the bores
squarely and do not get cocked sideways. If
piston ring clamps are not being used,
C8efu11y ~ and feed eIK:h ring Wlto ~
bore . ~ block Is~. If neceaary, use
a soft-faced mallet to gently tap the block
down, but do not use force If the block
appears to be stuck as the pistons and/or
rings will be damaged. If ciampa are used,
remove them once the pistons are in the bore.
18 When ~ pistons are C«rer;t}y installed in
~ cylinders, ~ the ~k down onto the
base gasket.
a Install the cylinder heed (see SectIon 11).

Note: The pistons can be removed with the
engine in the frame.

Remova'
1 Remove the cylinder bk)ck (8M Sectk>n 14).

~~

.

~~

from the other side to free the piston from the
comecting rod (888 ~). Remove the
other cJrcJip and discard them as new ones
must be used. When the piston has been
rwnoved. Install Ita pin b8Ck into Ita bore 80
that related ~ do not get mixed up. Rotate
the crankshaft ao that the beat access Ie
obtained for eech piston.

Inspection
4 Before the inspection process can be
carried out, the pistons must be cleaned and
the old piston rings removed. Note that If the
cylinders are being ~, ~ inspection
C81 be ~ed as new ones will be fitted.
5 Using your thumbs or a piston ring removal
and installation tool, carefully remove the
rings from the pistons (Me Ilustr8tIon). Do
not nick or gouge the pistons in the process.
Carefully note which way up each ring fits In
its groove as they must be installed in their
original positions If being re-used. The upper
surface of each ring is marked with the
Iett~ N at one end c- H~;Ic;.,;.

~~~~~
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15.11 Measure the piston ring-to-groove clearance
with a feeler gauge

6 Scrape all traces of carbOn from the tops of
the pistons. A hand-held wire brush or a piece
of fine emery cloth can be used once most of
the deposits have been scraped away. Do not,
under any circumstances, use a wire brush
mounted in a drill motor to remove deposits
from the pistons; the piston material is soft and
will be eroded away by the wire brush.
7 Use a piston ring groove cleaning tool to
remove any carbon deposits from the ring
grooves. If a tool Is not available, a piece
broken oft an old ring will do the job. Be very
careful to remove only the carbon deposits.
Do not remove any metal and do not nick or
gouge the sides of the ring grooves.
8 Once the deposits have been removed,
clean each of the pistons with solvent and dry
thoroughly. If the identification previously
marXed on the piston is cleaned off. re-mark it
with the correct identity. Make sure the oil
retum hoies below the oil ring groove are clear.
9 Carefully inspect each piston for cracks
around the skirt, at the pin bosses and at the
ring lands. Normal piston wear appears as
even, vertical wear on the ttvust 8l.taces of the
piston and slight looseness of the top ring in its
groove. If the skirt Is scored or scuffed, the
engine may have been suffering from
overheating and/or abnormal combustion,
which caused excessively high operating
temperatures. The oil pump should be checked
thoroughly. Also check that the circlip grooves
m'e not damaged.
10 A hole in the piston crown is an Indication
that abnormal combustion (pre-ignition) was
occurring. Burned areas at the edge of the
piston crown are usually evidence of spark
knock (detonation). If any of the above
problems exist, the causes must be corrected
or the damage will occur again.
11 Measure the piston ring-to-groove
clearance by laying each piston ring in Its
groove and slipping a feeler gauge in beside it
(see Illustration). Check the clearance at
three or four locations around the groove. If
the clearance is greater than specified,
replace both the piston and rings as a set. If

I
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I
I

I
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specified distance from the bottom of the skirt

new rings are being used, measure the clearance. If it is greater than the specified
clearance using the new rings. If the clearance figure, the piston must be replaced (assuming
is greater than that specified, the piston is the bore itself is within limits, otherwise a
worn and must be replaced. Note: Make sure rebore is necessary).
you have the con-ect ring for the groove - the 13 Apply clean engine oil to the piston pin.
two compression rings can be identified by Insert it into the piston and check for any
their profile (see llustratlon 16.12). freeplay between the two (see Illustration).
12 Check the piston-to-bore clearance by Measure the pin external diameter and the pin
measuring the bore (see Section 14) and the bore in the piston and compare the
piston diameter. Make sure each piston is measurements to the specifications at the
matched to its correct cylinder. Measure the beginning of the Chapter (see Illustrations).
piston 15.0 mm up from the bottom of the Repeat the measurements between the pin
skirt and at 900 to the piston pin axis (see and the connecting rod small-end (see
Illustration). Subtract the piston diameter Illustration). Replace components that are
from the bore diameter to obtain the wom beyond the specified limits.

11 A ,',

~ ""it

15.138 Slip the pin (A) into the piston (8).
If it's loose, replace the piston and pin

15.13b Measure the external diameter
of the pin. . .

15.13d ... and the internal diameter of the
connecting rod small-end
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15.17 Always use new circlips to secure the piston pin

14 If the pistons are to be ~ced, ensure the
COf'r8Ct size of piston Is ordered. Suzuki
produce two oversize pistons as well as the
standard piston. The oVeI$ize pistons available
are: +0.5 mm and +1.00 mm. Note: Oversize
pistons usuaNy ha~ their r8Ievant size stamped
on top of the piston crown, eg a 0.50 mm
oversize piston wi/I be marlcea' 0.50. Be sure to
obtain the correct oversize rings for the pistons.

Installation
15 Inspect and install the piston rings (see
Section 16).
18 Lubricate the piston pin, the piston pin
bore and the connecting rod small-end bore
with clean engine 011.
17 Install a new clrclip In one side of the
piston (do not re-use old circllps) (see
IIklstraUon). Une up the piston on Its correct
connecting rod, making sure the arrow on the
piston crown points forwards, and insert the
piston pin from the other side (see IIIu8tr8tlon
15.3b). Secure the pin with the other new

circlip. When installing the circlips, compress

16.6 Ring end gap can be enlarged by clamping a file In a vice
and filing the ring ends

results to the specifications at the beginning
of the Chapter and replace any ring that is
below its service limit.
4 To measure the installed end gap, Insert the
top ring Into the top of the cylinder and square
it up with the cylinder walla by pushing it In with
the top of the piston. The ring should be about
20 mm bek)w the top edge of the cytinder. To
measure the end gap, slip a feeler gauge
betwe91 the ends of the ring and compare the
measurement to the specifications at the
beginning of the Chapter (see ilu8tr8tion).
5 If the gap is larger or smaller than specified.
double check to make sure that you have the
correct rings before proceeding.
S If the gap Is too small, it must be enlarged
or the ring ends may come in contact with
each other during engine operation, which
can cause serious damage. The end gap can
be increased by filing the ring ends very
carefully with a fine file. When perfOn11ing this
operation. file only from the outside In (see

illustration).
7 Excess end gap is not critical unless it is

them only just enough to fit them in the piston,
and make sure they are properly seated in
their grooves with the open end away from
the removal notch.

1 It is good practice to replace the piston
rings when an engine is being overhauled.
Before installing the new piston rings, the ring
end gaps must be checked, both free and
Installed.
2 Layout the pistons and the new ring sets
so the rings will be matched with the same
piston and cylinder during the end gap
measurement procedure and engine
assembly.
3 To measure the free end gap of each ring,
lay each ring on a flat surface and measure
the gap between the ends of the ring using a
vernier caliper (see illustration). Compare the



greater than 0.7 mm. Again, double check to

mekeltn~havetheCX¥rwctrW1g8byOl6
qne 81d check that the bore Is not worn.
e Repeat the procedure for eech ring that wNl
be ~ WI the ~ R61T_T.. to keep
the rings, pistons n cyIIoo.. matd1ed up.
t Once the ring end gape have been
checked/ccwrected. h rings C81 be ~Ied
on the pistons.
10 The oil control ring (Iow.t on h ~oo)
is installed first. It Is composed of three
separate components, namely the expander
and the upper and lower side rails. Slip the
expander into the groove, then install the
upper side rail. Do not use a piston ring
Installation tool on the 011 ring side rails as
they may be damaged. Instead. place one end
of the side rail Into the groove between the
expand.. and the ring land. Hold It firmly In
place and slide a finger around the piston
while pushing the rail Into the groove. Next,
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16.1Ob ... and fit

chrome-plated. Make sure the Identification
letter N near the end gap is facing up (...
IllustI'8Uon 1Ub).
14 Once the rings are correctly Installed,
check they move freely wittnJt snagging and
stagger their end gaps as shown (see
Mlustr8tion).

install the lower side rail in the same manner
(see ~ . Make sure the .a of the
eXf)BiKJ« do not over1ap.
11 After the three oil ring components have
been installed, check to make an um both
the upper and lower side rails can be turned
smoothly in the ring groove.
12 MstaII the 8e<XM1d (niddle) rW1g next. It C81
be readily distinguished from the top ring by
Its cross-section shape (888 a--u..-uu..). To
avoid breaking the ring, use a piston ring
installation tool and make sure that the
identification letter N near the end gap Is
facing up (...I~ 15.R»). FIt the ring
into the middle groove on the piston. Do not
expend the ring any more ~ is r~-i to
slide It into place.
13 Finally, install the top ring in the same
manner. The top ring can be diatingul8hed
from the second ring by its cross-section
shape (He MIU8b'8IIon 18.1~. Also, Its face Is

Note: The clutch can be removed with the
engine in the frame.

Remova'
1 ~ the engine oil (r8f8' to ~ 1).
2 Unscrew the tIYee boits ~ tt1e circular
pulse generator assembly COY« to the ~-
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17.4 Note the positions of the two dowels
(an'Ows) and remove them if they are loose

hand side crankcase cover (see illustration).
Remove the COY«. Using a 19 mm spanner to
counter-hold the tflnlng rotor, unscrew the bolt
in the centre of the rotor which secures it to the
end of the crankshaft (s.. illustration).
Remove the rotor, noting how the pin In the
end of the crankshaft ~es in the slot In the
rotor. The pulse ~r coil assembly and oil
pressure switch can remain In the crankcase
cover, but the wiring must be disconnected at
its connector behind the left-hand side panel
and released from any clips or ties to enable
the cover to be moved away from the machine.
3 Working in a criss-cross pattern, evenly
slacken the right-hand side crankcase cover
retaining bolts, noting the position of the cable
clips (see Illustration). Ufl the cover away
from the engine, being prepared to catch any
residual oil which may be released as the
cover Is removed.
4 Remove the gasket and discard It. Note the
positions of the two locating dowels fitted to
the crankcase and remove them for safe-
keeping If they are loose (8M illu8b'8tion).
5 Working In a criss-cross pattern, gradually
and evenly slacken the clutch pressure plate
retaining bolts until spring pressure Is
released (see illustrations). To stop the
clutch from turning while Initially loosening the
bolts, either put the engine Into gear and have
an assistant apply the rear brake (If the engine
is In the frame), or jam the primary drive and
driven gears together using the blade of a
large screwdriver (If the engine has been
removed). Remove the bolts, spacers and

17.3 The crankcase cover is secured by
thirteen bolts (arrows). Note the positions
of the wiring clips on three of the bolts (A)

1 Pressure plate bolt
2 Spacer
3 Spring
4~p/8te
5 ThnIst washer
6 R8#88Se besrlng

7 Pushrod end piece 13 Outer throstwssher 18 Inner throstwaher8 Friction plates '. 14 Clutch housing 19 Pu8hrods

9 Pls/n plates 15 PIn 20 Pushrod oil s8&I
10 Clutch nut 16 ON pump drfVegesr 2'1 RetaIner pIete
11 LocIcwasher 17 Cftdfp 22 R-.. ~
12 Clutch centre



17.5d '" followed by the thrust washer,
refease bearing and pushrod end piece

springs, then withdraw the pressure plate
(see Illustration). Remove the thrust washer,

release bearing and pushrod end piece from
either the back of the pressure plate or the
end of the input shaft (see illustration). If
reQuired. withdraw the clutch pushrod right-
hand half from the crankshaft - it will either

have to be poked through from the other side
using the left-hand half of the pushrod
(requiring removal of the front sprocket cover).
or the engine will have to be tipped on its side.
6 Grasp the complete set of clutch plates and
remove them as a pack. Unless new plates are
being fitted, keep them in their original order.
7 Bend back the tabs on the clutch nut
lockwasher (see illustration). To remove the
clutch nut the input shaft must be locked. This
can be done in two ways. If the engine is in
the frame, engage 1st gear and have an
assistant hold the rear brake on hard with the
rear tyre in firm contact with the ground.
Alternatively, the Suzuki service tool (Pt. No.
09920-53710), or a similar home-made tool
made from two strips of steel bent at the ends
and bolted together in the middle (see Tool
tip), can be used to stop the clutch centre
from turning whilst the nut Is slackened (see
illustration 17.208). Unscrew the nut and
remove the lockwasher from the input shaft,
noting how it fits. Discard the lockwasher as a
new one must be used on installation.
S Remove the clutch centre from the shaft.
followed by the outer thrust washer.
9 Remove the clutch housing from the shaft,
followed by the inner thrust washer.
10 The oil pump drive gear is secured to the
L__' _'"L- _'_"_L L- -,-- L_- - -,--,,- 1__-
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clutch Slip. Measure the thickness of each
friction plate and the width of their tabs using
a vernier caliper (see illustrations). If any
plate has worn to or beyond the service limits
given in the Specifications at the beginning of
the Chapter, the friction plates must be
replaced as a set. Also, if any of the plates
smell burnt or are glazed. they must be
replaced as a set.
12 The plain plates should not show any
signs of excess heating (bluing). Check for
warpage using a flat surface and feeler gauges
(see illustration). If any plate exceeds the
maximum permissible amount of warpage, or

then remove the gear. noting which way round
it fits and how it locates onto the pin in the
housing. If the pin is loose. remove it for
safekeeping.

Inspection
11 After an extended period of service the
clutch friction plates will wear and promote

17.10 The oil pump drive gear is secured
to the housing by a circlip (arrow)

17.11 a Measure the thickness of the
friction plates. . .
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17.13 Measure the free length of the
clutch springs

shows signs of bluing, all plain plates must be
replaced as a set.
13 Measure the free length of each clutch
spring using a vernier caliper (see
Illustration). If any spring is below the service
limit specified, replace all the springs as a set.
14 Inspect the clutch assembly for burrs and
indentations on the edges of the protruding
tabs of the friction plates and/or slots in the
edge of the housing with which they engage.
Similarly check for wear between the inner
tongues of the plain plates and the slots in the
clutch centre. Wear of this nature will cause
clutch drag and slow disengagement during

gear changes. since the plates will snag when
the pressure plate is lifted. With care a small
amount of wear can be corrected by dressing
with a fine file, but if this is excessive the worn
components should be replaced.
15 Check the pressure plate. release bearing,
push rod end piece and thrust washer for
signs of roughness, wear or damage, and
replace any parts as necessary. Check that
the right-hand pushrod is straight by rolling it
on a flat surface.
16 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from the shaft, noting
any alignment marks on the lever and the shaft
(see Illustration 18.1a). If no marks are visible,
make your own before removing the lever so
that it can be correctly aligned with the shaft
on installation. Unscrew the bolts securing the
engine sprocket cover to the crankcase and
draw the cover away from the engine (see
Illustration 18.1 b). Note the position of the
dowel and remove it if it is loose. Check the
clutch release actuating mechanism for
smooth operation and any signs of wear or
damage (see illustration). Unscrew the two
screws securing the mechanism to the cover
and remove the mechanism if required.
Withdraw the clutch push rod left-hand half
and check it for straightness by rolling it on a
flat surface (see illustration). Check the

pushrod oil seal for signs of leakage and
replace it if necessary, noting that it is secured
by a retainer plate. Remove the engine
sprocket (see Chapter 5) and bend back the
tabs on the retainer plate, then unscrew the
bolts and remove the plate. Lever out the old
oil seal, then drive a new one squarely into
place and secure it with the retainer plate.
Bend up the tabs on the plate to secure the

bolts.

Installation

17 Remove all traces of old gasket from the
crankcase and crankcase cover surfaces.
18 If removed, install the pin into the hole in
the back of the clutch housing, then install the
oil pump drive gear onto the back of the
housing, making sure that its raised inner
edge faces the clutch and that the slot in the

inner edge locates over the pin (see
Illustrations). Secure the gear in place with its
circlip, making sure it is properly seated in its

groove (see illustration).
19 Slide the inner thrust washer onto the end
of the input shaft, then lubricate the clutch
housing bush with clean engine oil and slide
the housing onto the shaft, making sure it
engages correctly with the teeth on the
primary drive gear (see illustrations).
~ Slide the outer thrust washer onto the

17.16b Withdraw the left-hand pushrod (arrow)
and check it for straightness

. . . and secure it with the clrclip17.18c



17.19a Slide the inner thrust washer onto the shaft . . .

shaft. then install the clutch centre onto the
shaft splines (see illustretions). Fit a new
Iockwasher onto the shaft splines. then Install

the clutch nut. Using the method employed on

dismantling to loci< the input shaft. tighten the
nut to the specified torque (lee ilustratIons).
Note: Check that the clutch centre rotates
(,8a'y after tightening. Bend up the tabs of the
Iockwasher to ~ure the nut (see illustrltlon).
21 Build up the clutch plates in the clutch
housing. starting with a friction plate, then a
plain plate and alternating friction and plain
plates until all are installed (see Illustrations).
Coat each plate with clean engine oil prior to 17.20a Slide the outer thrust washer onto
installation. the shaft . . .

17.2Oc S8lde lockwasher onto the shaft . . .
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22 Install the pushrod right-hand half (if
removed) into the end of the input shaft,
followed by the pushrod end piece (see
illustrations). Lubricate both sides of the
release bearing and thrust washer with clean
engine oil, then install them onto the push-rod
end piece (see illustrations).
23 Install the pressure plate onto the clutch
(see illustration). Install the springs and the
spacers, making sure that the shouldered side
of the spacer fits into the spring, then install
the pressure plate bolts. Tighten the bolts
evenly in a criss-cross sequence to the torque
setting specified at the beginning of this
Chapter, using the method employed on
removal (see Step 5) to stop the clutch from
tuming (see illustrations).
24 If removed, insert the right-hand side
crankcase cover dowels into the crankcase
(see illustration 17.4), then place a new
gasket onto the crankcase, making sure that
it locates correctly over the dowels (see
illustration).
25 Check the condition of the crankshaft
right-hand end oil seal in the crankcase cover.
If it is worn or damaged, or shows signs of
leakage, lever out the old seal using a flat-
bladed screwdriver, and drive a new seal into
place using a seal driver or suitably sized

17.23a Install the pressure plate. . .

17.23d ... and the bolts



17.24 Fit a new gasket onto the crankcase

17.25c ... and drive it squarely into place

17.26b Install the rotor bolt. . .

socket (see illustrations). Apply a smear of
grease to the lips of the 011 seal and install the
crankcase cover (see Illustration). and
tighten its bolts evenly in a criss-cross
sequence, making sure that all the wiring
clamps are in their correct positions (see
illustration 17.3).
26 Install the timing rotor onto the end of the
crankshaft. making sure the slot in the rotor
locates correctly over the pin in the end of the
crankshaft (see Illustration). Using a 19 mm
spanner to counter-hold the rotor, install the
rotor bolt and tighten it to the torque setting
specified at the beginning of the Chapter (see
Illustrations).
27 Install the pulse generator assembly cover
and tighten its bolts securely (see Illustration).
Connect the pulse generator wiring at its
connector behind the left-hand side panel.
28 If disassembled. install the clutch release
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17.25b ... then install a new seal. . .

17.25d Install the crankcase cover 17.268 Locate the rotor slot (A)
over the pin (8)

17.27 Install the pulse generator
assembly cover

17.26c ... and tighten it to the specified
torque whilst counter-holding the rotor

2

17.28b The release mechanism cover is
secured by two screws (arrows)

17.28a Insert the push rod through
the oil seal

left-hand half through the oil seal and into the
input shaft, then install the sprocket cover and
tiahten its bolts securelY (", illustration),

loosen the locknut on the release mechanism
adjuster screw (see illustration). Unscrew the
adiu$tef $Crew a few turns, then screw it in tWIt"
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18.5 Bend in the retainer tab to secure the cable end

19.2b ... then slide out drive pin (A) and remove washer (8). The
pump is secured to the crankcase by three screws (C)

sure the cable is correctly routed. Bend in the

retainer to secure the cable end (a..
illustration). Check the clutch release
actuating mechanism for smooth operation
and any signs of wear or damage. Adjust the

amount of clutch lever freeplay (see Chapter 1).

19 Oil pump - removal,

inspection and installation

Note: The ai/ pump can be removed with the
engine in the frame.

Removal
1 Remove the clutch (see Section 17).
2 Remove the clrcllp securing the 011 pump
driven gear to the pump, then remove the
gear, noting how and which way round it fits
(see illustration). Remove the drive pin and
washer from the pump shaft (see Illustration).
3 Remove the three screws securing the
"",m... tl'\ thA ,.rgnlt,.g~~ IQ~~ ilhl~tratlnn
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19.28 Remove circlip (arrow) and slide the gear off the shaft. . .

procedure or specifications for it. If the pump
is suspected of being faulty. it must be

replaced as a unit.

Installation
6 Install the new O-rings onto the ends of the
oilways. then install the pump (see illus-

tration). Apply a suitable non-permanent
thread locking compound to the threads of the
pump screws (see illustration) and tighten

the two O-rings (see illustration). Discard the
O-rings as new ones must be used.

Inspection
4 Inspect the pump body for any obvious
damage such as cracks or distortion, and
check that the shaft rotates freely and without
any slde-to-side play or excessive endfloat.
5 The oil pump fitted to this machine is not
serviceable and Suzuki provide no inspection

2

~
~

~
~
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19.7c Fit the gear over the drive pin.. .

them to the torque setting specified at the must be aligned on jnstallation (aee ilkJstration
beginning of the Chapter. 18.18). If no marks are visible, make some of
7 Fit the washer and drive pin onto the pump your own as an aid to Installation.

3 Unscrew the bolt securing the selector drum
stopper arm to the crankcase. Unhook the
retum spring from the input shaft bearing
retainer plate and ~ the stopper ann (eee
IIluSb'Btion). Note how the stopper arm roller
locates on the change pins in the geIecta" drum.

(see SectIon 17).
gearchange lever pinch bolt

andrermve the lever from the shaft. Note any
punch marks on the arm and the shaft which

4 Note how the gearchange selector arm claw
fits onto the change pins in the selector drum,
and how the gearchange shaft centralising
spring ends fit on each side of the locating pin,
then move the selector arm claw down off the
change pins and withdraw the gearchange
shaft from the engine (see illustration).
5 If necessary. unscrew the screw securing
the change pin holder plate to the selector



m.s A8mO¥8 the screw (A) to rei the plate, noting how it ~.6 Remove the E-cI~ (A) to retease the spring. Note how the
locates over the neutral pin (8) spring ends locate (8)

drum, then remove the plate, noting how the 8 Inspect the selector arm claw, the stopper 10 If removed, slide the centralising spring
recess in the plate locates over the neutral arm roller and the change pins. If they are and spacer onto the gearchange shaft and
change pin (see illustr8tJon). Remove the worn or damaged they must be replaced. locate the spring Mds either side of the pin
change pins. noting the position of the ~ stallstJon (see lllusb"ations). Smear clean engine oil
differently shaped neutral pin and taking care n over the gearchange shaft then install the

not to lose any of them. 9 If removed, install the change pins into the assembly into its hole in the engine, placing
~ tI end of the selector drum, making sure the the selector arm in position on the selector
nspec on neutral pin is correctly located, then install the drum change pins, and making sure the

6 Inspect the selector arm and the stopper ~der plate, making sure it locates correctly centralising spring ends are correctty located
arm retum springs and the shaft centralising on the change pins and the neutral pin locates on each side of the pins on the shaft 8'm and
spring. If they are fatigued, worn or damaged in the recess in the plate (see illu8tration the crankcase (see illusb"ations).
they must be replaced. To replace the 20.5). Apply a non-permanent thread locking 11 Apply a suitable non-permanent thread
selector arm spring. remove the E-clip and compound to the threads of the holdel' plate locking compound to the threads of the
slide the spring off. noting how its ends locate screw, then install the screw and tighten it stopper arm boh, then install the bolt through
(see lIhlstr8tion). Check the gearchange securely. the stopper arm (see ilustration). Install the

shaft for straightness and damage to the
splines. If the shaft is bent you can attempt to
straighten it, but if the splines are damaged
the shaft must be replaced.
7 Unscrew the bolts securing the engine
s~et COVel' to the cr81kcase and draw the
cover away from the engine (Me illustration
18.1b). Note the position of the dowel and
remove it if it i8 loose. Check the condition of
the gearchange shaft oil seal set in the left-
hand side of the crricase. If it Is damaged or
deteriorated It must be replaced with a new
one. Lever out the old seal and drive the new
one squarely Into place using a seal drivel' or 20.108 Slide the centralising spring and 20.1~ ... and locate the spring"
su~ socket. spacer onto the shaft . . . as shown
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20.1~2O.1Oa Slide the centralislng spring and
spacer onto the shaft . . .

. . . and locate the spring ends
as shown

20.11 a Apply a thread locking compound
to the stopper arm bolt
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M88mbly onto the crankcase, positioning the
stopper arm roller onto the neutral change pin
and hooking the return spring Into the hole in
the input shaft bearing retainer plate (...
~ at. Tighten the bolt securety. Make
sure the stopper arm Is free to move and Is
returned by the presaure of the spring.
12 Install the engine sprocket cover and
tighten Its screws securely. Install the
gearchange !eYer onto tt1e end of tt1e shaft on
the left-hand side of the engine, alignIng the
punch mart<8 on the arm and shaft, and check
that the ~Ism ~ correctly. ~M

Note: The starter clutch and Idle gear
assembly can be removed with the engine In
the frame.

Removal

1 Remove the left-hand side panel (see
Chapter 7). Trace the alternator wiring back

21.3

! as shown2O.11c The

4 Withdraw the starter idle/reduction gear
shaft then remove the gear, noting which way
round It fits (8M IIkJsb'8tlon). Remove the
att.-nator rotor (see Chapter 8). The starter
driven gear shOI.Ad come away with the rotor. If
it doesn't, remove it from the crankshaft. The
starter clutch Is secured to the back of the
rotor by thrM Allen bolts (..Ih8Ir.~.;.

Inspection
5 Install the starter driven gear into the starter
clutch (If removed) and, with the rotor face
down on a workbench, check that the gear
rotates freely in an anti-clockwise direction
and locks against the rotor in a clockwise
direction. If it doesn't, replace the starter
clutch.
e Withdraw the starter driven gear from the
starter clutch. If it appears stuck, rotate it antl-
clockwise as you withdraw It to free it from the
starter clutch. Ch~k the bearing surface of
the starter driven gear hub arxj the condition
of the rollers inside the clutch body (...
Illustrations). If the bearing surface shows
signs of excessive wear or the rollers are
damaged, marked or flattened at any point,
they should be replaced.
7 Remove the rollers and check the plungers

from the top of the engIM sprocket 00Y8' and
disconnect It at the connectors. Release the
wiring from any clips or ties.
2 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from the shaft, noting
any alignment marks on the lever and the
shaft (8M lIu8tr8tlon 18.18). If no marks are
visible, make your own before removing the
lever so that it can be correctly aligned with
the shaft on Installation. Unscrew the bolts
securing the engine sprocket cover to the
crankcase and move the cover aside (see
~~uOHi 18.1bt. There is no need to detach
the clutch cable from the cover. ReIeese the
alternator wiring from the clamp next to the

to



21.68 Check the condition of the starter
driven gear hub. . .

and springs for signs of deformation or
damage (see illustration). Make sure the
plungers move freely in their sockets.
8 Check that the three Allen bolts securing
the starter clutch to the rotor are tight (s..
Illustration 21.4b). If any are loose, unscrew
all the bolts, then apply a suitable non-
permanent thread locking compound to their
threads and tighten them to the specified
torque setting. Lubricate the starter clutch
rollers with new engine oil.
9 Examine the teeth of the starter idle!
reduction gear and the corresponding teeth of
the starter driven gear and starter motor drive
shaft. Replace the gears and/or starter motor
if worn or chipped teeth are discovered on
related gears.

Installation
10 Lubricate the hub of the starter driven
gear with clean engine oil, then install the

21.12a Install the idle/reduction

21.13a Make sure the dowel (arrow) is
installed, then fit a new gasket. . .

21.7 Remove the rollers and check the
plungers and springs

21.6b ... and the rollers in the clutch

starter driven gear into the starter clutch,
rotating it anti-clockwise as you do so to
spread the rollers and allow the hub of the

gear to enter.
11 Install the alternator rotor (see Chapter 8).
12 Lubricate the idle/reduction gear shaft

with clean engine oil, then install the

idle/reduction gear followed by its shaft,
making sure the smaller pinion on the

idle/reduction gear faces outwards and

meshes correctly with the teeth of the starter
driven gear, and the teeth of the larger pinion

mesh correctly with the teeth of the starter

motor shaft (see illustrations).
13 If removed, insert the dowel in the

crankcase, then install the crankcase cover
using a new gasket, making sure it locates

correctly onto the dowel and the idle/ reduction

gear shaft (see illustrations). Tighten the cover
bolts evenly in a criss-cross sequence.

22 Sump (oil pan), oil strainer
and oil pressure regulator -

removal and installation

Not.: The sump (011 pan) and sttainer can be
removed with the engine in the frame. "work
is being carried out with the engine removed
ignore the preliminary steps. To remo~ the oil
pressure regulator the engine must be
removed from the frame and the crankcases
separated.

Sump (oil pan) and oil straIner

Removal
1 Remove the exhaust system (Chapter 3).
2 Drain the engine oil (see Chapter 1).
3 Unscrew the sump (oil pan) bolts. slackening
them evenly in a criss-cross sequence to
prevent distortion (see illustration). Remove

2

gear.. .
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22.4 The oil strainer is secured by three bolts (arrows)

the sump (oil pan) and its gasket. Discard the
gasket as a new one must be used.
4 Unscrew the three bolts securing the oil
strainer to the underside of the crankcase,
noting the arrow on the strainer which must
point forwards (see Illustration).

Inspection
5 Make sure the oil strainer is clean and
remove any debris caught In the mesh.
Inspect the strainer for any signs of wear or
damage and replace it if necessary.
Installation
6 Install the oil strainer onto the underside of
the crankcase, making sure the arrow points
to the front of the engine, and tighten its bolts
securely (see Illustration).
7 Remove all traces of gasket from the sump
(oil pan) and crankcase mating surfaces, then
lay a new gasket onto the sump (oil pan) (if the
engine is in the frame) or onto the crankcase
(if the engine has been removed and is
positioned upside down on the work surface)

22.6 Make sure the arrow on the strainer points to
the front of the engine

22.8 ... then install the sump (oil pan)

(see Illustration). Make sure the holes in the moves freely in the plunger body, and inspect
gasket align correctly with the oil passages. it for signs of wear or damage. Replace the
8 Position the sump (oil pan) onto the regulator and its washer if necessary.
crankcase and Install the bolts, and tighten Installation
them evenly in a criss-cross pattern to the . .
t tt " "f " d t th b "" f 14 Install the 011 pressure regulator and Its

orque se Ing spec I Ie a e eglnmng 0
th Ch t ( O " strati ) washer onto the lower crankcase half and

e ap er see I u on . t" ht "t t th t tti "f "ed t th9 I tall th h t t ( Ch t 3) Ig en I 0 e orque se ng Specll a e

ns e ex aus sys em see ap er. ".10 Fill the engine with the correct type and beginning of the Chapter.

quantity of oil as described in Chapter 1. Start
the engine and check for leaks around the
sump (oil pan).

Oil pressure regulator
Removal
11 Separate the crankcase halves (see
Section 23).
12 Unscrew the oil pressure regulator from
the lower crankcase half and remove it with its
washer (see illustration).

Inspection
13 Check that the pressure regulator plunger 22.12 011 pressure regulator location



23 Crankcase -
separation and reassembly

Note: References to the right- and left-hand
ends of the transmission shafts a,. made as
though the engine is the correct way up, e~
though ~ this proc8c*H8 It Is upside
down. Th8r8for8 the right-h8nd end of. shaft
will actually be on your #en as you look down
onto the underside of the upper crankCSH
assembly.

Separation
1 To access the crankshaft and connecting
rods, balancer shaft, bearings and trans-
mission components, the crankcase must be
split into two parts.
2 To enable the crankcases to be separated,
the engine must be removed from the frame
(see Sectk)n 5). ~ the crankcases ca'1 be
8ep8rated, the camctlain tensioner, C8'nShafts,
cylinder head, cylinder block, ignition pulse
generator coil assembly, clutch, oil pump,
geerchange mechanism. alternator, starter
ckJtch IW1d starter idle/redLK:tk)" ge8', sump (oil
pan), oil strainer. oil filter and starter motor
must be removed. See the relevant Sections or

23.3 The Input shaft bearing retainer plate
Is secured by three screws
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Chapters for details. Note: If the crankcases
ale being separated to Inspect or access the
transmission components, or to Inspect the
CtankshBft or balancer shaft, the engine top-
end components (csmchain tensioner,
camshafts, cylinder heed, cylinder block,
p/stoos) C8) I8rrIBin in situ. However, if removal
of the crankshaft ~ connecting rod
assg,71bB&i is inIended, AIR dsasSeIrt)/y of the
top-end is n8CesSaty.
3 Remove the three screws securing the
transmission input shaft bearing retainer plate
to the right-hand side of the crankcase and
remove the plate. noting how It fits (se.
Illustration).
4 Bend back the tabs on the retainer plate for
the tr8'ISml88ion ootput shaft bearing and the
clutch pushrod oil seal. located on the left -
hand side of the crankcase (see IRu8tr8tion).
Unscrew the two bolts and remove the plate.
5 Unscrew the single crankcase bolt located
next to the starter motor housing in the I4)per
crankcase half (see Illustration).
8 Tum the engine upside down so that it rests
on the cylinder head studs and the back of the
upper crankcase half.
7 Working in a rev.,.. of the tightening
sequence (... Illustr8tion 23.19t. and noting
that two of the bolts (Nos. 1 and 3) are kxated

inside the oil filter hOt81g n .e ~~ by
the holes in the crankcase using a socket
extension. slacken each crricase bolt a little
a time untI they are aI ftng.--tight. then ~
the ~. Note: As ~ bdt is ~. strNe
It In its relative position In a C&~-a t8t7¥>Iat8
of the crankcase halves. This will ensura all
bolts are Insta/led In the correct location OR
reassembly. Store the engine eefth (ground)
~ with Its bolt (No. 24).
8 Carefully 11ft the lower crankcase half off the
upper half. using a large screwdriver in the
leverage points and a soft-faced hammer to
tap around the joint to initially separate the
halves if necessary (see Illustrations). Note:"
the hsIves do not separate easily, make sure all
fastenefS have been removed. Do not tty and

separate the halves by levering against the
crankcase mating surfaces as they are easily
scored and will leak oil. Use only the special
leverage points. The lower crankca8e half wiY
come away by itself. leaving the crankshaft,
balancer shaft, camchain tensioner blade,
~ shafts, selector drum and selector
~ i1 the upper ariC8Ie half. Note that the
tr8I-.a.I~' shaft oil 8e8s ~ be replaced
whenever the crankcase halves era separated.
irrespective of whether the shafts ara to be
removed (X' d~. There Is no need to

~
~~

2

23.4 Bend back the tabs (a~ws), then unscrew the bolts
and remove the plate
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tensloner blade, its cushions, and all 011 jets
have been installed, if removed.

23.8c Output shaft 011 seals (A),
and input shaft 011 seal (8)

if they are loose

remove the shafts from the crankcase, though
it may be necessary to 11ft the end of the output
shaft slightly so that the seals slide off the
end of the shaft easily (see Illustration). The
input shaft 011 seal butts against the end of the
shaft and can simply be lifted away (see
IIlusntion).
9 Remove the four locating dowels from the
crankcase if they are loose (they could be in
either crankcase half), noting their locations
(see Illustration).

Reassembly
10 Remove all traces of sealant from the
crankcase mating surfaces.

13 Generously lubricate the transmission
shafts, selector drum and forks, and the
crankshaft and balancer shaft, particularly
around the bearings. with clean engine oil,
then use a rag soaked in high flash-point
solvent to wipe over the gasket surfaces of
both halves to remove all traces of oil.
14 Install the four locating dowels in the
upper crankcase half (see Ulustration 21.9).
Make sure that the gear selector drum is in the
neutral position.
15 Apply a small amount of suitable sealant
to the mating surface of the lower crankcase
half (see Ulusb'ation). Caution: Do not apply
an excessive amount of sealant, as It will ooze
out when the case halves are assembled and
may obstltlct 01/ passages.
18 Check again that all components are In
position, particularly that the bearing shells
are still correctly located in the lower
crankcase half, then carefully install the lower
crankcase half down onto the upper
crankcase half (see Illustration). Make sure
the dowels all locate correctly into the lower
crankcase half.
17 Check that the lower crankcase half is
correctly seated. Note: 1he crankcase halves
should fit together without being forced. ff the
casings are not correctly seated, remove the
lower crankcase haff and Investigate the
problem. Do not attempt to pull them together
using the crankcase bolts as the casing wI/I
crack and be ruined.
18 Check that the transmission shafts rotate
freely and independently in neutral, then
rotate the selector drum by hand and select
each gear in turn whilst rotating the Input
shaft. Check that all gears can be selected
and that the shafts rotate freely in every gear.
19 Clean the threads of the crankcase bolts
and Insert them in their original locations, not
forgetting the engine earth (ground) cable
secured by bolt No. 24 (see Illustration).
Secure all bolts finger-tight at first, then

23.8d The input

23.15 Apply a suitable sealant to U1e
crankcase mating surface. . .

11 If the transmission shafts have not been
removed from the crankcase, slide new
output shaft oil seals onto the left-hand end of
the shaft, lifting it slightly if necessary (see
illu8b'ation 25.6 and 23.8c). Make sure the
selector forks retum into their grooves if the
shaft is lifted. Position the input shaft oil seal
against the left-hand end of the shaft (see
illustrations 23.8d and c).
12 Ensure that all components and their
bearings are in place in the upper and lower
crankcase halves. Check that the crankshaft
thrust bearings and the transmission bearing
locating pins and half-ring retainers are all
correctly located, and that the camchain

23.19 Crankcase bolt



23.21 Do not forget the single upper
crankcase bolt

tighten the bolts a little at a time and in the
numerical sequence shown to the torque
settings specified at the beginning of the
Chapter. When torquing the bolts, be sure to
distinguish correctly between the 8 mm bolts
and the 6 mm bolts.
20 With all crankcase fasteners tightened,
check that the crankshaft and transmission
shafts rotate smoothly and easily. Check the
operation of the transmission in each gear
(see Step 18). If there are any signs of undue
stiffness, tight or rough spots, or of any other
problem, the fault must be rectified before
proceeding further.
21 Turn the engine over. Install the single
upper crankcase half bolt and tighten it to the

specified torque setting (see illustration).
22 Install the retainer plate for the
transmission output shaft bearing and the
clutch pushrod oil seal onto the left-hand side
of the crankcase (see Illustration). Tighten the
bolts securely. then bend up the tabs on the
plate to lock them in place (see illustration).
23 Install the transmission input shaft bearing
retainer plate onto the right-hand side of the

crankcase (see illustration). Apply a suitable
non-permanent thread locking compound to
the threads of the screws and tighten them

securely (see Illustration).
24 Install all other removed assemblies In the
reverse of the sequence given in Step 2.

24 Crankcase -
inspection and servicing

1 After the crankcases have been separated.
remove the crankshaft, balancer shaft.
camchain tensioner blade, oil pressure
regulator, neutral switch and transmission
components, referring to the relevant
Sections of this Chapter and to Chapter 8 for
the neutral switch. Remove the cylinder oil jet
from the side of each cylinder hole In the top
of the upper crankcase half. and check the
condition of their O-rings. replacing them If
necessary (see illustration). Also remove the
balancer shaft oil jets and the transmission
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23.22b ... and bend up the tabs
to 1000k the bolts

23.22a Install the output shaft
retainer plate. . .

23.23a Install the input shaft
retainer plate. . .

deflector plate to the lower crankcase half and
remove the plates. noting how they fit.
2 The crankcases should be cleaned
thoroughly with new solvent and dried with
compressed air. All 011 passages and oil jets
should be blown out with compressed air.

23.23b ... applying a thread locking
compound to its screws

3 All traces of old gasket sealant should be
removed from the mating surfaces. Minor
damage to the surfaces can be cleaned up
with a fine sharpening stone or grindstone.
Caution: Be very careful not to nick or
gouge the crankcase mating surfaces or oll

2
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24.1 a Cylinder oil jet location 24.1 b Balancer shaft oil jet locations
(arrows)



leaks will result. Check both crankcase
halves very carefully for cracks and other

damage.
4 Small cracks or holes in aluminium castings
may be repaired with an epoxy resin adhesive
as a temporary measure. Permanent repairs
can only be effected by argon-arc welding,
and only a specialist in this process is in a
position to advise on the economy or practical
aspect of such a repair. If any damage is
found that can't be repaired, replace the
crankcase halves as a set.
5 Damaged threads can be economically
reclaimed by using a diamond section wire
insert, of the Helicoil type, which is easily
fitted after drilling and re-tapping the affected
thread (see Tools and Mechanics Tips In the
Reference section of this Manual).
6 Sheared studs or screws can usually be
removed with screw extractors, which consist
of a tapered, left thread screw of very hard
steel. These are Inserted into a pre-drilled hole
in the stud, and usually succeed in dislodging
the most stubbom stud or screw (see Tools
and Mechanics Tips In the Reference section
of this Manual).
7 Check that all the cylinder head studs are
tight in the crankcase halves. If any are loose,
remove them using a stud extractor tool, then
clean their threads and apply a suitable non-
permanent thread locking compound and

tighten them securely.
8 Install the removed 011 jets and oil deflector
plates into their correct locations (see

25.4 Slide the two oil seals (arrows) off the

outputend of the shaft and discard them

how the selector forks engage in the grooves
on the gear pinions.
3 Remove the bearing half-ring retainers and
the input shaft left-hand bearing dowel from
the upper crankcase half. noting how they fit
(see illusb'atlons 25.58. b and c). If they are
not in their slots or hole in the crankcase,
remove them from the bearings themselves
on the shafts.
4

Illustrations 24.18, b, c and d). Apply clean
engine oil to the cylinder oil jet O-rings. and
apply a suitable non-permanent thread
locking compound to the threads of the 011

plate screws and tighten them
securely. Install all other components and
assemblies, to the relevant
of this Chapter and to Chapter 8.

crankcase halves.

deflector

Sections

Remove the oil seals from the left-hand

of the output shaft, noting

discard them as new ones

Also remove the

end
and

Illustration). input shaft oil
seal, which will probably have remained in the
crankcase (SII illustration 23.8d). If

Note: To remove the transmission shafts the necessary, the Input shaft and output shaft
engine must be removed from the frame and can be disassembled and inspected for wear
the crankcases sepaIBted. or damage (see Section 26).

dowel, the middle selector fork engages
correctly in its groove in the 3rd/4th gear
pinion, and the bearing pin and groove on the
right-hand bearing engage correctly with the



25.7a Make sure the dowel (A) locates in the hole (B),

and the fork (C) fits into its groove (0)

recess in the crankcase and bearing half-ring
retainer (see IIlustratlonl). Install the oil seal
against the left-hand end of the shaft (see
IlMtration 23.8d n c).
8 Lower the output shaft Into position in the
crankcase half, making SlH'e the outer selector
fOf1(s engage correctly in tl*r gooves in the 5th
and 6th gear pinions. Make sure the bearing
pins engage correctly with the recesses in the
crankcase, and the groove in the left-hand
bea'ing engages correctly with the bBing half-
ring retainer (8M Inustrations).
9 Make sure both transmission shafts are
correctly seated and their related pinions are

correctly engaged (see Illustration).
Caution: If the Input shaft bearing locating
pin Indlor output shaft half-ring or dowel
pin Ire not conectly engaged, the
crlnkcase halves will not seat COn'8Ct/y.
10 PoSition the gears in the neutral position

and check the shafts are free to rotate easily
and Independently (Ie the input shaft can turn

whilst the output shaft is held stationary)
before proc-'ing further. Also check that the

selector drum and forks rotate or move freefy.
11 Reassembly the crankcase halves as
described in Section 24.

26 Transmission shafts -

disassembly I inspection
and reassembly

Note: Re~s to the right- and /eft-hand
ends of the transmission shafts are made as
though they are installed in the engine and the
engine is the correct way up.
1 Remove the transmission shafts from the

. ... .,
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Input shaft

Disassembly

! Remove the bearing from the left-hand end
)f the shaft (see illustration).
I The 2nd gear pinion is a press fit on the
.haft, and must be removed using a puller
see illustrBtion). Note: Suzuki advise that the= When disassembling the

H-NT transmission shafts, place
I the parts on a long rod or- thread a wire through them

to keep them in order and facing the
proper direction.

.

2

25.8b Position the bearing pins fA) . . .

~,
~

~
~
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26.3 Using a puller to remove the 26.138 Use a puller to remove the
2nd gear pinion bearing. . .

pinion. then slide the thrust washer and the
pinion off the shaft, followed by the 5th gear
bush.
6 The 1 5t gear pinion is integral with the
shaft.

Inspection
7 Wash all of the components in clean
solvent and dry them off.
8 Check the gear teeth for cracking chipping,
pitting and other obvious wear or damage.
Any pinion that is damaged as such must be
replaced.
9 Inspect the dogs and the dog holes in the
gears for cracks. chips, and excessive wear
especially In the form of rounded edges. Make
sure mating gears engage properly. Replace
the paired gears as a set If necessary.
10 Check for signs of scoring or bluing on the
pinions. bush and shaft. This could be caused
by overheating due to inadequate lublication.
Check that all the oil holes and passages are
clear. Replace any damaged components.
11 Check that each pinion moves freely on
the shaft or bush (5th gear pinion) but without
undue fr~piaY. Check that the 5th gear bush
moves freely on the shaft but without undue
freeplay.
12 The shaft is unlikely to sustain damage
unless the engine has seized, placing an
unusually high loading on the transmission, or
the machine has covered a very high mileage.
Check the surface of the shaft, especially
where a pinion turns on it, and replace the
shaft if it has scored or picked up, or if there
are any cracks.
13 Check the ball bearing for play or
roughness, and that It Is a tight fit on the shaft.
Replace the bearing if it is worn, loose or
damaged, using a bearing puller to remove It
(see illustration). If one Is not available,
carefully lever it off using a pair of tyre levers
(see illustration). Install the bearing using a
press. Install the needle roller bearing onto the
shaft, and check it for play or roughness.
Replace the bearing if It is worn or damaged.
14 Check the washers and replace any that
are bent or appear weakened or worn.
Discard all the circlips as new ones must be

used.

Reassembly
15 During reassembly, apply molybdenum
paste or engine oil to the mating surfaces of
the shaft, pinions and bush. When installing
the clrclips, do not expand their ends any
further than Is necessary, and install them so
that the chamfered side faces the pinion it
secures (888 illustration).
16 Slide the 5th gear bush and 5th gear
pinion. with Its dogs facing away from the
integral 1st gear. onto the left-hand end of the
shaft (see illustrations). Install the thrust
washer and circlip, making sure that the
clrclip locates correctly in the groove in the
ohgft ,.- IIh,DtpatI"".,



26.163 Install the bush. . .

26.16d ... and thecirclip

onto the shaft. so that the larger (4th gear)
pinion faces the 5th gear pinion dogs (see
illustration).
18 Slide the 6th gear pinion onto the shaft so
that its dog holes face the dogs on the 3rd
gear pinion (see Illustration).
19 The 2nd gear pinion is a press fit onto the
shaft and must be installed using a press (see

26.18 ... followed by the 6th gear pinion

Engine, clutch and transmission

26.16c ... the thrust washer. . .26.16b ... followed by 5th gear pinion. . .

26.17 Install the combined
3rd/4th gear pinion. . .

26.168 ... making sure it locates correctly
in its groove

illustration). Note: Suzuki advise that the 2nd
gear pinion can only be removed and installed
twice before replacement of the input shaft is
necessary. Apply a suitable non-permanent
thread locking compound to the internal
surface of the pinion, and press the pinion
onto the shaft so that the distance between its
outer edge and the outer edge of the integral
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Output shaft a Inspect the dogs and the dog holes In the and the spacer (see ilklStratlon). If one is not
. gears for cracks, chips. and excessive wear available, carefully lever them off using a pair

Disassembly especially in the form of roonded edges. Make of tyre levers (8M HkJStratIon -'1:1»). Install
21 Remove the needle roller bearing from the sure mating gears engage properly. Replace the bearing using a press. Install the needle
right-hand end of the shaft (lee ilklSb'ation). the paired ge.-s as a set if necessary. mi. bearing onto the shaft, and check It fa
22 Remove the thrust washer from the right- 00 Check for signs of scoring or bluing on the play or roughness. Replace the bearing if It is
hand end of the shaft, then slide the 1 at gear ~k)ns. bush and shaft. ms ~ be caused wa'n or damaged.
pinion and the 5th gear pinion off the shaft. by overtleating due to Inadequate lubrication. 34 Check the washers and replace any that
ZJ Remove the clrdip s«:uring the 4th gear Check that all the ~ holes ~ ~ are are bent or appear weakened or worn,
pinion. then slide the spiined washer and the clear. DIscard all the circlips as new ones must be
pinion off the shaft. 31 Check that each pinion moves freely on used.
24 Slide the two lockwashers off the shaft, the shaft or bush (2nd gear pinion) but without
noting how they fit, followed by the 3rd gear undue freepiay. Check that the 2nd gear bush
pinion arxj the spiined washer. moves freely on the shaft 00t without undue
25 Remove the clrclip securing the 6th gear freepiay,
pirjoo, ttMJ'1 Pde the pirQ! off the shaft. 32 The shaft is unlikely to sustain d.a"'age
. Remove the Circlip securing the 2nd gear unless the engine has seized, placing an
pinion, then slKie the 2nd gear bush and the unusuaIly,high loading on the msmission. or
pinion off the shaft, the machine has covered a very high mileage.

Check the surface of the shaft, especially
Inspection where a pinion turns on it. and replace the
27 Wash all of the components in clean shaft If It has scored or picked up. or if there
solvent and dry them off. are any cracks.
. Check the gear teeth for cracking 33 Check the ball bearing for play or
chipping, pitting and other obvious wear or roughness, and that it is a tight fit on the shaft.
d8nage. Any pinion that is dsnaged as such Replace the bearing if it is worn, loose or ~.33 Use a puller and draw the spacer off
must be replaced. tiom'anM linin 1 -" . .



26.36a Install the 2nd gear pinion. . .

Reassembly
35 During reassembly. apply molybdenum
paste or engine oil to the mating surfaces of
the shaft, pinions and bush. When installing
the circllps, do not expand their ends any
further than is necessary, and install them so
that the chamfered side faces the pinion it
secures (see illustration 26.15).
36 Slide the 2nd gear pinion and its bush
onto the shaft, so that the collared side of the
bush faces away from the bearing. and secure
them in place with the circlip. making sure
that it is properly seated in its groove (see
illustrations).
37 Slide the 6th gear pinion onto the shaft
with its selector fork groove facing away from
the 2nd gear pinion, and secure it in place
with the circlip, making sure it is properly
seated in its groove (see illustrations).
38 Slide the splined washer. followed by the

26.388 Install the splined washer. . .
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26.36b ... and its bush. . . 26.36c ... and secure them
with the circlip

26.37a Install the 6th gear pinion. . .

3rd gear pinion onto the shaft (see
illustrations). Slide the inner lockwasher onto
the shaft until it aligns with its groove, th,n
turn it in the groove so that its splines align
with those on the shaft (see Illustrations).
Slide the outer lockwasher onto the shaft so

26.37b ... and secure it with the circlip

that its tabs fit into the slots in the inner
lock washer, thus locking it in place (see
illustration).
39 Slide the 4th gear pinion onto the shaft.
followed by the splined washer, and secure
them in place with the circlip. making sure

2

26.38b ... followed by the 3rd gear pinion 26.3& Install the inner lockwasher . . .
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26.393 Install the 4th gear pinion

26.418 Install the bearing onto the
end of the shaft

that it is properly seated in its groove (see
IHustrations).
40 Slide the 6th gear pinion onto the shaft
with its selector fork groove facing the 4th
gear pinion, followed by the 1st gear pinion
and the thrust washer (see ilu8tr8tiona).
41 Slide the needle roller bearing onto the
shaft end (s" illustration). Check that all
components have been correctly installed
(see iRustratlon).

27 Selector drum and forks -
removal, inspection and
installation

Note: Access can be ge/ned to the stopper
arm and selector arm with the engine In the
frame and the clutch removed (Section 20). All
other operations require the engine to be.. - . - . ... -., .. . .

26.39b. . . and the splined washer. . .

26.4Oc ... and u,e throst washer

Removal
1 Separate the crankcase halves and remove
the transmission shafts (Sections 23 and 25).
2 Unscrew the selector fork shaft retaining

screw from the right-hand side of the upper
crankcase half (see Illustration). Supporting
the selector forks, withdraw the shaft and then
remove the forks, noting the correct location
and which way round each fork fits. Once
reI'noYed from the ~kcase, it is a good idea
to slide the forks back onto the shaft, In tt1eir
correct order I as an aid to Installation.
3 Unscrew the bolt securing the neutral detent
plunger in the top of the upper crankcase half.
noting that it is under spring pressure (888
Illustration). Remove the bolt slowly so that
the spring does not expel Itself I and remove
the sealing washer. WIthdraw the spring and
the plunger. notW)Q wtjch way up it fits.
4 Remove the neutral switch (see Chapter 8).
5 Unscrew the bolt securing the selector
drum retainer plate to the right-hand side of

28.41 b The assembled shaft should be

as shown

sides or ends of the crankcases or other
components Sf9 made as though the engine is

the ~t way up. e..en though throughout
this procec*H8 it is upside 00wn. Th8f&b8 the

right-hand end of 8 component will 8Ctu8Ity be

on your /eft as you look down onto the
~ of the upper CfBnkcase assemI>Iy.

,,'It
-,,';)

§
~



27.5 Unscrew the retainer plate bolt (arrow),
then remove the plate and withdraw the selector drum

the upper crankcase half, then remove the
plate and withdraw the selector drum from the
crankcase, noting how they fit (s..
Illustration). Note the washer that fits onto
the left-hand end of the selector drum, and
that it may remain stuck against the drum
bearing in the crankcase.
S Note that each selector fork is numbered
for identification. The left-hand fork is
number 3, the middle fork is number 2. and
the right-hand fork is number 1 (see
illustration). The numbers must face the
right-hand side of the engine.

Inspection
7 Inspect the selector forks for any signs of
wear or damage, especially around the fork
ends where they engage with the groove in
the pinion. Check that each fork fits correctly
in its pinion groove. Check closely to see if the
forks are bent. If the forks are in any way
damaged they must be replaced.
8 With the fork engaged with its pinion
groove, measure the for1<-to-groove clearance
using a feeler gauge. and compare the result
to the specifications at the beginning of the
Chapter (see illustration). If the clearance
exceeds the service limit specified. measure
the thickness of the fork ends and the width of
the gear grooves and compare the readings to
the specifications (see illustrations). Replace
whichever components are wom beyond their

specifications.
9 Check that the forks fit correctly on their
shaft. They should move freely with a light fit
but no appreciable free play. Check that the
fork shaft holes in the crankcases are not
wom or damaged.
10 The selector fork shaft can be checked for
trueness by rolling it along a flat surface. A
hPnt roo will r.AIJse difficultY in selectinQ q$8rs
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enters squarely. Also check the drum joumal

hole in the crankcase for wear or damage.

Installation
13 Fit the washer onto the left-hand end of
the selector drum, then install the drum into
the crankcase, positioning it so that the
neutral position plunger detent aligns with the

hole in the top of the crankcase (see
Illustration). Apply a suitable non-permanent
thread locking compound to the threads of
the selector drum retainer plate bolt, then

11 Inspect the selector drum grooves and
selector fork guide pins for signs of wear or
damage. If either component shows signs of
wear or damage the selector(s) and drum

must be replaced.
12 Check that the selector drum bearing
rotates freely and has no sign of freeplay
between it and the crankcase. Replace the
bearing if necessary. Drift the bearing out of
the crankcase, noting that once It has been
removed it cannot be re-used. Draw or drive
the new bearing onto place. making sure it

2

27.Sa Measure the fork-to-groove
clearance using a feeler gauge
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27 .14a Install the plunger. . .

install the plate against the end of the selector detent in the selector drum (see Illustration).
drum (see Illustration). Temporarily install a Check the condition of the sealing washer on
suitable bolt to locate the other end of the the bolt, using a new one if necessary, then
plate and stop it from becoming misaligned, install the spring into the end of the bolt.
then tighten the retainer plate bolt securely Install the bolt, making sure the spring end
(lee illustration). locates correctly in the top of the plunger and
14 Install the neutral position plunger into the tighten it securely (see Illustration).
hole in the top of the crankcase, making sure 15 Lubricate the selector fork shaft with
it is the correct way up and locates into the clean engine oil and slide it into its bore in the

tighten(arrow), then the retainer plate bolt securely

and bolt27.14b ... followed by the spring

crankcase (see illustration). As the shaft is
installed, fit each selector fork in turn, making
sure it is in its correct location and the right
way round (see Step 6), and that its guide pin
locates in its track in the selector drum (see
illustration). Apply a suitable non-permanent
thread locking compound to the threads of
the selector fork shaft retaining screw and
install it into the crankcase (see illustration).



16 Install the neutral switch (see Chapter 8). imbed In the bearing and will score or gouge 8 To avoid bearing problems, clean all parts
17 Install the transmission shafts (see the bearing and joumal. The best prevention thoroughly before reassembly. double check
section 25). for this cause of bearing failure is to clean all all bearing clearance measurements and

parts thoroughly and keep everything lubricate the new bearings with clean engine
spotlessly clean during engine reassembly. oil during installation.

28 M . d nett. d Frequent and regular oil and filter changes are
aln. an con I.ng ro . also recommended. .

bearings - general Information 5 Lack of lubrication or lubrication break- 29 Cran.kshaft and mal.n . ~
down has a number of Interrelated causes. bea~lngs - r~moval, InSpection ~

Excessive heat (which thins the oil), and Installation ~
1 Even though main and connecting rod overloading (which squeezes the oil from the
bearings are generally replaced with new ones bearing face) and oil leakage or throw off Note: To remove the crankshaft the engine
during the engine overhaul, the old bearings (from excessive bearing clearances, worn oil must be removed from the frame and the
should be retained for close examination as pump or high engine speeds) all contribute to crankcases separated.
they may reveal valuable information about lubrication breakdown. Blocked oil passages R I
the condition of the engine. will also starve a bearing and destroy It. When emova

2 Bearing failure occurs mainly because of lack of lubrication is the cause of bearing 1 Separate the crankcase halves (Sectoo 23).
lack of lubrication, the presence of dirt or failure, the bearing material is wiped or 2 Lift the crankshaft out of the upper crank-
other foreign particles, overloading the engine extruded from the steel backing of the case half. noting the position of the thrust
and/or corrosion. Regardless of the cause of bearing. Temperatures may increase to the bearings between each inner crank web and
bearing failure, it must be corrected before the point where the steel backing and the joumal the main bearing housing (see IIlumtlon). If
engine Is reassembled to prevent it from turn blue from overheating. the crankshaft appears stuck. tap it gently
happening again. 6 Riding habits can have a definite effect on using a soft-faced mallet. Remove the thrust
3 When examining the connecting rod bearing life. Full throttle low speed operation, bearings, noting how they fit.
bearings, remove them from the connecting or labouring (lugging) the engine. puts very 3 If required, remove the connecting rods
rods and caps and lay them out on a clean high loads on bearings, which tend to squeeze from the crankshaft (see Section 31). and

surface in the same general position as their out the oil film. These loads cause the bearings disengage the carnchain from Its sprocket.
location on the crankshaft joumals. This will to flex, which produces fine cracks in the 4 If required, remove the nut securing the
enable you to match any noted bearing bearing face (fatigue failure). Eventually the primary drive gear to the right-hand end of the
problems with the corresponding crankshaft bearing material will loosen in pieces and tear crankshaft (see illusb'ation). Remove the nut
joumal. away from the steel backing. Short trip riding and its washer. noting which way round it fits.
4 Dirt and other foreign particles get into the leads to corrosion of bearings, as insufficient then slide the gear off the end of the shaft,
engine in a variety of ways. It may be left in engine heat is produced to drive off the noting how it locates over the Woodruff key. If
the engine during assembly or it may pass condensed water and corrosive gases the key is loose, remove it for safekeeping.
through filters or breathers. It may get into the produced. These products collect in the .
oil and from there into the bearings. Metal engine oil, forming acid and sludge. As the oil Inspection
chips from machining operations and normal Is carried to the engine bearings, the acid 5 Clean the crankshaft with solvent, using a
engine wear are often present. Abrasives are attacks and corrodes the bearing material. rifle-cleaning brush to scrub out the oil
sometimes left in engine components after 7 Incorrect bearing installation during engine passages. If available, blow the crank dry with
reconditioning operations, especially when assembly will lead to bearing failure as well. compressed air, and also blow through the oil
parts are not thoroughly cleaned using the Tight fitting bearings which leave insufficient passages. Check the camchain sprocket and
proper cleaning methods. Whatever the bearing oil clearances result in 011 starvation. the balancer shaft drive gear for wear or
source, these foreign objects often end up Dirt or foreign particles trapped behind a damage. If any of the sprocket or gear teeth
imbedded in the soft bearing material and are bearing insert result in high spots on the are excessively worn, chipped or broken. the
easily recognised. Large particles will not bearing which lead to failure. crankshaft must be replaced. Similarly check
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29.9 Meaaure the thickness
of each thrust bearing

the primary drive gear, which, if damaged or
wom, is available as an individual component.
e Ref.. to Section 28 and examine the main
bearings. If they are scored, badly scuffed or
appear to have been seized, new bearings
must be installed. Always replace the main
bearings as a set. If they are badly damaged,
check the corresponding crankstlaft journal.
Evidence of extreme heat. such as
discoloration, indicat. that IWication failure
has occurred. Be sure to thoroughly check the
oil JXmP and pressure regulator as well as all
oil holes and passages before reassembling
the engine.
7 The crankshaft journals should be given a
close visual examination, paying particular
attention where damaged bearings have been
discovered. If the joumals are scored or pitted
in any way a new crankshaft will be reqtired.
Undersizes are not available, precluding the
option of re-grinding the crankshaft.
8 Place the crankshaft on V-blocks and
check the runout at the main bearing journals
using a dial gauge. Compare the reading to
the maximum specified at the beginning of the
Chapter. If the runout exceeds the limit, the
mnkshaft must be replaced.
9 Measure the thickness of each thrust
b8arW)Q using a micrometer, and compere the
result to the specifications at the beginning of
the Chapter (1M ~). If the thickness
measured is below the service limit specified,
the thrust bearings must be replaced.

Bearing shell selection
10 Replacement bearing shells for the main
bearings are supplied on a selected fit basis.
Codes stamped in the crankshaft and
crankcase are used to Identify the correct
replacement bearings. The crankshaft main
b8ar'f'9 icx-naI size lettn, one letter for each
journal (either an A, a B or a C), are stamped
on the outside of the crankshaft left-hand web
(see Illustration). The corresponding main
bearing housing size letters (either an A or a
B), are stamped into the rear of the upper
crankcase half (8ee Illustration). The first
Iett.. of each set of four is for the outer left-
hand journal, the second for the inner left, the
tNrd for the inn« right and the fourth for the

29.16 Place a strip of Plastlgauge on each
bearing journal

engages in the notch in the crankcase (see
illustrltion). Make sure the bearings are fitted
in the correct locations and take care not to
touch any shell's bearing surface with your

fingers.
15 Ensure the sheHs and crankshaft n clean
and dry. Lay the crankshaft In position in the
upper crankcase.
16 Cut several lengths of the appropriate size
Plastigauge (they should be slightly shorter
than the width of the crankshaft joum8). Place
a strand of Plastigauge on each (cleaned)
journal (see Illustration). Make sure the
crankshaft is not rotated.
17 Carefully install the lower crankcase half on
to the upper half. Make sure that the s-.;tO(
forks (if fitted) engage with their respective
slots In the transmission gears as the halves
are joined. Check that the lower crankcase half
is correctly seated. Note: Do not tighten the
crankcase baNs if the casing is not con"eCtiy
seated. Install the lower crankcase bolts
numbers 1 to 12 (see aatradon 23.18t In tt1ei'
original locations and tighten them a little at a
time in ~ to the torque setting ~
at the beginning of the C~ter. When torquing
the bOlts. be sure to distinguish correctly
between the 8 mm bolts and the 6 mm tX)/ts.
Make sure that the crankshaft is not rotated as

the ~ are tiJhtened.
18 Slacken each bolt in reverse sequence
starting at number 12 and working backwards
to number 1. Slacken each bolt a little at a
time until they are all finger-tight, theM remove
the bolts CarRftlllv lift nff thp ~ NQnlrraGA

29.14 Make sure the tab on the shell
locates in the slot in the housing (arrow)

select the correct bearing for a particular
journal. using the table below cross-refer the

main bearing journal size letter (stamped on

the crank web) with the main bearing housing

size letter (stamped on the crankcase) to

determine the colour code of the bearing

required. For example, if the journal size is C.

and the housing size is B, then the bearing

required is Yellow.

~ BIact< Brown ; t
~~" .,

BID Brown Y eIIow ~
;Vo1jf»)\t'4$+"~' ~~"~. lfl3 ':::i2(,I, ; ~;~",.

Oil clearance checkOil clearance check
Note: The balancer shaft beating 01/ clearance
should be checked simultaneously with the
crankshaft main bearing oil clearance (see

Secik)') 30).
12 Whether new bearing shells are being
fitted or the original ones are being re-used.
the main bearing oil clearance should be
checked before the engine Is reassembled.

13 Clean the backs of the bearing &heMs and

the bearing housings in both crankcase
halves.



29.19 Measure the crushed Plastigauge using the scale on the
pack to obtain the clearance

19 Compare the width of the crushed
Plastigauge on each crankshaft journal to the

scale printed on the Plastigauge envelope to

obtain the main bearing oil clearance (888

Illustration). Compare the reading to the

specifications at the beginning of the Chapter.

20 If the clearance is not within the specified

limits. the bearing shells may be the wrong

grade (or excessively worn if the original

inserts are being reused). Before deciding that

different grade shells are needed. make sure

that no dirt or oil was trapped between the

bearing shells and the crankcase halves when

the clearance was measured. If the clearance

is excessive. even with new shells (of the

correct size). the crankshaft journal is wom

and the crankshaft should be replaced.

21 On completion carefully scrape away all

traces of the Plastigauge material from the

crankshaft journal and bearing shells; use a

fingemail or other object which is unlikely to

score them.

Installation
22 If removed, install the Woodruff key into

its slot in the right-hand end of the crankshaft.

then slide the primary drive gear onto the

shaft. making sure the slot in the gear locates

over the key. Fit the washer with its concave

(dished) side facing the gear. then tighten the

primary drive gear nut to the torque setting

specified at the beginning of the Chapter.

23 If removed, install the connecting rods

onto the crankshaft (see Section 31), and

engage the camchain onto its sprocket.

24 Clean the backs of the bearing shells and

the bearing recesses in both crankcase

halves. If new shells are being fitted. ensure

that all traces of the protective grease are

cleaned off using paraffin (kerosene). Wipe dry
the shells and crankcase halves with a lint-

free cloth. Make sure all the 011 passages and

holes are clear, and blow them through with
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29.25 Lubricate the shells generously

through its tunnel, and engage the crankshaft
with the balancer shaft so that the dot on the
drive gear on the crankshaft aligns with the
dot on the driven gear on the balancer shaft
(see illusb'ations).
27 Install the thrust bearings into their
locations on the outside of each Inner main
bearing housing in the upper crankcase half,
making sure that the oil groove faces outside
towards the crankshaft web (see iIUltrltlons).
28 Reassemble the crankcase halves (see
Section 23).

molybdenum paste, or if not available then
with clean engine oil (see illustration). Press
the bearing shells into their locations. Make
sure the tab on each shell engages in the
notch in the casing (see illustration 29.14).
Make sure the bearings are fitted in the
correct locations and take care not to touch
any shell's bearing surface with your fingers.
26 Rotate the balancer shaft until the dot on
its driven gear faces backwards. Lower the
crankshaft into position in the upper
crankcase. feeding the camchain down

2

29.26b ... making sure the dot on its drive
gear aligns with that on the balancer

driven gear (arrows)

29.268 Install the crankshaft. . .
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30 Balancer shaft and bearings - ~
removal, inspection and ~
installation ~

Note: To remove the balancer shaft the engine
must be removed from the frame and the
crankcases separated.

Removal
1 Separate the crankcase halves (Section 23).
2 Lift the balancer shaft out of the upper
crankcase half, noting how it fits. If it appears
stuck, tap it gently using a soft-faced mallet.
3 If required, unscrew the bolt In the right-
hand end of the balancer shaft, then remove
the outer washer, the spacer and the middle
washer (see illustration). Using a flat. bladed
screwdriver. carefully lever each damper
spring out of its slot in the driven gear. taking
care not to lose their end caps. Slide the
driven gear outer section off the shaft, noting
how it fits. If the driven gear inner section
needs to be removed, use a puller. If a puller
is not available, carefully lever it off using a
pair of tyre levers. Note how it locates over the
Woodruff key. If it Is loose, remove the
Woodruff key from Its slot in the shaft, then
remove the inner washer.

Inspection
4 Clean the balancer shaft with solvent, using
a rifle-cleaning brush to scrub out the oil
passages. If available, blow the shaft dry with
compressed air, and also blow through the oil
passages.
5 Refer to Section 28 and examine the

30.8 Measure the free length of each

damper spring

corresponding balancer shaft journal. Evidence
of extreme heat, such as discoloration,
indicates that lubrication failure has occurred.
Be sure to thoroughly check the oil pump and
pressure regulator as well as all oil holes and
passages before reassembling the engine.
6 The balancer shaft journals should be given
a close visual examination, paying particular
attention where damaged bearings have been
discovered. If the journals are scored or pitted
in any way a new balancer shaft will be
required. Undersizes are not available,
precluding the option of re-grinding the shaft.
7 Check the balancer shaft driven gear
sections for wear or damage. If any of the
teeth on the outer section are excessively
worn, chipped or broken, the gear must be
replaced. Note that the inner section of the
gear is not available as an individual
component, but comes as part of the balancer
shaft assembly.
8 Measure the free length of each damper
spring (with the spring caps removed), and
compare the result to the specifications at the
beginning of the chapter (see illustration). If
the free length of any spring is below the
service limit specified, replace all three springs.

Bearing shell selection
9 Replacement bearing shells for the
balancer shaft bearings are supplied on a
selected fit basis. Code numbers stamped on
the balancer and crankcase are used to
identify the correct replacement bearings. The
balancer shaft bearing journal size letters, one
letter for each journal (either an A, a B or a C),
are stamped on the outside of each web on
the balancer shaft; the letter on the left-hand

30.9 Balancer shaft bearing housing size
letters (arrows)

size letters (either an A or a B) are stamped
into the rear of the upper crankcase half (see
Illustration). The left. hand letter is for the left
journal, the right-hand letter for the right-hand

journal.
10 A range of bearing shells is available. To
select the correct bearing for a particular
journal, using the table below cross-refer the
bearing journal size letter (stamped on the web)
with the bearing housing size letter (stamped
on the crankcase) to determine the c~our code
of the bearing required. For example. if the
journal size is C, and the housing size is B. then
the bearing required is Yellow.

"
Balancer shaft
joumalcode
ABC

Crankcase
housk1g
code

A Green Black Brown
~

~ Black Brown Y~~J-

Oil clearance check
Note: The crankshaft main bearing oil
clearance should be checked simultaneously
with the balancer shaft bearing oil clearance
(see Section 29).

11 Whether new bearing shells are being
fitted or the original ones are being re-used,
tka ka~r;"" ,,;1 "Ia~r~""a ok"'II~ kA ,.hAroItAii



the shaft must be fully assembled for this to number 1. Slacken each bolt a little at a time shaft journal and bearing shells; use a fi~
procedure as the spacer acts as the bearing until they are all finger-tight, then remove the or other object which is unlikely to score them.

journal (see Step 21). bolts. Carefully lift off the lower crankcase half,
12 Clean the backs of the bearing shells and making sure the Plastigauge is not disturbed. Installation
the bearing housings In botll crankcase halves. 18 Compare the width of the crushed 21 If removed, slide the inner washer on to
13 Press the bearing shells into their Plastigauge on each journal to the scale the right-hand end of tile balancer shaft, then
locations, ensuring that the tab on each shell printed on the Pfastigauge envelope to obtain locate the Woodruff key into its slot in the
engages in the notch in the crankcase (see the bearing oil clearance (see illustration shaft. Drive or press the inner section of the
illustration 29.14). Make sure the bearings 29.19). Compare the reading to the driven gear onto the shaft, making sure that
are fitted in the correct locations and take specifications at the beginning of the Chapter. the punch mark faces outwards and that the
care not to touch any shell's bearing surface 19 If the clearance is not within the specified slot locates correctly over the Woodruff key
with your fingers. limits, the bearing shells may be the wrong (see illustration). Slide the outer section of
14 Ensure the shells and balancer shaft are grade (or excessively worn if the original the driven gear over the inner section, making
clean and dry. Lay the shaft in position in the inserts are being reused). Before deciding that sure that tile punch mark on the outer section
upper crankcase. different grade shells are needed, make sure aligns with that of the inner (see illustration).
15 Cut several lengths of the appropriate size that no dirt or oil was trapped between the Fit the caps into the ends of each spring, then
Plastigauge (they should be slightly shorter bearing shells and the crankcase halves when compress the springs with pliers and install
than the width of the journal). Place a strand the clearance was measured. If the clearance them into their slots in the driven gear
of Plastigauge on each (cleaned) journal (see is excessive, even with new shells (of the assembly, making sure they are properly

illustration 29.16). Make sure the balancer correct size), the journal is worn and the seated (see illustrations). Slide the middle

shaft is not rotated. balancer shaft should be replaced. washer, the spacer and the outer washer onto
16 Carefully install the lower crankcase half on 20 On completion carefully scrape away all tile shaft, then install the end bolt and tighten
to the upper half. Make sure that the selector traces of the Plastigauge material from the it to the specified torque (see Illustrations).
forks (if fitted) engage with their respective
slots in the transmission gears as the halves

are joined. Check that the lower crankcase half
is correctly seated. Note: Do not tighten the
crankcase bolts if the casing is not correctly
seated. Install the lower crankcase bolts
numbers 1 to 12 (see illustration 23.19) in their

original locations and tighten them a little at a
time in sequence to the torque setting specified
at the beginning of the Chapter. When torquing

the bolts, be sure to distinguish correctly

between the 8 mm bolts and the 6 mm bolts.

Make sure that the balancer shaft is not rotated

as the bolts are tightened.

17 Slacken each bolt in reverse sequence 3O.21a Make sure the punch ma~ (A) 3O.21b Make sure the punch marks on
starting at number 12 and working backwards faces out and the key locates in its slot (8) each section are aligned (arrows)

3O.21c Fit the caps into the spring ends. . .

Engine, clutch and transmission 2.55
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3O.21d ... and fit the springs into their slots 30.21 e Install the washer.. .middle
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3O.23b ... making sure the tab locates in the notch (arrow),
and lubricate them generously

not remove the bolts from the connecting
rods. Keep the rod, cap. nuts and (if they are
to be reused) the bearing shells together In
their correct positions to ensure correct
installation.

Inspection
5 Check the connecting rods for cracks and
other obvious damage.
6 If not already done (see Section 15), apply
clean engine oil to the piston pin, insert it into
the connecting rod small-end and check for
any freeplay between the two (see illus-
tration). Measure the pin external diameter
and the small-end bore diameter and compare
the measurements to the specifications at the
beginning of the Chapter (see illustrations
15.13b and 15.13d). Replace components
that are worn beyond the specified limits.
7 If the side clearance measured in Step 2
exceeds the service limit specified, measure
the width of the connecting rod big-end and
the width of the crankpin (see illustrational.
Compare the results to the specifications at
the beginning of the Chapter, and replace
whichever component exceeds those
specifications.

.:1\

~
~
~

31 Connecting rods - removal,
inspection and installation

Note: To remove the connecting rods the

the crankcases separated.

1 Remove the crankshaft (see Section 29).
from the

and



31.7a Measure the width of the

8 Refer to

Bearing shell selection

Engine, clutch and transmission 2.57
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this stage. Check to make sure that all ~ Check carefully for oillelks and make sure
components have been returned to their the transmission .,d controls, especially the
original locations using the marks made on brakes, function properly before road testing

dieassembly. the machine. Refer to Section 33 for the
~ Tighten the bearing cap nuts In two recommended running-in procedure.
stages, first to the Initial torque setting 8 Upon completion of the road test. and after
specified at the beginNng of the ChaptM', and the engine has cooled down completely,
then to the final torque setting specified (.. recheck the valve clearances (see Chapter 1)

Ilusar.~I). and check the engine ollievel (see DIJtt (pre-
21 Check that the rods rotate smoothly and ride) checks).
freely on the crankpin. If there n any signs of

I .'. -~I_~~ I rougoo855 or ngmness. remove me roos ana
,; re-check the be8rW1g cIBance. 33 Recommended running-in

31.20 TIghten the connecting rod cap nuts 22 Install the crankshaft (see Section 29) procedureto the specified torque setting .

i n two stages
16 Compare the width of the crushed 32 Initial start-up after overhauJ 1 Treat the machine gently for the first few
Plastigauge on each crankpin to the scale miles to make sure oil has circulated
printed on the Plastigauge envelope to obtain throughout the engine and any new parts
the connecting rod bearing 011 clearance (1M installed have started to sem.
illustration 28.19). 1 Mak~ sure the engine 011 level is correct 2 Even greater care is necessary if the engine
17 If the clearance Is not within the limits (see Daily fpie-r/de) checks). has been rebored or a new crankshaft nas
specified. the bearing shells may be the 2 Pull the plug caps off the spark plugs and been installed. In the case of a rebore, the bike
wrong grade (or excessively worn if the insert a spare spark plug into each cap. will have to be run in as when new. This means
Original shells are being reused). Before Position the spare plugs so that their bodies greater use of the transmission and a
deciding that different grade shells are are earthed (grounded) against the engine. restrainIng hand on the throttle until at least
needed. make sure that no dirt or oil was Tu~ on the ignition switch and crank the 500 miles (800 km) have been covered.
trapped between the bearing shells and the engine ov~r ,with th~ starter until the oil There's no point In keeping to any set speed
connecting rod or cap when the clearance ~r~ssure Indicator light goes off (which limit - the main idea is to keep from labouring

was measured. If the clearance is excessive. ind~~tes that oil pressure exists). Turn off the the engine and to gradually increase
even with new shells (of the correct size), the ignitIOn. Remove the spare spark plugs and performance up to the 500 mile (800 km) nw1<.
crankpin is worn and the crankshaft should be reconnect the plug caps. These recommendations can be lessened to
replaced. 3 Make sure there is fuel in the tank, th81 turn an extent when only a new crankshaft is
18 On completion carefully scrape away all the remote fuel tap to the ON position and installed. Experience is the best guide, since
traces of the Plastigauge material from the operate the choke, it's easy to tell when an engine is running
crankpin and bearing shells using a ~ail 4 Start the engine and allow it to run at a freely. The table below shows maximum
or other object which is unlikely to score the moderately fast Idle until It reaches operating engine 5peed limitatiOf1S. which Suzuki provide
shells. tem~ature. . for new ~~Ies. can be used as a guide.

. C8ur;o,n: " the 0,1 pressure indicator light 3" a rubrIcation failure Is suspected. stop the
Installation doean t go off. or It comes on while the engine immediately and try to find the cause.
19 Install the bearing shells in the connecting engine is running. stop the engine If an engine is run without oil, even for a short
rods and caps, aligning the notch in the immediately. period of time, severe damage will occur.
bearing with the groove in the rod fX' cap (see . ,," ". .

illustration 31.14). Lubricate the shells, ~".~~km) 5.cXXJrpmmax VIry~~~

~~:~:I~I~:~=:=~I~~e:se~~~; "'_',t'o1~.~~kIn)' ~'P"~ ~~.~~._.,! ;".
the components on the crankpin so that the Ute. full throttle fOI'shorlblntl. " '

connecting rod size letter is facing '. c .

backwards. Tighten the nuts finger-tight at '. ;.. c, 10<XX>fr-R max Qpnot exceed tachomet.red~'

5 Check carefully for oil leaks and make sure
the transmission and controls, especially the
brakes, functkln properly before road testing
the machine. Refer to Section 33 for the
recommended running-in procedure.
S Upon compietm of the road test. and after
the engine has cooled down completely.
recheck the valve ~ (see Chapter 1)
and check the engine oil level (see Daily (pre-
ride) checks).

33 Recommended
procedure
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Chapter 4
I 9 n ition syste

Contents
General information """"""""""""""""""" 1
Ignition control unit - check, removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Ignition (main) switch - check, removal and installation. .see Chapter 8
Ignition HT coils - check, removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Ignition system-check 2

Degrees of difficulty
Easy, suitable fa' ~ FMty easy, suitS)le ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ SlitabIe fa ~ V-v ~ ~
novice witt) ittIe ~ fa' beginre- witt) ~ ~ for ~ ~ exP8'8"ICed 00 ~ ~ fa' expert 00 ~
exper8)Ce ~ some exper81Ce ~ [)Y mechanic ~ mEK:hCI1ic ~ or professional ~

Specifications
General information
Cylinder identification. . . . . . . . . .

Sparkplugs Ignition timing

At idle
California models
All other models

Full advance

Pulse generator coils
Resistance

Ignition HT coils

1 General information

All models are fitted with a fully
transistorlsed electronic ignition system.
which due to its lack of mechanical parts is
totally maintenance free. The system
comprises a rotor, pulse generator coils,
ignition control unit and ignition HT coils (refer
to the wiring diagrams at the end of Chapter 8
for details).

The trigger on the rotor. which is fitted to
the right-hand end of the crankshaft,
magnetically operates the pulse generator
coils as the crankshaft rotates. The pulse
generator coils send a signal to the ignition
control unit which then supplies the ignition
HT coils with the power necessary to produce
a spark at the plugs.

4-1

m

Ignition timing - general information and check. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Neutral switch - check and replacement. . . . . . . . . . . . .see Chapter 8
Pulse generator coil assembly - check, removal and installation. .. 4
Sidestand switch - check and replacement. . . . . . . . . . .see Chapter 8

Spark plug gap check and replacement. . . . . . . . . . . . .see Chapter 1

Left (alternator side), Right (clutch side)
See Chapter 1

50 BTDC
1~ BTDC
400 BTDC 0 4(XX) rpm

250 to 420 ohms

3.0 to 6.0 ohms
18 to 30 K ohms

17 to 23 Nm

The system uses two coils mounted on
each side of the frame behind the steering
head. The right-hand coil supplies the right
cylinder spark plug and the left-hand coil
supplies the left cylinder plug.

The ignition control unit incorporates an
electronic advance system controlled by
signals genel'ated by the rotor and the pick-up
coil.

The system incorporates a safety intet1ock
circuit which will cut the ignition if the
sidestand is put down whilst the engine is
running and in gear, or if a gear is selected
whilst the engine is running and the sidestand
is down.

Because of their nature, the individual
ignition system components can be checked
but not repaired. If ignition system troubles
occur, and the faulty component can be
isolated, the only cure for the problem is to
replace the part with a new one. Keep in mind

that most electrical parts. once purchased.
cannot be returned. To avoid unnecessary
expense. make very sure the faulty
component has been positively identified
before buying a replacement part. 4

2 Ignition system - check

&. Warning: The energy levels in
, electronic systems can be very
. high. On no account should the

ignition be switched on whilst
the plugs or plug caps are being held.
Shocks from the HT circuit can be most
unpleasant. Secondly, it is vital that the
engine is not turned over or run with either
of the plug caps removed, and that the
plugs are soundly earthed (grounded)
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when the system is checked for sparking.
The ignition system components can be
.eriously amaged " the HT circuit
becomeal8ol8ted.
1 As no means of adjustment is available, any
failure of the system can be traced to failure of
a system component or a simple wiring fault.
Of the two possibilities, the latter is far more
likely. In the event of faillA, check the system
in a logical fashion, as described below.
2 Disconnect the HT lead from both cylinder
spark plugs. Connect each lead to a spare
spark plug and lay each plug on the engine
with the threads contacting the engine. If
necessary, hold each spark plug with an
insulated tool.

.& Warning: Do not remove the

spark plugs from the engine to. perform this check - atomised
fuel pumped out of the open

.park plug hole could ignite, causing
8eV8IW injuIyl
3 Having observed the above precautions.
check that the kill switch Is in the RUN position,
tum the ignition switch ON and tum the engine
over on the starter motor. If the system is in
good corxiltkx1 a ~, fat bkJe sper1< ~
be evident at each pkJg electrode. If the sp8'1<
appears thin or yellowish, or is non-existent,
further investigation will be necessary. Before
proceeding further, turn the ignition off and
~ the key as a safety mNSUre.
4 The 91ition system must be ~ to ~uce
a sp8t< which is ~ of jumping a particular
size gap. Suzuki specify that a healthy system
shoukJ ~ a spark capable of jumping 8
1Tm. A s8npe ~ tOO C8'\ be made to test
the minimum gap across which the spark will
j\J!np (see Tool ~).
5 Connect one of the spark plug HT leads
from one coli to the protruding electrode on
the test tool, M)d clip the tool to a good earth
(ground) on the engine or frame. Check that
the kill switch is in tha RUN position, tum the
ignition switch ON and turn the engine over on
the starter motor. If the system is in good

3.3 The coils are mounted on each side of the frame behind the
steering stem, and are secured by two bolts (8T0W8)

b) Faulty HT I8Id or SPIr* plug C4), laity
SP8fk plug, ditty, WQ'rt or corroded ~
eI8ct1oc»s, or inconect 8I8CtIocM gap.

c) Faulty ignition switch or engine kH1 awftch
(see Chipt8f' 8).

d) Faulty neutta/ or sJdestand switch (sa
Chl¥'fW 8).

e} Fau#ry pufae generator colis or d8m8Q8d
rotor.

f) Faulty ignition HT calIfs).
gJ Faulty ignition control unit.

7 If the above checks doo't reveal the cause
of the problem, have the ignition systn tested
by a Suzuki dealer. Suzuki produce a tester
which can perform a complete diagnostic
analysis of the ignition system.

3 Ignition HT coils - check,
removal and installation

Check
1 In order to determine conclusively that the
ignition coils are defective. they should be
tested by a Suzuki dealer equipped with the
special diagnostic test...
2 Howevw, the coils can be checked visually
(for cracks and other damage) and the Plimary
and secondary coil resJstances can be
meesured with a multimeter. If the coils are
~, and if the resistance reedings are
as specified at the beginning of the Chapter,
they are probably capa~e of proper operation.
3 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7) and
disconnect the battery negative (-ve) Ieed. To
gain access to the coils, remove the fuel tank
(see Chapter 3). The coils are mounted on
each side of the frame behind the steering
stem (see H~).
4 Disconnect the primary circuit electrical
connectors from the coil being tested and the
HT lead from the sparl< plug (see illustr8tlon).
Marl< the locations of all wires and leads
befcwe dieconnecting them.

condition a regular, fat blue spark should be
S8«1 to jump the gap between the nail ends.
Repeat the test for the other coil. If the test
results are good the ~re ignltm system can
be considered good. If the spark appears thin
or yellowish, or is non-existent, further
investigation will be necessary.
8 Ignition faults can be divided into two
categories. namely those where the Ignition
syst8n has failed completely, and thoee which
are due to a partial failure. The likely faults are
listed below, starting with the most probable
source of failure. Work through the list
systematically, referring to the subsequent
sections for full details of the necessary checks
and tests. Note: Before checking the following
Items ensure that the battery Is fully charped
wKJ tf-.t ~ fuses &'8 in good C(N'dtkxJ.

a) Loose, corroded or acT,agec; wiring
connections, broken or shorted wiring
between any of the component petta of
the #grWbJ sysI8m (lee c".,. 8).



5 Set the meter to the ohms x 1 scale and
measure the resistance between the primary
circuit terminals (see illustration). This will
give a resistance reading of the primary
windings and should be consistent with the
value given in the Specifications at the
beginning of the Chapter.
S To check the condition of the secondary
windings, set the meter to the K ohm scale.
Connect one meter probe to one of the
primary circuit terminals and the other probe
to the spark plug cap on the HT lead (see
Illustration 3.5). If the reading obtained is not
within the range shown in the Specifications,
it is likely that the coil is defective.
7 Should any of the above checks not
produce the expected result, have your
findings confirmed on the diagnostic tester
(see Step 1). If the coil is confirmed faulty, it
must be replaced; the coil is a sealed unit and
cannot therefore be repaired.

Removal
8 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7) and

disconnect the battery negative (-ve) lead,
then remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3).
9 The coils are mounted on each side of the
frame behind the steering stem. Disconnect
the primary circuit electrical connectors from
the coils (see iHustr8tion 3.4) and disconnect
the HT leads from the spark plugs. Mark the
locations of all wires and leads before
disconnecting them.
10 Unscrew the two bolts securing each coil
to the frame, noting the position of the spacers,
and remove the coils (see illustration 3.3).
Note the routing of the HT leads.

Installation
11 Installation is the reverse of removal.
Make sure the wiring connectors and HT
leads are securely connected.
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damaged or broken wire from the coil to the
connector; pinched or broken wires can
usually be repaired. Note that the pick-up
coils are not available individually but corne as
a pair along with their mounting plate.

Removal
5 Remove the seat and the left-hand side
panel (see Chapter 7) and disconnect the
battery negative (-ve) lead.
S Trace the pulse generator coil wiring back
from the right-hand side crankcase cover and
disconnect it at the 4-pin connector. Free the
wiring from any clips or ties.
7 Unscrew the three bolts securing the
circular pulse generator assembly cover to the
right-hand side crankcase cover (see
illustration). Remove the cover.
S Using a 19 mm spanner to counter-hold the
timing rotor hex, unscrew the bolt in the
centre of the rotor which secures it to the end
of the crankshaft (see illustration). Remove
the rotor, noting how the pin in the end of the
crankshaft locates in the slot in the rotor.
9 Slacken the screw securing the wire to the
terminal on the oil pressure switch and detach

the wire (see illustration).
10 Unscrew the two screws securing the

~
~~

4 Pulse generator coils -
check, removal and installation

Check I
1 Remove the seat and the I~-hand side
panel (see Chapter 7) and di~onnect the
battery negative (-ve) lead.
2 Trace the pulse generator coil wiring back
from the right-hand side crank~ cover and
disconnect it at the 4-pin conn~tor. Using a
multi meter set to the ohms J( 100 scale,
measure the resistance first ~etween the
brown and black/blue wires, and 'hen between
the green/white and black/blue "ires. on the
pick-up coil side of the connect~.
3 Compare the reading obtai~ with that
given in the Specifications at thej beginning of
this Chapter. The pick-up coils must be
replaced if the reading obtained 4iffers greatly
from that given, particularly If the meter
indicates a short circuit (no measurable
resistance) or an open circuit (infinite, or very
high resistance). i

4 If one or both pick-up coils alte thought to
be faulty, first check that this is !not due to a

4

4.8 Use a spanner on the hex (A) to
counter-hold the rotor, then unscrew the

rotor bolt (B)

4.9 Slacken the screw (arrow) and
disconnect the oil pressure switch wire
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4.10 The pulse generator coli assembly Is
secured by two screws (arrows)

4.15b Install the rotor bolt . . .

pulse generator coil assembly mounting plate
to the crankcase cover (8.. IIlu8tration).
Remove the rubber wiring grommet from its
recess in the crankcase cover and ~ the
coil assembly, noting how It fits.
11 Examine the rotor for signs of damage
and replace it if necessary.

Installation
12 Install the pulse generator coil assembly
onto the crankcase cover and tighten the
assembly mounting screws securely (see
II~ 4.1Ot.
13 Apply a smear of sealant to the rubber
wiring seal and fit the grommet in its recess in
the crankcase (see ilt8tr8tion).
14 Connect the 011 pressure switch wire to its
terminal on the switch and tighten the screw
securely (see Ilustration 4.9).
15 Install the timing rotor onto the end of the
crankshaft, making sure the slot in the rotor
locates conectIy over the pin In the end of the
crankshaft (see llu8tration). Using a 19 mm
spanner to counter-hold the rotor, Install the
rotor bolt and tighten it to the torque setting
specified at the beginni1g of the Chapter (see
illustrations) .
18 Install the pulse generator assembly cover
and tighten its bolts ~ (see 8I8tration).
17 Route the wiring up to the connector and
reconnect it. Secure the wiring in its clips or
ties.
18 Reconnect the battery negative (-ve) lead
and install the seat and side panel (see
Chapter 7).

4.158 Make sure the slot in the timing
rotor (A) locates over the pin (8)

4.15c ... and tighten it to the specified
torque while counter-holding the rotor

3 Trace the wiring from the ignition control
unit and disconnect it at the comectors (888
Illustration).
4 Unscrew the two screws securing the
ignition control unit to the frame and remove
the unit.

Installation
5 Installation is the reverse of removal. Make
sure the wiring connectors are correctly and
securely connected.

~~
5 Ignition control unit - ch~.

removal and installation,

Check
1 If the tests shown in the preceding Sections
have failed to isolate the cause of an ignition
fault. it is likely that the ignition control unit
itself is faulty. No test details are available
with which the unit can be tested on home
workshop equipment. Take the maChine to a
Suzuki dealer for testing on the clagnostic
tester.

Removal
2 Remove the seat and the left-hand side
panel (see Chapter 7) and disco.,nect thebattery negative (-ve) lead. '

~",
~
~
~

6 Ignition timing - general
information and check

General infolmatlon
1 Since no provision exists for adjusting the
ignition timing and since no component Is
subject to mechanical wear, there Is no need
fcw' regular checks; only If ~ a fault
such as a loss of power or a misfire, should
the ignition timing be checked.
2 The ignition timing is checked dynamically
(~ ~ usi1g a stroboscoPC ig1t. The
inexpensive ~ ~ ~ be adequate In
~ , ~ in IX8:tk:e may P'oduC8 a ~ of
ax:h k)w rrta"8ty that tt18 tW1W1g nwt( Ien\M18
indistinct. If PO8i~, one of tt18 more preciae
x~ tube lamps shoukj be used, powered by
., ext.nal SOtIC8 of tt18 ~ voltage.
Note: ~ not ~ the macIine's own b8tI8fy 8$
an incorrect reading may result from stray
iIrJ>uIsss witIVn tt. mecfine's "'--I;-',;;:a'system.

5.3 Disconnect the two ignition control
unit wiring connectors



Check
3 Warm the engine up to normal operating
temperature then stop It.
4 Unscrew the three bolts securing the
circular pulse generator assembly cover to the
right-hand side crankcase cover (se.
illustration 4.7).
5 The timing marl< on the rotor is an F which
indicates the firing point at idle speed for the
right-hand cylinder (s.. illustration). The
static timing mark with which this should align
is the contact on the pulse generator coil.

;; The rotor timing mark can be
H . . highlighted with white paint

I {typist's correction fluid is
ideal} to make it more visible
under the stroboscopic light.

Ignition system 4-5

8 With the machine idling at the specified
speed, the timing mark should align with the
static timing mark.
9 Slowly increase the engine speed whilst
observing the timing mark. The timing mark
should move anti-clockwise, increasing in
relation to the engine speed until it reaches
full advance (no identification mark).
10 As already stated, there is no means of
adjustment of the ignition timing on these
machines. If the ignition timing is incorrect, or
suspected of being incorrect, one of the
ignition system components is at fault, and
the system must be tested as described in the
preceding Sections of this Chapter.
11 When the check is complete, install the
cover and tighten its bolts securely (s..
IIlusb"ation 4.16).

6.5 Ignition rotor timing mark

6 Connect the timing light to the right-hand
cylinder HT lead as described in the
manufacturer's instructions.
7 Start the engine and aim the light at the
static timing mark.

4
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Chapter 5
Frame, suspension and final drive
Contents
Drive chain - removal and installation
Drive chain - cleaning and lubrication
Drive chain freepiay - checl< and adjustment. . . . . . . . .see Chapter 1

Drive chain wear and stretch check. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .888 Chapter 1
Footrests and brackets - removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Forks - disassembly, Inspection and reassembly. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Forkoilchange... ... ...seeChapter1
Forks-removalandinstallation 6
Frame-inspectionandrepair 2
General Information 1
Handlebars - removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Handlebar switches - check. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .see Chapter 8
Handlebar switches - removal and installation. . . . . . . .see Chapter 8
Rear shock absorber - removal, inspection and installation. . . . . . . 10

Degrees of difficulty
Easy,Slitabefor ~ F8tyeasy,~ ~ F8iyclNlajt, ~ ~~b' ~ Y8Y~ ~
oo.IK:e with little ~ for ~imer with ~ ~ b' ro""il:8&-.t ~ ~ISI-~ [)Y ~ 9JitabIe fcx ~ [)Y ~
~--'ISI-~ ~ ~ exJ:8'slCe ~ DIY rT8:ta1c ~ medwW:: ~ or j:J"of~ ~

Specifications
Front forks
Oil type. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Oil capacity
UK K, L and M models. and all US models
UKN,P,R,S,TandVmodels ~ A",~",.,.,.,

Oil lever
UK K, l and M models, and all US models
UKN,P,R,S,TandVmodels

Spring free length (service limit)
UKK,LandMmodels,andaliUSmodels 254mm
UKN,P,R,S,TandVmodeis 3O3mm

.Tuberunoutlimit O.2mm
"Oil level is measured from the top of the tube with the fOlk spring /8mOved and the leg fully compI8Ssed.

Rear suspension
Swingarm pivot pin runout (max)

Torque
Handlebar clamp pinch bolts
Handlebar bracket nuts
Front brake master cylinder clamp bolts
Fork clamp bolts (top yoke)
Fork clamp bolts (bottom yoke)

settings

~"",",.,.~";,,,"..

~:'~~""'."".""""'" ...

Fork damper rod AJlen bolt """ Steeling head bearing adjuster nut

Steering stern bolt
Shock absorber mountin g bolts. . .. . . ". """"'" Suspension linkage rod bolts ,..~.'.;.~ ,...

Sus to ,. kag boltpens n In earm ,..
Swingam1pivotnut... """""" "'..""""'...'.""'..'"
Brake torque arm nuts """"""""""""'..""""':""
Rear sprocket nuts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .':'~f ."c""" . . ... ..". ..

5.1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 Rear suspension bearing lubrication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8M Chapt« 1
seeChapter1 Rearsuspensionlinkage 11

Rear wheel coupling/rubber damper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Sprockets-checkandrepiacem.,t 16
Stands-lubrication .8M Chaptw 1
Stands-removalandinstallation 4
Steering head bearing freepiay check and adjustment. .S88 Chapter 1
Steering head bearings - inspection and replacement. . . . . . . . . .. 9

Steering head bearing lubrication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .see Chapter 1
Steering stem - removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

Suspension-adjustm.,ts 12
Suspension check """""""""""""'" .8MChapter1
Swingarm - inspection and bearing replacement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Swingarm-rernovalandinstallation 13

SAE 10W fork oil

382cc
377 cc

99rrvn
105 mm

0.3 nwn

8to 12 Nm
27 to 42 Nm
8to 12 Nm
18 to 28 Nm
25 to 40 Nm
15 to 25 Nm
40 to 50 Nm
35to55Nm
4Oto60Nm
70 to 100 Nm
70 to 100 Nm
55 to 88 Nm
22 to 35 Nm
40to60Nm

5
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3.1 Remove the E-clip (arrow) and withdraw the pin 3.5 Brake pedal return spring (A), brake light switch spring (B),
from the top to free the footrest brake light switch retaining tabs (C), actuating arm pinch bolt (D).

Note the punch mark (E)

3 Remember that a frame which is out of Right-hand footrest bracket
alignment will cause handling problems. If
misalignment is suspected as the result of an Removal

accident, it will be necessary to strip the 4 Remove the rider's footrest (see Step 1).
machine completely so the frame can be 5 Unhook the brake pedal return spring from
thoroughly checked. the bracket and the brake light switch spring

from the master cylinder pushrod actuating
arm (see illustration). Depress the retaining
tabs on the underside of the brake light switch
adjuster nut and remove the switch from its
bracket.
6 Slacken the pinch bolt securing the
push rod actuating arm to the brake pedal
shaft, noting the alignment punch mark on the
shaft which aligns with the gap in the arm (see
illustration 3.5). If no mark is visible, make
your own before removing the pedal so that it
can be correctly aligned with the arm on
installation. Withdraw the brake pedal from
the arm and the footrest bracket.
7 Unscrew the two bolts securing the master
cylinder to the bracket and remove the
bracket (see illustration). Support the master
cylinder so that no strain is placed on its
hoses.
8 Unscrew two bolts securing the bracket to
the frame and remove the bracket (see
illustration). If required. unscrew the remaining

1 General information

All models use a full cradle twin spar steel
frame.

Front suspension is by a pair of
conventional oil-damped telescopic forks. On
UK N, P. R, S, T and V models the forks are
adjustable for pre-load; on all other models,
the forks are not adjustable.

At the rear, a box-section steel swingarm
acts on a single shock absorber via a linkage
which provides a rising rate system. The
shock absorber is adjustable for pre-load.

The drive to the rear wheel is by chain. A
rubber damper system (often called a 'cush
drive') is fitted between the rear wheel
coupling and the wheel.

2 Frame - inspection and repair

1 The frame should not require attention
unless accident damage has occurred. In
most cases. frame replacement is the only
satisfactory remedy for such damage. A few
frame specialists have the jigs and other
equipment necessary for straightening the
frame to the required standard of accuracy.
but even then there is no simple way of
assessing to what extent the frame may have
been over stressed.
2 After the machine has accumulated a lot of
miles. the frame should be examined closely
for signs of cracking or splitting at the welded
joints. Loose engine mounting bolts can
cause ovaling or fracturing of the mounting
tabs. Minor damage can often be repaired by
welding. depending on the extent and nature
of the damage.

~,~
~
~
~

3 Footrests and brackets -
removal and installation

Footrests
Removal
1 Remove the E-clip and washer from the
bottom of the footrest pivot pin. then
withdraw the pivot pin and remove the
footrest (see illustration). Take care not to
lose the rubber washer which fits on the inner
end of the footrest.
2 If necessary. the footrest rubber can be
separated from the footrest by removing the
washer from the inner end of the footrest and
sliding the rubber off the rest.

Installation
3 Installation is the reverse of removal.

3.8 Footrest bracket mounting bolts

(a"ows)



3.11 Footrest bracket mounting bolts (A),
foot guard mounting bolts (B)

bolt securing the foot guard to the bracket and
separate the two.

Installation
9 Installation is the reverse of removal. Align
the punch mark on the brake pedal shaft with
the gap in the master cylinder push rod
actuating arm to ensure the brake pedal is
installed at the correct height (see illustration
3.5). Tighten the pinch bolt secure1y.

Left-hand footrest bracket
Removal
10 Remove the rider's footrest (see Step 1).
11 Unscrew the two bolts securing the
bracket to the frame and remove the bracket
(see illustration). If required, unscrew the
bolts securing the foot guard to the bracket
and separate the two.
Installation
12 Installation is the reverse of removal.

removal and installation

Centre stand
1 The centre stand is secured in the frame by
two pivot bolts which fit inside spacers in the
stand pivots. Support the bike on its
sidestand and free one end of the centre
stand springs. Where fitted, remove the split
pin from the inner end of each bolt. Unscrew
the bolts and remove the stand (se.
Illustration). Withdraw the spacer from each
pivot. Discard the split pins (where fitted) as a
new ones must be used.
2 Inspect the stand, spacers and bolts for
signs of wear and replace them if necessary.
Apply a smear of grease to the outside of the
spacers and the bolts and fit the stand back

Frame, suspension and final drive 5.3

on the bike, tightening the bolts securely.
Where fitted, use a new split pin on the pivot 5 Handlebars-
bolt ends. Reconnect the return springs. removal and installation
3 Make sure the springs are in good condition
and capable of holding the stand up when not
in use. A broken or weak spring is an obvious
safety hazard. All UK models, US K model

with separate handlebars

,:.,
",',
I?::\::~

~

~

Note: For access to the top yoke and steering
head bearings, the handlebars can be
removed as 8 complete assembly (see below)
rather than individually.

Right-hand handlebar removal
1 Unscrew the two screws on the underside
of the switch housing, then separate the
switch halves and remove them from the
handlebar, noting how they fit.
2 Unscrew the two clamp bolts securing the
front brake master cylinder assembly to the
handlebar and lift the assembly away (see
illustration). Support the assembly in an
upright position and so that no strain is placed
on the hose Disconnect the brake light switch
wiring connectors.
3 Unscrew the handlebar clamp pinch bolts
and withdraw the handlebar from the clamp,

Sidestand
4 The sidestand is attached to a bracket on
the frame. Springs anchored to the bracket
ensure that the stand is held in the retracted
or extended position.
S Support the bike on its centre stand.
6 Free the stand springs and unscrew the nut
from the pivot bolt (see illustration).
Withdraw the pivot bolt to free the stand from
its bracket. On installation apply grease to the
pivot bolt shank and tighten the nut securely.
Reconnect the sidestand springs and check
that the retum spring holds the stand securely
up when not in use - an accident is almost
certain to occur if the stand extends while the
machine is in motion.
7 For check and replacement of the
sidestand switch see Chapter 8.

~
~~

5

5.2 Front brake master cylinder
bolts (arrows)

clamp
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noting how the bolts fit into the alignment
cutouts in the handlebar (see Inustratlon).
4 If necessary, unscrew the handlebar end-
weight retaining screw, then remove the cap,
weight and spacer from the end of the
handlebar and slide off the throttle twistgrip
(see IUustratlon). If replacing the grip, it may
be necessary to slit it using a sharp knife as it
is adhered to the throttle twist.
S If necessary, unscrew the bolts securing the
handlebar clamp to the handlebar bracket and
remove the clamp (see inustration).
Right-hand handlebar installation
6 Installation is the reverse of removal, noting

the following.
s) Fit the handlebar so that the clamp bolts

fit into the cutouts, thus aligning it

correctly (see illustration).
b) If removed, apply a smear of grease to the

Inside of the throttle twistgrip and a

suitable non-permanent locking
compound to the thlHds of the
handlebar end-weight retaining screw.

c) If a new grip is being fitted, stick it to the
throttle twist usIng a suitable adhesive.

d) TIghten the handlebar clamp pinch bolts
to the torque setting specified at the

beginning of the Chapter.
e) Make sure the front brake master cylinder

assembly clamp is installed with the
clamp mating surfaces aligned with the
punch mar#( on the top of the handlebar
(seeillustratlon). Tighten fully the upper
bolt first, then the lower bolt, to the

specified torque setting.
f) Make sure the pin in the upper switch

housing locates in the hole in the

handlebar.
Left-hand handlebar removal
7 Unscrew the two screws on the underside
of the switch housing, then separate the
switch halves and remove them from the
handlebar, noting how they fit.
8 Slacken the clutch lever assembly bracket
pinch bolt (see ilkJatration).
9 Unscrew the handlebar clamp pinch bolts
and withdraw the handlebar from the clamp,
noting how the bolts fit Into the alignment
cutouts in the handlebar (see illustration 5.3).
Slide the clutch lever assembly off the
handlebar as you withdraw it.

5.5 Handlebar clamp mounting bolts
(arrows)

c) If a new grip is being fitted, stick it to the
handlebar using a suitable adhesive.

d) Tighten the handlebar clamp pinch bolts
to the torque salting specified at the
beginning of the Chapter.

e) Make sure the clutch /ever assembly
clamp Is installed with the ciBmp mating
surfaces aligned with the punch mark on
the underside of the handlebar (see
Hlustration). Tighten the clutch /ever
assembly pinch bolt securely.

f) Make sure the pin in the upper switch
housing locates in the hole in the
handlebar.

Complete assembly removal
13 Unscrew the nuts on the bolts securing
the instrument cluster and displace the cluster
(see illustration). There is no need to
disconnect the instrument cluster wiring or
speedometer cable.

5.4 Handlebar end weight retaining screw
(arrow)

10 If necessary, unscrew the handlebar end-
weight retaining screw, then remove the cap,
weight and spacer from the end of the
handlebar (see Illustration 5.4). If you are
replacing the grip, it may be necessary to slit it
using a sharp knife as It is adhered to the
handlebar.
11 If necessary, unscrew the bolts securing
the handlebar clamp to the handlebar bracket
and remove the clamp (see illustration 5.5).
Left-hand handlebar installation
12 Installation is the reverse of removal,
noting the following.
a) Fit the handlebar so that the clamp bolts

fit into the cutouts. thus aligning it
correctly (see illustration 5.68).

b) If removed. apply a suitable non-
permanent locking compound to the
threads of the handlebar end-weight
retaining screw.

5.6b Punch mark (arrow) must align with
master cylinder clamp mating surfaces

5.6a Note the cutouts (arrows)
for the clamp pinch bolts

5.12 Punch mark (arrow) must align with
the clutch lever clamp mating surfaces



5.13 Instrument cluster mounting bolt nut
(arrow)

5.15b ... and the split pins (A),
then unscrew the nu1s (8) . . .

14 Remove the switch housings, master
cylinder assembly and clutch lever assembly
from the handlebars, following the appropriate
steps above. Note: If required. the handlebars
can be dIsplaced for access to the top yoke
and steering heed bearings without removing
the switch housings, the front brake master
cylinder assembly and the clutch lever
assembly.
15 Prise out the cap from the top and remove
the split pin from the bottom of each bolt
securing the handlebar bracket to the top
yoke (see illustrations). Unscrew the nuts
and withdraw the bolts, then lift the handlebar
bracket assembly off the top yoke, noting how
it fits (see illustration).
Complete assembly installation
16 Installation is the reverse of removal.
Tighten the handlebar bracket nuts to the
torque setting specified at the beginning of
the Chapter. Use new split pins if necessary.

US L, M, N, P, R, S, T, V models
with one-piece handlebars

Removal
Note: If required, the handlebars can be
displaced for access to the for/( top bolts or
the top yoke wIthout removing the switch
housings and the front brake master cylinder
assembly and the clutch lever assembly.
17 Remove the screws securing both the left-
and right-hand switch housings to the
handlebar, then separate the switch halves
and remove them from the handlebar, noting
how they fit.
18 Unscrew the two clamp bolts securing the
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replacing the grips, it may be necessary to slit
them using a sharp knife as they are adhered
to the throttle twist (right-hand) and the
handlebar Oeft-hand).
Installation
22 Installation is the rev~ of removal. Align
the handlebars so that the ridges are central
in the clamp mounts. Fit the clamps with the
punch mark facing forward. Tighten the
handlebar mounting bolts securely.
23 If removed, apply a suitable non-
permanent locking compound to the
handlebar end-weight retaining screws. If new
grips are being fitted, secure them using a
suitable adhesive. Make sure the front brake
master cylinder assembly clamp is installed
with the clamp mating surfaces aligned with
the punch mark on the handlebar. Tighten
fully the upper bolt first, then the lower bolt, to
the specified torque setting.

5.158 Remove the caps (arrows) . . .

~
~~

6 Forks-
removal and installation

Removal
1 Remove the front wheel (see Chapter 6).
2 Remove the front mudguard and tx'ace (see
Chapter 7). Unscrew the bolt securing the
brake hose clamp to the right-hand fork (see
IIlu8b'8tion).
3 Slacken, but do not remove, the fork clamp
bolts in the top yoke (see Illustration). If the
forks are to be disassembled, or if the fork oil is
being changed, it Is advisable to slacken the
fork top bolts at this stage. On UK K, L and M
models and all US models, first remove the top
bolt cap, and on all other UK models set the
pre-load adjuster to Its minimum setting (see
Section 12). On US models with one-piece
handlebars, displace the handlebars if required
for improved access to the top bolts (see
SectIon 5).

5.15c ... and remove the bolts (arrows)

front brake master cylinder assembly to the
handlebar and lift the assembly away. Support
the assembly in an upright position and so that
no strain is placed on the hose. Disconnect the
brake light switch wiring connectors.
19 Pull back the rubber cover from the clutch
lever assembly. Fully slacken the lockwheel
then screw the adjuster fully in. Align the slots
in the adjuster and Iockwheel with that In the
lever bracket, then pull the outer cable end
from the socket in the adjuster and release the
inner cable from the lever. If it is to be
removed, slacken the clutch lever assembly
bracket pinch bolt. It can only be slid off the
handlebar after removal of the grip.
20 Prise out the caps from the bolts securing
the handlebar clamps to the top yoke, then
unscrew the bolts and remove the clamps and
the handlebars.
21 If necessary, unscrew the handlebar end-
weight retaining screws, then remove the
weights from the end of the handlebars. If

&
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6.48 Note the alignment of the fork with the handlebar bracket
as an aid to Installation

4 Note the position of the top of the fork
tubes relative to the handlebar bracket so that
they are installed in the same position (see
illustration). Slacken but do not remove the
fork clamp bolts in the bottom yoke, and
remove the forks by twistirlg them and pulling
them downwards (see illustration). Note how
the forks pass through the headlight brackets.

Installation
5 Remove all traces of corrosion from the fork
tubes and the yokes and slide the forks up
through the bottom yoke, the headlight
brackets. top yoke and handlebar bracket
(see illustration) so that they align with the
handlebar bracket as noted on removal (see

illustration 6.48).
6 Tighten the bottom yoke pinch bolts to the
torque setting specified at the beginning of
the Chapter (see illustration 6.4b). If the fork
legs have been dismantled or If the fork oil has
been changed, the fork top bolts should now

be tightened.

6.5 Install the fork up through the yokes
and headlight bracket

6.4b Bottom yoke fork clamp bolt (arrow)

7 Tighten the top yoke pinch bolts to the
specified torque setting (see illustration 6.3).
Fit the top bolt cap (where fitted). On US
models, install the handlebars if displaced.
8 Install the front brace and mudguard (see
Chapter 7) and the front wheel (Chapter 6).
Install the brake hose clamp onto the right-
hand fork and tighten its bolt securely (see
Illustration 6.2).
9 Check the operation of the front forks and
brake before taking the machine out on the
road. On UK N, P, R, S, T and V models, adjust
the fork pre-load as required (see Section 12).

~
~~

7 Forks - disassembly,
inspection and reassembly

Disassembly
1 Always dismantle the fork legs separately to
avoid interchanging parts and thus causing an
accelerated rate of wear. Store all
components in separate. clearly marked

containers (see illustration).
2 Before dismantling the fork, it is advised

7. 1 FfOnt fOfi( components

1 Top bolt cap
2a Top bolt - UK K, L & M

models, a/I US models
2b Top boIt- UK N, P, R,

S. T & V models

3O-ring
4 ~ washer - UK N, P,

R, S. T & V models only

5SP8C8r
6Spr#rlQseat
7Spring
8 PIston ring
9 Damper rod
1 0 Rebound spring
11 F or1c tube
12 Bottom tMJsh
13 Damper rod se8t
14 Dust seal
15 Retafning clip
16 Oil sea/
17 Washer
18 Top bush
19 Fork slider
20 Axle clamp bolt
21 Dsmper rod bolt
22 Sealing washer

"j
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that the damper rod bolt be slackened at this
stage. Compress the fork tube in the slider so
that the spring exerts maximum pressure on
the damper rod head, then have an assistant
slacken the damper rod bolt in the base of the
fork slider.
3 If the fork top bolt was not slackened with
the fork in situ, carefully clamp the fork tube in
a vice, taking care not to overtighten or score
its surface. On UK K, Land M models and all
US models, first remove the top bolt cap, and
on all other UK models set the pre-load
adjuster to its minimum setting (refer to
Section 12), then slacken the top bolt.
4 Unscrew the fork top bolt from the top of
the fork tube.A Warning: The fork spring is

, pressing on the fork top bolt
. with considerable pressure.

Unscrew the bolt very carefully,
keeping a downward pressure on it and
release it slowly as it is likely to spring
clear. It is advisable to wear some fOmI of
eye and face protection when carrying out
this operation.
S Slide the fork tube down into the slider and
withdraw the disc washer (UK N, p, R, S, T and
V models only), spacer, spring seat and the
spring from the tube; note which way up they fit.
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7.9 Prise out the dust seal using a flat-
bladed screwdriver

6 Invert the fork leg over a suitable container
and pump the fork vigorously to expel as
much fork oil as possible.
7 Remove the previously slackened damper
rod bolt and its copper sealing washer from
the bottom of the slider. Discard the sealing
washer as a new one must be used on
reassembly. If the damper rod bolt was not
slackened before dismantling the fork. it may
be necessary to re-install the spring, spring
seat, spacer and top bolt to prevent the
damper rod from turning. Alternatively, a
broom handle pressed hard into the damper
rod head quite often suffices.
8 Invert the fork and withdraw the damper rod
from inside the fork tube. Remove the
rebound spring from the damper rod (see
illustration).
9 Carefully prise out the dust seal from the
top of the slider to gain access to the oil seal
retaining clip (see illustration). Discard the
dust seal as a new one must be used.
10 Carefully remove the retaining clip, taking
care not to scratch the surface of the tube
(see illustration).
11 To separate the tube from the slider it will
be necessary to displace the top bush and oil
seat. The bottom bush should not pass

through the top bush, and this can be used to
good effect. Push the tube gently inwards
until it stops against the damper rod seat.
Take care not to do this forcibly or the seat
may be damaged Then pull the tube sharply
outwards until the bottom bush strikes the top
bush. Repeat this operation until the top bush
and seal are tapped oul of the slider (aee
illustration).
12 With the tube removed. slide off the oil
seal and its washer. noting which way up they
fit (see Illustration). Discard the oil seal as a
new one must be used. The top bush can then
also be slid off its upper end.
Caution: Do not remove the bottom bush
from the tube unless it is to be replaced.
13 Tip the damper rod seat out of the slider,
noting which way up it fits

Inspection
14 Clean all parts in solvent and blow them
dry with compressed air. if available. Check
the fork tube for score marks. scratches,
flaking of the chrome finish and excessive or
abnormal wear. Look for dents in the tube and
replace the tube in both forks if any are found.
Check the fork seal seat for nicks. gouges and
scratches. If damage is evident. leaks will
occur.

5
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15 Check the fork tube for runout using V-
blocks and a dial gauge (see Illustration).~ Warning: If it is bent, it should

not be straightened; replace It. with . new one.
18 Check the spring for cracks and other
damage. Measure the spring free length and
compare the measurement to the
specifications at the beginning of the Chapter.
If i1 Is defective Of sagged below the service
Ilmi1. replace the springs in both forks with
new ones. NeYer replace only one ~. Also
check the rebound spring.
17 Examine the working surfaces of the two
bushes; if worn or scuffed they must be
replaced. Suzuki ~mend that the txJShes
are ~ as 8 matt« of COtne. T 0 ~
the bottom bush from the fork tube, prise It
apart at the silt using a flat-~8ded screwdriver

7.17 Prise off d1e bottom bush using a ftat.
bladed screwdriver

ttYead locking compound. then install the bolt
into the bottom of the slider (lee IIh8tratIon).
Tighten the bolt to the specified torque setting.
If the damper rod rotates inside the tube.
t*"~1y install the fort< spring and top bolt
(see Steps 26 and 27) and ~ the fort<
to hold the damper rod. Alternatively, a broom
handle pressed hard into the damper rod head
quite often suffices.
21 Push the fort< tube fully into the slider.
then oil the top bush and slide it down over
the tube (S88 Illuatr8tlon). Press the bush
squarely into its recess in the slider as far as
possible. then Install the oil seal washer (see
Illustration). Either use the service tool (Pt.
No. 09940-50112) or a suitable piece of
tubing to tap the bush fully into place: the
tubing must be slightly larger in diameter than
the fort< tube and slightly smaller in diameter

and slide it off (see illustr8tion). Make sure
the new one seats property.
18 Check the damper rod and its piston ring
for damage and wear, and replace them if
necessary (see Hlusb'ation).

Reassembly
19 If removed, Install the piston ring into the
groove in the damper rod head, thM slide the
rebound SIYing onto the rod (888 11k8tratIon).
Insert the damper rod into the fork tube and
side It Wrto ~ 80 that it projects fully from the
bottom of the tube, then install the seat on the
bottom of the damper rod (see Illustration).
m Oil the fori< tube and bottom bush with the
specified fork ~I and insert the assembly into
the slider (see I~on). Fit a new copper
sealing washer to the damper rod bolt and
apply a few drops of a suitable non-permanent



7.258 Pour the oil into the top of the tube

than the btJsh recess in the slider. Take care
not to scratch the fork tube during this
operation; it is best to make sure that the fork
tube is pushed fully into the slider so that any
accidental scratching is confined to the area
above the oil seal.
22 When the bush is seated fully and
squarely In its recess in the slider (remove the
washer to check, wipe the recess clean, then
reinstall the washer), install the new oil seal.
Smear the seal's lips with fork oil and slide it
over the tube so its markings face upwards
and drive the seal into place as described in
Step 21 until the retaining clip groove is visible
above the seal (see illustration).
23 Once the seal is correctly seated, fit the
retaining clip, making sure it is correctly
located in its groove (see illustration).
24 lubricate the lips of the new dust seal
then slide it down the fork tube and press it
Into position (see illustration).
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7.23 Install the retaining clip. . . 7.24 ... followed by the dust seal

adjustment made by adding or subtracting oil.
Fully compress the fork tube into the slkler and
measure the fork oil level from the top of the
tube (see illustration). Add or subtract fork 011
until the oil is at the level specified in the
Specifications Section of this Chapter.
26 Clamp the slider very carefully in a vice,
taking care not to overtighten and damage it.
Pull the fork tube out of the slider as far as
possible then install the spring, followed by
the spring seat, with its shouldered side
inserted into the spring, the spacer and the
disc washer (UK N, P, A, S, T and V models
only) (see Illustrations).
27 Fit a new Q-ring to the fork top bolt and
thread the bolt into the top of the fork tube
(see Illustration)..& Warning: It will be necessary to

, compress the spring by PlWssing. it down using the top bolt to

25 Slowly pour in the specified quantity of the
specified grade of fork oil (see illustration),
and pump the fork to distribute the oil evenly;
the oil level should also be measured and

7.268 Install the spring. . . 7.26b ... followed by the spring seat
(make sure its~ouldered side fits Into the

top of the spring).. .

5

7.27 Fit a new O-ring onto the top bolt and
thread the bolt into the fork tube
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8.3 Unscrew the bolts (arrows) and displace the clamp
and guide/clip

engage the threads of the top bolt with the
fork tube. This is a potentially dangerous
operation and should be performed with
care, using an assistant if necessary. Wipe
off any excess oil before starting to prevent
the possibility of slipping.
Keep the fork tube fully extended whilst
pressing on the spring. Screw the top bolt
carefully into the fork tube making sure it is
not cross-threaded. Note: The top bolt can be
tightened at this stage if the tube is held
between the padded jaws of a vice, but do not
risk distorting the tube by doing so. A better
method is to tighten the top bolt when the fork
has been installed In the bike and is securely
held in the bottom yoke.~. Use a ratchet-type tool when

T . P installing the fork top bolt.
. This makes it unnecessary to

remove the tool from the bolt
whilst threading it in making it easier to
maintain a downward pressure on the
spring.

28 Install the fon..s as described in Section 6.

8 Steering stem -
removal and installation

Caution: Before removing the steering stem, it
is recommended that the fuel tank be
removed. This will prevent accidental damage
to the paintwork.

Removal

1 Remove the headlight (see Chapter 8).
2 Remove the instrument cluster (Chapter 8).
3 Unscrew the brake hose clamp bolts and
the speedometer cable guide! wiring loom clip
to the bottom yoke (see Illustration).
4 Either remove the complete handlebar
assembly (see Section 5), or. to avoid having to
remove the switch housings. master cylinder

5 Remove the front forks (see Section 6).
6 If the top yoke is to be removed from the
bike altogether. trace the ignition switch
wiring and disconnect it at its connector (see
Chapter 8).
7 Remove the steering stem bolt and washer
and lift the top yoke off the steering stem (see
illustration). Remove the headlight brackets
with their rubber dampers. noting how they fit.
8 Supporting the bottom yoke, unscrew the
adjuster nut using a suitable C-spanner. then
remove the adjuster and the bearing cover
from the steering stem (see illustration).

and clutch lever assembHes, unscrew the two
bolts securing each handlebar clamp to the
handlebar bracket and displace the handlebar
assemblies, supporting them so that no strain
is placed on the wires, cable or hose, and so
that the brake master cylinder is in an upright
position. Now prise out the caps from the top
and remove the split pin from the bottom of
each bolt securing the handlebar bracket to the
top yoke, then unscrew the nuts and withdraw
the bolts, and lift the handlebar bracket off the
top yoke, noting how it fits (see illustrations
5.158. b and c).

.,,\
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8.13 Make sure the headlight brackets and their dampers are 8.14 Tighten the ste
correctly installed

8 Gently lower the bottom y~e and steering 15 Install the hardeb8rs (see Section 5).
stem out of the frame. 16 Install the front fa'ks (see Section 6).
10 Remove the upper bearing from the top of 17 Install the instrument cluster and the
the steering head. Remove all traces of old headlight (see Chapt« 8).
fI8ase from the ~ngs and races and check 18 Install the brake hose clamp and the
them for wear or damage (see Section 9). speedometer guide/wiring loom clip onto the
Note: Do not atl8mpt to remove ttIe races from underside of the bottom yoke (s"
the frame or the lower bearing from the illustration 8.3).
steering stem unless ttleyare to be~. 19 Carry out a check of the steering head
I stall t#o bearing freeplay as described in Chapter 1,
n a n and if necessary re-adjust.
11 Smear a liberal quantity of grease on tt"le
bearing races in the frame. Work the grease .
well into both the upper and lower bearings. 9.St8er1~ head beanngs - ~
12 Carefully lift the steering stem/bottom inspection and replacement ~
yoke up through the frame. Install the upper ~
bearing in the toP of the steering head. Install
the bearing cover arxi thread the adjuster nut
on the steering stem. Tight., the adjust« nut Inspection
to the tcxque setting specified at the beginning 1 Remove the steering stem (see Section 8).
of the Chapter, then turn the steering stem 2 Remove all traces of old grease from the
through its full lock five 0( six times, and then bearings and races and check them for wear
stack., the adjuster nut by 1/4 to 1/2 tum. If it or damage. Also check the condition of the
is not possible to apply a torQue wrench to the dust seal beneatf1 the lower bearing.
adjuster nut, tighten the nut and adjust the 3 The races should be polished and free from
bearings as described in Chapter 1 after the indentations. Inspect the bearing rollers for
installation fKocedure is complete. signs of wear, damage or discoloration, and
Caution: rake great care not to apply examine the bearing roller retainer cage for
excessive preasure because this will cause signs of cracks or splits. Spin the bearings by
premature failure of the bearings. hand. They should spin freely and smoothly. If
13 Install the headlight brackets onto the there are any signs of wear on any of the
bottom yoke, making sure the rubbers are in above components both upper and lower
place. Install the top yoke onto the steering bearing assemblies must be replaced as a set.
stem and make sure the top holes of the
headlight brackets align with the holes in the Replacement
top yoke and their rubbers are in place (see 4 The races are an interference fit in the
11Iuab'ation). InstaH the steering stem bolt and steering head and can be tapped from
its washer and tighten It finger-tight at this position with a suitable drift. Tap firmly and
stage. Temporarily install one of the forks to evenly around each race to ensure that it is
align the toP and bottom yokes. and secure it driven out squarely. It may prove
by tightening the bottom yoke clamp bolt only. advantageous to curve the end of the drift
14 Tighten the steering stem bolt to the slightly to improve access.
specified torque setting (see illustration). If 5 Alternatively, the races can be removed
disconnected, reconnect the ignition switch using a slide-hammer type bearing extractor;
wiring connector. these can often be hired from tool shops.
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8.14 Tighten the steering stem bolt to the specified

5
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10.2 Shock absorber lower mounting
bolt (A). suspension linkage rod bolt (B)

7 To remove the lower bearing from the
steering stem, use two screwdrivers placed on
opposite sides of the race to work it free. If the
bearing is finnly in place it will be necessary to
use a bearing puller. or in extreme circum-
stances to split the bearing's inner section.
8 Fit the new lower bearing onto the steering
stem. A length of tubing with an internal
diameter slightly larg«, than the steering stem
will be needed to tap the new bearing into
position. The drift must bear only on the inner
edge of the bearing and not 00 the rollers.
9 Install the steering stem (see Section 8).

-
and

Removal
1 Place the machine on its centre stand and
position a support under the rear wheel so that
it does not drop when the shock absorber is
removed, but also making sure that the weight
of the machine is off the rear suspension so
that the shock is not compressed.
2 Unscrew the nut and withdraw the bolt
securing the bottom of the shock absorber to
the suspension linkage arm (see illustration).
3 Unscrew the nut and withdraw the bolt
securing the suspension linkage rods to the
linkage arm, then swing the linkage arm down
to provide clearance for removal of the shock
absorber (see nlustratlon 10.2).
4 Access to the shock absorber upper
mounting bolt is best achieved via the hole in
the left-hand side of the frame. Remove the
blanking cap, then counter-hold the nut and
unscrew the bolt, using a socket extension
inserted through the hole (see nlustratlons).
Support the shock absorber and withdraw the
bolt, then manoeuvre the shock absorber out
through the bottom of the swingarm.

Inspection
5 Inspect the shock absorber for obvious
physical damage and the coli spring for
looseness, cracks or signs of fatigue.
S Inspect the damper rod for signs of
bending, pitting and oil leakage.
7 Inspect the pivot hardware at the top and
bottom of the shock for wear or damage.

10.48 Remove the cap from the hole
in the swingarm . . .

8 If the shock absorber is damaged or wom it
must be replaced. Individual replacement
components are not available.

Installation
9 Installation is the revwse of removal, noting
the following.
a) Apply multi-purpose Hthium gl8BS8 to the

pivot points 8nd to the bearings In the
linkage arm.

b) Install the upper mounting bolt first. but
do not tighten it until the /ower mounting
bolt and linkage rod bolt are /nst8l/ed.

c) Tighten 811 bolts to the specified torques.
d) Adjust the suspension pre-ioad 8S

required (see Section 12).

11 Rear suspension
removal, inspection
installation

Removal

1 Place the machine on its centre stand and
position a support such as a block of wood
under the rear wheel so that it does not drop
when the shock absorber lower mounting bolt
is removed, but also making sure that the
weight of the machine is off the rear suspension
so that the shock is not compressed.
2 Unscrew the nut and withdraw the bolt
securing the linkage arm to the bottom of the
shock absorber (see illustrations).



11 2b Shock absorber lower mounting bolt (A), 11.4 Withdraw the linkage arm bolt and remove the arm. linkage rod bolt (B), linkage arm bolt (C) from the frame

3 Unscrew the nut and withdraw the bolt Inspection
securing the linkage arm to the linkage rods 6 Withdraw the inner sleeves from the linkage
(see Illustration 11.2). arm, noting their different sizes (see
4 Unscrew the nut and withdraw the bolt illustration). Clean all components, removing
securing the linkage arm to the frame, then all traces of dirt, corrosion and grease.
remove the linkage arm from the frame, noting 7 Inspect all components closely, looking for
how It fits (see Illustration). obvious signs of wear such as heavy scoring,
5 Remove the chain guard (see Chapter .7). or for damage such as cracks or distortion.
Unscrew the nut and withdraw the bolt secUrIng 8 Check the condition of the needle roller
the linkage rods to the top of the swingarm and bearings in the linkage arm and in the top of the
remove the rods (see Wustration). swingarm (see Illustration). If the linkage rod

bearings in the swingarm need to be replaced,
remove the swingarm (see Section 13).

11.5 Unscrew the nut (arrow) and remove
the bolt to free the linkage rods
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9 Worn bearings can be drifted out of their
bores, but note that removal will destroy them;
new bearings should be obtained before work
commences. The new bearings should be
pressed or drawn into their bores rather than
driven into position. In the absence of a press,
a suitable drawbolt arrangement can be made
up - refer to Beslings and bushes in the Tools

and Workshop tips section of Reference.
10 Lubricate the needle roller bearings and
the inner sleeves with lithium-based grease
(see illustration), then slip the inner sleeves
into the bearings.

Installation
11 Installation is the reverse of removal,
noting the following.

s) Apply lithium-based grease to the
beerlngs, inner sleeves and pivot bolts.

b) Do not fully tighten any of the bolts until
they have 8/1 been installed.

c) Tighten the bolts to the torque setting
specified at the beginning of the Chapter.

d) Check the opetatlon of the rear

suspension before taking the machine on
the road.

11.6 Linkage arm inner sleeves
12 Suspension - adjustments ~~ 5

Front forb
1 On UK K. Land M models, and all US
models, the front forks are not adjustable.
2 On UK N. P. A, S, T and V models, the front
forks are adjustable for pre-load. Place the
machine on its centre stand and take the
weight off the front forks, either by placing a
support under the engine or by having an
assistant press down on the rear of the
machine, when making adjustments.
3 Adjustment is made by turning the adjuster

11.10 Lubricate all the bearings
with grease
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12.3 Front fork pre-load adjuster - UK N,
P, R, S, T and V models (set to position 4)

in the centre of the fork top bolt, using a
spanner on the flats on the top of the adjuster
(see illustration). There are seven positions,
indicated by lines on the adjuster. Position 7,
(ie with 7 lines showing above the bolt hex) is
the softest setting, position 1, (ie with 1 line
showing) is the hardest. Align the setting line
required with the top of the bolt hex. Position
4 is the standard setting.
4 To increase the pre-load, tum the adjuster
clockwise. To decrease the pre-load, tum the
adjuster anti-clockwise.

Rear shock absorber
5 The rear shock absorber is adjustable for
spring pre-load. Place the machine on its
centre stand when making adjustments.
6 Adjustment is made using a suitable C-
spanner (one is provided in the toolkit) to tum
the spring seat on the bottom of the shock
absorber. There are seven positions. Position
1 is the softest setting, position 7 is the
hardest. Align the setting number required
with the adjustment stopper. Position 4 is the
standard setting.
7 To increase the pre-load, turn the spring
seat clockwise. To decrease the pre-load,
tum the spring seat anti-clockwise.

13.4 Remove the 5wingann pivot

aside and support it so that no strain is placed
on the hose.
4 Prise off the swingarm pivot pin caps on
both sides of the swingarm (see illustration).
5 Before removing the swingarm it is
advisable to re-check for play in the bearings.
Any problems which may have been
overlooked when checking with the wheel and
shock absorber in place (see Chapter 1) are
highlighted with these components removed.
6 Unscrew the nut and remove the washer on
the right-hand end of the swingarm pivot bolt
(see illustration). With the aid of an assistant
to support the swingarm if required, drift the
pivot bolt out and withdraw it from the left-
hand side of the frame (see illustration). Note
the positions of any breather and drain pipes
and move them aside if necessary. then
manoeuvre the swingarm out of the back of
the machine.

~
~~

13 Swingarm -
removal andinstallation

Removal
Note: Before removing the swlngsrm. It Is
advisable to perlorm the swlngarm checks
described in Chapter 1.
1 Remove the rear wheel (see Chapter 6).
2 ~ the rem' stK)Ck absaber (Section 10).
3 Release the brake hose from its clamps and
guide on the swingarm, using a screwdriver to
prise open the clamps (see illustrations).
Remove the split pin from the end of the bolt
securing the brake torque arm to the brake
caliper, then unscrew the nut, withdraw the
bolt and remove the caliper from the torque
arm (see illustrations). Move the caliper

13.3a Release the brake hose from the
front clamp (arrow) . . .

13.3c Remove the split pin and unscrew
the nut . . .

13.6b ... and withdraw the swingarm
pivot bolt

caps



13.7 Note the brake hose guide fitted to
the torque arm mounting

13.118 Tighten the swing8rm nut to the
specified torque setting

7 If required, remove the split pin from the end
of the bolt securing the brake torque aml to the
swingarm, then unscrew the nut, noting how
the brake hose guide fits, withdraw the bolt and
remove the torque am1 (see illustration).
8 If required. unscrew the two screws securing
the mudfiap to the underside of the swingarm
aoo remove the flap (see illustration).
9 Check the condition of the chain slider on
the front of the swingaml and replace it If it is
wom or damaged (see illustration).
10 Inspect all parts for wear or damage (see
Section 14).

Installation

11 Installation is the reverse of removal.
noting the following.
a) Remove the dust seal, washer and inner

sleeve from each swingsrm bearing, then
lubricate the bearings and inner sleeves
with lithium-based grease (see
Illustrations 14.38 and 14.3b). FIt the
sleeves back into the bearings and Install
the washers and dust seals. Also lubricate
the pivot bolt and the shock absorber
pivot and suspension linkage bearings
with lithium-based grease.

b) Loop the drive chain over the swingsrm as
it Is off8f8d up to the frame. Make sure that
the chain slider Is fitted to the swingarm.

c) 77ghten the swfngarm pivot bolt nut to the
specified torque setting (see Rlustratlon).

d) Tighten the shock absorber and linkage
bolts to the specified torque settings.

e) Tighten the brake torque arm nuts to the
specified torque setting. Fit a new split pin
onto the end of the bolt (see illustration)
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13.9 The chain slider is retained13.8 The mudflap is secured
by two screws (arrows) by the clip (arrow)

14 Swing arm - inspection and

bearing replacement

Inspection
1 Thoroughly clean all components, removing
all traces of dirt, corrosion and grease (.88
Illustration).
2 Inspect all components closely, looking for
obvious signs of wear such as heavy scoring,
and cracks or distortion due to accident
damage. Any damaged or worn component
must be replaced.

and bend its ends securely around the nut.
Secure the brake hose in its clamps.
Check the operation of the rear suspension
before taking the machine M the road.

Bearing replacement
3 Remove the dust seals, washers and the
bearing inner sleeves and spacer, noting where

fJ

5
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each one fits as they must be replaced in the
same posltioo (see illustrations). Inspect them
and the bearings for wear or damage and
replace them if necessary (see IIlustraUon).
4 Worn bearings can be drifted out of their
bores, but note that removal will destroy them;
new bearings should be obtained before work
commences. The new bearings should be
pressed or drawn into their bores rather than
driven into position. In the absence of a press,
a suitable drawbolt arrangement can be made
up - refer to Tools in the Reference section.

Note: Install the bearings with their marked
side facing outwards (see Hlustratlon 14.3d).
5 Apply lithium-based grease to the bearing,
spacer. inner sleeves, washer and inside of

the dust seal.

any alignment marks on the lever and the
shaft (see illustration). If no marks are visible.
make your own before removing the lever so
that it can be correctly aligned with the shaft
on installation. Unscrew the bolts securing the
engine sprocket cover to the crankcase and
move it aside (see illustration). There is no
need to detach the clutch cable from the

cover.
3 Slip the chain off the front sprocket and
remove it from the bike.

Cleaning
4 Soak the chain in paraffin (kerosene) for
approximately five or six minutes.
Caution: Don't use petrol (gasoline),
solvent or other cleaning fluids. Also don't
use high-pressure water. Remove the
chain, wipe it off, then blow dry it with
compressed air immediately. The entire
process shouldn't take longer than ten
minutes - if it does, the O-rings in the chain
rollers could be damaged.

Installation
5 Installation is the reverse of removal. On
completion adjust and lubricate the chain
following the procedures described in
Chapter 1.
Caution: Use only the recommended
lubricant.

14.3d Inspect U1e needle roller bearings
in the swingarm

~~
16 Sprockets-

check and replacement~
.:§~

15 Drive chain - removal,
cleaning and installation

Check
1 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from its shaft, noting any
alignment marks on the lever and the shaft
(see Illustration 15.28). If no marks are
visible, make your own before removing the
lever so that it can be cooectly aligned with
the shaft on installation. Unscrew the bolts
securing the engine sprocket cover to the
crankcase and move the cover aside (see
illustration 15.2b). There is no need to detach

the clutch cable from the cover.
2 Check the wear pattern on both sprockets
(see illustration). If the sprocket teeth are

Removal
Note: The original equipment drive chain fitted
to all models is an endless chain, which means
it doesn't have a joining link. Removal aither
requires the removal of the swlngar1n as
detailed below. or breaking and riveting of the
chain.A Warning: NEVER install a drive

, chain which uses a clip-type. master (spiit) link.

1 Remove the swingarm (see Section 13).
2 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from the shaft, noting



wom excessively, replace the chain and both
sprockets as a set. Whenever the sprockets
are inspected, the drive chain should be
inspected also (see Chapter 1). If you are
replacing the chain, replace the sprockets as
well.
3 Adjust and lubricate the chain following the
procedures described in Chapter 1.
Caution: Use only the recommended
lubricant.

Replacement

Front sprocket
4 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from the shaft, noting
any alignment marks on the lever and the
shaft (see illustration 15.28). If no marks are
visible, make your own before removing the
lever so that it can be correctly aligned with
the shaft on installation. Unscrew the bolts
securing the engine sprocket cover to the
crankcase and move the cover aside (see
illustration 15.2b). There is no need to detach
the clutch cable from the cover.
5 Remove the circlip securing the sprocket to
the end of the output shaft (see illustration).
6 Slide the sprocket and chain off the shaft,
then slip the sprocket out of the chain. If the
chain is too tight to allow the sprocket to be
slid off the shaft, slacken the chain adjusters
to provide some freeplay (see Chapter 1), or, if
the rear sprocket is being replaced as well,
remove the rear wheel.
7 Engage the new sprocket with the chain

16.7a Fit the sprocket into the chain. . .
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the stamped mark facing out, then apply a
suitable non-permanent thread locking
compound to the stud threads and tighten the
sprocket nuts to the torque setting specified
at the beginning of the Chapter.
13 Install the rear wheel (see Chapter 6).
14 Adjust and lubricate the chain following
the procedures described in Chapter 1.

~
~~

17 Rear wheel coupling!
rubber dampers -
check and replacement

16.5 The sprocket is retained on the
output shaft by a circlip (arrow) 1 Remove the rear wheel (see Chapter 6).

Caution: Do not lay the wheel down on the
disc as it could become warped. Lay the
wheel on wooden blocks so that the disc Is
off the ground.
2 Lift the sprocket coupling away from the
wheel leaving the rubber dampers in position
in the wheel (see illustration). Note the
spacer inside the coupling.
3 Uft the rubber damper segments from the
wheel and check them for cracks. hardening
and general deterioration (see illustration).
Replace the rubber dampers as a set if
necessary .
4 Checking and replacement procedures for
the sprocket coupling bearing are described
in Section 16 of Chapter 6.
5 Installation is the reverse of removal. Make
sure the spacer is correctly installed in the

coupling.
6 Install the rear wheel (see Chapter 6).

and slide it on the shaft (see illustrations).
Secure the sprocket with its circlip, making
sure it is properly seated in its groove (see
illustration).
8 Install the sprocket cover and the
gearchange lever, aligning the punch marks.
Adjust and lubricate the chain following the
procedures described in Chapter 1.
Rear sprocket
9 Remove the rear wheel (see Chapter 6).
10 Unscrew the nuts securing the sprocket
to the wheel coupling, then remove the
sprocket, noting which way round it fits (see

illustration).
11 Before installing the new rear sprocket,
check the wheel coupling and damper
assembly components (see Section 17).
12 Install the sprocket onto the coupling with

16.7c ... and retain it with the circlip

5

17.2 Lift the sprocket coupling
om of the wheel...

17.3 ... and check the damper segments
for wear and deterioration
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Chapter 6
Brakes, wheels and tyres
Contents
Brake fluid level check. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .see Daily (pre-ride) checks
Brake light switches - check and replacement. . . . . . . .see Chapt.. 8
Brake pad wear check , .seeChaptw1
Brake hoses and unions - inspection and replacemant 10
Brake system bleeding 11
Brakesystemcheck ...seeChapt..1
Front brake caliper - removal. overhaul and installation. . . . . . . . .. 3
Front brake disc - inspection. removal and installation. . . . . . . . . .. 4
Front brake master cylinder - removal, overhaul and installation. .. 5
Front brake pads-replacement 2
Front wheel- removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Generalintormation 1

Degrees of difficulty
Easy,suitablefr:x ~ F81yeesy,~ ~ ~~ ~ orna.,~fa ~ Verycft:&Ji, ~
oovice with little ~ for ~ with ~ ~ for OOT~R ~ ~ DIY ~ suitable fa expert [XV ~
exPeI'9'ICe ~ S<me 9XP9ierICe ~ [XV mechanic ~ mect1an'c ~ or profe;sionaJ ~

5 cations

;,."..-ct.""'c~~".. .'~... ,,'". . . . . . . .

TandVmodels ..., ,

Rear .'.""...'.".."..""""." ...,.. ~ ..,...
Master cylinder bore ID (front and reer) ~ :.,

t',.,.,.

Master cylinder piston OD (front and real) . . . . .. ... .,. . . . . .., ,c...,. .

Wheels
Maximum wheel runout (front and rear)

Axial (side-to-side) Radial(out-of-round) Maximum axle runout (front and rear)

6-1

Rear brake caliper - removal, overhaul and installation. . . . . . . . .. 7
Rear brake disc - inspection, removal and installation. . . . . . . . . .. 8
Rear brake master cylinder - removal, overhaul and Installation. .. 9
Rearbrakepads-replacement 6
Rearwheel-removalandinstallation 15
Tyres - checks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .see Daily (pre-ride) checks

Tyres-generalinformationandfitting .17
Wheels-general check seeChapter1
Wheel bearing check seeChapter1
Wheel bearings - removal, inspection and installation. . . . . . . . . . .16
Wheels-alignment check ..13

Wheels-inspectionandrepalr .12

~T.

4.3 to 4.7 mm
4.0mm

5.8 to 6.2 mm
5.5mm
O.3mm

27.000 to 27.076 mm
33.960 to 34.036 mm
30.230 to 30.306 mm
38.180 to 38.256 mm

26.920 to 26.970 mm
33.884 to 33.934 mm
30.150 to 30.200 mm
38.098 to 38.148 mm
12.700 to 12.743 mm
12.657 to 12.684 mm

6

2.0mm
2.0mm
0.25 mm
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Tyres
Tyre pressures and tread depth
Tyre sizes"

Front
Rear

11Cl'7o..1754H
130/70-1762H

'Refer to the owners handbook or the tyr8 infOlmation label on the dI1we ch8In gIJ*d for approved tyr8 brands.

Torque settings
Front brake caliper mounting bolts. . . . . . . . . .".. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Front brake disc retaining bolts. . . . . . . . . . . ... """~" .. " . Front brake master cylinder clamp bolts. . . . ., ,'.. ..,. ..~. '" ..,

Rear brake caliper mounting bolts ,.. .'.., . ..,... ... ...
Rear brake caliper body joining bolts. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . ""~' . . .
Rear brake torque arm nuts
Rear brake disc retaining bolts """"'c,.."""
Rear brake master cylinder mounting bolts

Brake caliper bleed valves ,..,.,B k ho b . .
boltsrae se anJOumon ,." Front axle nut

Self-locking nut (UK models)

Nut with split-pin (US models)
Front axle clamp bolt

"., , . . , . ... ..". .. ~, '-,'~'~"'"Oo.' ,."

~

Rear axle nut
Self-locking nut (UK models)
Nut with split-pin (US models)

"""""(~""""".."'c" " '~!"",."',,",~.,

1 General information

All models covered in this manual are fitted
with cast alloy wheels designed for tubeless
tyres only. Both front and rear brakes are
single hydraulically operated disc brakes, the
front being a sliding caliper design and the
rear an opposed caliper design.
Caution: Disc brake components rarely
require disassembly. Do not disassemble
components unless absolutely necessary.
If a hydraulic brake line is loosened, the
entire system must be disassembled,
drained, cleaned and then properly filled
and bled upon raassembly. Do not use
solvents on internal brake components.
Solvents will cause the seals to swell and
distort. Use only clean brake fluid or
denatured alcohol for cleaning. Use care
when working with brake fluid as it can
injure your eyes and it will damage painted
surfaces and piastic parts.

2 Front brake pads -

replacement

Lh. Warning: The dust created by

, the brake system may contain

. asbestos, which is harmful to

your health. Never blow it out
with compressed air and don't inhale any
of it. An approved filtering mask should be
worn when worlclng on the brakes.
1 On K. L, M, N, P. Rand S models, unscrew

see Chapter 1

30 to 48 Nm
18 to 28 Nm
8to 12 Nm
20 to 31 Nm
30to36Nm
22to35Nm
18 to 28 Nm
8to12Nm
6to 9 Nm
15 to 20 Nm

40to58Nm
36t052Nm
18 to 28 Nm

60 to 96 Nm
50 to 80 Nm

the brake caliper mounting bolts and slide the
caliper off the disc (see Illustration 3.2a).
Slide the caliper out on its sliders until the
inner pad can be lifted off its guide pins on the
caliper mounting bracket (see Illustration).
Remove the outer pad from the caliper body,
noting how the protrusion on each end of the
pad locates against the guide. Also note how
the pad spring is fitted and remove it if
required.
2 On T and V models, unscrew the brake
caliper mounting bolts and slide the caliper off
the disc. Remove the split pin from the end of
the pad retaining pin, then withdraw the pad
pin. Remove the outer pad from the caliper
body, noting how the protrusion on the end of
the pad locates against the guide. Lift the
inner pad off its guide pin on the caliper
mounting bracket, noting how it fits.
3 Inspect the surface of each pad for
contamination and check that the friction
material has not worn beyond its wear limit.
The original equipment pads feature a wear
indicator step on K, L, M, N, P, Rand S

models or cutout on T and V models. Refer to
Chapter 1 Brake pads - wear check and
replace both pads as a set if either pad has
worn down to, or beyond, the limit.
Additionally, replace the pads if they are
fouled with oil or grease, or heavily scored or
damaged by dirt and debris. Note that it is not
possible to degrease the friction material; if
the pads are contaminated in any way they
must be replaced.
4 If the pads are in good condition clean them
carefully, using a fine wire brush which is
completely free of oil and grease to remove all
traces of road dirt and corrosion. Using a
pointed instrument, clean out the grooves in
the friction material and dig out any
embedded particles of foreign matter. Any
areas of glazing may be removed using emery
cloth.
S Check the condition of the brake disc (see
Section 4).
8 On T and V models, remove all traces of
corrosion from the pad pin. Inspect ttle pin for
signs of damage and replace if necessary.
7 Push the pistons as far back into the caliper
as possible using hand pressure only. Due to
the increased friction material thickness of
new pads, it may be necessary to remove ttle
master cylinder reservoir cover and
diaphragm and siphon out some fluid.
8 Smear the backs of the pads and the shank
of the pad pin (T and V models only) with
copper-based grease, making sure ttlat none
gets on the front or sides of the pads.
9 On K, L. M, N, P, Rand S models, installation
of the pads is the reverse of removal. Make sure
the pad spring and guides are correctly
positioned (see illustration). Insert the pads
into the caliper so that the friction material of
each pad will be facing the disc (see

~

~
~"

Lift the inner pad until it clears its pins,
then remove it from the caliper

2.1



2.9a Make sure the pad spring (A) and
outer pad guides (B) are correctly installed

2.9c ... and fit the outer pad
so that the protrusion on each end

locates on top of the guide

Illustration). Make sure the protrusion on each
end of the outer pad locates correctly against
its guide (see Illustration).
10 On T and V models. installation of the
pads and pad pin is the reverse of removal.
Make sure the pad spring and guide are
correctly positioned. Insert the pads into the
caliper so that the friction material of each
pad will be facing the disc. Make sure the
protrusion on the outer pad locates correctly
against the guide. Make sure the pad pin
passes through each pad and secure it with
the split pin.
11 Install the caliper on the brake disc
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the master cylinder fluid level in the reservoir
and the operation of the bfake before riding the
motorcycle.

3 Front brake caliper - removal,

overhaul and installation

Warning: If the caliper indicates
the need for an overlJaul (usually
due to leaking fluid or sticky
operation), al/ old brake fluid

should be flushed from the system. Also,
the dust created by the brake system may
contain asbestos, which is hannful to your
health. Never blow It out with compressed
air and don't inhale any of it. An approved
filtering mask should be worn when working
on the brakes. Do not use petroleum-based
solvents to clean brake parts. Use clean

cleaner or denatured

&.

brake fluid, brake
alcohol only.

Removal
1 Remove the brake hose banjo bolt, noting
its position on the caliper and separate the
hose from the caliper (see illustration). Plug
the hose end or wrap a plastic bag tightly
around it to minimise fluid loss and prevent
dirt entering the system. Discard the sealing
washers as new ones must be used on
installation. Note: If you are planning to
overhaul the caliper and don't have a source
of compressed air to blowout the pistons, just
loosen the banjo bolt at this stage and
retighten it lightly. 71)8 bike's hydraulic system
can then be used to force the pistons out of
the body once the pads have been removed.
Disconnect the hose once the pistons have
been sufficiently displaced.
2 Unscrew the caliper mounting bolts, and
slide the caliper away from the disc (see
illustration). Remove the brake pads as
described in Section 2. On K, L, M, N, P, R
and S models, remove the insulator pieces
from the pistons (see illustration).

3.1 Note alignment of brake hose in
slot (A) before unscrewing banjo bolt (8)

making sure the pads sit squarely either side
of the disc (see illustration 3.13).
12 Apply a few drops of non-permanent
locking compound to the threads of the
caliper mounting bolts, then install and tighten
them to the torque setting specified at the
beginning of this Chapter (see illustration
3.148 and 3.14b).
13 Top up the master cylinder reservoir if
necessary (see Daily (pre-ride) checks), and
replace the reservoir cover and diaphragm if
removed.
14 Operate the brake lever several times to
bring the pads into contact with the disc. Check

6
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3.38 Front brake caliper components -
K, L, M, N, P, Rand S models

Brake pads 4 Piston insulator 7 Piston seal
Pad spring 5 Piston 8 Bleed valve
Outer pad guides 6 Dust seal 9 Rubber boot

1
2
.1

Overhaul

3 Clean the exterior of the caliper with
denatured alcohol or brake system cleaner
(see illustration).
4 Remove the pistons from the caliper body,
either by pumping them out by operating the
front brake lever until the pistons are displaced,
or by forcing them out using compressed air.
Note that on all except T and V models, two
sizes of piston are used (see Specifications),
and that different size seals are used
accordingly. Mark each piston head and caliper
body with a felt marker to ensure that the
pistons can be matched to their original bores
on reassembly. If the compressed air method is
used, place a wad of rag between the pistons
and the caliper to act as a cushion, then use
compressed air directed into the fluid inlet to
force the pistons out of the body. Use only low
pressure to ease the pistons out and make
sure both pistons are displaced at the same
time. If the air pressure is too high and the
pistons are forced out, the caliper and/or
pistons may be damaged.&. Warning: Never place your, fingers in front of the pistons to. catch or protect them when

applying compressed air, as
serious injury could result.
5 Using a wooden or plastic tool, remove the
dust seals from the caliper bores and discard
them. New seals must be used on installation.
If a metal tool is being used, take great care
not to damage the caliper bores.

3.3b Front brake caliper components - T and V modefs

Brake pads 4 Piston seal 7 Pad spring 9 Ourer pad
Pad pin 5 Dust seal 8 Rubber boot guide
Split pin 6 Piston 10 Bleed valve

1
2
3

6 Remove and discard the piston seals in the
same way.
7 Clean the pistons and bores with denatured
alcohol, clean brake fluid or brake system
cleaner. If compressed air is available, use it
to dry the parts thoroughly (make sure It's
filtered and unlubricated).
Caution: Do not use a petroleum-based
solvent of any kind to clean brake pelts.
8 Inspect the caliper bores and pistons for
signs of corrosion, nicks and burrs and loss of
plating. If surface defects are present, the
caliper assembly must be replaced. If the
necessary measuring equipment is available,
compare the dimensions of the pistons and
bores to those given in the Specifications
Section of this Chapter, replacing any
component that is worn beyond the service
limit. Check that the caliper body is able to
slide freely on the mounting bracket slider
pins. If seized due to corrosion, separate the
two components and clean off all traces of
corrosion and hardened grease. Apply a
smear of copper or silicone grease to the
mounting bracket slider pins and reassemble
the two components. Replace the rubber
boots if they are damaged or deteriorated. If
the caliper is in bad shape the master cylinder
should also be checked.
9 Lubricate the new piston seals with clean
brake fluid and install them in their grooves in
the caliper bores. Note that on all except T and
V models, two sizes of bore and piston are used
(see Specifications), and care must therefore be

taken to ensure that the correct size seals are
fitted to the correct bores. The same applies
when fitting the new dust seals and pistons.
10 lubricate the new dust seals with clean
brake fluid and install them in their grooves in
the caliper bores.
11 lubricate the pistons with clean brake
fluid and install them closed-end first into the
caliper bores. Using your thumbs, push the
pistons all the way in, making sure they enter
the bore squarely.

Installation
12 On K, l, M, N, P, Rand S models, install
the insulator pieces in the pistons (see
Illustration 3.2b).
13 On all models, install the brake pads (see
Section 2). Install the caliper on the brake disc
making sure the pads sit squarely either side
of the disc (see Illustration).

3.13 Slide the caliper onto the disc



3.148 Apply a thread locking compound to the caliper bolts.. .

14 Apply a few drops of non-permanent
locking compound to the threads of the
caliper mounting bolts. then install and tighten
them to the torque setting specified at the
beginning of this (eee Illustrations).
15 Connect the brake hose to the caliper,
using new sealing washers on each side of
the fitting. Position the hose so that it fits into
its slot in the caliper (s.. Illustration 3.1).
Tighten the banjo bolt to the torque setting
specified at the beginning of the Chapter.
18 Fill the master cylinder with the
recommended brake fluid (see Specifications)
and bleed the hydraulic system as described
In SectIon 11.
17 Check for leaks and thoroughly test the
operation of the brake before riding the
motorcycle.

Front brake disc - inspection,
removal and installation

4

Inspection
1 Visually inspect the surface of the disc for
score marks and other damage. Light
scratches are normal after use and won't
affect brake operation, but deep grooves and
heavy score marks will reduce braking
efficiency and accelerate pad wear. If a disc is
badly grooved it must be machined or

replaced.
2 To check disc runout, position the bike on
its centre stand and support it so that the
front wheel is raised off the ground. Mount a
dial gauge to a fork leg, with the plunger on
the indicator touching the surface of the disc
about 10 mm (1/2 inch) from the outer edge
(see illustration). Rotate the wheel and watch
the indicator needle, comparing the reading
with the limit listed in the SpecifICations at the
beginning of the Chapter. If the runout is
greater than the service limit, check the wheel
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3.14b ... and them to the specified torque setting

bearings for play (see Chapter 1). If the
bearings are worn, replace them (refer to
Section 16) and repeat this check. If the disc
runout is still excessive, it will have to be
replaced, although machining by a competent
engineering shop may be possible.
3 The disc must not be machined or allowed to
wear down to a thickness less than the service
limit as listed in this Chapter's Specifications
and as marked on the disc itself (s..
illustration). The thickness of the disc can be
checked with a micrometer (see Ulustration). If
the thickness of the disc is less than the service
limit, it must be replaced.

Removal
4 Remove the wheel (see Section 14).
Caution: Do not lay the wheel down and
allow it to rest on the disc - the disc could
become warped. Set the wheelan wood
blocks so the disc doesn't support the
weight of the wheel.
5 Mark the relationship of the disc to the
wheel, so it can be installed in the same
position. Unscrew the disc retaining bolts,
loosening them a little at a time in a criss-
cross pattern to avoid distorting the disc, then
remove the disc from the wheel (see
illustration).

'"

~
~
~

4.3a The minimum disc thickness is4.2 Set up a dial gauge against the brake
disc, then rotate wheel to check for runout marked on the disc

6

4.3b Using a micrometer to measure
disc thickness

4.5 The disc is secured by five bolts

(arrows)
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5.4 Slacken the reservoir cover screws (arrows)

5.68 Remove the locknut (arrow) . . .

Installation
6 Install the disc on the wheel, aligning the
previously applied matchmarks (if you're
reinstalling the original disc).
7 Apply a suitable non-permanent thread
locking compound to the disc mounting bolt
threads, then install the bolts and tighten
them in a criss-cross pattern evenly and
progressively to the torque setting specified at
the beginning of the Chapter. Clean off all
grease from the brake disc using acetone or
brake system cleaner. If a new brake disc has
been Installed, remove any protective coating
from Its working surfaces.
8 Install the front wheel (see Section 14).
9 Operate the brake lever several times to
bring the pads into contact with the disc.
Check the operation of the brake carefully
before riding the bike.

5.5 Disconnect the brake light switch electrical connectors
(arrow)

Caution: Disassembly, overhaul and
reassembly of the brake master cylinder
must be done in a spotlessly clean work
area to avoid contamination and possible
failure of the brake hydraulic system
components.

~
§~

Front brake master cylinder
removal, overhaul and
installation

5

1 If the master cylinder is leaking fluid, or if
the lever does not produce a firm feel when
the brake is applied, and bleeding the brakes
does not help (see Section 11), and the
hydraulic hoses are all in good condition, then
master cylinder overhaul is recommended.
2 Before disassembling the master cylinder,
read through the entire procedure and make
sure that you have the new seals required.
Also, you will need some new, clean brake
fluid of the recommended type, some clean
rags and internal circlip pliers. Note: To
prevent damage to the paint from spilled
brake fluid, always cover the fuel tank when
working on the master cylinder.

Removal
3 If required, remove the rear view mirror (see

Chapter 7).
4 Loosen, but do not remove, the screws
holding the reservoir cover in place (see
Ulustration).
5 Disconnect the electrical connectors from
the brake light switch (see illustration).
6 Remove the locknut from the underside of
the brake lever pivot bolt, then unscrew the
bolt and remove the brake lever (s..
illustrations).
7 Unscrew the brake hose banjo bolt and



5.8 Front brake master cylinder clamp bolts (arrows)

separate the hose from the master cylinder,
noting its alignment. Discard the two sealing
washers as they must be replaced with new
ones. Wrap the end of the hose in a clean rag
and suspend it in an upright position or bend
it down carefully and place the open end in a
clean container. The objective is to prevent
excessive loss of brake fluid, fluid spills and
system contamination.
8 Remove the master cylinder mounting bolts
to free the clamp, noting how the mating
surfaces of the clamp align with the punch
mark on the handlebar, then lift the master
cylinder and reservoir away from the
handlebar (see illustration).
Caution: Do not tip the master cylinder
upside down or brake fluid will run out.

Overhaul

9 Remove the reservoir cover retaining
screws and lift off the cover, the diaphragm
plate and the rubber diaphragm (see
illustration). Drain the brake fluid from the
reservoir into a suitable container. Wipe any
remaining fluid out of the reservoir with a
clean rag.
10 Remove the screw securing the brake
light switch to the bottom of the master
cylinder and remove the switch.
11 Carefully remove the dust boot from the
end of the piston.
12 Using circlip pliers, remove the circlip and
slide out the piston assembly and the spring,
noting how they fit. Lay the parts out in the
proper order to prevent confusion during
reassembly.
13 Clean all parts with clean brake fluid or
denatured alcohol. If compressed air is
available, use It to dry the parts thoroughly
(make sure it's filtered and unlubricated).
Caution: Do not, under any circumstances,
use a petroleum-based solvent to clean
brake parts.
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ReS8fVoir co.., 5 CJrciip 7 Banjo bolt
Rubber diaphragm 6 Piston asembIy 8 SeeNng washer
Clamp and spring
Rubber dust boot

1
2
3
~

side of the union, and aligning the hose as
noted on removal. Tighten the banjo bolt to
the torque setting specified at the beginning
of this Chapter.
23 Install the brake lever into its bracket and
secure it with its pivot bolt. Tighten the bolt
then install the pivot bolt locknut (.ee
illUSb'ations 5.6b and 5.68).
24 Connect the brake light switch wiring (see
illustration 5.5) and install the rear view mirror
if removed (see Chapter 7).
25 Fill the fluid reservoir with the specified
brake fluid as described in Daily (pre-ride)
checks. Refer to Section 11 of this Chapter
and bleed the air from the system.
28 Fit the rubber diaphragm, making sure it is
correctly folded, the diaphragm plate and the
cover onto the master cylinder res«Voir.

14 Check the master cylinder bore for
corrosion, scratches, nicks and score marks.
If the necessary measuring equipment is
available, compare the dimensions of the
piston and bore to those given in the
Specifications Section of this Chapter. If
damage or wear is evident, the master
cylinder must be replaced with a new one. If
the master cylinder is in poor condition, then
the caliper should be checked as well. Check
that the fluid inlet and outlet ports in the
master cylinder are clear.
15 The dust boot, circlip, piston and spring
are only available as an assembly. Use all of
the new parts, regardless of the apparent
condition of the old ones.
16 Install the spring in the master cylinder so
that Its tapered (smaller) end faces the piston.
17 Lubricate the piston assembly
components with clean brake fluid and install
the assembly into the master cylinder, making
sure all the components are the correct way
round. Make sure the lips on the cup seals do
not tum inside out when they are slipped into
the bore. Depress the piston and install the
new clrclip, making sure that it locates In the
master cylinder groove.
18 Install the rubber dust boot, making sure
the lip is seated correctly in the piston groove.
19 Install the brake light switch.
20 Inspect the reservoir rubber diaphragm
and replace if damaged or deteriorated.

Installation

21 Attach the master cylinder to the
handlebar and fit the clamp. Align the mating
surfaces of the clamp with the punch mark on
the handlebar. Fully tighten the upper bolt first
then the lower bolt to the torque setting
specified at the beginning of the Chapter (Me
illustration).
22 Connect the brake hose to the master
cylinder, using new sealing washers on each

~,
~
~
~

6 Rear brake pads
replacement

Warning: The dust created by
the brake system may contain
asbestos, which is harmful to
your health. Never blow it out

.&

6

5.21 Align the mating surfaces of the
clamp with the punch mark (arrow)
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6.3b ... followed by the pad springs 6.4 WIthdraw the pads and remove the anti-chatter shims

with compressed air and don't inhale any damaged by dirt and debris. Note that it is not 10 Installation of the pads, anti-chatter
of It. An approved filtering mask should be possible to degrease the friction material; if shims, pad pins, springs and retaining clips is
worn when woricing on the brakes. the pads are contaminated in any way they the reverse of removal. Install the anti-chatter
1 Prise off the brake pad cover using a flat- must be replaced. shim on the back of each pad with its open
bladed screwdriver. 6 If the pads are in good condition clean them end facing the rear of the motorcycle (see
2 Remove the pad pin retaining clips, noting carefully, using a fine wire brush which is illustration). Insert the pads into the caliper
how they fit (see Illustration). completely free of oil and grease to remove all so that the friction material of each pad is
3 Withdraw the pad pins from the caliper using traces of road dirt and corrosion. Using a facing the disc. Make sure the pad springs are
a suitable pair of pliers and remove the pad pointed instrument, clean out the groove in the
springs, noting how they fit (see illustrations). friction material and dig out any embedded
4 Withdraw the pads from the caliper body and particles of foreign matter. Any areas of
remove the anti-chatter shim from the back of glazing may be removed using emery cloth.
each pad, noting how it fits (see illusb'ation). 7 Check the brake disc (see Section 8).
5 Inspect the surface of each pad for 8 Push the pistons as far back into the caliper
contamination and check that the friction as possible using hand pressure only. Due to
material has not wom beyond its wear limit. the friction material thickness of new pads, it
The original equipment pads feature a wear may be necessary to remove the master
Indicator step or groove around the pad cylinder reservoir cover and diaphragm and
periphery. Refer to Chapter 1 Brake pads - siphon out some fluid.
wear check and replace both pads as a set if 9 Smear the backs of the pads and the shank
either pad has worn down to, or beyond, the of each pad pin with copper-based grease,
limit. Additionally, replece the pads if they are making sure that none gets on the front or
fouled with oil or grease, or heavily scored or sides of the pads.

6.38 ... then press down on the pad spring ends
and withdraw the pad pins. . .

6.108 Make sure the anti-chatter shims
are the right way round



6.10b Fit the clips into the hole
in each pad pin

correctly positioned. and the pins fit correctly
through the holes in the pads (...
illustrations 6.3b and 6.38). Secure the pins
with the clips (see illustration). Do not forget
to install the pad cover.
11 Top up the master cylinder reservoir if
necessary (see Daily (pre-ride) checks), and
replace the reservoir cover and diaphragm if
removed.
12 Operate the brake pedal several times to
bring the pads into contact with the disc.
Check the master cylinder reservoir fluid level
and the operation of the brake before riding
the motorcycle.

7 Rear brake caliper - removal,
overhaul and installation

A.. Warning: If the caliper indicatesili the need for an ovet1Jaul (usually. due to leaking fluid or sticky

operation), all old brake fluid should be
flushed from the system. Also, the dust
created by the brake system may contain
asbestos, which is harmful to your health.
Never blow it out with compressed air and
don't Inhale any of it. An approved filtering
mask should be worn when working on the
brakes. Do not use petro/eum-based solvents
to clean brake parts. Use clean brake fluid,
brake cleaner 01' denatlHed alcohol only.
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7.2a Remove the split pin and unscrew the7.1 Brake hose banjo bolt (A),
caliper mounting bolts (B) nut (arrow) . . .

7.2c Caliper body joining bolts7.2b ... then withdraw the bolt and lift the
torque arm off the caliper

Removal
1 Remove the brake hose banjo bolt, noting
its alignment on the caliper, and separate the
hose from the caliper (see Illustration). Plug
the hose end or wrap a plastic bag tightly
around it to minimise fluid loss and prevent
dirt entering the system. Discard the sealing
washers as new ones must be used on
installation. Note: If you are planning to
overlJaul the caliper and don't have a source
of comp/8Ss8d air to blowout the pistons, just
loosen the banjo bolt at this stage and
retighten it lightly. The bike's hydraulic system
can then ba used to force the pistons out of
the body once the pads have been removed.
Disconnect the hose once the pistons have
been sufficiently displaced.

~
~~

2 Remove the split pin from the end of the
bolt securing the brake torque arm to the
caliper, then unscrew the nut, withdraw the
bolt and lift the arm off the caliper (see
illustrations). If the caliper body is to be split
into its halves for seal replacement, it is
advisable to slacken the caliper body joining
bolts at this stage (s.e illustration).
3 Unscrew the caliper mounting bolts, and
slide the caliper away from the disc (see
illustration 7.1). Remove the brake pads as
described in Section 6.

Overhaul
4 Clean the exterior of the caliper with
denatured alcohol or brake system cleaner
(see illustration). Displace the pistons partway

6
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out of the caliper bores, either by pumping limit. If the caliper is in bad shape the master checks) and bleed the hydraulic system as
them out by operating the rear brake pedal, or cylinder should also be checked. described in Section 11.
by forcing them out using compressed air. If 10 Lubricate the new piston seals with clean 22 Check for leaks and thoroughly test the
the compressed air method is used, place a brake fluid and install each one in its groove In operation of the brake before riding the
wad of rag between the pistons to act as a the caliper bore. motorcycle.
cushion, then use compressed air directed into 11 Lubricate the new dust seals with clean
the fluid inlet to force the pistons out of the brake fluid and install each one In its groove in 8 R b k d. . t' ~body. Use only low pressure to ease the the caliper bore. ear ra e ,ISC - In~pec Ion, ~
pistons out. If the air presStn is to:o high and 12. Lubri~ate the pistons with clea~ br~ke removal and Installation .:t:
the pistons are forced out, the caliper and/or fluid and Install each one closed-end first Into ~
pistons may be damaged. its caliper bore. Using your thumbs, push theLh. Warning: Never place your pistons all the way in, making sure they enter Inspection

, fingers in front of the piston in the bores squarely. . . .
. an attempt to catch or protect it 13 Lubricate the new caliper seal and install it 1 Refer to Section 4 of this Chapter, noting

when applying compressed air, into one half of the caliper body. that the dial indicator should be attached to
as serious injury could result. 14 Join the two halves of the caliper body the swingarm.
5 Unscrew the caliper body joining bolts and together, making sure that the caliper seal is Removal
separate the body halves. Remove the piston correctly seated in Its recess.
from each half. Extract the caliper seal from 15 Install the caliper body joining bolts and 2 Remove the rear wheel (see Section 15).
whichever body half It is in and discard it as a tighten them to the torque setting specified at 3 Mark the relationship of the disc to the
new one must be used the beginning of the Chapter. wheel so it can be installed in the same
6 Using a wooden or plastic tool, remove the. position. Unscrew the disc retaining bolts,
dust seal from each caliper bore and discard Installation loosening them a little at a time in a crlss-

them. New seals must be used on installation. 16 Install the brake pads as described in cross pattern to avoid distorting the disc, and
If a metal tool is being used, take great care Section 6. remove the disc (see Illustration).
not to damage the caliper bore. 17 Install the caliper on the brake disc Installation
7 Remove and discard the piston seals in the making sure the pads sit squarely either side
same way. of the disc. 4 Position the disc on the wheel, aligning the
8 Clean the pistons and bores with denatured 18 Apply a suitable non-permanent thread previously applied matchmarks (if you're
alcohol, clean brake fluid or brake system locking compound to the caliper mounting reinstalling the original disc).
cleaner. If compressed air is available, use it bolts and tighten them to the torque setting 5 Apply a suitable non-permanent thread
to dry the parts thoroughly (make sure it's specified at the beginning of the Chapter (see locking compound to the disc mounting bolts,
filtered and unlubricated). illustration 7.1). then install the bolts and tighten them in a
Caution: Do not, under any circumstances, 19 Lower the brake torque arm onto the criss-cross pattern evenly and progressively
use a petroleum-based solvent to clean caliper and secure it with its bolt (see to the torque setting specified at the
brake parts. illustration 7.2b). Tighten the nut to the beginning of this Chapter. Clean off all grease
9 Inspect the caliper bores and pistons for specified torque setting and secure it using a from the brake disc using acetone or brake
signs of corrosion, nicks and burrs and loss of new split pin (see illustration 7.28). system cleaner. If a new brake disc has been
plating. If surface defects are present, the 20 Connect the brake hose to the caliper installed, remove any protective coating from
caliper assembly must be replaced. If the using new sealing washers on each side of the its working surfaces.
necessary measuring equipment is available, fitting. Position the hose so that it butts up 6 Install the rear wheel (see Section 15).
compare the dimensions of the pistons and against the lug on the caliper (see IIlusb'8tlon). 7 Operate the brake pedal several times to
bores to those given in the Specifications Tighten the banjo bolt to the specified torque. bring the pads into contact with the disc.
Section of this Chapter, replacing any 21 Fill the master cylinder with the Check the operation of the brake carefully
component that is worn beyond the service recommended brake fluid (see Daily (pre-ride) before riding the motorcycle.

7.20 Align the hose so that it butts against the lug
on the caliper (arrow)



9.4 Note the alignment of the hose against
the lug (A), then unscrew the banjo bolt (8)

9 Rear brake master cylinder
removal, overhaul and
installation

1 If the master cylinder is leaking fluid, or if
the pedal does not produce a firm feel when
the brake is applied, and bleeding the brake
does not help (see Section 11), and the
hydraulic hoses are all in good condition, then
master cylinder overhaul is recommended.
2 Before disassembling the master cylinder,
read through the entire procedure and make
sure that you have the seals required. Also,
you will need some new, clean brake fluid of
the recommended type, some clean rags and
internal circlip pliers.
Caution: Disassembly, overhaul and
reassembly of the brake master cylinder
must be done In a spotlessly clean worlc area
to avoid contamination and possible failure
of the brake hydraulic system components.

Remova'
3 Remove the seat and right-hand side panel
(see Chapter 7).
4 Unscrew the brake hose banjo bolt and
separate the brake hose from the master
cylinder. noting its alignn*1t (see ilk8tr8tion).
Discard the two seeling washers as they must
be replaced with new ones. Wrap the end of the
hose in a clean rag and suspend the hose in an
upright position or bend it down carefully and
place the open end in a clean container. The
objective is to ~t excessive loss of brake
fluid. fluid spills ~ system contamination.
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9.6 The master cylinder is secured by two
bolts (arrows)

push rod. Discard the split pin as a new one
must be used.
6 Unscrew the two bolts securing the master
cylinder to the bracket (see illustration).
7 Slacken the master cylinder fluid reservoir
cover screws (see illustration). Unscrew the
nut and remove the bolt securing the reservoir
to the frame, then remove the reservoir cover
and pour the fluid into a container.
8 Separate the fluid reservoir hose from the
elbow on the master cylinder by releasing the
hose clamp (see Illustration).

9.8 Slacken the hose clamp screw (arrow)
and pull the hose off its union

5 Remove the split pin from the clevis pin
securing the actuating arm to the master
cylinder pushrod (see illustration). Withdraw
the clevis pin and separate the arm from the

Overhaul
9 If necessary, slacken the clevis locknut,
then unscrew the clevis with its nut and
locknut and remove them from the pushrod

(see illustration).
10 Dislodge the rubber dust boot from the

';::',
~
~"
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base of the master cylinder to reveal the
pushrod retaining circlip.
11 Depress the push rod and, using circlip
pliers, remove the circlip. Slide out the
pushrod, piston assembly and spring. If they
are difficult to remove, apply low pressure
compressed air to the fluid outlet. Lay the
parts out In the proper order to prevent
confusion during reassembly.
12 Clean all of the parts with clean brake fluid
or denatured alcohol. If compressed air is
available, use it to dry the parts thoroughly
(make sure it's filtered and unlubricated).
Caution: Do not, under any circumstances,
use a petroleum-based solvent to clean
brake parts.
13 Check the master cylinder bore for
corrosion, scratches, nicks and score marks.
If the necessary measuring equipment is
available, compare the dimensions of the
piston and bore to those given in the
Specifications Section of this Chapter. If
damage is evident, the master cylinder must
be replaced with a new one. If the master
cylinder is in poor condition, then the caliper
should be checked as well.
14 If required, unscrew the fluid reservoir
hose union screw and detach the elbow from
the master cylinder. Discard the O-ring as a
new one must be fitted on installation. Inspect
the reservoir hose for cracks or splits and
replace If necessary.
15 The spring, piston and circllp are only
supplied as an assembly which includes a new
pushrod and dust boot. Use all the new parts,
regardless of the condition of the old 0f1es.
16 Install the spring in the master cylinder so
that its tapered (smaller) end faces the piston.
17 Lubricate the piston assembly components
with clean hydraulic fluid and install the
assembly into the master cylinder, making sure
all the components are the correct way round.
Make sure the lips on the cup seals do not tum
inside out when they are slipped into the bore.
18 Install and depress the pushrod, then
install a new circlip. making sure it is property
seated in the groove.
19 Install the rubber dust boot, making sure
the lip is seated properly In the groove.
20 If removed, fit a new O-ring to the fluid
reservoir hose union, then install the union
onto the master cylinder and secure it with its
screw. Reconnect the fluid reservoir hose and
secure it with its clamp.

Installation
21 Install the master cylinder onto the footrest
bracket and tighten its mounting bolts to the
torque setting specified at the beginning of the
Chapter (see lHustration 9.6).
22 Secure the fluid reservoir to the frame with
its retaining bolt and nut (see illustration 9.7).
Ensure that the hose is securely connected
between the master cylinder and reservoir,
correctly routed and secured by clamps at
each end (see Hlustratlon 9.8). If the clamps
have weakened, use new ones.
23 Connect the brake hose banjo bolt to the

removing all the air bubbles from the brake fluid
reservoirs, the hoses and the brake calipers.
Bleeding is necessary whenever a brake syst~
hydraulic connection is loosened, when a
component or hose is replaced, or when the
mast« cylinder or caliper is overhauled. leaks
in the system may also allow air to enter, but
leaking brake fluid will reveal their presence and
warn you of the need for repair.
2 To bleed the brakes, you will need some
new, clean brake fluid of the recommended
type (see Specifications), a length of clear
vinyl or plastic tubing, a small container
partially filled with clean brake fluid, some
rags and a spanner to fit the brake caliper
bleed valves.
3 Cover the fuel tank and other painted
components to prevent damage in the event
that brake fluid is spilled.
4 If bleeding the rear brake, remove the seat
for access to the fluid reservoir.
S Remove the reservoir cover, diaphragm
plate (front brake only) and diaphragm and
slowly pump the brake lever or pedal a few
times, until no air bubbles can be seen
floating up from the holes in the bottom of the
reservoir. Doing this bleeds the air from the
master cylinder end of the line. Loosely refit
the reservoir cover.
6 Pull the dust cap off the bleed valve (...
illustration). Attach one end of the clear vinyl or
plastic tubing to the bleed valve and submerge
the other end in the brake floo in the cootainer.
7 Remove the reservoir cover and check the
fluid level. Do not allow the level to drop below
the lower mark during the bleeding ~.
8 Carefully pump the brake lever or pedal
three or four times and hold it in (front) or
down (rear) while opening the caliper bleed
valve. When the valve is opened, brake fluid
will flow out of the caliper Into the clear tubing
and the lever will move toward the handlebar
or the pedal will move down.
9 Retighten the bleed valve, then release the
brake lever or pedal gradually. Repeat the
process until no air bubbles are visible in the
brake fluid leaving the caliper and the lever or
pedal is firm when applied. On completion,
disconnect the bleeding equipment, then
tighten the bleed valve to the torque setting
specified at the beginning of the Chapter and
install the dust cap.
10 Check the fluid level as described in Dally
(pre-ride) checks and install the diaphragm,

master cylinder, using a new sealing washer
on each side of the banjo union. Ensure that
the hose is positioned so that it butts against
the lug (see illustration 9.4) and tighten the
banjo bolt to the specified torque setting.
24 If removed, install the clevis locknut, the
clevis and its nut onto the master cylinder
pushrod end, but do not yet tighten the locknut.
25 Align the pushrod actuating arm with the
master cylinder pushrod clevis, then slide in
the clevis pin and secure it using a new split
pin (see illustration 9.5).
28 If the clevis position on the pushrod was
disturbed, re-set the brake pedal to its
specified height (Chapter 1. Section 14).
27 Fill the fluid reservoir with the specified
fluid (see Specifications) and bleed the
system following the procedure in Section 11.
28 Check the operetion of the brake carefully
before riding the motorcycle.

~
~~

10 Brake hoses and unions -
inspection and replacement

Inspection
1 Brake hose condition should be checked
regularly and the hoses replaced at the
specified interval (see Chapter 1).
2 Twist and flex the rubber hoses while
looking for cracks, bulges and seeping fluid.
Check extra carefully around the areas where
the hoses connect with the banjo fittings, as
these are common areas for hose failure.
3 Inspect the metal banjo union fittings
connected to the brake hoses. If the fittings are
rusted, scratched or cracked. replace them.

Replacement
4 The brake hoses have banjo union fittings
on each end. Cover the surrounding area with
plenty of rags and unscrew the banjo bolt on
each end of the hose. Detach the hose from
any clips that may be present and remove the
hose. Discard the sealing washers.
5 Position the new hose, making sure it isn't
twisted or otherwise strained, and abut the
tab on the hose union with the lug on the
component casting. Install the banjo bolts,
using new sealing washers on both sides of
the unions, and tighten them to the torque
setting specified at the beginning of this
Chapter. Make sure they are correctly aligned
and routed clear of all moving components.
6 Flush the old brake fluid from the system.
refill with the recommended fluid (see
Specifications) and bleed the air from the
system (see Section 11). Check the operation
of the brakes before riding the motorcycle.

~
~~

11 Brake system bleeding

11.6 Brake caliper valve (arrow)1 BleedIng the brakes is simply the proceea of bleed'



diaphragm plate (front brake) and cover. Wipe
up any spilled brake fluid and check the entire
system for leaks.

;I; "it's not possible to produce

H . N a finn feel to the lever or

I pedal the fluid my be aerated.
Let the brake fluid in the

system stabillse for a few hours and
then t8pe8t the procedure when the tiny
bubbles In the system have settled out.

12 Wheel. - inspection and repair

1 In order to carry out a proper inspection of
the wheels, it is necessary to support the bike
upright so that the wheel being inspected Is
raised off the ground. Position the motorcycle
on its centre stand. Clean the wheels
thoroughly to remove mud and dirt that may
interfere with the inspection procedure or
mask defects. Make a general check of the
wheels and tyres as described in Chapter 1.
2 Attach a dial gauge to the fork slider or the
swingarm and position its stem against the
side of the rim (see Illustration). Spin the
wheel slowly and check the axial (side-to-
side) runout of the rim. In order to accurately
check radial (out of round) runout with the dial
gauge, the wheel would have to be removed
from the machine, and the tyre from the
wheel. With the axle clamped in a vice and the
dial gauge positioned on the top of the rim,
the wheel can be rotated to check the runout.
3 An easier, though slightly less accurate,
method is to attach a stiff wire pointer to the
fork slider or the swingarm and position the
end a fraction of an inch from the wheel (where
the wheel and tyre join). If the wheel is true, the
distance from the pointer to the rim will be
constant as the wheel is rotated. Note: If wheel
nJnout is excessive, check the wheel bearings
very carefully before lep/Bcing the wheel.
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string. Measure the distance from the front
tyre sidewall to the string.
6 Repeat the procedure on the other side of
the motorcycle. The distance from the front
tyre sidewall to the string should be equal on

both sides.
7 As was previously pointed out, a perfectly
straight length of wood may be substituted for
the string - the procedure is the same.

8 If the distance between the string and tyre
is greater on one side, or if the rear wheel

appears to be cocked, refer to Chapter 1,
Section 11 and make sure the drive chain

adjusters are correctly aligned.
9 If the front-to-back alignment is correct, the

wheels still may be out of alignm8f1t vertically.
10 Using the plumb bob, or other suitable
weight, and a length of string, check the rear
wheel to make sure it is vertical. To do this,
hold the string against the tyre upper sidewall
and allow the weight to settle just off the floor.
When the string touches both the upper and

lower tyre sidewalls and is perfectly straight,
the wheel is vertical. If it is not, place thin
spacers under one leg of the stand.
11 Once the rear wheel is vertical, check the
front wheel in the same manner. If both
wheels are not perfectly vertical, the frame
and/or major suspension components are

bent.

4 The wheels should also be visually
inspected for cracks, flat spots on the rim and
other damage. look very closely for dents in
the area where the tyre bead contacts the rim.
Dents In this area may prevent complete
sealing of the tyre against the rim, which leads
to deflation of the tyre over a period of time. If
damage is evident, or If runout in either
direction is excessive, the wheel will have to
be replaced with a new one. Never attempt to
repair a damaged cast alloy wheel.

~
;t;~

13 Wheels - alignment check
~
~~

1 Misalignment of the wheels, which may be
due to a cocked rear wheel or a bent frame or
fork yokes, can cause strange and possibly
serious handling problems. If the frame or
yokes are at fault, repair by a frame specialist
or replacement with new parts are the only
alternatives.
2 To check the alignment you will need an
assistant. a length of string or a perfectly
straight piece of wood and a ruler. A plumb bob
or other suitable weight will also be requi'ed.
3 In order to make a proper check of the
wheels It is necessary to support the bike in an
upright position, either on Its centre stand or on
an auxiliary stand. Measure the width of both
tyres at their widest points. Stbtract the smaller
measurement from the larger measurement,
then divide the d~ by two. The resUt is
the amount of offset that should exist between
the front and rear tyres on both sides.
4 If a string is used, have your assistant hold
one end of it about halfway between the floor
and the rear axle, touching the rear sidewall of
the tyre.
5 Run the other end of the string forward and
pull it tight so that It is roughly parallel to the
floor. Slowly bring the string Into contact with
the front sidewall of the rear tyre, then turn
the front wheel until it is parallel with the

~
~~

14 Front wheel -
removal and installation

Removal
1 Position the motorcycle on its centre stand
and support it under the crankcase so that the
front wheel is off the ground. Always make
sure the motorcycle is properly supported.
2 Remove the screw securing the speedo-
meter cable on the left-hand side of the wheel
hub and detach the cable from Its drive unit
(see illustration).

6

14.2 Unscrew the cable retaining screw (arrow)speedometer
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14.12 Abut the speedometer drive housing
against the lug on the fork (arrow)

3 Remove the brake caliper mounting bolts and
slide the caliper off the disc (see Illustration
3.28). Support the caliper with a piece of wire or
a bungee cord so that no strain is placed on its
hydraulic hose. There is no need to disconnect
the brake hose from the caliper.
4 Slacken the axle clamp bolt on the bottom
of the right-hand side fork. then remove the
split pin from the left-hand end of the axle (US
models only) and unscrew the axle nut (see

illustrations).
5 Support the wheel, then withdraw the axle
from the left-hand side and carefully lower the
wheel (see iUustration).
6 Remove the wheel spacer from the right-
hand side of the wheel, noting which way round
it fits. and the speedomet« drive housing from
the left-hand side. Also remove the axle spacer
from inside the eye of the right-hand fori< slider.
If it Is loose. Note: Do not operate the front
brake /ever with the wheel removed.

14.5 Withdraw the axle
and remove the wheel

14.11a Install the wheel spacer
as shown. . .

14.13b ... and tighten it to the
specified torque setting

10 Apply a smear of lithium-based grease to
the inside of the axle spacer and the wheel
spacer, and also to the inner face of the wheel
spacer where it contacts the grease seal.
11 Manoeuvre the wheel into position. Apply
a thin coat of grease to the axle. At the wheel
spacer between the wheel and the fork,
making sure it is the right way round (...
illustration). If removed. slide the axle spacer
into the bottom of the fork (see illustration).
12 Lift the wheel, making sure the spacers
remain in place. and slide the axle into
position from the left-hand side (see
illustration 14.5). Align the speedometer drive
housing so that it butts against the lug on the
fork slider and the cable socket faces
rearwards (see illustration).
13 Install the axle nut and tighten it to the
torque setting specified at the beginning of the
Chapter (see illustrations). On US models, fit
a new split pin to the end of the axle.

Caution: Don't lay the wheel down resting
on the disc - the disc may get warped. Set
the wheel on wood blocks so the disc
doesn't support the weight of the whee/.
7 Check the axle for straightness by rolling it
on a flat surface such as a piece of plate glass
(first wipe off all old grease and remove any
corrosion using fine emery cloth). If the
equipment is available, place the axle in V-
blocks and measure the runout using a dial
gauge. If the axle Is bent or the run out
exceeds the limit specified, replace it.
S Check the conditioo of the wheel bearings
(see Section 16).

Installation
9 Apply a smear of lithium-based grease to
the speedometer drive components. Fit the
speedometer drive to the wheel's left-hand
side, aligning its drive gear tabs with the slots
in the wheel hub (see illustration).



14.168 Fit the cable into the drive housing. . .

14 Tighten the axle clamp bolt on the right-
hand side fork to the specified torque setting
(see Illustration 14.48).
15 Install the brake caliper. making sure the
pads sit squarely on either side of the disc.
Apply a suitable non-permanent thread
locking compound to the caliper mounting
bolts and tighten them to the torque setting
specified at the beginning of the Chapter (see
illustrations 3.148 and 3.14b).
16 Pass the speedometer cable through its
guides (if withdrawn), then connect the cable
to the drive housing, aligning the slot in the
cable end with the drive tab, and securely
tighten its screw (see illustrations).
17 Apply the front brake a few times to bring
the pads back into contact with the discs.
Move the motorcycle off its stand, apply the
front brake and pump the front forks a few
times to settle all components in position.
18 Check for correct operation of the front
brake before riding the motorcycle.

15 Rearwheel-
removal and installation

Removal
1 Position the motorcycle on its centre stand.
Remove the drive chain guard (see Chapter 7).
2 On US models, remove the split pin from
the end of the axle. Unscrew the axle nut and
remove the washer and the chain adjuster
plate, noting how it fits (see illusb'ation).
3 Support the wheel whilst withdrawing the
axle from the right-hand side along with the
adjuster plate, then lower the wheel to the
ground. Raise the brake caliper to gain more
clearance If required. Note how the axle
passes through the caliper mounting bracket.
4 Disengage the chain from the sprocket and
remove the wheel from the swingarm (s..
illustration). Remove the spacer from the
right-hand side of the wheel, noting which
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14.18b ... and retain it with the screw

way round it fits (see illustration). If required, V-blocks and measure the runout using a dial
withdraw the chain adjusters from the ends of gauge. If the axle is bent or the runout
the swingarm. exceeds the limit specified at the beginning of
Caution: Do not lay the wheel down and the Chapter, replace it.
a/low It to rest on the disc or the sprocket - 6 Check the condition of the wheel bearings

they could become warped. Set the whee/ (see Section 16).
on wood blocks so the disc or the sprocket .
doesn't support the weight of the wheel. InstallatIon

Do not operate the brake pedal with the 7 Apply a thin coat of grease to the lips of the
wheel removed. bearing seal on the outside of the sprocket
5 Check the axle for straightness by rolling it coupling, and also to the inner face of the
on a flat surface such as a piece of plate glass spacer where it contacts the bearing in the
(if the axle is corroded, first remove the right-hand side of the wheel. If removed,
corrosion with fine emery cloth). If the install the chain adjusters into the ends of the
equipment is available. place the axle in swingarm (see illustration).

~~
15.2 Unscrew the axle nut (A) and remove

the adjuster plate (B)
15.4a Slip the chain off the sprocket

and remove the wheel

6

15.4b Remove the spacer,
noting how it fits

15.7 Install the chain adjusters
into the swingarm
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8 Position the wheel between the ends of the
swingarm and apply a thin coat of grease to
the axle. If raised, lower the brake caliper
assembly so that it is roughly in position.
Install the spacer between the caliper bracket
and the wheel, with its wider end facing in

(seeUlustratIon 15.4b).
9 Engage the drive chain with the sprocket
and lift the wheel into position. Make sure the
spacer remains correctly in place and the disc
fits correctly in the caliper, with the brake pads
sitting squarely on each side of the disc. Make
sure the caliper mounting bracket is correctly
aligned for the axle to pass through it.
10 Slide the right-hand side adjuster plate
onto the axle, making sure It is the right way
round. Install the axle through the swingarm
and chain adjuster, the caliper bracket and
the spacer and into the wheel. Check that
everything is correctly aligned, then fit the
adjuster plate, washer and the axle nut, but do
not tighten it yet (s.. illustrations). If it is
difficult to insert the axle due to the tension of
the drive chain, slacken the chain adjusters

(see Chapter 1).
11 Adjust the chain slack as described in

Chapter 1.
12 Tighten the axle nut to the specified
torque setting, counter-holding the axle head
on the other side of the wheel If necessary
(s.. illustration). On US models, fit a new
split pin to the end of the axle and bend its
ends securely around the axle nut.
13 Operate the brake pedal several times to
bring the pads into contact with the disc.
Check the operation of the rear brake carefully
before riding the bike.

16
inspection

Note: Suzuki advise that the wheel bearings
should be renewed If they are removed from
the wheel. Always replace the wheel bearings
in pairs. Never replace the bearings
individually. Avoid using a high pressure
cleaner on the wheel bearing area.

Front wheel bearings
1 Remove the wheel (see Section 14).
2 Set the wheel on blocks so as not to allow
the weight of the wheel to rest on the brake
disc.
3 Remove the hub cover from the left-hand
side of the wheel, noting how it fits (s"

illustr8tions).
4 Using a metal rod (preferably a brass drift
punch) inserted through the centre of the
upper bearing, tap evenly around the inner
race of the lower bearing to drive it from the
hub (see illustration). The bearing spacer will
also come out.
S Lay the wheel on its other side so that the
remaining bearing faces down. Drive the
bearing out of the wheel using the same
technique as above.

15.12 Tighten the axle nut to the
specified torque setting



8 If the bearings are of the unsealed type or
are only sealed on one side, clean them with a
high flash-point solvent (one which won't
leave any residue) and blow them dry with

1
2
3
4'
5
6

Axle
Drive chain adjuster plate
Drive chain adjuster
Caliper bracket
Spacer
Bearing

7 8e&ring spacer
8 Damper segments
9 Inner spacer
10 Sprocket coupling
11 Sprocket
12 Bearing
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16.4 Using a drift to knock out the

7 Hold the outer race of the bearing and
rotate the inner race - if the bearing doesn't

tum smoothly, has rough spots or is noisy,
replace it with a new one.
8 If the bearing is good and can be re-used,
wash it in solvent once again and dry it, then
pack the bearing with high-quality lithium-
based grease.
S Thoroughly clean the hub area of the wt1eeI.
First install the 18ft-hand side bearing into its
recess in the hub, with the marked or sealed
side facing outwards. Using a bearing driver
or a socket large enough to contact the outer
race of the bearing, drive it in until it's
completely seated (see illusb'ation).
10 Tum the wheel over and install the bearing
spacer. Drive the right-hand side bearing into
place as described above.
11 Fit the hub cover onto the left-hand side
of the wheel.
12 Clean off all grease from the brake disc
using acetone or brake system cleaner then
install the wheel (see Section 14).

Rear whee' bearings
13 Remove the rear wheel (see Section 15).
Lift the rear sprocket and sprocket coupling
assembly out of the wheel, noting how it fits

(see Illustrations).
14 Set the wheel on blocks so the weight of
the wheel is not resting on the brake disc.
15 Using a metal rod (preferably a !)(ass drift
punch) inserted through the centre of the
upper bearing, tap evenly around the inner
race of the lower bearing to drive it from the
hub (.88 illustration 16.4). The bearing
spacer will also come out.

compressed air (don't let the bearings spin as
you dry them). Apply a few drops of oil to the
bearing. Note: If the bearing is sealed on both
sides don't attempt to clean it.

16.13b un the sprocket coupling out of
the wheel, noting the inner spacer (arrow)
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16 lay the wheel on its other side so that the
remaining bearing faces down. Drive the
bearing out of the wheel using the same
technique as above.
17 If the bearings are of the unsealed type or
are only sealed on one side, clean them with a
high flash-point solvent (one which won't
leave any residue) and blow them dry with
compressed air (don't let the bearings spin as
you dry them). Apply a few drops of oil to the
bearing. Note: If the bearing Is sealed on both
sides don't attempt to clean it.
18 Hold the outer race of the bearing and
rotate the inner race - if the bearing doesn't
turn smoothly, has rough spots or is noisy,
replace it with anew one.
19 If the bearing is good and can be re-used,
wash it in solvent once again and dry it, then
pack the bearing with high-quality lithium-
based grease.
20 Thoroughly clean the hub area of the
wheel. Arst install the right-hand side bearing
into its recess in the hub, with the marked or
sealed side facing outwards. Using a bearing
driver or a socket large enough to contact the
outer race of the bearing, drive it in squarely
until it's completely seated (see illustration
16.9).
21 Tum the wheel over and install the bearing
spacer. Drive the left-hand side bearing into
place as described above.
22 Clean off all grease from the brake disc
using acetone or brake system cleaner. Install
the rear sprocket and sprocket coupling
assembly onto the wheel, then install the
wheel (see Section 15).

Sprocket coupling bearing
23 Remove the rear wheel (see Section 15).
Lift the sprocket and sprocket coupling
assembly out of the wheel, noting how It fits
(see illustrations 16.138 and 16.13b).
24 Remove the spacers from the outside and
Inside of the coupling bearing (see

16.24b ... then lever out the bearing seal

illustration). Install the outer spacer (..e
illustration 16.248). Install the Inner spacer
into the coupling (see Illustration 16.13b).
31 Clean off all grease from the brake disc
using acetone or brake system cleaner. Install
the sprocket coupling assembly onto the
wheel, then install the wheel (see Section 15).

illustration). Using a flat-bladed screwdriver,
lever out the bearing seal from the outside of
the coupling (see illustration).
25 Support the coupling on blocks of wood
and drive the bearing out from the inside with
a bearing driver or socket large enough to
contact the outer race of the bearing.
26 Clean the bearing with a high flash-point
solvent (one which won't leave any residue)
and blow it dry with compressed air (don't let
the bearing spin as you dry it). Apply a few
drops of oil to the bearing.
27 Hold the outer race of the bearing and
rotate the inner race - if the bearing doesn't
turn smoothly, has rough spots or is noisy,
replace it with a new one.
28 If the bearing is good and can be re-used,
wash it in solvent once again and dry it, then
pack the bearing with high-quality lithium-
based grease.
29 Thoroughly clean the bearing recess then
install the bearing Into the recess in the
coupling, with the marked side facing out.
Using a bearing driver or a socket large
enough to contact the outer race of the
bearing, drive it in until it is completely seated.
30 Install a new bearing seal, using a seal or
bearing driver. a suitable socket or a flat piece
of wood to drive it into place (see

17 Tyres -
general information and fitting

General information
1 The wheels fitted to all models are designed
to take tubeless tyres only.
2 Refer to the Daily (pre-ride) checks listed at
the beginning of this manual, and to the
scheduled checks in Chapter 1 for tyre and
wheel maintenance.

FItting new tyr8S
3 When selecting new tyres, refer to the tyr8
Information and the tyre options listed In the
owners handbook. Ensure that front and rear
tyre types are compatible, the correct size and
correct speed rating; if necessary seek advice
from a Suzuki dealer or tyre fitting specialist
(see illustration).
4 It is recommended that tyres are fitted by a
motorcycle tyre specialist rather than
attempted in the home workshop. This is
particularly relevant in the case of tubeless
tyres because the force required to break the
seal between the wheel rim and tyre bead Is
substantial, and is usually beyond the
capabilities of an Individual working with
nom\al tyre levers. Additionally, the specialist
will be able to balance the wheels after tyre
fitting.
5 Note that punctured tubeless tyres can in
some cases be repaired. Suzuki recommend
that such repairs are carried out only by an
authorlsed dealer.

16.30 Drive the bearing seal
onto the bearing
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Chapter 7
Bodywork
Contents
Drive chain guard - ~val and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Front mudguard and f~ brace - removal and installation. . . . . . . .

General information '..".".""'..'."'.".." '..
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5
1

Rear view mirrors - removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seat-removalandinstallation Side panels - removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. " . . . .

2
3
4

Installation
2 Install the mirror into Its mounting and
screw it in until it is fully home. Adjust the
position of the mirror until it is as required,
then tighten the locknut against the mounting
to secure it in position.

~
~~

Removal
1 Slacken the locknut on the base of the
mirror mounting damper. then unscrew the

Installation
3 Locate the tab which is located at the front
of the seat underneath the fuel tank mounting

7

to unlock the seat
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4.48 Each side panel is secured by a bolt . . .

~ket (see I'usb'ation). Align the seat at the
rear and push down on it to engage the
latches.

'""'
~ ," ~~ ,~

"r~1

Side panels -
removal and installation

Removal
1 Remove the seat (see Section 3).
2 Unscrew the two screws securing the tall
light cover to each side panel. then remove
the cover, noting how the tabs locate In the
slot In each side panel (... illustration).
3 Remove the two bolts securing the
passenger grab-rail to the frame and remove
the grab-rail. noting how it fits (...
illustration 4.2).

4 Each side panel is secured by a bo" and
three pegs which fit into rubber grommets.
Unscrew the bolt securing the panel to the
frame. then gently pull the panel away from
the frame to release the pegs (see
illustrations). Do not force or bend the panel
while removing It.= A smear of liquid aoap

N applied to the nlbber
I grommet. wUlIIeIp the side

panel pegs engaa- without
fh8needfOl'Uftdu8~

In8fsllatlon
5 Installation is the reverse of removal.

~~
5 Front mudguard

and fork brace -
removal and installation

~
~~

Removal
1 Remove the front wheel (see Chapter 6).
Withdraw the speedometer cable from its
g~des.
2 Counter-hold the nuts on the underside of
the mudguard and unscrew the four screws
securing the mudguard to its brace (Me
IlIu8tr8tion8). Lower the mudguard and
carefully remove it from between the forks,
noting how it fits (see llluatr8tion).
3 Unscrew the four screws securing the
brace to the forks. noting the cable guide
secured by the rear left screw. and remove
the brace (see Illustration).



5.2c ... to free the

Installation
4 Installation is the reverse of removal. Do not
forget to install the speedometer cable
through its guides.

6 Drive chain guard -
removal and installation

Removal
1 Remove the two screws securing the
footguard to the footrest bracket and remove
the guard (see illustration).
2 Remove the two screws securing the chain
guard to the swingarm and remove the guard,
noting how it fits (see illustration).

Installation
3 Installation is the reverse of removal.

Bodywork 7.3

5.2b ... then unscrew the four screws (arrows) . . .

mudguard

~
~~

7

6.1 Unscrew the two footguard screws (A), 6.2 '" and the chain guard front screw
the chain guard rear screw (8) . . .
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Electrical system
Contents
Alternator - removal and installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Alternatorstatorcoils-check 34
Battery-~ 4
Battery - removal. installation, Inspection and maintenlrx:e . . . . . .. 3
Battery electrolyte level check. . . . . . . . . . .888 Daily (pt8-rld8) ctIeca
Battery electrolyte - specific gravity ~k 8M QI.p. 1
Brake light switches - check and repIecement 14
Brake/taillightbulbs-repiacement 9
Ch8ging systwn - Ieekage and out~ test 32
Charging system testing - gena information ~ P'.c.IIion8 ... 31
Clutch switch (UK V model and all US models) -

check~r.pacement 25
Diode-check and replacement ,... ...28
Electrical troubleshooting " 2
Fuse-check81d~ 5
~lk1formation 1
Handlebarswltches-check 20
Handebar switches - ~8I and mtellation 21
Headlight aim - check and adjustment. . . . . . . . -:. . . . .- a.., 1
Headlight bulb and sidelight bulb - replacement. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Headlight asS«nbly - removal and installatioo 8

Degrees of difficulty
~,~b' ~ F81y~,~ ~ ~~ ~ ~""'b' ~ v.y~~ ~
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ificationsSpec
Battery
Capacity..I..ap8CI1Y ,.."..." " ., EIectro1yt8Specificgravity ...

Alternator
Standarddcoutput , , ,...,~ .

No-ioadacoutput , , Regulator/rectifier

Regulatedvottage , "...~ Starter motor

Brush length (mWl) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Starter relay coil resistance. . . . .

Fuse . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .

8-1

Horn-checI<andrepiacement 27
Ignition (main) switch - check, removal and installation. . . . . . . .. .18
Ignition system COfT1'Qnent8 see QWf1W 4
Instrument and wwn~ Mght bulbs - ~t 17
Instrument cluster, speedometer cable and tachometer cable -

~and~ ...15
Instruments - check and replacement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

Ughtingsystem-check 6
Neutral swltct1 - check, ~aI and kmailation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

~I~switch-checkand~ 18
Regulator/rectifier unit - check and replacement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Sidestand relay - ched< and replacement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Sidestand switct1 - check and replacement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Starter motor. disassembly, Inspection and ~ . . . . . . . . .30
Starter motor - removal and Installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29

Start« relay - check and replacement , 28
Tail light assembly - removal and replacem«1t . .. . ... . . .. . . . .. .10
Tum 8ignaI888&1~ - ~ and Installation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Tumaignalbulbs-repiacem«1t 11
Tumslgnalclrcult-check 13

12V,11Ah
see Ch8pter 1

13.5 to 15.5 V at 5000 rpm
Mln 75 V at 5000 rpm

13.5 to 15.5 V 8t 5000 rpn

9.0mm
3to50hma

2OA
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Bulbs
Headlight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Side light (UK only) . . . . . ..,," ,. .
Brake/taillight . . . . . . . . . i.. 1" .

Tumsignallights ; Tachometerlight Speedometer light. . . . . . . . . . . .

Turn signal indicator light. . . . . . .
Neutral indicator light. . . . . . . . . .
Oil pressure indicator light. . . . . .

High beam indicator light

Torque setting
Alternator rotor bolt 110to130Nm

1 General information

All models have a 12-volt electrical system.
The components include a three-phase
alternator unit and combined regulator/

2 Electrical troubleshooting

&. Warning: To prevent the risk of
, short circuits, the ignition (main)
. switch must always be OFF and

the battery negative (-ve)
tenninal should be disconnected before any
of the bike's other electrical components
are disturbed. Don't forget to reconnect the
tenninal S8CUrviy once woric is finished or If
battery power is needed for circuit testing.
1 A typical electrical circuit consists of an
electrical component, the switches. relays. etc.

60/55 W H4 halogen
4.0W
21/5 W
21 W
3.4W
3.4W
3.4W
3.4W
3.4W
1.7W

you will make the necessary connections in
order to accurately pinpoint the trouble spot.
5 The basic tools needed for electrical fault
finding include a battery and bulb test circuit.
a continuity tester. a test light. and a jumper
wire. A multimeter capable of reading volts.
ohms and amps is also very useful as an
alternative to the above. and is necessary for
performing more extensive tests and checks.
Full details on the use of this test equipment
are given In Fault Finding Equipment In the
Reference section of this manual.

related to that component and the wiring and
connectors that hook the component to both
the battery and the frame. To aid in locating a
problem in any electrical circuit, refer to the
wiring diagrams at the end of this Chapter.
2 Before tackling any troublesome electrical
circuit. first study the wiring diagram (see end
of Chapter) thoroughly to get a complete
picture of what makes up that individual
circuit. Trouble spots, for instance, can often
be narrowed down by noting if other
components related to that circuit are
operating properly or not. If several
components or circuits fail at one time,
chances are the fault lies in the fuse or earth
(ground) connection, as several circuits often
are routed through the same fuse and earth
(ground) connections.
3 Electrical problems often stem from simple
causes, such as loose or corroded connections
or a blown fuse. Prior to any electrical
troubleshooting, always visually check the
condition of the fuse, wires and connections in
the problem circuit. Intermittent failures can be
especially frustrating, since you can't always
duplicate the failure when it's convenient to
test. In such situations, a good pt'8ctice is to
clean all connections in the affected circuit,
whether or not they appear to be good. All of
the connections and wires should also be
wiggled to check for looseness which can
cause intermittent failure.
4 If testing instruments are going to be
utilised, use the wiring diagram to plan where

~
~~

3 Battery - removal, installation
inspection and maintenance

Caution: Be extremely careful when
handling or working around the battery.
The electrolyte is very caustic and an
explosive gas (hydrogen) is given off when
the battery is charging.

Removal and installation
1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7). Unscrew
the terminal screws and disconnect the leads
from the battery, disconnecting the negative
(-ve) terminal first, and noting that the positive
(+ve) telTninal has an insulating cover which
must be pulled back (see illustration). Pull
the vent hose off its union on the side of the
battery and lift the battery out of its box (see
illustrations).

3.18 Disconnect negative (-ve) terminal (A).
then pull back the insulating cover (8) and

disconnect the positive (+ve) terminal



2 On installation, clean the battery terminals
and lead ends with a wire brush or knife and

emery paper. Reconnect the leads, connecting
the positive (+ve) terminal first, followed by its
insulating cover (see illustration), then
connect the negative (-ve) terminal. Attach the
vent hose to its union and install the seat (see
Chapter 7).

Inspection and maintenance
3 The battery fitted to the models covered in
this manual is of the conventional lead/acid
type. requiring regular checks of the
electrolyte level (see Daily (pre-ride) checks) in
addition to those detailed below.
4 Check the battery terminals and leads for
tightness and corrosion. If necessary.
disconnect and clean the terminals as
described in Steps 1 and 2.
5 The battery case should be kept clean to
prevent current leakage. which can discharge
the battery over a period of time (especially
when it sits unused). Wash the outside of the
case with a solution of baking soda and water.
Rinse the battery thoroughly. then dry it.
6 Look for cracks in the case and replace the
battery If any are found. If acid has been spilled
on the frame or battery holder. neutraJise it with
a baking soda and water solution, dry it
ttIOroughly. then touch up any damaged paint.
Make sure the battery vent hose is routed
COrl'ect/y and is not kinked or ~.
7 If the motorcycle sits unused for long
periods of time. disconnect the leads from the
battery terminals. negative (-ve) terminal first.
Refer to Section 4 and charge the battery
once every month to six weeks.
8 The condition of the battery can be
assessed by measuring the voltage present at
the battery terminals. Connect the voltmeter
positive (+ve) probe to the battery positive
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3.2 Fit the insulating cover over the positive (+ve) terminal

used check that after a possible initial peak,
the charge rate falls to a safe level (see
illusb'ation). Note: In emergencies the battery
can be charged at a higher rate of around 4.0
amps for a period of 1 hour. However, this is
not recommended and the low amp charge is
by far the safer method of charging the battery.
Caution: Stop charging if the battery gets
hot - further charging will cause damage.
3 If the recharged battery discharges rapidly
if left disconnected it is likely that an intemal
short caused by physical damage or
sulphation has occurred. A new battery will be
required. A sound item will tend to lose Its

charge at about 1 % per day.
4 Install the battery (see Section 3).
5 If the motorcycle sits unused for long
periods of time, charge the battery once every
month to six weeks and leave it disconnected.

(+ve) terminal and the negative (-ve) probe to
the battery negative (-ve) terminal. When fully
charged there should be approximately 13
volts present. If the voltage falls below 12.3
volts the battery must be removed and
recharged as described below in Section 4.

~
~~

4 Battery - charging

Caution: Be extremely careful when
handling or working around the battery.
The electrolyte is very caustic and an
explosive gas (hydrogen) is given off when
the battery is charging.
1 Remove the battery (see Section 3).
Connect the charger to the battery. making
sure that the positive (+ve) lead on the charger
is connected to the positive (+ve) terminal on
the battery, and the negative (-ve) lead is
connected to the negative (-ve) terminal.
2 Suzuki recommend that the battery Is
charged at a maximum rate of 1 .1 amps for 10
hours. Exceeding this figure can cause the
battery to overheat. buckling the plates and
rendering it useless. Few owners will have
access to an expensive current-controlled
charger. so if a normal domestic charger is

~
~~

5 Fuse - check and replacement

1 The electrical system is protected by one
20 A fuse.
2 On K models, the fuseholder is located
under the seat behind the battery. On all other
models, the fuse is located behind the right-
hand side panel and is incorporated in the
stalter relay wiring connector (see illustration).

8
4.2 If the charger doesn't have ammeter
built in, connect one in series as shown.
DO NOT connect the ammeter between
the battery terminals or it will be ruined
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5.38 Disconnect the connector
to access the fuse

3 The fuse can be removed and checked
visually. On K models unclip the cover from
the fuse holder and on all other models
disconnect the starter relay wiring connector
to access the fuse (see illustration). If you
can't pull the fuse out with your fingertips, use
a pair of needle-nose pliers. A blown fuse is
easily identified by a break in the element (see
illustration). The fuse is clearly marked with
its rating and must only be replaced by a fuse
of the correct rating. A spare fuse is located
adjacent to the main fuse on K models, and in
the bottom of the starter relay on all other
models (see illustration 5.2). If the spare fuse
is used, always replace it so that a spare is
carried on the bike at all times.
Caution: Never put in a fuse of a higher
rating or bridge the terminals with any
other substitute, however temporary It may
be. Serious damage may be done to the
circuit, or a fire may start.
4 If the fuse blows, be sure to check the
wiring circuit very carefully for evidence of a
short-circuit. Look for bare wires and chafed,
melted or burned insulation. If the fuse is
replaced before the cause is located, the new
fuse will blow immediately.
5 Occasionally the fuse will blow or cause an
open-circuit for no obvious reason. Corrosion
of the fuse ends and fusebox terminals may
occur and cause poor fuse contact. If this
happens, remove the corrosion with a wire
brush or emery paper, then spray the fuse end
and terminals with electrical contact cleaner.

The headlight rim is secured by two
screws, one on each side (arrow)

7.1

then check the switch. Also check the lighting
switch on UK models.

Brake light
5 See Section 14 for the brake light switch
checking procedure.

Neutral indicator light
6 If the neutral light fails to operate when the
transmission is in neutral, check the fuse and
the bulb (see Sections 5 and 17). If they are in
good condition, trace the neutral switch wiring
back from the top of the engine sprocket
cover and disconnect it at the connector
behind the left-hand side panel. Check for
battery voltage on the supply side of the
connector. If battery voltage is present, refer
to Section 22 for the neutral switch check and
replacement procedures.
7 If no voltage is indicated, check the wiring
between the switch and the bulb for open-
circuits and poor connections.

Oil pressure warning light
8 See Section 18 for the oil pressure switch
check.

6 Lighting system - check

1 The battery provides power for operation of
the headlight, tail light, brake light and
instrument cluster lights. If none of the lights
operate, always check battery voltage before
proceeding. Low battery voltage indicates
either a faulty battery or a defective charging
system. Refer to Section 3 for battery checks
and Sections 31 and 32 for charging system
tests. Also, check the condition of the fuse
and replace it if it has blown.

Headlight
2 If the headlight fails to work, first check the
fuse with the key ON (see Section 5), and then
the bulb (see Section 7). If they are both good,
use jlmper wires to connect the bulb directly
to the battery terminals. If the light comes on,
the problem lies in the wiring or one of the
switches in the circuit. Refer to Section 20 for
the switch testing procedures. and also the
wiring diagrams at the end of this Chapter.

Taillight
3 If the taillight fails to work, check the bulbs
and the bulb terminals first, then the fuse,
then check for battery voltage on the supply
side of the tail light wiring connector. If
voltage is present, check the earth (ground)
circuit for an open or poor connection.
4 If no voltage is indicated, check the wiring
between the tail light and the ignition switch,

~~
7 Headlight bulb and

side light bulb - replacement

Note: The headlight bulb is of the quartz-
halogen type. Do not touch the bulb glass as
skin acids will shorten the bulb's service life. "
the bulb is accidentally touched, It should be
wiped carefully when cold with a rag soaked in
methylated spirit (stoddard solvent) and dried
before fitting.

&. Warning: Allow the bulb time to

, cool before removing it if the. headlight has just been onl

Headlight
1 Remove the two screws securing the
headlight rim to the headlight shell, and ease
the rim out of the shell, noting how it fits (see

Illustration).
2 Disconnect the wiring connector and
remove the rubber dust cover, noting how it
fits (see illustration).



7.38 Release the bulb retaining clip. . .

rubber cover with the TOP mark upwards7.5 FIt~

3 Release the bulb retaining clip, noting how it
fits, then remove the bulb (... illustrations).
4 Fit the new bulb, bearing in mind the
information ., the Note above. Make sure the
tabs on the bulb fit correctly in the slots in the
bulb housing, and secure it in position with
the retaining clip.
S Install the dust cover, making sure it is
correctly seated and with the TOP mark facing

7.Sa Remove the bulbholder
from the headlight. . .
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7.3b ... and remove the bulb

7.6 Ensure the rim fits correctly onto the tabs on the shell (arrows)

the rim out of the shell. noting how it fits (see
illustration 7.1).
8 Twist the bulbholder anti-clockwise to
release it from the head~t (Me KIustntion).
Push the bulb down and twist it anti-
clockwise to release it from the bulbholder
(M8I1um.tion).
9 Install the new bulb in the oolbholder, then
install the bulbholder by pressing it in and
twisting it clockwise.
10 Check the operation of the side light, then
install the headlight rim into the shell and
secure it with the screws (see Illustration 7,6).

up. and connect the wiring connector (see
illustration).
6 Check the operation of the headlight, then
install the rim into the shell and secwe it with
the screws (see Illustration).

Side light
7 Remove the two screws securing the
headlight rim to the headlight shell, and ease

~
~~

Headlight assembly -

removal and installation
8

Removal
1 Remove the two screws securing the
headlight rim to the headlight shell. ~ ease
the rim out of the shell. noting how it fits (see
illustration 7.1).

8

7.8b ... and remove the bulb
from the holder
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2 Disconnect the wiring connector from the Installation locks into place. Note: The pins on the bulb

headlight bulb and twist the side light 4 I t II t ' ' th of I Mak are offset so it can on ly be installed one wa" It.' . ns a a Ion IS e reverse remova. e J'

bulbholder anti-clockwise to release It from II th " I + 1 ted d Is a good Idea to use a pa per towel or dry.. sure a e wlnng s COI'~' y connec an
the headlight (see Illustrations 7.2 and 7.88). d Ch k th t . f th h dl ' ht cloth when handling the new bulb to nlDl/Ant. secure. ec e opera Ion 0 e ea Ig , 3 To r~move the headlight shell, first free the and side Ii ht. Check the headll ht . ( Injury.if the bulb should bresk and to Increase

wiring Inside the shell from any clamps, then Ch t 1 g g aim see bulb life.

disconnect any wiring connectors necessary ap er ). 4 Install the bulbholder into the taillight and

and ease the wiring out the back of the shell. tum it clockwise to secure it.

Unscrew the nut and withdraw the bolt on the 9 Brake/taillight bulbs - ~ 5 Install the seat (see Chapter 7).

guide on the right-hand side of the headlight. replacement ~
Unscrew the nuts on the inside of the shell ~
and remove the ~Olts securing the shell to the 10 Taillight assembly - ~
brackets (see Illustra~ions). If necessary, 1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7). removal and installation ~
unscrew the bolts secunng the brackets to the 2 Turn the bulbholder anti-clockwise and ~
~upport.frame and remove the brackets (see withdraw it from the taillight (see illustration). ~
Illustration). 3 Push the bulb into the holder and twist it

Removal
1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).
2 Trace the tail light wiring back from the
bulbholders and disconnect it at the connector

(see illustration).

~ When disconnecting wiring,H e N label the connectors to avoid

I confusion on reconnection.

9.2 Twist the bulbholder anti-clockwise to release it
from the taillight

8.3b Headlight bracket bolts (SrTows)

anti-clockwise to remove it (see illustration).
Check the socket ten11inals for corrosion and
clean them if necessary. Line up the pins of
the new bulb with the slots in the socket, then
push the bulb in and tum it clockwise until it

9.3 To release the bulb, gently push it in and twist it anti-
clockwise. Note that the pins on the bulb are offset



10.2 DIsconnect the tail light wWing connector (arrow) 10.3 1118 taillight

3 Unscrew the two nuts securing the taillight
to the frame and carefuHy withdraw it from the 11 Turn signal bulbs - ~
back of the bike (s.. Illustration). Note the replacement ~
fitting of the washers and rubber grommets. If ~
~ired. twist the wlbholders anti-clockwise
and withdraw them from the taillight. 1 Remove the three screws securing the lens
4 To replace the lens, release its tabs from to the turn signal assembly and remove the
the slots in the shell rim and separate the lens lens. noting which way round it fits (see
from the shell, noting how it fits (see lIustraiicil-..).
illustration). 2 Push the bulb into the holder and twist it

. anti-dockwise to remove it (Me ill&8tration).
Installation Check the socket termnals for corrosion and
5 Installation is the reV8f$e of removal. Check clean them If necessary. Une up the pins of
the operation of the tail light and the brake the new wlb with the slots in the socket, then
light. push the blJb in and turn it clockwise until it

--- - - --

10.4 The lens is secured by tabs (arrows)
on the top and underside of the lens
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10.3 The taillight a88811bIy Is Ma8ed by two nuts (~)

~ locks into place. Note: It is a good idea to use
~ a paper towel or dry cloth when handling the
~ new bulb to prevent injury if the bulb should
~ bruk and to Increase bulb life.

3 lnatall the lens back onto the turn signal
securing the lens 888*nbly. end tighten the three screws. Take

I and remove the cere not to overtighten the screws as the
ound it fits (see ass.nbly is easily cracked.

older and twist it ;; If the socket cont8Ct8 .,..
(see lIk8tr8tion). . dirty or corroded, scrape
for corrosioo and I them clean .nd spray wIt#t
ne up the pins of electrical cont.ct clNner
n the socket, then before a new bulb is installed.

_1__1 '-- .._AII :.

~~

~~
12 Tum signal assemblies

removal and installation

Front
Removal

1 Remove the two screws securing the
headlight rim to the headlight shell, and ease
the rim out of the shell. noting how it fits (see
IUustration 7.1).
2 Trace the turn signal wiring back from the
tI.rT1 signal and disconnect it at the connectors
inskie the heecIight sheI (8M .-.aon). Pull

8
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the wiring through to the tum signal mounting,
noting Its routing.
3 Unscrew the nut securing the turn signal to
the support frame (see illustration) and
carefully remove the assembly, taking care
not to snag the wiring connectors as you draw
them through the mounting hole.

Installation
4 Installation is the revef'S8 of removal. Make
sure the wiring is correctly routed and
securely connected. Check the operation of
the tum signals.

Rear
Removal
5 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7). Trace the
turn signal wiring back from the tum signal
and disconnect it at the connectors (see
Illustration). Pull the wiring through to the
turn signal mounting. releasing it from any
clips and noting its routing.

12.5 The rear turn signal wiring connectors
are on each side of the frame (arrows)

13.3 Disconnect the turn signal relay wiring connector (arrow)
and check for power at the orange wire terminal

Section 3 for battery checks and Sections 31
and 32 for charging system tests. Also. check
the fuse (see Section 5) and the switch (see
Section 20).
2 Most turn signal problM1s are the result of
a burned out bulb or corroded socket. This is
especially true when the turn signals function
properly in one direction, but fail to flash in the
other direction. Check the bulbs and the
sockets (see Section 11).
3 If the bulbs and sockets are good, check for
power at the turn signal relay orange wire with
the ignition ON. The relay is mounted behind
the right-hand side panel (see Illustration).
Turn the ignition OFF when the check is
complete.
4 If no power was present at the relay, check
the wiring from the relay to the ignition (main)
switch for continuity.
5 If power was present at the relay, using the
appropriate wiring diagram at the end of this
Chapter, check the wiring between the relay,

6 Unscrew the nut securing the turn signal
assembly to the mudguard and carefully
remove the assembly, taking care not to snag
the wiring connectors as you draw them
through the mounting hole (see Illustration).
Installation

7 Installation is the reverse of removal. Make
sure the wiring is correctly routed and
securely connected. Check the operation of
the turn signals.

13 Turn signal circuit - check ~
.§"

1 The battery provides power for operation of
the turn signal lights, so if they do not operate,
always check the battery voltage first. Low
battery voltage indicates either a faulty battery
or a defective charging system. Refer to



14.5 Front brake light switch wiring connectors (arrows)

14.8 Rear brake light switch wiring connector (arrow)

turn signal switch and turn signal lights for
continuity. If the wiring and switch are sound,
replace the relay with a new one.

14 Brake light switches - ~
check and replacement ~

~,
,)',~)

~
~

Circuit check
1 Before checking any electrical circuit,
check the bulb (see Section 9) and fuse (see
Section 5).
2 Using a multimeter or test light connected
to a good earth (ground), check for voltage at
the brake light switch wiring connector (...
Illustration 14.5 or 14.8). If there's no voltage
present, check the wire between the switch
and the ignition switch (see the wiring
diagrams at the end of this Chapter).
3 If voltage is available. touch the probe of
the test light to the other terminal of the
switch, then pull the brake lever in or d~
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14.6 The switch is secured by a single screw (arrow)

14.9 Unhook the spring from the actuating arm (arrow)

the brake pedal. If no reading is obtained or
the test light doesn't light up, replace the
switch.
4 If a reading is obtained or the test light does
light. check the wirW)g between the switch BOO
the brake lights (see the wiring diagrams at
the end of this Chapter).

cover off the top of the switch and disconnect
the wiring connector (see illustr8t1on).
8 Detach the lower end of the switch spring
from the brake actuating arm, then unscrew
the switch (see Uh8tI'8tion).
10 Installation is the reverse of removal.
Make sure the brake light is activated just
before the rear brake pedal takes effect. For
adjustmer1t details. see Chapter 1, Section 14.

Switch replacement
Front brake lever switch 15 Insb'ument cluster, and

speed~ /tachometer
cables - removal and installatioo

~
~~

5 Disconnect the wiring connectors from the
switch (see illuab'atlon).
8 Unscrew the single screw securing the
switch to the bottom of the front brake master
cylinder and remove the switch (see
illustration).
7 Installation is the reverse of removal. The
switch isn't adjustable.
Rear brake pedal switch
8 The switch is mounted to the back of the
right-hand footrest bracket. Pull the terminal

Instrument cluster
Removal
1 Trace the wiring back from the instrument 8
cIust.. and disconnect it at the coonector inside
the ~ of the headlight sheI c... ""--"-0».
It should be possible to withdraw the connector
sufticientIy from the hole in the he8dMght to be
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able to disconnect it without having to access it
from Inside the shell. If not, unscrew the two
screws securing the headlight rim to the
headlight shell, and ease the rim out of the shell.
noting how it fits (see illustration 7.1).
2 Unscrew the speedometer and tachometer
cable retaining rings from the rear of the
instrument cluster and detach the cables (see
Illustration 15.5).
3 Unscrew the two nuts from the instrument
cluster mounting bolts and carefully lift the
assembly off the top yoke, taking care not to
snag the wiring and noting its routing (s..
illustrations).
Installation
4 Installation is the reverse of removal. Make
sure that the speedometer cable, tachometer
cable and wiring connector are correctly
routed and secured.

Speedometer cable
Removal
5 Unscrew the speedometer cable retaining

15.3a Unscrew the nut (arrow) .. .

Installationring from the rear of the instrument cluster

and detach the cable (see illustration).
6 Remove the screw securing the lower end
of the cable to the drive housing on the left-
hand side of the front wheel (see illustration).
7 Withdraw the cable from the guides on the
front for1<, front mudguard and fork brace, and
remove it from the bike, noting its routing.

8 Route the cable correctly and install it in its
retaining guides on the fork brace. front
mudguard and the front fork (see illusb'atlon).
9 Connect the cable upper end to the
instrument cluster and tighten the retaining
ring securely (see illustration 15.5).



15.13 Unscrew the ring (arrow) to release the tachometer cable
from the cylinder head

10 Connect the cable lower end to the drive Replacement
housing. aligning the slot in the cable end with 2 The meters can I
the drive tab, and secure it with its screw (see Unscrew the cable r.
ilu6u.~, 15.8). of the instrument clu
11 Check that the ~able d°e.sn't restrict (see illustration 15.:
steering movement or Interfere with any other 3 Unscrew the two r
components. the instrument casir
Tachometer cable washers (see IIlus'

speedometer, rem!
Removal centre of the odoml
12 Unscrew the tachometer cable retaining the knob (see lliustl
ring from the rear of the instrument cluster 4 Withdraw the spe
and detach the cable. then remove the bufl
13 Unscrew the retaining ring securing the
lower end of the cable to the drive housing on
the front of the cylinder head (see lUustr8tion).
14 Withdraw the cable from its guides and
remove It from the bike, noting its correct
routing.
Installation
15 Route the cable correctly and install it in
its retaining guides.
18 Connect the cable upper end to the
instrument cluster and tighten the retaining
r'W'9 securely.
17 Connect the cable lower end to the drive
~. aligning the slot in the cable end with 16.38 Unscrew tJ
the drive tab, and tighten the retaining ring fron

seaKeIy (...lIuSb'atIon).
18 Check that the cable doesn't restrict 8c: st_ng movement or interfere with any other

components.

~
~~

16 Instruments-
check and replacement

Check
1 Special instruments are required to pror-ty
check the operation of the meters. If
suspected to be faulty. take the motorcycle to
a Suzuki dealer for assessment.
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15.17 Align the slot In the cable end so that It fits
over the drive tab

5 Install the meter by reversing the removal
sequence. Make sure not to omit the large
rubber sealing ring between the meter and
instrument casing.

Replacement
2 The meters can be removed individually.
Unscrew the cable retaining ring from the rear
of the instrument cluster and detach the ~
(see IIlustr8tion 15.5).
3 Unscrew the two nuts securing the meter to
the instrument casing, noting the «d« of the
washers (see illustration). If removing the
speedometer, remove the screw from the
centre of the odometer trip knob and remove
the knob (see ill8tratlon).
4 Withdraw the speedometer from the casing,
tt*1 remove the buftX1Okjer (see ~.

~
~~

17 Instrument and warning light
bulbs-replacement

1 To replace the instrument illumination
bulbs, remove the relevant meter from the
casing (see Section 16). Gently pull the bulb

8

16.4b ... and remove the bulbholder
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17.1 Carefully pull the bulb out of the holder

17.2b ... and carefully pull the bulb out of the holder

out of the bulbholder (see illustration). If the
socket contacts are dirty or corroded, scrape
them clean and spray with electrical contact
cleaner before a new bulb is installed.
Carefully push the new bulb into the holder.
then install the meter back into the casing (see
Section 16).
2 To replace the waming light bulbs, pull the
relevant bulbholder out of the back of the
cluster (see illustration). If access to the
bulbholder is too restricted, unscrew the two
nuts from the instrument cluster mounting
bolts and carefully lift the assembly until
sufficient clearance is obtained (see
illustration 15.38). Gently pull the bulb out of
the bulbholder (see illustration). If the socket
contacts are dirty or corroded, scrape them
clean and spray with electrical contact
cleaner before a new bulb is installed.
Carefully push the new bulb into position.
then push the bulbholder back into the rear of

the cluster.

17.2a Pull the bulbholder out of the casing. . .

18.3 Oil pressure switch wiring connector (arrow)

circular pulse generator assembly cover.
Remove the cover and detach the wiring
connector from the switch (see illustratIon).
Wrth the ignition switched ON, earth (ground)
the wire on the crankcase and check that the
warning light comes on. If the light comes on,
the switch is defective and must be replaced.
4 If the light still does not come on, check for
voltage at the wire terminal using a test light. If
there is no voltage present, check the wire
between the switch, the instrument cluster
and fusebox for continuity (see the wiring
diagrams at the end of this Chapter).
5 If the warning light comes on whilst the
engine is running, yet the 011 pressure is
satisfactory, remove the wire from the 011
pressure switch. With the wire detached and
the ignition switched ON the light should be
out. If it comes on, the wire between the
switch and instrument cluster must be earthed
(grounded) at some point. If the wiring is good,
the switch is faulty and should be replaced.

~
~~

18 Oil pressure switch - check,
removal and installation

Check
1 The oil pressure warning light should come
on when the ignition (main) switch is turned
ON and extinguish a few seconds after the
engine is started. If the oil pressure light
comes on whilst the engine is running, stop
the engine immediately and carry out an 011
pressure check as described in Chapter 1.
2 If the oil pressure warning light does not
come on when the ignition is turned on, check
the bulb (see Section 17) and fuse (see
Section 5). If the bulb and fuse are in good
order check the oil pressure switch as follows
3 The switch is screwed into the right-hand
side crankcase cover and is accessed by
unscrewing the three bolts securing the



19.1 Disconnect the Ignition (main) switch wiring connector

Removal headlight rim to tt
8 Drain the engine oil (see Chapter 1). the rim out of, ~e
7 Remove the pulse generator coil assembly Trace the ignition
(see Chapter 4). from the base of t
8 Unscrew the 011 pressure switch and at the connector if
withdraw it from the crankcase. 8 Unscrew the t\

switch to the uno
Installation remove the switct
9 Apply a suitable sealant (3-Bond or Installation
equivalent) to the threads of the switch, then ..
install it in the crankcase and tighten it 7 Installation IS
securely. Tighten the switcl

10 Install the pulse generator assembly (see
Chapter 4). 20 Handtebal
11 Fill the engine with the correct type and
quantity of oil as described in Chapter 1.

19 Ignition (matn) switch - ~ 1 Generally sp4
check, removal and installation ~ reliable and trout

~ they do occur.
corradAd oontac1

19

A Warning: To prevent the risk of
, short circuits, disconnect the
. battery negative (-we) lead before

making any ignition (main) switch
checIcs.

Check
1 Remove the two headlight rim securing
screws, and ease the rim out of the shell (...
lIIuatr8tJon 7.1). Trace the ignition (main)
switch wiring back from the base of the switch
and disconnect it at the connector in the
headlight shell (8M illustration).
2 Using an ohmmeter or a continuity tester.
check the continuity of the terminal pairs (see
the wiring diagrams at the end of tNs ~ter).
Continuity should exist between the terminals
(Xjo-If-,«;ted by a soIkj line on the diagram when
the switch is in the indicated position.
3 If the switch fails any of the tests. replace It.

Remova'
4 Remove the instrument cluster (Section 15).
5 Remove the two screws securing the
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19.8 Ignition (main) switch bolts (8ITOW8t

Ind ease contact cleaner. If they are accessible, the
ion 7.1). contacts can be scraped clean with a knife or
ing back polished with crocus cloth. " switch
0M8Ct it components are damaged or broken. it will be
I. obviQJs when the switch is di.-n~.

headlight rim to the headlight shell. and ease
the rim out of the shell (see Ulu8tI'8tion 7.1).
Trace the ignition (main) switch wiring back
from the base of the switch and discOMect it
at the connector in the headlight shell.
S Unscrew the two Torx bolts securing the
switch to the underside of the top yoke and
remove the switch (see illuantion).

Installation
7 Installation is the reverse of removal.
Tighten the switch mounting bolts securely.

21
removal and installation

Right-hand handlebar switch
Removal
1 If the switch Is to be removed from the bike,
rather than just displaced from the handlebar,
remove the two screws securing the headlight
rim to the headlight shell, and ease the rim out
of the shell (see Illustration 7.1). Trace the
wiring harness back from the switch to the
wiring connector in the headlight housing and
disconnect it. Wort( back along the harness,
freeing it from all the relevant clips and ties,
whilst noting its correct routing.
2 Disconnect the two wires from the brake
light switch (s.. IIlu8tr8tion 14.5). Unscrew
the two handlebar switch retaining screws on
the underside of the switch and remove the
switch from the handlebar, noting how it fits
lsee Illustration). Remove the throttle cable
from the switch (see Chapter 4 if necessary).

~
~~

check20 Handlebar switches -

1 Generally speaking, the switches are
reliable and trouble-free. Moat troubles. when
they do occur, are caused by dirty or
corroded contacts, but wear and breakage of
internal parts is a possibility that should not
be overlooked. If breakage does occur, the
entire switch and related wiring harness will
have to be replaced with a new one, since
ind/vOJal parts are not avaIabIe.
2 The switches can be checked for continuity
using an otvrvIwter or a continuity test light.
Always disconnect the battery negative (-ve)
lead. which will prevent the possibility of a
short circuit, before making the checks.
3 Remove the two headlight rim securing
screws, ~ 888 the rim out of the sheN (Me
Illustration 7.1). Trace the wiring harness of
the switch in question back to its connector{s)
and disconnect It.
4 Using the ~meter or test light, check for
continuity between the terminals of the switch
harness with the switch in the various
positions Qe switch off - no continuity, switch
on - continuity) - see the wiring diagrams at
the end of this Chapter.
5 If the continuity check indicates a problem
exists. refer to Section 21, remove the switch
and spray the switch contacts with electrical

8

21.2 The switch is secured by two screws
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21.6 The switch pin (A) locates in the
handlebar hole (8)

Installation

3 Installation is the reverse of removal. Make
sure the locating pin In the upper half of the
switch fits into hole in the top of the handlebar
(see illustration 21.6). If necessary, refer to
Chapter 4 for installation of the tlYottle cable.

Left-hand handlebar switch

Removal
4 If the switch is to be removed from the bike,
rather than just displaced from the handlebar,
remove the two screws securing the headlight
rim to the headlight shell, and ease the rim out
of the shell (see INustration 7.1). Work back
along the harness, freeing it from all the
relevant clips and ties, whilst noting Its correct
routing.
5 If fitted, disconnect the two wires from the
clutch switch. Unscrew the two handlebar
switch retaining screws on the underside of
the switch and remove the switch from the

22.2 Neutral switch wiring connector

prove otherwise, then either the switch is faulty
M the spring and plunger mechanism is faulty.
Remove the switch and check the condition of
the spring and plunger, and make sure that the
plunger moV8 freely in its hole. If tt... Is any
sJgn of wear or damage, replace the spring
and plunger and check the operation of the
switch before buying a new switch.
5 If the continuity tests prove the switch is
good, check for voltage at the wire terminal
using a teat light. If there's no voltage present,
check the wire between the switch, diode,
instrument cluster, ignition switch and fuse
(see the wiring diagrams at the end of this
Chapter). Also check the operation of the
diode (see Section 26).

Removal

8 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from the shaft, noting
any alignment marks on the lever and the
shaft. If no ~ are v~, make your own
before removing the lever so that it can be
correctly aligned with the shaft on installation.
Unscrew the bolts securing the engine
sprocket cover to the crankcase and move
the cover aside. There is no need to detach
the clutch cable from the cover.
7 T~ the switch wiring from the top of the
engine sprocket cover and disconnect It at Its
connector behind the left. hand side panel
(see Illustration 22.2). Free the wiring from
any clips or ties, noting its routing.
S Remove the two screws securing the
switch to the crankcase and carefully
withdraw it, noting that the contact plunger is
under spring pressure and is likely to eject
itself out of its hole in the end of the selectM
drum (see IIqntioft). Discard the O-ring as
a new one must be used.

Installation
9 Install the spring and plunger into the hole
in the end of the selector ~, ~ instaU the
switch using a new O-ring and tighten ita
screws securely (Me lk.ar8tIons).
10 Route the wiring up to its connector
behW1d the left -hand side panel and reconnect
it. Secure the wiring with any clips or ties.
11 Check the operatIoo of the neutral Wght.
12 Install the sprocket cover and the
gearchange lever, aligning the marks made on
removal.

handlebar. noting how it fits. Remove the
choke cable (see Chapt.. 3 If necesaary).
Installation
8 Installation is the revwse of rsnoval. Make
sure the locating pin in the upper half of the
switch fits into hole in the top of the handlebar
(see Illustration). If necessary, refer to
Chapter 3 for installation of the choke cable.

22 Neub'al switch - check, ~
removal and installation ~~

~~
Check
1 Before checking the electrical circuit, check
the bulb (see Section 17) and fuse (see
Section 5).
2 The switch is located in the left-hand aide
of the crankcase, behind the 8ngw. SJXock8t
COYer. Trace the switch wiring from the top of
the engine sprocket cover and disconnect it at
its connector behind the left-hand side ~
(aeelllustr8tion). Make sure the transmission
is in neutral.
3 With the connector disconnected and the
ignition switched ON, the ~ I91t shoukI be
out. If not, the wire between the cCXY1eCtor and
~ cIust8' nut be earthed <gnx.'Ided)
at some point. Switch the ignjtk)n OFF.
4 Using an ohmmeter or continuity teater,
check for continuity between the switch side
of the wiring connector and the crankcase.
With the transmi88ion in neutral, there should
be continuity. With the transmission in gear,
there should be no continuity. If the tests

22.~ ... and a new O-ring. . . 22.k ... then install the switch



23 Sidestand switch -
check and replacement

Check
1 The sidestand switch is mounted on the
frame just behind the sidestand (se.
illustration 23.8). The switch is part of the
safety circuit which prevents or stops the
engine running if the transmission is in gear
whilst the sidestand is down, and prevents
the engine from starting if the transmission is
In gear unless the sid.stand is up, and
unless the clutch is pulled in (UK V models
and all US models only - see Section 25).
Before checking the electrical circuit, check
the bulb (see Section 17) and fuse (see
Section 5).
2 Trace the wiring back from the switch to its
connectors behind the left-hand side panel
and cisconnect them (see .I&8htion).
3 Check the operation of the switch using an
ohmmeter or continuity test light. Connect the
met~ to the black/white and green wires on
the switch side of the connector. With the
sidestand up there should be continuity (zero
resistance) between the terminals, and with
the st81d down there should be no con~ity
(Infinite resistance).
4 If the switch does not ~ as expected,
it is defective and must be replaced. Check
first that the fault is not caused by a sticking
switch plunger due to the ingress of road dirt;
spray the switch with a water dispersant
aerosol.
S If the switch is good, check the sidestand
relay and other components in the starter
circuit - described in the relevant sections of
this Chapter. If all components are good,
check the wiring between the various
components (see the wiring diagrams at the
end of this book).
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23.8 The sidestand switch is secured by two bolts (arrows)

2 Disconnect the relay wiring connector and
remove the relay from its mounting (He
IIkJSb'atIon). Using an ohmmeter or con~ity
tester, connect the positive (+ve) lead to the
No.1 terminal on the relay and the negative
love) lead to the No.2 terminal on the relay (...
Illustration). There should be no continuity
between these terminals. Using a spare 12 V
battery and a set of insulated jumper leads,
connect the battery positive (+ve) lead to the
No.3 terminal on the relay, and the battery
negative (-ve) lead to the No.4 terminal on the
relay. With the battery connected. there should
be C(X1ti1uIty (zero ie8ist&;-oi») i1dk:at8d on the
ohmmeter on tester. If either of the above
conditions do not exist, replace the relay.
3 If the relay is good, check the other
components in the starter circuit as described
In the relevant sections of this Chapter. If all
components are good, check the wiring
between the various components (see the
wiring diagrams at the end of this book).

R8pI8C8Inent
4 Remove the right-hand side panel (see
Chapter 7).
5 Disconnect the relay wiring connector and
remove the relay from its mounting (He
Ilkiau..-uu.I 24.2).

24.2b Sld88tand relay terminal
~on (Me text)

Replacement
6 The sidestand switch is mounted on the
frame just behind the sidestand. Trace the
wiring back from the switch to its connectors
behind the left-hand side panel and
cisconnect them (Me IIu8tr8tion 23.2).
7 Work back along the switch wiring, freeing
it from any relevant retaining clips and ties,
noting its correct routing.
8 Unscrew the two bolts securing the switch
to the frame (Me IIkIatration).
9 Fit the new switch to the frame and install
the retaining bolts, tightening them securely.
10 Make sure the wiring is correctly routed
up to the connectors and retained by all the
necessary clips and ties.
11 Reconnect the wiring connectors and
check the operation of the sldestand switch.

~
~
~

~
~
~

24 Sidestand relay -
check and replacement

Check
1 If the switch and wiring are good. the
sidestand relay may be at fault. The relay Is
located behind the right-hand side panel.

8
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8 Connect the wiring connector to the new
relay and check the operation of the sldestand
circuit.

25 Clutch switch (UK V model ~
and all US models) - check ~
and replacement ~

Check
1 The clutch switch is situated on the base of
the clutch lever bracket. The switch is part of
the safety circui1 which prevents or stops the
engine running if the transmission is in gear
whilst the sidestand is down, and prevents the
engine from starting if the transmission is in
gear unless the sidestand is up, and unless
the clutch is pulled in.
2 Disconnect the wiring connectors from the
switch and connect the probes of an
ohmmeter or a continuity tester to the two
switch terminals. With the clutch lever pulled
in, continuity should be indicated. With the
clutch lever out, no continuity (infinite
resistance) should be indicated.
3 If the switch is good, check the other
components in the starter circuit as
described in the relevant sections of this
Chapter. If all components are good, check
the wiring between the various components
(refer to the wiring dlagtams at the end of this
book).

Replacement
4 Disconnect the wiring connectors from the
clutch switch. Remove the single screw
securing the switch to the bottom of the
clutch lever bracket and remove the switch.
5 Installation Is the reverse of removal. Check
for correct operation, as described above, on
completion.

27.2 Disconnect the horn wiring connectors

~
~~

~~
~

27 Horn - check and replacement26 Diode-
check and replacement

Check
1 The horn is mounted on the front of the
frame below the steering head (see

illustration 27.4).
2 Unplug the wiring connectors from the hom
(see illustration). Using two insulated jumper
wires, apply battery voltage directly to the
terminals on the homo If the hom sounds.
check the switch (see Section 20) and the
wiring between the switch and the horn (see
the wiring diagrams at the end of this Chapter).
3 If the horn doesn't sound, replace it.

Replacement
4 The horn is mounted on the front of the frame

below the steering head (see 1IkIStration).
5 Unplug the wiring connectors from the
homs (see Illustration 27.2), then unscrew
the bolts securing the horn to the frame.
6 Install the horn and securely tighten the
bolts. Connect the hom wiring connectors.

Check
1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).
2 The diode is a small block that plugs into a
connector in the main wiring harness (see
Illustration). The switch is part of the safety
circuit which prevents or stops the engine
running if the transmission is in gear whilst the
sidestand is down, and prevents the engine
from starting if the transmission is in gear
unless the sidestand is up, and unless the
clutch is pulled in (UK V models and all US
models only - see Section 25). Disconnect the

diode from the harness.
3 Using an ohmmeter or continuity tester,
connect the positive (+ve) probe to one of the
outer terminals of the diode and the negative
(-ve) probe to the middle terminal of the diode.
The diode should show continuity. Now
reverse the probes. The diode should show no
continuity (Infinite resistance). Repeat the
tests between the other outer terminal and the
middle terminal. The same results should be
achieved. If it doesn't behav~ as stated,
replace the diode.
4 If the diode is good, check the other
components in the starter circuit as described
in the relevant sections of this Chapter. If all
components are good, check the wiring
between the various components (see the
wiring diagrams at the end of this book).

Replacement
5 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).
6 The diode is a small block that plugs into a
connector in the main wiring harness (8ee
illustration 26.2). Disconnect the diode and
connect the new one.

27.4 The horn is secured by two bolts

(arrows)



28.28 Starter relay location

28 Starter relay -
check and replacement

Check
1 If the start.. circuit Is faulty, first check the
fuse (SM Section 5).
2 The start.. relay Is located behind the right-
hard side P8'IeI (..Ik8b'8tion). Remove the
side panel for 8CC8S to the relay (Chapt" 7).
Pull back the rubber cover on the top of the
relay, then unscrew the nut securing the stNt..
motor lead to its terminal and disconnect the
lead (888 UkI8b'8tion). With the ignition switch
ON, the engine kill switch in RUN, the
transmission in neutral and the ckItch pulled In
(UK V models and all US models only), press
the st8I1er switch. The relay shOtjd be heard to
click. If the relay doesn't click, switch off the
ignition and remove the relay as described
~; test it . foIk)ws.
3 With the relay removed from the bike, set a
multimeter to the ohms x 1 scale and comect
it across the relay's starter motor and battery
lead terminals. Using a fully-charged 12 volt
battery and two insulated jumper wires,
connect the positive (+ve) terminal of the
battery to the yellow/green wire terminal of
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111 28.2b Pun beck 1118 nmb8r cov.-s to expose 1118 ~

the relay, and the negative (-ve) terminal to the 7 Disconnect the battery terminals. negative
black/wtlite wire terminal of the relay. At this (-ve) terminal first.
point the relay should be heard to click and 8 Disconnect the relay wiring connector, then
the mUtimeter reed 0 otvna (~uity). If this UI*:I'eW the two nuts securing the sat« motor
is the case the relay is proved good. If the and battery leads to the relay ~ detach the
relay does not click when battery voltage is leads (... Illustration 28.2b). On K models,
applied and indicates no continuity (infinite unscrew the two screws securing the st8I1er
resistance) across its terminals. check its coil relay and remove the relay. On II other models.
resistance as follows. remove the relay with Its rubber sleeve from its
4 With the relay removed from the bike, ~ lugs on the frame ... "'-8dCM-.).
connect a multi meter set to the ohms x 1 8 Installation is the reverse of removal
range across its yellow/green and black/white ensuring the terminal nuts are securely
wire terminals. Relay coil resistance should tightened. Connect the negative (-ve) lead last
fall within the specified figure (see when reconnecting the battery.
Specifications). If an open circuit (infinite
resistance) is shown, the relay Is confirmed "'-
faulty and must be replaced with a new one. 29 Starter moto:r -. ~
5 If the relay is good. check for battery removal and Installation ~
voltage between the yellow/green wire and ~
the black/white wire when the starter button Is
~. Check the other Components in the Removal
starter circuit as described in the relevant
sections of this Chapter. If all components are 1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).
good. check the wiring betw~ the various ~sconnect the battery negative (-ve) leed.
components (see the wiring diagrams at the 2 Unscrew the two bolts securing the start..
end of this book). motor cover to the top of the crankcase

h8hlrvi th8 "vllnliar hln"k .nli rAmnVA thA

28.2b

~
;t:
~

~
~~

29 Starter motor -
removal and installation

Removal
1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).
Disconnect the battery negative (-ve) Ieed.
2 Unscrew the two bolts securing the starter
motor cover to the top of the crankcase
behind the cylinder block and remove the
cover (... Illustration).
3 Peel back the rubber cover and unscrew
the nut securing the starter cable to the motor
(see Illustration).

Replacement
8 Remove the right-hand aide panel (see
Chapter 7).

8

29.3 Peel back the cover
to expose the terminal
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29.4 The starter motor is secured by two bolts (arrows)

29.8 FIt the starter motor into the crankcase

4 Unscrew the two bolts securing the starter
motor to the crankcase (... Hlustratlon).
5 Slide the starter motor out from the
crankcase and r.nove it from the machine.
e Remove the O-ring on the end of the starter
motor and discard it as a new one must be
used.

Installation
7 Install a new Coring on the end of the starter
motor and ensure it is seated in its groove
(see Ibtretion). Apply a smear of engine oil
to the Coring to aid installation.
8 Manoeuvre the motor into position and
slide it Into the crankcase (see ilustration).
Ensure that the starter motor teeth mesh
correctly with those of the starter
Ide/reduction gear.
9 Install the retaining bolts and tighten them
securely (see Illustration 28.4).
10 Connect the starter cable to the motor
and secure it with the nut (see illustration
29.3). Make sure the rubber cover is correctly
seated over the terminal.

8.7 fit. new O-ring onto the starter motor

30.2 Make alignment marks (arrows) across both end COVer8

used. Remove the shim from the end of the
armature shaft or from inside the right-hand
end cover after the brusI'IJ)I8te assembly has
been rwnoved.
4 Wrap some Insulating tape around the teeth
on the end of the startet motor shaft. this will
protect the oil seal from damage as the left-
h81d end cover is removed. Remove the end
cover from the motor along with its D-ring.
Discard the D-rlng as a new one must be
used. Remove the shims from the end of the
armature shaft or the inside of the left-hand
end cover, noting their correct fitted locations.
5 Withdraw the armature from the main

housing.
S Noting the correct fitted location of each
component, unscrew the terminal nut and
withdraw the terminal bolt and brushplate
assembly from the right-h81d end covw.
7 Lift the brush springs and slide the brushes
out from their holders.

Inspection
8 The parts of the starter motor that are most

11 Install the starter motor cover. making
sure the starter lead is channelled correctly In
its slot. and tighten the cover bolts securely
(see iMU8tr8tion 8.2).
12 Connect the battery negative (-ve) lead
and install the seat.

~'j
~

~
~

30 Starter motor - disassembly I
inspection and reassembly

DiSB88embly
1 Remove the starter motor (see Section 29).
2 Make alignment marks between the main
housing and the front and rear covers (8M
IIlustr8tlon).
3 Unscrew the two long bolts and withdraw
them from the start.. motCX'. DiSC8d their 0-
rings as new ~ must be used. Remove the
right-hand end cover from the motor along
with its O-ring and the brulhplate assembly.
Discard the O-ring as 8 new one must be



.'M),17 Fit 8 new O-ring around the cover

likely to require attention are the brushes.
Measure the length of the brushes and
~ the results to the 00JSh *1gtt1 Wsted in
this Chaptel"S Specifications (-. ".;kJt,).
If any of the brushes are worn beyond the
service .,., ~ ~ 00JSh 8SS8rtiy with a
new one. If the brushes are not worn
excessively, nor cracked, chipped, or otherwise
damaged, they may be re-l8ed.
9 Inspect the comrrAJtattK bars 00 the 8mature
for scoring, scratches and discoloration (see
""-""-.). The ~or C81 be cleaned
wid poIshed with atICU8 cloth, txIt do ncx ~
sandpaper or emery paper. After cleaning, wipe
away any residue with a cloth soaked In
electrical syst~ cteener or ~ 8IcdX)j.
10 Using an ohmmeter or a continuity test
light, check for continuity between the

commutator bers c-- 11kI8tr8tIon). Continuity
should exist between each bar and all of the
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30.108 Continuity should exist bet.ve6li30.9 Check the commutator bars
as described the commutator bars

30.14 Check tf1e oil seal in tf1e
left-hand end cover

30.18b ... U1en install the armatwe into
the right-hand end cover. . .

30.188 Fit the shim onto the
armature shaft . . .

hand end cover ~I seal frx signs of damage and
replace them if necessary (see 1II&8tr8tion).

RNaembly
15 Ensure that the inner rubber insulator is in
place on the t~nal bolt, then I~ the bolt
through the right-hand end cover. Fit the D-
ring and the outer rubber insulator over the
temllnal and secure it with the nut.
16 Slide the brushes back into position in
their holders and place the brush spring ends
onto the ~ (... Ibtr8tion).
17 Install the brush plate 88S&n1b1y in the
right-hand end cover making sure its tab is
correctly located in the slot in the cover. At a
new O-ring onto the cover (... iIU5 -.t.
18 Slide the shim over the end of the
armature shaft, then insert the armature into
the right-hand end cover taking care not to
damage the brushes (I" illustrationa). As it

others. Also, check for continuity between the
commutator bars and the armature shaft (see
illustr8tion). There should be no continuity
(infinite resistance) between the commutator
and the shaft. If the checks indicate otherwise,
the armature is defective.
11 Check for continuity between each brush
and the terminal bolt. There should be
continuity (zero resistance). Check for
continuity between the terminal bolt and the
housing (when assembled). There should be
no continuity ~nfinite resistance).
12 Check the end of the armeture shaft for
worn, cracked. chipped and broken teeth. If
the shaft is damaged or worn, replace the
armature.
13 Inspect the end covers for signs of cracks
or wear. Inspect the magnets in the main
housing IW1d the housing itself for cras.
14 Inspect the insulating washers and left-

8
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30.19 ... and the main housing
over the armature

is inserted, locate the brushes on the
commutator bars. Check that each brush Is
securely pressed against the commutator by
its spring and is free to move easily in its
holder.
19 Fit the main housing over the armature,
aligning the marks made on removal (s..
illustration).
20 Apply a smear of grease to the lips of the
left-hand end cover oil seal and fit a new
O-ring onto the cover (see illustration). Fit
the shims onto the cov«. making sure that the
tabs on the outer shim locate correctly (see
illustrations). Install the end cover, aligning
the marks made on removal (see Illustration).
Remove the protective tape from the shaft
end.
21 Slide a new O-ring onto each of the long
bolts. Check the marks made on removal are
correctly aligned. then apply a suitable non-
permanent thread locking compound to the
threads of the long bolts and tighten them
securely (see illustration).
22 Install the starter motor (see Section 29).

31 Charging system testing -
general infomlation and
precautions

1 If the perfonT1ance of the charging system
is suspect, the system as a whole should be
checked first, followed by testing of the
individual components. Note: Before
beginning the checks, make sure the battery is
fully charged and that all system connections
are clean and tight.

3O.20b Fit the outer shim, making sure its
tabs locate correctly in the cover. . .

30.208 Fit a new O-ring around the
left-hand end cover

30.21 Install the long bolts
using new O-rings

the various components (see the wiring
diagrams at the end of this book).
5 If the reading is below the specified
amount, the leakage rate Is satisfactory.
Disconnect the meter and connect the
negative (-) lead to the battery, tightening it
securely, Check the alternator output as
described below.

Output test - under load
6 Start the engine and warm it up to normal
operating temperature. Turn the lighting
switch on (UK models) and switch it to high
beam (all models).
7 Allow the engine to Idle and connect a
multimeter set to the 0 - 20 volts dc scale
(voftmeter) across the terminals of the battery

3O.2Od Slide the left-hand end cover
onto the motor

2 Checking the output of the charging system
and the performance of the various
components within the charging system
requires the use of a multimeter (with voltage.
current and resistance checking facilities).
3 When making the checks. follow the
procedures carefully to prevent incorrect
connections or short circuits. as irreparable
damage to electrical system components may
result if short circuits occur.
4 If a multi meter is not available. the job of
checking the charging system should be left
to a Suzuki dealer.

~
§~

32 Charging system -
leakage and output test

1 If the charging system is thought to be
faulty, remove the seat (see Chapter 7) and
perform the following checks.

Leakage test

2 Turn the ignition switch OFF and
disconnect the lead from the battery negative
(-ve) terminal.
3 Set the multimeter to the mA (milli Amps)
function and connect its negative (-ve) probe
to the battery negative (-ve) terminal, and its
positive (+ve) probe to the disconnected
negative (-ve) lead (see Illustration). With the
meter connected like this the reading should
not exceed 0.1 mA.
4 If the reading exceeds the specified amount
it is likely that there is a short circuit in the
wiring. Thoroughly check the wiring between



(positive (+ve) lead to battery positive (+ve)
terminal, negative (-ve) lead to battery
negative (-ve) terminal). Slowly increase the
engine speed to 5000 rpm and note the
reading obtained. At this speed the voltage
should be 13.5 to 15.5 volts. Stop the engine
and turn off the lights. If the voltage is outside
these limits. perform a no-load output check
as described in the foliowing Step, and also
check the regulator/rectiflW (see SectIon 35).
Note: If the voltage Is below 13.5 volts. then It
is more Hkeiy that the altemator is faulty. "the
voltage ;s above 15.5 volts. It ;s more likely
that the regulator Is faulty.

Output test - no-loadA Warning: If in any doubt about
, your ability to cany out this test,. entnlst It to a Suzuki dealer.

8 Remove the left-hand side panel (see
Chapter 7). Trace the alternator wiring back
from the top of the engine sprocket cover and
disconnect It at the connector. Start the
engine and Increase the engine speed to

33.3 The cover I. secured by ten bolts (arrows)
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2 Unscrew the gearchange lever pinch bolt
and remove the lever from the shaft. noting any
alignm81t ~ on the lever ~ the shaft. "
no marks are visible. make your own before
removing the lever so that it can be correctly
aligned with the shaft on installation. Unscrew
the bolts securing the qine sprocket COV8' to
the crankcase and move the cover aside. There
is no need to detach the ckJtch cable from the
cover. Release the alternatOf' wiring from the
clamp next to the neutral switch.
3 Working In a criss-cross pattern. evenly
slacken the left-hand side crankcase cover
retaining bolts (see Illustration). Uft the cover
away from the engine. being prepared to
catch any residual 011 which may be reIea88d
as the cover is removed. Remove the gasket
and discard it. Note the position of the
locating dowel fitted to the crankcase and
remove it for safe-keeping If it is loose. Note
that the starter idle/reduction gear shaft
locates into the crankcase covw and .:ta as a
second locating dowel. Note: "only the stator
coils require attention, refer to Step 7.
4 To remove the rotOf' bolt It Is nece8.-y to
stop the rotOf' from rotating. " a rotOf' holding
strap or tool is not available, place the
transmission in gear and have an assistant
apply the rear brake. or alternatively use a
suitable spanner on the flats of the middle
section of the rotor. Unscrew the bolt (see
IIhJstr8tion).

5000 rpm by adjusting the throttle stop screw
underneath the carburettors.
Caution: Do not run the engine at this
speed for any longer than Is nece8U'Y to
take this reading, otherwise It willovemeat
and engine damage may result.
9 Using a multimeter set to the 0 - 100 volts

ac scale (voltmeter), measure the voltage
between each of the wires on the alternator
side of the connector, so that three separate
readings are taken in all (..e illustration).
Compare the readings taken to the minimum
no-load voltage specified at the beginning of
the Chapter. If any of the readings are below
the minimum specified, check the statOl' coil
resistance (see Section 34).
10 On completion of the test, re-set the
engine idle speed (see Chapter 1). Stop the
engine and recomect the altematOl' wiri1g.

~
~~

33 Alternator-
removal and installation

Removal
1 Remove the left-hand side panel (Chapter 7).
Trace the a/t~tor wirW1g beck from the top of
the engine sprocket cover and disconnect it at
the connectors (see illustration). Release the
wiring from any clips or ties.

8



33.8c ... and tighten it until the rotor Is displaced

5 The rotor will be a tight fit on the crriahaft
taper, requiring a puller to draw it off. The
SuM! special tool (Pt. Nos. 09930-30102 and
09930-33710) consists of a slide-ham"*, and
adapter which threads into the rotor.
Coown.aaJ alkje-hammer equivalents C81 be
used, but make sure the adapter is the correct
thread size. Screw the adapter Into the rotor
ttw'ead ~ attach the slide-hammer. ~e
the slide-hammer to draw the rotor off the
crankshaft.
S Alternatively, It is possible to ttnad an M14
x 1.5 bolt into the rotor (or use the swlngarm
bolt, which has the same thread size) and
tight., it down so that its bears on the n of
the crankshaft and pulis the rotor off. This
method requires a short spacer (36 mm long)
to be inserted between the bolt and
crankshaft end (see illustration). Thread the
bolt into the rotor and tighten it down whilst
preventing the crankshaft from turning as

33.7 Stator screws (AI. wiring clamp screws {BI,
wiring grommet {CI

the rotor then install the rotor onto the
crankshaft. making sure the teeth of the
starter driven gear mesh correctly with those
of the idle/reduction gear (8M illustr8t1on).
Apply a suitable non-permanent thread
locking compound to the threads of the rotor

described above (see illustrations). Note: A
smart tap on the head of the bolt will help jar
the taper free.
Caution: « the swingarm bolt Is used, refer
to Chapter 5 for details of Its removal and
support the swingarm in place using a
block or a long bar Inserted through the
frame and swlngarm.
7 To remove the stator from the crankcase
cover, remove the six screws securing the
stator and wiring clamps, then remove the
assembly from the cover. noting the routing of
the wiring and how the rubber grommet fits
(see illustration).

Installation
8 De-grease the tapered portion of the
crankshaft and the corresponding surface in
the rotor using a suitable solvent. Make sure
that no metal objects have attached
themselves to the magnets on the Inside of



33.8b Install the rotor bolt . . .

33.108 Fit a new gasket. . .

bolt. then install the bolt and tighten it to the
torque setting specified at the beginning of
the Chapter (... illustrations). Use the
method employed on removal to stop the
rotor from turning.
9 Install the stator into the cover. aligning the
rubber wiring grommet with the groove in the
cover (eee Ilu8tr8tion 33.7). Apply a suitable
non-permanent thread locking compound to
the stator bolt threads. then install the bolts
and tighten them securely. Route the wiring
around the casing. then apply thread locking
compound to the threads of the wiring clamp
screws and install the clamps. Apply a
suitable sealant to the wiring grommet. then
install It into the cut-out in the cover.
10 If removed. Insert the dowel In the
aankcase. Install the crankcase cover using a
new gasket. making sure It locates correctly
onto the dowel and the idle/reduction gear
shaft (He Illustr8tlons). Tighten the cover
bolts evenly in a criss-cross seql*1Ce.
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. . . and tighten it to tt1e specified torque setting33.8c

11 Reconnect the wiring at the connectors,
making sure it is correctly routed, and secure
it with any clips or ties, not forgetting the one
next to the neutral switch.
12 Install the sprocket cover and the gear
lever, aligning the marks made on removal.
13 Install the side panel (see Chapter 7).

taking a total of three readings. then check for
continuity between each terminal and earth
(ground). If the stator coil windings are in good
condition there should be continuity (zero
resistance) between each of the tetminal8,
and no continuity (infinite resistance) between
any of the t«minals and earth (ground). If not,
the alternator stator coil Bs.-nbly is at fault
and should be replaced. Not.: Before
condemning the stator coils, check the fault is
not due to damaged wiring between the
connectors and coils.

~
~~

34 Alternator stator coils -
check

1 Remove the left-hand side panel (see
Chapter 7).
2 Trace the alternator wiring back from the
top of the engine sprocket cover and
disconnect it at the connectors (...
illustration 33.1).
3 Using an ohmmeter or continuity test light,
check for continuity between each of the
wires on the alternator side of the connector,

~
.:§:
~

35 Regulator/rectifier unit -

check and replacement

8
Warning: Always disconnect the
battery negative (-ve) lead
before checking or removing the
regulator/rectifier.

A



8-24 Electrical system

~ , .J~

1 Remove the right-hand side panel (S88
Chapter 7). Trace the wiring back from the
regulator/rectifier unit and disconnect It at the
connectors. Using a multimeter set to the
appropriate resistance scale. measure the
resistance between the terminal pairs of the
regulator/rectifier connectors indicated in the
table (see IIIu8tr8tions).
2 If the readings do not compale closely with
those ~ the regulator/rectifier ooit can be
considered faulty. Note: The use of certain
multimeters could lead to false readings being 35.1b Regulator/rectifier wiring 35.4 The regulator/rectifier is secured by
obtained. The/8fo18. If the above check shows connectors two screws (arrows)
the /8gUIator/rectifier unit to be faulty take the
unit to a Suzuki dealer for confirmation of Its Chapter 7). Trace the wiring back from the 5 Install the new unit and tighten its screws
condition be~ fep/8cing it. regulator/rectifier unit and disconnect it at the securely. Con nect the wi rin g at the

connectors (see Nlustration 35.1 b). connectors.
Replacement 4 Unscrew the two screws securing the unit 8 Install the right-hand side panel (see
3 Remove the right-hand side panel (lee to Its bracket and remove It (see illustration). Chapter 7).
Replacement
3 Remove the right

36.4 The regulator/rectifier Is secured by
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Dimensions and
"..'!i r' ,

Wheelbaee(W) 1 1410nvn
Overaillength(L) I ;... 2O75nWT1
Overall width I

Kmodels .
L, M. N, P and R models . . . . . .

S.TandVmodels

Overall height (H) ,. ~.~ ,! Seat height (S) };;: ;...

Minimum ground clearance. . . .,.. . . . . , ,. ... ... .. .. ... .. .::c : ;',.Weight (dry) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ,. """:':'~ ",..!,..,.,.,,!,::,

Reference REF-1

FaultFinding REF-12
Fault Finding Equipment. . . . . .. . i . . . . . . . . .REF-20

Technical Terms Explained. . . . ... . . . . . . . . .REF-24
Conversion Factors REF-28
Index. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .REF-29

Weig hts

725 mm
755 mm
745mm
1045 mm
790 mm
155 mm
169 kg



ToolsREF.2

Buying tools .& Warning: To avoid the risk of a the Haynes Motorcycle Workshop Practice
A t Ik " t " f d t I I t f ,poor quality tool breaking in use, Manual (Bk. No. 1454).

.?O I IS a u~. amen a requ remen or . causing Injuty or damage to the
servicing and repaJnng a motorcycle. Although com ent befi worked on M ,.there will be an initial .e~pens~ in ~uilding up always aim to :rchase t::1s which ~t anufacturer s service tools
enough tools for. servicing, this will soon.be the relevant national safety standBtUs. Inevitably certain tasks require the use of a
offset by the savings made by doing the Job service tool. Where possible an alternative
yourself. As experience and confidence grow, The following lists of tools do not represent tool or method of approach is recommended,
additional tools can be added to enable the the manufacturer's service tools, but serve as but sometimes there is no option if personal
repair and overf1aul of the motorcycle. Many of a guide to help the owner decide which tools injury or damage to the component is to be
the specialist tools are expensive and not often are needed for this level of work. In addition, avoided. Where required, service tools are
used so it may be pre!erable to hire them, or for items such as an electric drill, hacksaw, files, refetTed to in the relevant procedure.
a group of friends or motorcycle club to join in hammers, soldering iron and a workbench Service tools can usually only be purchased
the putdtase. equipped with a vice, may be needed. from a motorcycle dealer and are identified by

As a rule, it Is better to buy more expensive, Although not classed as tools, a selection of a part number. Some of the commonly-used
good quality tools. Cheaper tools are likely to bolts, screws, nuts, washers and pieces of tools, such as rotor pullers, are available in
wear out faster and need to be renewed more tubing always come in useful. aftermarket form from mail-order motorcycle
often, nullifying the original saving. For more information about tools, refer to tool and accessory suppliers.

Maintenance and minor repair tools
2 3' 4 5--~ c ,..,

--,-
- 1- ... 't_.~ ~.c.,,:==4;

..

(!) , ,'

~;;;;;;~~~;II.t

1 Setofflat-~
SCf8Wdrivefs

2 Set of PhJNips h..t
screwdrlVets

3~~
& ring spenners

4 Socket set (JIB inch
or 1/2 inch drive)

5 Set of Allen keys or bits

6 Set of T Of]( keys CN' a'ts 12 Feeler gauges 16 FIIVIe/ and
7 PIers 8nd se/f-locking 13 Spsrlc plug gap ,,-.u,;ng vessel

grtps (A.4oIe grips) measuring and 17 Stf8P~. chain
8 AtfustabI8 spsmer sdjustJng tool WlW'Ch or oi ffIter
9 C-.".vw (kJesJ/y 14 Spstfc ~ sp.-vw (A) tWnov8 tool

8dju$tabIe type) or deep piJg soc#(et (8) 18 at drBin tray
1 0 T yre pressure gauge (A) 15 ~ Ixush and 19 Pun., type oi can

& tI88d depth gauge (8) emery ~ 20 Gt88Ie gill
11 Cable pt8SSUf8 oiler

, ~'" ... .
~' ~

..-A: ,

21 Steel I1J.Ie fA) and
st/ai9fJt-edge (8)

22 Continuity tester
23 Battery chBIger
24 Hydrometer (for battery

specific gravity check)
25 Anti-f18eze tester (for

1kIuid-cooIedengines)



I

5 CiIC1ippliefs(lntemaiand
extema/. or combination)

6 Set of punches
sndctJdchisels

7SMctionofpullets

Specialist tools. .

T 0015 REF.3

-
;

~I

8BtBBkBrb8ts(A)
and length of tutN7ng (8)

9 ChahJ txeekingl
rivetb'Ig~

10 WiI8 crimper tool

11 A'*JItRneter (mea8Jres

~ ~ and ohms)
12 St1oboscope (for

dynwnictimingchecks)
13 Hose clamp

(wingnut type shown)

14 Magnetic arm
(te/escopk; I)'pe .thown)

15 One-man txBk8/~
b/eederkit

7 PIastIgauge kit 10 PistaJ ring rerrW)va/ ~ 13 Stud extractor
8 Valve spring compressor insW8tion tad 14 Saew extractor set

(4-stroke engines) 11 PistaJ ring c/81rf' 15 Bearing driver set
9 PIston pin dtawboIt tad 12 Cylinder bote hone

(srooe type shown)



REF-4 Maintenance Techniques
Basic maintenance spec~fic torque value, which is noted in the loosened by striking it with a soft-faced. Specifications. Be sure to follow the torque rec. hammer near the mating surfaces. A normal
techni q ues ommendatlons~losely:. hammer can be used if a block of wood is

Fasteners laId out In a pattem (Ie cylinder placed between the hamme d the art Dhead bolts engl b It ) r an p. 0
There are a number of techniques involved in loosen d 'r h;e ~a~e 0 s, etc. must ~ not hammer on cast parts or parts that could be

maintenance and repair that will be referred to Wine t~ c~ en In a. ~equence to avoId easily damaged. With any particularly stubborn

throU~hout this manual. Application of these S~ldg go on ~:~~i I~~'allyi theNbo~~uts part, always recheck to make sure that every
techniques will enable the amateur mechanic to should be tightened on~ fu~~~;n e:~h Ine~ fasten~r ~ been remo~.
be more efficient, be~er organlsed and capable criss-cross or diagonal pattem. After each one Avoid uSIng a scl9Wdnver or bar to pry apart
of. performIng the various tasks properly, which has been tightened one full tum retum to the components, as they can easily mark the
will ensure that the repair job is thorough and first one tightened and tighten th~m all half gasket sealing surfaces of the parts (which
complete. . one must . th) If . .

tum, following the same pattem. Finally, tighten remain smoo . prying IS absolutely
each of them one quarter turn at a time until necessary, use a piece of wood, but keep In

Fastening systems each fastener has been tightened to the proper mind that. extra clean-up will be necessary If the
Fasteners basicall are nut I torque. To loosen and remove the fasteners the wOOd splInters.

screws used to hOI~' two or s~~etsp=~~ procedure would be reversed. After the parts are separated, the old gasket
together. There are a few things to keep in mind must be carefully scraped off and the gasket
when working with fasteners. Almost all of them . surfaces C~ed. Stubbom gasket material can
use a locking device of some type (either a lock Disassembly sequence be soaked with a gasket remover (available in
washer, locknut, locking tab or thread locking Component disassembly should be done aerosol cans) to soften it so it c~n be easily
compound). All threaded fasteners should be with care and purpose to help ensure that the sr:'aped off. A scraper ~an be fashlon~ from a
clean, straight, have undamaged threads and parts go back together properly during piece ~f copper tubing by flattening and
undamaged comers on the hex head where the reassembly. Always keep track of the sequence sharpening. one end. Copper is recommended
spanner fits. Develop the habit of replacing all in which parts are removed. Take note of because It IS usually softer than the surfaces to
damaged nuts and bolts with new ones. special characteristics or marks on parts that be scraped, which reduces the chance of

Rusted nuts and bolts should be treated with can be installed more than one way (such as gouging the part. Some gaskets can be
a penetrating oil to ease removal and prevent convex washers and gear pinions). It's a good removed with a wire brush, but regardless of
breakage. After applying the rust penetrant, let Idea to lay the disassembled parts out on a the method used, the mating surfaces must be
it work for a few minutes before trying to loosen clean surface in the order that they were left clean and smooth. If for some reason the
the nut or bolt. Badly rusted fasteners may removed. It may also be helpful to make gasket surface is gouged, then a gasket sealant
have to be chiselled off or removed with a sketches or take instant photos of components thick enough to fill scratches will have to be
special nut breaker, available at tool shops. before removal. used during reassembly of the components.

If a bolt or stud breaks off in an assembly, it When removing fasteners from a component, For most applications, a non-drying (or semi-
can be drilled out and removed with a special keep track of their locations. Sometimes drying) gasket sealant is best.
tool called an E-Z out (or screw extractor). Most threading a bolt back in a part, or putting the
dealer service departments and motorcycle washers and nut back on a stud, can prevent
repair shops can perform this task, as well as mix-ups later. If nuts and bolts can't be Hose removal f
others (such as the repair of threaded holes retumed to their original locations, they should IpS
that have been stripped out). be kept in a compartmented box or a series of Hose removal precautions closely parallel

Washers should always be replaced exactly small bo~es or la~led plastic bags. A box of gasket removal precautions. Avoid scratching
as removed. Replace any damaged washers thIS type IS especially helpful when working on or gouging the surface that the hose mates
with new ones. Always use a flat washer assemblies with very small parts (such as the against or the connection may leak. Because of
between a lock washer and any soft metal carburettors, tappets, shims etc). various chemical reactions, the rubber in hoses
surface (such as aluminium), thin sheet metal or Whenever wiring looms, harnesses or can bond itself to the metal union that the hose
plastic. Special locknuts can only be used once ~onn.ectors are separated, it's a good idea to fits over. To remove a hose, first loosen the
or twice before they lose their locking ability Identity the two halves with numbered pieces of hose clamps that secure it to the union. Then,
and must be replaced. masking tape so they can be easily with slip joint pliers, grab the hose at the clamp

reconnected. and rotate it arolKld the union. WOI'k it back and
forth until it is completely free, then pull it off
(silicone or other lubricants will ease removal If

Tightening sequences and Gasket sealing surfaces they can be applied between the hose and the
procedures Gaskets are used to seal the mating surfaces outsid~ o~ the union). Apply the same lubricant

between components and keep lubricants, to the InSIde of the hose and the outside of the
When threaded fasteners are tightened, they fluids, vacuum or pressure contained in an union to simplify installation.

are often tightened to a spe~ific torque value assembly. If the hose is particularly stubborn, slit the
(torqu~ IS basically a twisting force). Over- Many times these gaskets are coated with a hose with a sharp knife and peel it off the union.
~Ightenlng the fastener ca.n weaken it and cause liquid or paste type gasket seating compound The hose will obviously be destroyed uq this
It to break, while under-tightening can cause it before assembly. Age, heat and pressure can method.
to eventually co":e loose. Each bolt, depending sometimes cause the two parts to stick If a hose clamp is broken or damaged, do
on the material it s made of, the diameter of its together so tightly that they are very difficult to not reuse it. Also do not reuse hoses thatshank and the material it is threaded into, has a separate. In most cases, the part can be cracked, split or t~m. are



Motorcycle Chemicals and Lubricants REF-S

A number of chemicals and variety of additives to prevent corrosion brushed on and, depending on the type,

lubricants are available for use in and reduce foaming and wear. Motor oil are rinsed with either water or solvent,

motorcycle maintenance and repair. comes in various weights (viscosity . S I t d I '

, ",oven s are use a one or In
They Include a wide variety of products ratings) of from 5 to 80, The bl t ' '

th d t I" "com na Ion WI egreasers 0 c ean
ranging from cleaning solvents and recommended weight of the 011 depends rt d bl ' d . ' d" pa s an assem les urlng repair an

degreasers to lubricants and protective on the seasonal temperature and the h I Th h h ' h Idf bbe I t '
d ' I d h ' , . 1 ' over au, e ome mec anlc s ou

sprays or ru r, pas IC an vlny. deman s on t e engine. Ught 01 IS used
I I t th t fl abl, Id I. t d d I' h I d use on y so ven s a are non- amm e

. Contact point/spark plug cleaner is In co,. c Ima es an . u.n er Ig ,t oa and that do not produce irritating fumes.

a solv t used to clean oily film and dirt conditions; heavy 011 IS used In hot

f en, t ' f I t ' I climates and where high loads are. Gasket sealing compounds may berom poln s, grime rom e ec rica ' , , '
t d ' I d ' t f k encountered. Multi-viscosity oils are used In conjunction with gaskets, to

connec ors an 01 eposl s rom spar . " ' , ,
plugs. It is 011 free and leaves no residue. designed to have characteristics of both Improve their sealing capabllltl~S.' or

It can also be used to remove gum and light and heavy oils and are available in a alone, to seal metal-to-metal JOints.

varnish from carburettor jets and other number of weights from 5W-20 to 20W- Many gasket sealers c~n wit,hstand

'fj 50 extreme heat, some are Impervious to

on ICes. '. . petrol and lubricants, while others are

. Carburettor cleaner is similar to . P~trol addrtl~es perfor,m sev~ral capable of filling and sealing large
contact poinVspark plug cleaner but it functions, depending on the~r chemical cavities. Depending on the intended use,

usually has a stronger solvent and may makeup. T~ey usually contain s~lvents gasket sealers either dry hard or stay

leave a slight oily reside. It is not that help dissolve gum and v~rnlsh that relatively soft and pliable. They are

recommended for cleaning electrical build up on carburettor and Inlet parts. usually applied by hand, with a brush, or

components or connections. They also serve to break down carbon are sprayed on the gasket sealing

, deposits that form on the inside surfaces surfaces.
. Brake system cleaner IS used to of the combustion chambers, Some
remove grease or brake fluid from brake additives contain upper cylinder. Thread locking compound is an

system components (where clean lubricants for valves and piston rings. adhesive locking compound that

surfaces are absolutely necessary and prevents threaded fasteners from

petroleum-based solvents cannot be . Brake and clutch fluid is a specially loosening because of vibration. It is

used); it also leaves no residue. fo,rmulated hydraulic fluid that can available in a variety of types for different

. . . withstand the heat and pressure applications.

. SIlicone-based lubrIcants are used encountered in brake/clutch systems.
to protect rubber parts such as hoses Care must be taken that this fluid does. Moisture dispersants are usually

and, gromme~s, and are used as not come in contact with painted spray~ that can be used to dry out

lubricants for hinges and locks. surfaces or plastics. An opened electrical components such as the fuse

. Multi-purpose grease is an all container should always be resealed to block and wiring connectors. Some
purpose lubricant used wherever grease prevent contamination by water or dirt. types can also be used as treatment for

, , ", rubber and as a lubricant for hinges,
IS more practical than a liquid lubricant. Chain lubricants are formulated

bl dh ' I S It' ca es an locks,
~uc as 01, ome r:nu I-purpose grease especially for use on motorcycle final

IS coloured white and specially drive chains A good chain lube should. Waxes and polishes are used to

formulat~ to be more resistant to water adhere well ~nd have good penetrating help protect pajnt~ and plated surfac.es

than ordinary grease. qualities to be effective as a lubricant from the ~eather. Dlffere~t types of paint

. Gear oil (sometimes called gear lube) inside the chain and on the side plates, may req~lre the use of d~erent ~~ of

is a specially designed oil used in pins and rollers, Most chain lubes are wax ~ollsh. Some, polishes utilise a

transmissions and final drive units, as either the foaming type or quick drying chemical or abrasive clea~~r to help

well as other areas where high friction, type and are usually marketed as sprays. rer:nove the top la.yer of oxldlsed (dull)

high temperature lubrication is required. Take care to use a lubricant marked as paint on older vehl?les. In recent ye.ars'

It is available in a number of viscosities being suitable for O-ring chains. many non.-wax polishes, (that contain a

(weights) for various applications. wide variety of, ?hemlcals such as

. Degreasers are heavy duty solvents polymers and silicones) have been

. Motor oil, of course, is the lubricant used to remove grease and grime that introduced. These non-wax polishes are

specially formulated for use in the may accumulate on engine and frame usually easier to apply and last longer

engine. It normally contains a wide components. They can be sprayed or than conventional waxes and polishes.



REF-6 MOT Test Checks

About the MOT Test
In the UK, all vehicles more than three years

old are subject to an annual test to ensure that
they meet minimum safety requirements. A
current test certificate must be issued before
a machine can be used on public roads, and
is required before a road fund licence can be
issued. Riding without a current test
certificate will also invalidate your insurance.

For most owners, the MOT test is an annual
cause for anxiety, and this is largely due to
owners not being sure what needs to be
checked prior to submitting the motorcycle
for testing. The simple answer is that a fully
roadworthy motorcycle will have no difficulty
in passing the test.

This is a guide to getting your motorcycle
through the MOT test. Obviously it will not be
possible to examine the motorcycle to the
same standard as the professional MOT

Electrical System

Lights, turn signals, horn and
reflector

V' With the ignition on, check the operation
of the following electrical components. Note:
The electrical components on certain small-
capacity machines are powered by the
generator, requiring that the engine is run for
this check.

a) Headlight and tail light. Check that both
illuminate in the low and high beam
switch positions.

b) Position lights. Check that the front
position (or sidelight) and taillight
illuminate in this switch position.

c) Tum signals. Check that all flash at the
correct rate, and that the warning light(s)
function correctly. Check that the tum
signal switch wo'*$ correctly.

c) Hazard waming system (where fitted).
Check that all four tum signals flash in this
switch position.

d) Brake stop light. Check that the light
comes on when the front and rear brakes
are independently applied. Models first
used on or after 1st April 1986 must have
a brake light switch on each brake.

e) Hom. Check that the sound is continuous
and of reasonable volume.

V' Check that there is a red reflector on the
rear of the machine. either mounted
separately or as part of the taillight lens.

V' Check the condition of the headlight. tail
light and tum signal lenses.

tester, particularly in view of the equipment
required for some of the checks. However,
working through the following procedures will
enable you to identify any problem areas
before submitting the motorcycle for the test.

It has only been possible to summarise the

test requirements here, based on the

regulations in force at the time of printing. Test

standards are becoming Increasingly stringent,

although there are some exemptions for older
vehicles. More Information about the MOT test
can be obtained from the HMSO publications,
How Safe is your Motorcycle and The MOT

Inspection Manual for Motorcycle Testing.
Many of the checks require that one of the

wheels is raised off the ground. If the

motorcycle doesn't have a centre stand, note
that an auxiliary stand will be required.

Additionally, the help of an assistant may

prove useful.

Certain exceptions apply to machines
under 50 cc, machines without a lighting
system, and Classic bikes - if in doubt about
any of the requirements listed below seek
confirmation from an MOT tester prior to
submitting the motorcycle for the test.

Check that the frame number is clearly
visible.

Headlight beam height

tI' The MOT tester will perform a headlight
beam height check using specialised beam
setting equipment (see Illustration 1). This
equipment will not be available to the home
mechanic, but if you suspect that the
headlight is incorrectly set or may have been
maladjusted in the past, you can perform a
rough test as follows.
tI' Position the bike in a straight line facing a
brick wall. The bike must be off its stand,
upright and with a rider seated. Measure the
height from the ground to the centre of the
headlight and mark a horizontal line on the
wall at this height. Position the motorcycle
3.8 metres from the wall and draw a vertical

Headlight beam height checking
equipment

line up the wall central to the centreline of the
motorcycle. Switch to dipped beam and
check that the beam pattern falls slightly
lower than the horizontal line and to the left of
the vertical line (see illustration 2).



Exhaust System and Final Drive

II' Check that the exhaust mountings are
secure and that the system does not foul any
of the rear suspension components.
II' Start the motorcycle. When the revs are
increased. check that the exhaust is neither
holed nor leaking from any of its joints. On a
linked system. check that the collector box is
not leaking due to corrosion.

Steering and Suspension
!!

: tester will ~ a check of the steering head .
Steering bearing lower ~ by mounting the front wheel Front suspenSIon

on a surface plate, then performing a lock to
lock check with the weight of the machine on
the lower bearing (see illustration 3).

II' With the front wheel raised off the ground, II' Grasp the fork sliders (lower legs) and II' With the motorcycle off the stand, hold
rotate the steering from lock to lock. The attempt to push and puli on the forks (see the front brake on and pump the front forks up
handlebar or switches must not contact the illustration 4). Any play in the steering head and down (S88 illustration 5). Check that
fuel tank or be close enough to trap the rider's bearings wili be felt. Note that in extreme they are adequately damped.
hand. Problems can be caused by damaged cases, wear of the front fork bushes can be II' Inspect the area above and around the
lock stops on the lower yoke and frame, or by misinterpreted for head bearing play. front fork oil seals (see Illustration 8). There
the fitting of non-standard handlebars. II" Check that the handlebars are securely should be no sign of oil on the fork tube
II' When performing the lock to lock check, mounted. (stanchion) nor leaking down the slider (lower
also ensure that the steering moves freely II' Check that the handlebar grip rubbers are leg). On models so equipped, check that there
witOOut drag or notd1iness. Steering mov«nent secure. They should by bonded to the bar left is no oil leaking from the anti-dive units.
can be impaired by POOI1y routed cables, or by end and to the throttle cable puliey on the II' On models with swing arm front
overtight head bearings or worn bearings. The right end. suspension, check that there Is no treeplay in

the linkage when moved from side to side.

Front wheel mounted on a surface plate
for steering head bearing lower race check

Hold the front brake on and pump the front
forks up and down to check operation

MOT Test Checks REF-?

II' Note that the exhaust decibel level
("loudness" of the exhaust) is assessed at the
discretion of the tester. If the motorcycle was
first used on or after 1st January 1985 the
silencer must carry the BSAU 193 stamp, or a
marking relating to its make and model, or be
of OE (original equipment) manufacture. If the
silencer is marked NOT FOR ROAD USE,
RACING USE ONLY or similar. it will fail the
MOT.

Final drive

t! On chain or belt drive machines. check
that the chain/belt is in good condition and
does not have excessive slack. Also check
that the sprocket is securely mounted on the
rear wheel hub. Check that the chain/belt
guard is in place.
t! On shaft drive bikes. check for oil leaking
from the drive unit and fouling the rear tyre.

Rear suspension

tI' With the motorcycle off the stand and an
assistant supporting the motorcycle by its
handlebars. bounce the rear suspension (see
illustration 7). Check that the suspension
components do not foul on any of the cycle
parts and check that the shock absorber(s)
provide adequate damping.

Checking the steering head bearings
for freeplay

Bounce the rear of the motorcycle
to check rear suspension operation



Checking for rear suspension linkage play

tI Visually inspect the shock absorber(s) and
check that there is no sign of oil leakage from
its damper. This is somewhat restricted on
certain single shock models due to the
location of the shock absorber.
tI With the rear wheel raised off the
ground, grasp the wheel at the highest point

Brakes, Wheels and Tyres
tI' On disc brakes, examine the flexible systems are properly maintained. For

Brakes hoses from top to bottom. Have an assistant hydraulic disc brakes, check the fluid level,
hold the brake on so that the fluid in the hose lever/pedal feel (bleed of air if its spongy) and
is under pressure, and check that there is no pad material. For drum brakes, check

. . sign of fluid leakage, bulges or cracking. If adjustment, cable or rod operation and shoe
tI' With the wheel rals~ off the ground, there are any metal brake pipes or unions, lining thickness.
apply the brake then free it off, and check that check that these are free from corrosion and
the wheel is about to revolve freely without damage. Where a brake-linked anti-dive
brake drag. system is fitted, check the hoses to the anti- "
tI' On disc brakes, examine the disc itself. dive in a similar manner. Wheels and tyres
Check that it is securely mounted and not tI' Check that the rear brake torque arm is
cracked. secure and that its fasteners are secured by
tI' On disc brakes, view the pad material self-locking nuts or castellated nuts with split-
through the caliper mouth and check that the pins or A-pins (see illustration 13). tI' Check the wheel condition. Cast wheels
pads are not wom down beyond the limit (see tI' On models with ABS, check that the self- should be free from cracks and if of the bullt-
IHustI'ation 11). check warning light in the instrument panel up design, all fasteners should be secure.
tI' On drum brakes, check that when the wOf1<s. Spoked wheels should be checked for
brake is applied the angle between the tI' The MOT tester will perform a test of the broken, corroded, loose or bent spokes.
operating lever and cable or rod is not too motorcycle's braking efficiency based on a tI' With the wheel raised off the ground, spin
great (see illustration 12). Check also that calculation of rider and motorcycle weight. the wheel and visually check that the tyr8 end
the operating lever doesn't foul any other Although this cannot be carried out at home, wheel run true. Check that the tyre does not
components. you can at least ensure that the braking foul the suspension or mudguards.

Brake pad wear can usually be viewed
without removing the caliper. Most pads
have wear indicator grooves (1) and some

also have indicator tangs (2)

Worn suspension linkage pivots (arrows)
are usually the cause of play in the rear

suspension

and attempt to pull it up (see Illustration 8).
Any play in the swingarm pivot or suspension
linkage bearings will be felt as movement.
Note: Do not confuse play with actual
suspension movement. Failure to lubricate
suspension linkage bearings can lead to
bearing failure (see illustration 9).

Grasp the swingarm at the ends to check
for play in its pivot bearings

With the rear wheel raised off the ground,
grasp the swing arm ends and attempt to
move the swingarm from side to side and
forwards and backwards - any play indicates

wear of the swingarm pivot bearings (see
illustration 10).

On drum brakes, check the angle of the
operating lever with the brake fully applied.

Most drum brakes have a wear indicator
pointer and scale.

Brake torque am1 must be properly
secured at both ends



Check for wheel bearing play by trying to
move the wheel about the axle (spindle)

Castellated type wheel axle (spindle) nut
must be secured by a split pin or A-pin

t' With the wheel raised off the ground,
grasp the wheel and attempt to move it about
the axle (spindle) (see illustration 14). Any
play felt here indicates wheel bearing failure.
t' Check the tyre tread depth, tread

General checks and condition
II' Check the security of all major fasteners.
bodypanels. seat, fairings (where fitted) and

~udguards.

Sidecars
A motorcycle fitted with a sidecar requires

additional checks relating to the stability of
the machine and security of attachment and

MOT Test Checks REF-9

Tyre direction of rotation arrow can be
found on tyre sidewall

USE, COMPETITION USE ONLY or similar,
will fail the MOT.
., If the tyre sidewall carries a direction of
rotation arrow, this must be pointing In the
direction of normal wheel rotation (...
illustration 16).
., Check that the wheel axle (spindle) nuts
(where applicable) are properly secured. A
self-locking nut or castellated nut with a split-
pin or A-pin can be used (see Illustration 17).
., Wheel alignment is checked with the
motorcycle off the stand and a rider seated.
With the front wheel pointing straight ahead,
two perfectly straight lengths of metal or wood
and placed against the sidewalls of both tyres
(see ilklSb'ation 18). The gap each side of the
front tyre must be equidistant on both sides.
Incorrect wheel alignment may be due to a
cocked rear wheel (often as the result of poor
chain adjustment) or in extreme cases, a bent
frame.

Two straightedges are used to check
wheel alignment

condition and sidewall condition (see
illustration 15).
'" Check the tyre type. Front and rear tyre
types must be compatible and be suitable for
road use. Tyres marked NOT FOR ROAD

81' Check for corrosion on the frame or any
load-bearing components. If severe, this may
affect the structure, particularly under stress.

V Check that the rider and pillion footrests,
handlebar leyers and brake DedaJ are securely
mounted.

swivel joints, plus specific wheel alignment
(toe-in) requirements. Additionally, tyre and
lighting requirements differ from conventional

motorcycle use. Owners are advised to check
MOT test requirements with an official test
centre.



REF.10 Storage
Preparing for storage

remove the spark plugs and fit them back in
their caps; ensure that the plugs are earthed
(grounded) against the cylinder head when the
starter is operated (see illustration 3).

Warning: It is important that the
/:\ plugs are earthed (grounded)

ili away from the spark plug holes
otherwise there is a risk of
atomised fuel from the
cylinders igniting.

Before you start
If repairs or an overhaul is needed, see that

this is carried out now rather than left until you
want to ride the bike again.

Give the bike a good wash and scrub all dirt
from its underside. Make sure the bike dries
completely before preparing for storage.

Engine
. Remove the spark plug(s) and lubricate the
cylinder bores with approximately a teaspoon
of motor oil using a spout-type oil can (see
Illustration 1). Reinstall the spark plug(s).
Crank the engine over a couple of times to
coat the piston rings and bores with oil. If the
bike has a kickstart. use this to tum the engine
over. If not. flick the kill switch to the OFF
position and crank the engine over on the
starter (see illustration 2). If the nature on the
ignition system prevents the starter operating
with the kill switch in the OFF position,

Squirt a drop of motor oil into each
cylinder

. . . and ensure that the metal bodies of the
plugs (arrows) are earthed against the

cylinder head

= On a single cylinder four-
. stroke engine, you can seal

HIN the combustion chamber
completely by positioning

the piston at roc on the compression
stroke.

Battery
. Remove it from the bike - in extreme cases

of cold the battery may freeze and crack its
case (see Illustration 6).

Connect a hose to the carburettor float
chamber drain stub (arrow) and unscrew

the drain screw

. Drain the carburettor(s) otherwise there is a
risk of jets becoming blocked by gum
deposits from the fuel (see ilklsb'8tlon 4).

. If the bike is going into long-term storage,
consider adding a fuel stabiliser to the fuel in
the tank. If the tank Is drained completely,
corrosion of its internal surfaces may occur if
left unprotected for a long period. The tank
can be treated with a rust preventative
especially for this purpose. Alternatively,
remove the tank and pour half a litre of motor
011 into it, install the filler cap and shake the
tank to coat its intemals with oil before
draining off the excess. The same effect can
also be achieved by spraying WD40 or a
similar water-dispersant around the inside of
the tank via its flexible nozzle.
. Make sure the cooling system contains the
correct mix of antifreeze. Antifreeze also
contains important corrosion inhibitors.
. The air Intakes and exhaust can be sealed
off by covering or plugging the openings.
Ensure that you do not seal in any
condensation; run the engine until it is hot.
then switch off and allow to cool. Tape a piece
of thick plastic over the silencer end(s) (see
illustration 5). Note that some advocate
pouring a tablespoon of motor oil into the
silencer(s) before sealing them off.

Disconnect the negative lead (A) first,
followed by the positive lead (8)

. Check the electrolyte level and top up if

necessary (conventional refillable batteries).
Clean the terminals.
. Store the battery off the motorcycle and
away from any sources of fire. Position a
wooden block under the battery if it is to sit on
the ground.
. Give the battery a trickle charge for a few
hours every month (see illustration 7).



Tyres
. Place the bike on its centrestand or an
auxiliary stand which will support the
motorcycle in an upright position. Position
wood blocks under the tyres to keep them off
the ground and to provide insulation from
damp. If the bike is being put Into long-term
storage, ideally both tyres should be off the
ground; not only will this protect the tyres. but
will also ensure that no load is placed on the
steering head or wheel bearings.
. Deflate each tyre by 5 to 10 psi. no more or
the beads may unseat from the rim, making
subsequent inflation difficult on tubeless
tyres.

Storage REF.11

Pivots and controls
. Lubricate all lever, pedal, stand and
footrest pivot points. If grease nipples are
fitted to the rear suspension components.

not compress the forks otherwise the seals
will rot from contact with the Vaseline.
. Apply a vinyl cleaner to the seat.

Storage nsapply lubricant to the pivots.
. Lubricate all control cables.

. Aim to store the bike in a shed or garage
which does not leak and is free from damp.
. Drape an old blanket or bedspread over
the bike to protect it from dust and direct
contact with sunlight (which will fade paint).
This also hides the bike from prying eyes.
Beware of tight-fitting plastic covers which
may allow condensation to form and settle on
the bike.

Cycle components
. Apply a wax protectant to all painted and
plastic components. Wipe off any excess, but
don't polish to a shine. Where fitted, clean the
screen with soap and water.
. Coat metal parts with Vaseline (petroleum
jelly). When applying this to the fork tubes, do



REF.12 Fault Finding

This Section provides an easy reference-guide to the more common
faults that are likely to afflict your machine. Obviously, the
opportunities are almost limitless for faults to occur as a result of
obscure failures, and to try and cover all eventualities would require a
book. Indeed, a number have been written on the subject.

Successful troubleshooting is not a mysterious 'black art' but the
application of a bit of knowledge combined with a systematic and
logical approach to the problem. Approach any troubleshooting by first
accurately identifying the symptom and then checking through the list

1 Engine doesn't start or Is difficult to start
0 Starter motor doesn't rotate
0 Starter motor rotates but engine does not tum over
0 Starter works but engine won't tum over (seized)
0 No fuel flow
0 Engine flooded
0 No spark or weak spark
0 Compression low
0 Stalls after starting
0 Rough idle

2 Poor running at low speed
0 Spark weak
0 Fuel/air mixture incorrect
0 Compression low
0 Poor acceleration

3 Poor running or no power at high speed
0 FIring incorrect
0 FueValr mixture incorrect
0 Compression low
0 Knocking or pinging
0 Miscellaneous causes

4 Overheating
0 Engine overheats
0 FIring Incorrect
0 FueVair mixtureJncorrect
0 ComPfMSion too high
p engine 1089 excessive-
0 Lubrication inadequate
0 Miscellaneous causes

5 Clutch problems
Clutch slipping
Clutch not disengaging completely

shifting problems
Doesn't go into gear, or lever doesn't return
Jumps out of gear
Overshifts

:0
Q

of possible causes, starting with the simplest or most obvious and
progressing in stages to the most complex.

Take nothing for granted, but above all apply liberal quantities of
common sense.

The main symptom of a fault is given in the text as a major heading
below which are listed the various systems or areas which may contain
the fault. Details of each possible cause for a fault and the remedial
action to be taken are given, in brief, in the paragraphs below each
heading. Further information should be sought in the rejevant Chapter.

7 Abnonnal engine noise
0 Knocking or pinglng
0 Piston slap or rattling
0 Valve noise
0 Other noise

8 Abnonnal driveline noise
0 Clutch noise
0 Transmission noise
0 Final drive noise

9 Abnormal frame and suspension noise
0 Front end noise
0 Shock absorber noise
0 Brake noise

10011 pressure indicator light comes on
0 Engine lubrication system
0 Electrical system

11 excessive exhaust smoke
0 White smoke
0 Black smoke
0 Brown smoke

12 Poor handling or stability
0 Handlebar hard to tum
0 Handlebar shakes or vibrates excessively
0 Handlebar pulls to one side
0 Poor shock absorbing qualities

13 Braking problems
0 Brakes are spongy. don't hold
0 Brake lever or pedal pulsates
0 Brakes drag

14 Electrical problems
0 Battery dead or weak
0 Battery overcharged



1 Engine doesn't start or is difficult to start
-

Stalter motor doesn't rotate [J Starting technique incorrect. Under normal circumstances O.e., if
0 Engine kill switch OFF. all the carburettor functions are sound) the machine should start
0 Fuse blown. Check fuse (Chapter 8). with little or no throttle. When the engine is cold, the choke should
0 Battery voltage low. Check and recharge battery (Chapter 8). be operated a~d ~he engine started without opening the th~ttle.
0 Starter motor defective. Make sure the wiring to the starter is When the engine IS at operating temperature, only. a very slight

secure. Make sure the starter relay clicks when the start button is amount of throttle should, be n~sary. If th~ eng,".e is .flooded
pushed. If the relay clicks, then the fault is in the wiring or motor. hol~ ~he thr?ttle open while cranking the engine. This will allow

0 Starter relay faulty. Check it according to the procedure in Chapter 8. additional air to reach the cytind9'S.

0 Starter switch not contacting. The contacts could be wet, No spark or weak spark
co:~ or dirty. Disassemble and ~~ean the switch (Chapt~ 8), 0 Ignition switch OFF.

0 Wiring open or shorted. Check all WIring connections and 0 E ' k' il 't h t edt th OFF it,
, nglne I SWI C urn 0 e pos Ion.

harnesses to make sure ttlat they are dry, tight and not corroded. 0 Batt Ita 10 Ch k and ech th battAlso check for broken or frayed wires that can cause a short to (Ch err v~) ge w. ec r arge e ery as necessary
ground (earth) (see wiring diagram, Chapt~ 8), ap er .

0 Ignition (main) switch defective. Check the switch according to the 0 Spark pl~gs dirty, defective ~ worn out, Locate reason for fouled
procedure in Chapter 8. Replace the switch with a new one if it is plugs uSIng spark plug conditIon chart and follow the plug
defecti maintenance procedures (Chapter 1).

0 EngineV~il switch defective. Check for wet, dirty or corroded 0 Spark pl~ caps or secondary (HT) ":firing faulty. C~k ~Ition.
contacts. Clean or replace the switch as necessary (Ch ter 8). R~place either or both components If cracks at detenoratlOO are

. ,ap evident (Chapter 4).
0 Faulty neutral or side stand switch. Check the wiring to each 0 Sp kit makJ ood tact M k hat theswitch and the switch itself according to the procedures in ,..j ar p ugficapst nly° thng gl codn . a e sure t

Chapter 8. ~u~.caps I snug, over .epugen s'. .
0 Faulty sidestand relay or diode, Check according to the procedure 0 Ignition ~ntrol Unit defective. Check ttle Unit, refemng to Chapter

, Ch t 8 4 for details.
In ap er . 0 Pulse generator coils defective. Check the coils, referring to

Statter motor rotates but engine does not turn over Chapter 4 for details.
0 Starter clutch defective. Inspect and repair or replace (Chapter 2). 0 Ignition HT coils defective. Check the coils, referring to Chapter 4
0 Damaged idle/reduction gear or starter gears. Inspect and replace for detaJls.

the damaged parts (Chapter 2), 0 Ignition or kill switch shorted. This is usually caused by wat~,
corrosion, damage or excessive wear. The switches can be

Starter works but engine won't turn over (seized) disassembled and cleaned with electrical contact cleaner. If
0 Seized engine caused by one or more internally damaged cl~ning does not help, replace the switches (Chapter 8).

components. Failure due to wear, abuse or lack of lubrication, 0 Wlnng shorted or broken between:
Damage can include seized valves, followers, camshafts, pistons, a) Ignition (main) switch and engine kill switch (or blown fuse)
crankshaft, connecting rod bearings, or transmission gears or b) Ignition control unit and engine kill switch
bearings. Refer to Chapter 2 for engine disassembly, c) Ignition control unit and ignition HT coils

d) Ignition HT coils and Sparlc plugs
No fuel flow e) Ignition control unit and pulse generator coils
0 No ,fuel in tank, 0 Make sure that all wiring connections are clean, dry and tight.
0 Main fuel cock filter clogged. Remove the fuel cock and clean it Look for chafed and broken wk'es (Chapters 4 and 8).

and the filter (Chapter 3). .
0 Fuel line clogged. Pull the fuel line loose and carefully blow CompressIon low

ttlrough it. [] Spark plugs loose. Remove the plugs and inspect their threads.
0 Float needle valve clogged. For both of the valves to be clogged, Reinstall and tighten to ttle specified torque (Chapter 1).

either a very bad batch of fuel with an unusuaJ additive has been 0 Cylinder head not sufficiently tightened down. If the cylinder head
used, or some other foreign material has entered the tank. Many is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket
times after a machine has been stored for many months without or head is damaged if the problem has persisted for any length of
running, the fuel turns to a varnish-like liquid and forms deposits time. The head bolts should be tightened to the proper torque in
on the Inlet needle valves and jets. The carburettors should be the correct sequence (Chapter 2).
removed and overhauled if draJning the float chambers doesn't 0 Improper valve clearance. This means that the valve is not closing
solve the problem (Chapter 3). completely and compression pressure is leaking past the valve.

Engln flooded Check and adjust the valve clearances (Chapter 1).
e 0 Cylinder and/or piston worn. Excessive wear will cause

0 Float height incorrect. Check and adjust as necessary (Chapter 3). compression pressure to leak past the rings. This is usually
0 Float needle valve worn or stuck open. A piece of dirt, rust or other accompanied by worn rings as well. A top-end overhaul is

debris can cause the valve to seat improperly, causing excess fuel necessary (Chapt~ 2).
to be admitted to the float chamber. In this case, the float chamber 0 Piston rings worn, weak, broken, or sticking. Brok«1 or sticking
should be cleaned and the needle valve and seat inspected. If the piston rings usually indicate a lubrication or CBl'buration problem
needle and seat are worn, then the leaking will persist and the parts that causes excess carbon deposits or seizures to form on the

should be replaced with new ones (Chapter 3). pistons and rings. Top-end overhaul is necessary (Chapter 2).

Fault Finding REF.13



REF.14 Fault Finding

doesn't start or is difficult to start1 Engine
Carburettor malfunction (Chapter 3).
Fuel contaminated. The fuel can be contaminated with either dirt
or water, or can change chemically if the machine Is allowed to sit
for several months or more. Drain the tank and float cham~
(Chapter 3).
Intake air leak. Check for loose carburettor-to-intake manifold
connections, loose or missing vacuum gauge adapter caps, or
loose carburettor tops (Chapter 3).
Engine idle speed incorrect. Turn idle adjusting screw until the
engine idles at the specified rpm (Chapter 1).

improperly tightened head bolts. Machine shop resurfacing or Rough Idle
head replacement is necessary (Chapter 2).

0 Valve spring broken or weak. Caused by component failure or 0 Ignition malfunction (Chapter 4).
wear; the springs must be replaced (Chapter 2). 0 Idle speed incorrect (Chapter 1).

0 Valve not seating properly. This is caused by a bent valve (from 0 Carburettors not synchronlsed. Adjust carburettors with vacuum
over-rewing or improper valve adjustment), bumed valve or seat gauge or manometer set (Chapter 1).
(improper carburation) or an accumulation of carbon deposits on 0 Carburettor malfunction (Chapter 3).
the seat (from carburation or lubrication problems). The valves 0 Fuel contaminated. The fuel can be contaminated with either dirt
must be cleaned and/or replaced and the seats serviced if or water, or can change chemically if the machine is allowed to sit
possible (Chapter 2). for several months or more. Drain the tank and float chambers

0 Piston ring-to-groove clewance excessive. This is caused by
excessive wear of the piston ring lands. Piston replacement is
necessary (Chapter 2).

0 Cylind« head gasket damaged. If the head is allowed to become
loose, or if excessive carbon build-up on the piston crown and
combustion chamber causes extremely high compression, the
head gasket may leak. Retorquing the head is not always
sufficient to restore the seal, so gasket replacement is necessary
(Chapter 2).

0 Cylinder head warped. This is caused by ovett1eating or

Stalls after starting
0 Improper choke action. Make sure the choke linkage shaft is

getting a full stroke and staying in the out position (Chapter 3).
0 Ignition malfunction (Chapter 4).

2 Poor running at low speeds

Battery voltage low. Check and recharge battery (Chapter 8).
Spark plugs fouled, defective or worn out (Chapter 1)
Spark plug cap or HT wiring defective (Chapters 1 and 4).
Spark plug caps not making contact. Make sure they are properly
connected.
Incorrect spark plugs. Wrong type, heat range or cap
configuration. Check and install correct plugs (Chapter 1).
Ignition control defective (Chapter 4).
Pulse generator coils defective (Chapter 4).
Ignition HT coils defective (Chapter 4).

Pilot screws out of adjustment (Chapter 3).
Pilot jet or air passage clogged. Remove and overhaul the
carburettors (Chapter 3).
Air bleed holes clogged. Remove carburettor and blow out all

passages (Chapter 3).
Air filter clogged, poorly sealed or missing (Chapter 1).
Air filter housing poorly sealed. Look for cracks, holes or loose
clamps and replace or repair defective parts (Chapter 3).
Fuel level too high or too low. Check the float height (Chapter 3).
Carburettor intake manifolds loose. Check for cracks, breaks,
tears or loose clamps. Replace the rubber intake manifold joints if
split or perished (Chapter 3).

Compression low
0 Spark plugs loose. Remove the plugs and inspect their threads.

Reinstall and tighten to the specified torque (Chapter 1).
0 Cylinder head not sufficiently tightened down. If the cylinder head

is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket
or head is damaged if the problem has persisted for any length of
time. The head boits should be tightened to the proper torque in

the correct sequence (Chapter 2).

Fuel/air mixture incorrect

a

(continued)
e
a

0

0

(Chapter 3).
0 Intake air leak. Check for loose carburettor-to-intake manifold

connections, loose or missing vacuum gauge adapter caps, or
loose carburettor tops (Chapter 3).

0 Air filter clogged. Replace the air filter element (Chapter 1).

0 Improper valve clearance. This means that the valve Is not closing
completely and compression pressure Is leaking past the valve.
Check and adjust the valve clearances (Chapter 1).

0 Cytinder and/or piston worn. Excessive wear will cause
compression pressure to leak past the rings. This Is usually
accompanied by worn rings as well. A top-end overhaul is
necessary (Chapter 2).

0 Piston rings wom, weak, broken, or sticking. Broken or sticking
piston rings usually indicate a lubrication or carburation problem
that causes excess carbon deposits or seizures to form on the
pistons and rings. Top-end overhaul is necessary (Chapter 2).

0 Piston rlng-to-groove clearance excessive. This is caused by
excessive wear of the piston ring lands. Piston replacement Is

necessary (Chapter 2).

0 Cytinder head gasket damaged. If the head is allowed to become
loose, or if excessive carbon build-up on the piston crown and
combustion chamber causes extremely high compression, the
head gasket may leak. Retorquing the head is not always
sufficient to restore the seal. so gasket replacement is neOe68ary

(Chapter 2).

0 Cylinder head warped. This Is caused by overheating or
improperly tightened head bolts. Machine shop resurfacing or
head replacement is necessary (Chapter 2).

0 Valve spring broken or weak. Caused by component failure or
wear; the springs must be replaced (Chapter 2).

0 Valve not seating PfOPefiy. This Is caused by a bent valve (from
over-revving or improper valve adjustment). burned valve or seat
(Improper carburation) or an accumulation of carbon deposita on
the seat (from carbu~ion or lubrication problems). The valves
must be cleaned and/or replaced and the seats serviced if

possible (Chapter 2).



2 Poor running at low speeds (continued)-

Poor acceleration 0 Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier oil than that
recommended in Chapter 1 can damage the 011 pump or

0 Carburettors leaking or dirty. Overhaul the carburettors (Chapter 3). lubrication system and cause drag on the engine.
0 Timing not advancing. Faulty pick-up coils or ignitOf' unit (Chapter 4). 0 Brakes dragging. UsuaHy caused by debris which has entered the
0 Cartxnttors not synchronised. Adjust them with a vacuum gauge brake piston seals, or from a warped disc or bent axle. Repair as

set or manometer (Chapter 1). necessary (Chapter 6).

3 Poor running or no power at high speed
-

FIring incorrect 0 Piston ring-to-groove clearance excessive. This is caused by
0 Air filter restricted. Clean or replace filter (Chapter 1). excessive wear of the piston ring lands. PIston replacement is
0 Spark plugs fouled, defective or worn out (Chapter 1). nec:essary (Chapter 2).
0 Spark plug cap or HT wiring defective (Chapters 1 and 4). 0 Cylinder head ~et damaged"If the head is ~Iowed to become
0 Spark lug caps not making contact. Make sure they are property loose, or.if excessIVe carbon build-up on ~he piston CfO';Nn and

con~ed combustion chamber causes extremely high compresSIon, the
0 Incon'ect spark plugs. Wrong type, heat range or cap head .gasket may leak. Retorquing the head is not al~ays

configuration. Check and install correct plugs (Chapter 1). sufficient to restore the seal, so gasket replacement IS necessary

0 Ignition control unit defective (Chapter 4). (Ch.apter 2). ,
0 Pulse generator coils defective (Chapter 4). 0 Cytlnder head warped. This IS caused by overheating or
0 Ignition HT coils defective (Chapter 4). improperly tightened head bolts. Machine shop resurfacing or

head replacement is necessary (Chapter 2).
FueValr mixture Incorrect 0 Valve spring broken or weak. Caused by component failure or
0 Air bleed holes clogged. Remove carburettor and blow out all wear; the springs must be replaced (Chapter 2).

passages (Chapter 3). 0 Valve not seating properly. This is caused by a bent valve (from
0 Air filter clogged, poorly sealed or missing (Chapter 1). over-rewing or improper valve adjustment), burned valve or seat
0 Air filter housing poor1y sealed. Look for cracks, holes or loose Qmproper carburation) or an accumulation of carbon deposits on

clamps and replace or repair defective parts (Chapter 3), the seat (from carburation or lubrication problems). The valves
0 Fueilevel too high or too low. Check the float height (Chapter 3). must be cleaned and/or replaced and the seats serviced if
0 Carburettor intake manifolds loose. Check for cracks, breaks, possible (Chapter 2).

tears or loose clamps. Replace the rubber intake manifold joints if
split or perished (Chapter 3), Knocklng or plnglng

0 Jet needle incorrectly positioned or wom Check and adjust or
replace (Chapter 3). 0 Carbon build-up in combustion chamber. Use of a fuel additive

0 Main jet clogged. Dirt, water or other contaminants can clog the that will dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the
main jets, Clean the fuel tap filter, the in-line filter, the float crown and chamber is the easiest way to remove the build-up.
chamber area, and the jets and carburettor orifices (Chapter 3). Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and

D Main jet wrong size. The standard jetting is for sea level decarbonized (Chapter 2).
atmospheric pressure and oxygen content. Check jet size 0 Incorrect or poor quality fuel. Old or improper grades of fuel can
(Chapter 3). cause detonation. This causes the piston to rattle, thus the

0 Throttle shaft-to-carburettor body clearance excessive. Overhaul knocking or pinglng sound. Drain old fuel and always use the
carburettors, reJ)iacing worn parts or complete carburettor if recommended fuel grade (Chapter 3).
necessary (Chapter 3), 0 Spark plug heat range incorrect. Uncontrolled detonation indicates

. the plug heat range is too hot. The plug in effect becomes a glow
CompressIon /ow plug, raising cylinder temperatures. Install the proper heat range
0 Spark plugs loose, Remove the plugs and inspect their threads. plug (Chapter 1).

Reinstall and tighten to the specified torque (Chapter 1). 0 Improper air/fuel mixture. This will cause the cylinder to run hot,
0 Cylinder head not sufficiently tightened down. If the cylinder head which leads to detonation. Clogged jets or an air leak can cause

is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket this imbalance (Chapter 3).
or head is damaged if the problem has persisted for any length of
time. The head bolts shooki be tightened to the proper torque in ..,

"the correct sequence (Chapter 2). ...,sce ,aneous causes
D Improper valve clearance. This means that the valve is not closing 0 Throttle valve doesn't open fully. Adjust the throttle grip freeplay

completely and compression pressure is leaking past the valve. (Chapter 1).
Check and adjust the valve clearances (Chapter 1). 0 Clutch slipping. May be caused by loose or wom clutch

0 Cytinder and/or piston wom. Excessive wear will cause components. Overhaul clutch (Chapter 2).
compression pressure to leak past the rings. This is usually 0 Timing not advancing. Ignition control unit faulty (Chapter 4).
accompanied by wom rings as well. A top-end overhaul is D Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier 011 than the one
necessary (Chapter 2). recommended in Chapter 1 can damage the oil pump or

0 Piston rings wom, weak, broken, or sticking. Broken or sticking lubrication system and cause drag on the engine.
piston rings usually indicate a lubrication or carburation problem 0 Brakes dragging. Usually caused by debris which has entered the
that causes excess carbon deposits or seizures to form on the brake piston seals, or from a warped disc or bent axle. Repair as
pistons and rings. Top-end overhaul is necessary (Chapter 2). necessary.

Fault Finding REF-15
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4 Overheating
FIring Incorrect 0 Engine oil level too high. The addition of too much oil will cause
0 Spar1< plugs fouled, defective or wom out (Chapter 1). pressurisation of the crankcase and inefficient engine operation.
0 Incorrect spar1< plugs (Chapter 1). Check Specifications and drain to proper level (Chapter 1).
0 Faulty ignition HT coils (Chapter 4). 0 Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier oil than the one

. recommended in Chapter 1 can damage the oil pump or
Fuel/air mixture Incorrect lubrication system as well as cause drag on the engine.
0 Main jet clogged. Dirt, water and other contaminants can clog the 0 Brakes dragging. Usually caused by debris which has entered the

main jets. Clean the fuel tap filter. the fuel pump in-line filter, the brake piston seals, or from a warped disc or bent axle. Repair as
float chamber area and the jets and carburettor orifices (Chapter 3). necessary.

D Main jet wroog size. The standard jetting is for sea level D Excessive friction in moving engine parts due to inadequate
atmospheric pressure and oxygen content. Check jet size lubrication, wom bearings or incorrect assembly. Overhaul engine
(Chapter 3). (Chapter 2).

D Air filter clogged, POOI1Y sealed or missing (Chapter 1).
D Air filter housing poorly sealed. Look for cracks, holes or loose Lubrication inadequate

clamps and replace or repair (Chapter 3). !:J Engine oil level too low. Friction caused by intennittent lack of
D Fuel level too low. Check float height (Chapter 3). lubrication or from oil that is overworked can cause overheating.
D Carburettor intake manifolds loose. Check for cracks, breaks, The oil provides a definite cooling function in the engine. Check

tears or loose clamps. Replace the rubber intake manifold joints if the oil level (Chapter 1).
split or perished (Chapter 3). D Poor quality engIne 011 or incorrect viscosity or type. 011 is rated

Compression too high not only according to viscosity but also according to type. Some
." , . oils are not rated high enough for use in this engine. Check the

D Carbo~ b~lld-up In combu~tlon cha~ber. Use of a fuel ,additive Specifications section and change to the correct 011 (Chapter 1).

that WIll dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the 0 W 'I logged ' I Check . 1 d cI. ,~ om 01 pump or c 01 passages. 01 pump an ean

piston crown and chamber is the easiest way to remove the bUlld- (Ch t 2)

up. Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and passages ap er .
decarbonized (C~apter 2). , , Miscellaneous causes

D Improperly machined head surface or Installation of InCOrrect
gasket during engine assembly (Chapter 2), 0 Engine cooling fins clogged with debris.

0 Modification to exhaust system. Most aftermarket exhaust
Engine load excessive systems cause the engine to run leaner, which make them run
0 Clutch slipping. Can be caused by damaged, loose or worn clutch hotter. When installing an accessory exhaust system, always rejet

components. Overhaul clutch (Chapter 2). the carburettors.

5 Clutch problems
Clutch slipping
0 Cable freeplay insufficient. Check and adjust cable (Chapt«1).
0 Friction plates wom or warped. Overhaul the clutch assembly

(Chapter 2).
0 Plain plates warped (Chapter 2).
0 Clutch springs broken or weak. Old or heat-damaged (from

slipping clutch) springs should be replaced with new ones
(Chapter 2).

0 Clutch release mechanism defective. Replace any defective parts
(Chapter 2). 0

0 Clutch centre or housing unevenly worn. This causes improper
engagement of the plates. Replace the damaged or wom parts
(Chapt«2).

Clutch not completelydisengaging
0 Cable freeplay excessive. Check and adjust cable (Chapter 1).
0 Clutch plates warped or damaged. This will cause clutch drag,

which in turn will cause the machine to creep. Overhaul the clutch
assembly (Chapter 2).

Clutch spring tension uneven. Usually caused by a sagged or
broken spring. Check and replace the springs as a set (Chapter 2).

Engine 011 deteriorated. Old. thin, worn out 011 will not provide
proper lubrication for the plates. causing the clutch to drag.
Replace the 011 and filter (Chapter 1).

Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier oil than
recommended In Chapter 1 can cause the plates to stick together,
putting a drag on the engine. Change to the correct weight oil
(Chapter 1).
Clutch housing seized on mainshaft. Lack of lubrication, severe
wear or damage can cause the guide to seize on the shaft.
Overhaul of the clutch. and perhaps transmission. may be
necessary to repair the damage (Chapter 2).

Clutch release mechanism defective. Overhaul the clutch cover
components (Chapter 2).
Loose clutch centre nut. Causes drum and centre misalignment
putting a drag on the engine. Engagement adjustment continually
varies. Overhaul the clutch assembly (Chapter 2).
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6 Gear shifting problems
Doesn't go Into gear or 'ever doesn't return
0 Clutch not disengaging. See above.
0 Selector fork(s) bent or seized. Often caused by dropping the

machine or from lack of oil. Overhaul the transmission (Chapter 2).
0 ~s) stuck on shaft. Most often caused by a lack of lubrication

or excessive wear In transmission bearings and bushings.
OveIt1aul the transmission (Chapter 2).

0 Gear selector drum binding. Caused by lubrication failure or
excessive wear. Replace the drum and bearing (Chapter 2).
Gearcnange lever return spring weak or broken (Chapter 2).
Gearchange lever broken. Splines stripped out of lever or shaft,
caused by allowing the lever to get !<Jose or from dropping the
machine. Replace necessary parts (Chapter 2).

0
0

7 Abnormal engine noise
Knocking or plnglng 0 Connecting rod upper or lower end clearance excessive. Caused
0 Carbon build-up in combustion chamber. Use of a fuel additive by excessive weer or lack of lubrication. Replace worn parts

that will dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the (Chapter 2).
piston crown and chamber is the easiest way to remove the build- Valve noIse
up. Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and
decarbonized (Chapter 2). 0 Incorrect valve clearances. Adjust the clearances (Chapter 1).

0 Incorrect or poor quality fuel. Old or improper fuel can cause 0 Valve spring broken or weak. Check and replace weak valve
detonation. This causes the pistons to rattle, thus the knocking or springs (Chapter 2).
pinging sound. Drain the old fuel and always use the 0 Camshaft or cylinder head worn or damaged. Lack of lubrication
recommended grade fuel (Chapter 3). at high rpm is usually the cause of damage. Insufficient oil or

0 Spark plug heat range incorrect. Uncontrolled detonation indicates failure to change the oil at the recommended intervals are the
that the plug heat range is too hot. The plug in effect becomes a chief causes. Since there are no replaceable bearings in the head,
glow plug, raising cylinder temperatures. Install the proper heat the head itself will have to be replaced if there is excessive wear
range plug (Chapter 1). or damage (Chapter 2).

0 Improper air/fuel mixture. This will cause the cylinders to run hot .
and lead to detonation. Clogged jets or an air leak can cause this Other noIse
imbalance (Chapter 3). 0 Cylinder head gasket leaking (Chapter 1).

PIston slap or rattling 0 Exhaust pipe leaking at cylinder head connection. Caused by
., . . improper fit of pipe(s) or loose exhaust flange. Ail exhaust

0 Cyllnder-to-plston clearance excesSIve. Caused by Improper fasteners should be tightened evenly and carefully. Failure to do
assembly. Inspect and overhaul top-end parts (Chapter 2). tho 'ill d t I k (Cha t 3)0 Connecting rod bent. Caused by over-rewing, trying to start a IS WI ea 0 a ea . per.
badly flooded engine or from ingesting a foreign object into the 0 Cranksha~ runout excessIVe. Caused by a bent crankshaft (from
combustion chamber. Replace the damaged parts (Chapter 2). o~er-rewlng) or damag~ from an upper cylinder co~ponent

0 Piston pin or piston pin bore worn or seized from wear or lack of failure. Can also be attnbuted to dropping the machIne on either of
lubrication. Replace damaged parts (Chapter 2). the crankshaft ends (Chapter 2).

0 Piston ring(s) worn, broken or sticking. Overhaul the top-end 0 Engine mounting bolts loose. TIghten all engine mount bolts
(Chapter 2). (Chapter 2).

0 Piston seizure damage. Usually from lack of lubrication or 0 Crankshaft bearings worn (Chapter 2).
overheating. Replace the pistons and bore the cylinders, as 0 Cam chain tensloner defective. Replace (Chapter 2).
necessary (Chapter 2). 0 Cam chain, sprockets or guides worn (Chapter 2).

Fault Finding REF.17

0 Gearchange mechanism stopper arm broken or wom. Full
engagement and rotary movement of shift drum results. Replace
the arm (Chapter 2).

0 Stopper arm spring broken. Allows arm to float, causing sporadic
shift operation. Replace spring (Chapter 2).

Jumps out of gee'
0 Selector fork(S) worn. Overhaul the transmission (Chapter 2).
0 Gear groove(s) worn. Oveft)aul the transmission (Chapter 2).
0 Gear dogs or dog slots worn or damaged. The gears should be

inspected and replaced. Don't service the wom parts (Chapter 2).

Overshlfts
0 Stopper arm spring weak or broken (Chapter 2).
0 Gearchange shaft retum spring post broken or distorted (Chapter 2).
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9 Abnormal frame and suspension noise
Front end noise
0 Low fluid level or improper viscosity oil in forks. This can sound

like spurting and Is usually accompanied by irregular fork action
(Chapter 5).

0 Spring weak or broken. Makes a clicking or scraping sound. Fork
oil, when drained, will have a lot of metal particles in it (Chapter 5).

0 Steering head bearings loose or damaged. Clicks when braking.
Check and adjust or replace as necessary (Chapters 1 and 5).

0 Fork yokes loose. Make sure all clamp pinch bolts are tight
(Chapter 5).

0 Fork tube bent. Good possibility if machine has been dropped.
Replace tube with a new one (Chapter 5).

0 Front axle or axle clamp bolt loose. Tighten them to the specified
torque (Chapter 6).

Shock absorber noise
0 Fluid level incorrect. Indicates a leak caused by defective seal.

Shock will be covered with oil. Replace shock or seek advice on
repair from a Suzuki dealer (Chapter 5).

0 Defective shock absorber with internal damage. This is in the body
of the shock and can't be remedied. The shock must be replaced
with a new one (Chapter 5).

10 Oil pressure light comes on
EngIne lubrication system
0 Engine oil pump defective, blocked oil strainer gauze or failed

relief valve. Carry out oil pressure check (Chapter 2).
0 Engine oil level low. Inspect for leak or other problem causing low

oil level and add recommended oil (Chapter 1).
0 Engine oil viscosity too low. Very old, thin oil or an improper

weight of oil used in the engine. Change to correct oil (Chapter 1).
0 Camshaft or journals worn. Excessive wear causing drop in oil

pressure. Replace cam and/or/cylinder head. Abnormal wear
could be caused by oil starvation at high rpm from low oil level or
improper weight or type of oil (Chapter 1).

11 Excessive exhaust smoke
White smoke
0 Piston oil ring worn. The ring may be broken or diM11aged, causing

oil from the crankcase to be pulled past the piston Into the
combustion chamber. Replace the rings with new ones (Chapter 2).

0 Cylinders worn, cracked, or scored. Caused by overheating or oil
starvation. The cylinders will have to be rebored and new pistons
installed (Chapter 2).

0 Valve oil seal damaged or worn. Replace oil seals with new ones
(Chapter 2).

0 Valve guide worn. Perform a complete valve job (Chapter 2).
0 Engine 011 level too high, which causes the oil to be forced past

the rings. Drain 011 to the proper level (Chapter 1).
0 Head gasket broken between 011 return and cylinder. Causes oil to

be pulled into the combustion chamber. Replace the heed gasket
and check the head for warpage (Chapter 2).

0 Abnormal crankcase pressurisation, which forces oil past the
rings. Clogged ventilation system or breather hose (Chapte.- 2).

Black smoke
0 Air filter clogged. Clean or replace the element (Chapter 1).

0 Bent or damaged shock body. Replace the shock with a new one
(Chapter 5).

0 Loose or wom linkage components. Check and replace as needed
(Chapter 5).

Brake noise
0 Squeal caused by pad shim not installed or positioned correctly

(Chapter 6).
0 Squeal caused by dust on brake pads. Usually found In oomt*'lation

with glazed pads. Clean uU1g brake cleaning solvent (Chapt« 6).
0 Contamination of brake pads. 011, brake fluid or dirt causing brake

to chatter or squeal. Clean or replace pads (Chapter 6).
0 Pads glazed. Caused by excessive heat from prolonged use or

from contamination. Do not use sandpaper. emery cloth,
carborundum cloth or any other abrasive to roughen the pad
surfaces as abrasives will stay in the pad material and damage the
disc. A very fine flat file can be used. but pad replacement is
suggested as a cure (Chapter 6).

0 Disc warped. Can cause a chattering, clicking or int~ittent
squeal. Usually accompanied by a pulsating lever and uneven
braking. Replace the disc (Chapter 6).

0 Loose or wom wheel bearings. Check and replace as needed
(Chapter 6).

0 Crankshaft and/or bearings worn. Same problems as parawaph 4.
Check and replace crankshaft and/or bearings (Chapter 2).

Electrical system
0 Oil pressure switch defective. Check the switch according to the

procedure in Chapter 8. Replace it if it is defective.
0 Oil pressure indicator light circuit defective. Check for pinched,

shorted, disconnected or damaged wiring (Chaptw 8).

Main jet too large CM' ~. Compare jet size with the Specifications
(Chapter 3).
Choke cable or linkage shaft stuck, causing fuel to be pulled
through choke circuit (Chapter 3).
Fuel level too high. Check and adjust the float height(s) as
necessary (Chapter 3).
Float needle valve held off needle seat. Clean the float chambers
and fuel line and replace the needles and seats if necessary
(Chapter 3).
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Brown smoke
0 Main jet too small or clogged. lean condition caused by wrong

size main jet or by a restricted orifice. Clean float chambers and
jets and compare jet size to Specifications (Chapter 3).

0 Fuel flow insufficient. Float needle valve stuck closed due to
chemical reaction with old fuel. Aoat height Incorrect. Restricted
rue/line. Clean line and float chamber and adjust floats if
necessary (Chapter 3).

0 Carburettor intake manifold clamps loose (Chapter 3).
0 AIr fIlter poorty sealed or not instaHed (Chapter 1).
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12 Poor handling or stability- -

Handlebar hard to turn Handlebar pulls to one side
D Steering head bearing adjuster nut too tight. Check adjustment 0 Frame bent. Definitely suspect this If the machine has been

(Chapter 1). dropped. Mayor may not be accompanied by cracking near the

D Bearings damaged. Roughness can be felt as the bars are tumed bend. Replace the frame (Chapter 5).
from side-to-side. Replace bearings and races (Chapter 5). [J Wheels out of alignment. Caused by improper location of axle

0 Races dented or worn. Denting results from wear in only one spacers or from bent steering stem or frame (Chapter 5).
position (e.g., straight ahead), from a collision or hitting a pothole 0 Swingann bent or twisted. Caused by age (metal fatigue) or
or from dropping the machine. Replace races and bearings impact damage. Replace the arm (Chapter 5).
(Chapter 5). 0 Steering stem bent. Caused by impact damage or by dropping the

0 Steering stem lubrication inadequate. Causes are grease getting motorcycle. Replace the steering stem (Chapter 5).
hard from age or being washed out by high pressure car washes. 0 Fori< tube bent. Disassemble the forks and replace the damaged
Disassemble steering head and repack bearings (Chapter 5). parts (Chapter 5).

0 Steering stem bent. Caused by a collision, hitting a pothole or by D Fori< oil level uneven. Check and add or drain as necessary
dropping the machine. Replace damaged part. Don't try to (Chapter 5).
straighten the steering stem (Chapter 5). . . .

0 Front tire air pressure too low (Chapter 1). Poor shock absorbIng qualitIes

Handlebar shakes or vIbrates excessively
0 Tyres worn or out of balance (Chapter 6).
0 Swlngarm bearings worn. Replace worn bearings (Chapter 5).
0 Rim(s) warped or damaged. Inspect wheels for runout (Chapter 6).
0 Wheel bearings worn. Worn front or rear wheel bearings can

cause poor tracking. Worn front bearings will cause wobble
(Chapter 6).

0 Handlebar clamp bolts loose (Chapter 5).
0 Fork yoke bolts loose. Tighten them to the specified torque

(Chapter 5).
0 Engine mounting bolts loose. Will cause excessive vibration with

Increased engine rprn (Chapter 2).

Fault Finding

Too hard:
FOI1c oil level excessi~ (Chapter 5).
Fork 01/ viscosity too high. Use 8 lighter oil (see the Specifications
in Chapter 5).
Fork tube bent. Causes 8 harsh. sticking feeling (Chapl&r 5).
Shock shaft or body bent or damaged (Chapter 5).
Fork internal damage (Chapter 5).
Shock Internal damage.
TIre pressure too high (Chapler 1).

Too soft:
FOI1c or shock oil insufficient and/or leaking (Chapter 5).
Fork oil level too low (Chapter 5).
FOI1c oil viscosity too light (Chapter 5).
Fork springs weak or broken (Chapter 5).
Shock intemaf damage or leakage (Chapter 5).

0
a}
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
0

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
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14 Electrical problems
Battery dead or weak
0 Battery faulty. Caused by sulphated plates which are shorted

through sedimentation. Also. broken battery terminal making only
occasional contact (Chapter 8).

0 Battery cables making poor contact (Chapter 1).
0 Load excessive. Caused by addition of high wattage lights or

other electrical accessories.
0 Ignition (main) switch defective. Switch either grounds (earths)

internally or fails to shut off system. Replace the switch (Chapter 8).
0 Regulator/rectifier defective (Chapter 8).
0 Alternator stator coil open or shorted (Chapter 8).

Fault Finding Equipment

Checking engine compression

. Low compression will result in exhaust
smoke, heavy 011 consumption, poor starting
and poor performance. A compression test
will provide useful information about an
engine's condition and if performed regularly,
can give warning of trouble before any other
symptoms become apparent.
. A compression gauge will be required,
along with an adapter to suit the spark plug
hole thread size. Note that the screw-in type
gauge/adapter set up is preferable to the
rubber cone type.

Wiring faulty. Wiring grounded (earthed) or connections loose in
ignition, charging or lighting circuits (Chapter 8).

Battery overcharged
0 Regulator/rectifier defective. Overcharging is noticed when battery

gets excessively warm (Chapter 8).
D Battery defective. Replace battery with a new one (Chapter 8).
D Battery amperage too low, wrong type or size. Install

manufacturer's specified amp-hour battery to handle charging
load (Chapter 8).

. Before carrying out the test, first check the
valve clearances as described in Chapter 1.
1 Run the engine until it reaches normal
operating temperature, then stop it and
remove the spark plug(s), taking care not to
scald your hands on the hot components.
2 Install the gauge adapter and compression
gauge in No; 1 cylinder spark plug hole (...
illustration 1).
3 On kickstart-equipped motorcycles, make
sure the ignition switch is OFF, then open the
throttle fully and kick the engine over a couple
of times until the gauge reading stabilises.
4 On motorcycles with electric start only, the
procedure will differ depending on the nature
of the ignition system. Flick the engine kill
switch (engine stop switch) to OFF and turn



the ignition switch ON; open the throttle fully
and crank the engine over on the starter motor
for a couple of revolutions until the gauge
reading stabilises. If the starter will not operate
with the kill switch OFF. turn the ignition switch
OFF and refer to the next paragraph.
S Install the spark plugs back into their
suppressor caps and arrange the plug
electrodes so that their metal bodies are
earthed (grounded) against the cylinder head;
this is essential to prevent damage to the
ignition system as the engine is spun over
(see illustration 2). Position the plugs well
away from the plug holes otherwise there is a
risk of atomised fuel escaping from the
combustion chambers and igniting. As a
safety precaution. cover the top of the valve
cover with rag. Now turn the ignition switch
ON and kill switch ON. open the throttle fully
and crank the engine over on the starter
motor for a couple of revolutions until the
gauge reading stabilises.

All spark plugs must be earthed
(grounded) against the cylinder head

6 After one or two revolutions the pressure
should build up to a maximum figure and then
stab/llse. Take a note of this reading and on
multi-cylinder engines repeat the test on the
remaining cylinders.
7 The correct pressures are given in Chapter
2 Specifications. If the results fall within the
specified range and on multi-cylinder engines
all are relatively equal, the engine is in good
condition. If there is a marked difference
between the readings, or if the readings are
lower than specified, inspection of the top-
end components will be required.
8 Low compression pressure may be due to
worn cylinder bores, pistons or rings, failure of
the cylinder head gasket, worn valve seals, or
poor valve seating.
9 To distinguish between cylinder/piston
wear and valve leakage, pour a small quantity
of oil into the bore to temporarily seal the
piston rings, then repeat the compression
tests (see illustration 3). If the readings show
a noticeable increase in pressure this
confirms that the cylinder bore, piston, or
rings are worn. If, however, no change is
indicated, the cylinder head gasket or valves
should be examined.
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battery terminals. Connect the meter's
positive (+ve) probe, usually red, to the battery
positive (+ve) terminal, followed by the
meter's negative (-ve) probe, usually black, to
the battery negative terminal (-ve) (s..
illustration 4).
2 If battery voltage is low (below 1 0 volts on a
12 volt battery or below 4 volts on a six volt
battery), charge the battery and test the
voltage again. If the battery repeatedly goes
flat, investigate the motorcycle's charging

system.

Bores can be temporarily seaJed with a

squirt of motor oil

10 High compression pressure indicates
excessive carbon build-up in the combustion
chamber and on the piston crown. If this is the
case the cylinder head should be removed
and the deposits removed. Note that
excessive carbon build-up is less likely with

the used on modem fuels.

gravity

Warning: The gases produced
,h.., by the battery a1'8 explosive -

~ never smoke or create any
sparks in the vicinity of the

battery. Never allow the electrolyte to
contact your skin or clothing - If it does,
wash it off and seek Immediate medical
attention.
. The specific gravity check gives an
indication of a battery's state of charge.
. A hydrometer is used for measuring
specific gravity. Make sure you purchase one
which has a small enough hose to 1nser1 in the
ape1'tUre of a motorcycle battery.
. Specific gravity is simply a measure of the
electrolyte's density compared with that of
water. Water has an SG of 1.000 and fully-
charged battery electrolyte is about 26%
heavier. at 1.260.
. Specific gravity checks are not possible on
malnt~ance-free batteries. Testing the open-
circuit voltage is the only means of
determining their state of charge.

5

=-w'

Roat-type hydrometer for m8a.oong
battery speciftc gravity

Checking battery open-circuit
voltage

Warning: The gases producedA., by the battery are explosive -
~ never smoke or create any. sparks in the vicinity of the

battery. Never aI/ow the electrolyte to
contact your skin or clothing - If it does,
wash it off and seek immediate medical
attention.
. Before any electrical fault is investigated
the battery should be checked.
. You'll need a dc voltmet« or multimet« to
check battery voltage. Check that the leads
are inserted in the correct terminals on the
meter, red lead to positive (+ve), black lead to
negative (-ve). Incorrect connections can
damage the meter.
. A sound fully-charged 12 volt battery
should produce between 12.3 and 12.6 volts
across its terminals (12.6 volts for a
maintenance-free battery). On machines with
a 6 volt battery, voltage should be between
6.1 and 6.3 volts.
1 Set a multi meter to the 0 to 20 volts dc
range and connect its probes across the

1 To measure SG. remove the battery frOO1 the
motorcycle and remove the fll5t cell cap. Draw
some electrolyte into the hydrometer and note
the reading (see Illustration 5). Return the
electrolyte to the cell and install the cap.
2 The reading should be in the region of
1.260 to 1.280. If SG is below 1.200 the
battery needs charging. Note that SG will vary
with temperature; it should be measured at
20°C (68°F). Add 0.007 to the reading forMeasuring open-circuit battery voltage
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Continuity check of front brake light
switch using a meter - note split pins used

to access connector terminals

2 If using a test meter, set the meter to the
ohms x 10 scale and connect its probes
across the wires from the switch (se.
illustration 9). Simple ON/OFF type switches,
such as brake light switches, only have two
wires whereas combination switches, like the
ignition switch, have many internal links.
Study the wiring diagram to ensure that you
are connecting across the correct pair of
wires. Continuity (low or no measurable
resistance - 0 ohms) should be indicated with

the switch ON and no continuity (high
resistance) with it OFF.
3 Note that the polarity of the test probes
doesn't matter for continuity checks, although
care should be taken to follow specific test
procedures if a diode or solid-state
component is being checked.
4 A continuity tester or battery and bulb
circuit can be used in the same way. Connect
its probes as described above (see
illustration 10). The light should come on to
indicate continuity in the ON switch position,
but should extinguish in the OFF position.

Continuity check of front brake light
switch sub-harness

2 Continuity (low or no resistance - 0 ohms)
should be indicated if the wire is good. If no
continuity (hIgh resistance) is shown, suspect
a broken wire.

Checking for voltage

. A voltage check can determine whether
current is reaching a component.
. Voltage can be checked with a dc
voltmeter, multimeter set on the dc volts
scale, test light or buzzer (see illustrations 12
8nd 13). A meter has the advantage of being
able to measure actual voltage.



2 If using a meter, check first that the meter
leads are plugged into the correct terminals
on the meter (see above). Set the meter to the
dc volts function, at a range suitable for the
battery voltage. Connect the meter red probe
(+ve) to the power supply wire and the black
probe to a good metal earth (ground) on the
motorcycle's frame or directly to the battery
negative (-ve) terminal (see illustration 14).
Battery voltage should be shown on the meter

with the ignition switched ON.
3 If using a test light or buzzer, connect its

positive (+ve) probe to the power supply
terminal and its negative (-ve) probe to a good
earth (ground) on the motorcycle's frame or
directly to the battery negative (-ve) terminal
(see Illustration 15). With the ignition ON, the
test light should illuminate or the buzzer

sound.

. When using a meter, check that its leads
are inserted in the correct terminals on the
meter, red to positive (+ve), black to negative
(-ve). Incorrect connections can damage the
meter.
. A voltmeter (or multimeter set to the dc
volts scale) should always be connected in
parallel (across the load). Connecting it in
series will destroy the meter.
. Voltage checks are made with the ignition
ON.

1 First identify the relevant wiring circuit by
referring to the wiring diagram at the end of
this manual. If other electrical components
share the same power supply Qe are fed from
the same fuse), take note whether they are
working correctly - this is useful information in
deciding where to start checking the circuit.

Fault Finding Equipment REF.23
1 To check the earth on a component, use an
insulated jumper wire to temporarily bypass
its earth connection (see illustration 16).
Connect one end of the jumper wire between
the earth terminal or metal body of the
component and the other end to the
motorcycle's frame.

A selection of jumper wires for making
earth (ground) checks

2 If the circuit works with the jumper wire
installed. the original earth circuit is faulty.
Check the wiring for open-circuits or poor
connections. Clean up direct earth
connections. removing all traces of corrosion
and remake the joint. Apply petroleum jelly to
the joint to prevent Mure corrosion.

Tracing a short-circuit
. . . or a test light - note the eerth
connection to the frame (arrow)

4 If no voltage is indicated, work back
towards the fuse continuing to check for
voltage. When you reach a point where there
is voltage, you know the problem lies between
that point and your last check point.

. A short-circuit occurs where current shorts
to earth (ground) bypassing the circuit
components. This usually results in a blown
fuse.

. A short-circuit is most likely to occur where
the insulation has worn through due to wiring
chafing on a component. allowing a direct
path to earth (ground) on the frame.

1 Remove any bodypanels necessary to
access the circuit wiring.
2 Check that all electrical switches in the
circuit are OFF, then remove the circuit fuse
and connect a test light, buzzer or voltmeter
(set to the dc scale) ecross the fuse terminals.
No voltage should be shown.
3 Move the wiring from side to side whilst
observing the test light or meter. When the
test light comes on, buzzer sounds or meter
shows voltage, you have found the cause of
the short. It will usually shown up as damaged
or burned insulation.
4 Note that the same test can be performed
on each component in the circuit, even the
switch.

(ground)Checking the earth

. Earth connections are made either directly
to the engine or frame (such as sensors,
neutral switch etc. which only have a positive
feed) or by a separate wire into the earth
circuit of the wiring harness. Alternatively a
short earth wire is sometimes run directly from
the component to the motorcycle's frame.
. Corrosion is often the cause of a poor
earth connection.
. If total failure is experienced, check the
security of the main earth lead from the
negative (-ve) terminal of the battery and also
the main earth (ground) point on the wiring
hamess. If corroded, dismantle the connection
and clean all surfaces back to bare metal.
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A
ABS (Anti-lock braking system) A system,
usually electronically controlled, that senses
incipient wheel lockup during braking and
relieves hydraulic pressure at wheel which is
about to skid.
Aftermarket Components suitable for the
motorcycle, but not produced by the motorcycle
manufacturer.
Allen key A hexagonal wrench which fits into a
recessed hexagonal hole.
Alternating current (act Current produced by
an alternator. Requires converting to direct
current by a rectifier for charging purposes.
Alternator Converts mechanical energy from the
engine into electrical energy to charge the
battery and power the electrical system.
Ampere (amp) A unit of measurement for the
flow of electrical current. Current = Volts. Ohms.
Ampere-hour (Ah) Measure of battely capacity.
Angle-tightening A torque expressed in
degrees. Often follows a conventional tightening
torque for cylinder head or main bearing
fasteners (see Illustration).

Angie-tightening cylinder head bolts

AntIfreeze A substance (usually ethylene glycol)
mixed with water, and added to the cooling
system, to prevent freezing of the coolant in
winter. Antifreeze also contains chemicals to
inhibit corrosion and the formation of rust and
other deposits that would tend to clog the
radiator and coolant passages and reduce
cooling efficiency.
AntI-dive System attached to the fork lower leg
(slider) to prevent fork dive when braking hard.
Anti-seize compound A coating that reduces
the risk of seizing on fasteners that are subjected
to high temperatures, such as exhaust clamp
bolts and nuts.
API American Petroleum Institute. A quality
standard for 4-stroke motor oils.
Asbe8to8 A natural flbroos mineral with great
heat resistance, commonly used in the
composition of brake friction materials. Asbestos
is a health hazard and the dust created by brake
systems should never be inhaled or ingested.
ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid. Often used
in front forks.
ATU Automatic Timing Unit. Mechanical device
for advancing the ignition timing on early

engines.
ATV All Terrain Vehicle. Oft., called a Quad.
Axi8I play Side-to-side movement
Axle A shaft on which a wheel revolves. Also
known as a spindle.

pollutants in the exhaust gua into less harmful
substances.
Charging system Description of the
components which charge the battery, ie the
aJtemator, rectifer and regulator.
Clrcllp A ring-shaped clip used to prevent
endwise movement of cylindrical parts and
shafts. An intemal circllp is installed in a groove
in a housing; an external circllp fits into a groove
on the outside of a cylindrical
piece such as a shaft. Also known as a snap-ring.
Clearance The amount of space between two
parts. For example, between a piston and a
cylinder, between a beel'ing and a journal, etc.
Coli apring A spiral of elastic steel found in
various sizes throughout a vehicle, for example
as a springing medium in the suspension and in
the valve train.
Compression Reduction in volume, and
increase in pressure and temperature, of a gas,
caused by squeezing it into a smaller space.
Comprea8ion damping Controls the speed the
suspension compresses when hitting a b~.
Compre88ion ratio The relationship between
cylinder volume when the piston is at top dead
centre and cylinder volume when the piston Is at
bottom dead centre.
ContirM8iy The unintemJpted path in the tow of
electricity. UtIle or no ~ reIistance.
Continuity t88t8r Self-powered bIeeper or test
light which indicates continuity.
Cp Candlepower. Bulb rating common found on
US motorcycles.
Croaspty tyr. Tyre plies arranged in a
criss-cross pattem. Usually four or six plies used,
hence 4PR or 6PR In tyre size codes.
Cuah drive Rubber damper segments
fitted between the rear wheel and final drive
sprocket to absorb transmission shocks (He
11118b'8tion).

B
Seckla8h The amount of movement between
meshed components when one component is
held still. Usually applies to gear teeth.
8811 beerlng A bearing consisting of a hardened
inner and outer race with hardened steel balls
between the two raoeB.
BeeFing. Used between two working surfaces
to prevent wear of the components and a build-
up of heat. Four typea of bearing are commonly
used on motorcycles: plain shell bearings, ball
bearings, tapered roller bearings and needle
roll« bearings.
Bevel gurw Used to tum the drive through 900.
Typical applications are shaft final drive and
camshaft drive (S88 iUU8b'ation).

Bevel gears are used to turn the drive

throughSO-

BHP Brake Horsepower. The British
measurement for engine power output. Power
output is now usually expressed in kilowatts

(kW).
&i.a-belted tyre Similar construction to radial
lyre. but with outer belt running at an angle to the
wheel rim.
Big-end bearing The bearing in the end of the
connecting rod that's attached to the crankshaft.
Bleeding The process of removing air from an
hydraulic system via a bleed nipple or bleed
screw.
Bottom-end A description of an engine's
crankcase components and all components
contained there-in.
BTDC Before Top Deed Centre in teImS of pi8ta1
position. Ignitk)n timing Is ~ e)Cpr888ed i1 t8ms
of degoees or miIIimetr. BlOC.
Bush A cylindrical metal or rubber component
used between two moving parts.
Burr Rough edge left on a component after
machining or as a rMUlt of excessive weer.

Cush drive rubbers dampen out
transmission shocks

Dc
Degree disc Calibrated disc for measuring
piston position. Expressed in degrees.
Diet gauge Clock-type gauge with adapters for
measuring runout and piston position. Ex~
in mm or inches.
Diaphragm The rubber membrane in a master
cylinder or carburettor which seals the upper
chamber.
Diaphragm spring A single sprung plate oft.,
used in clutches.
Direct current (dc) Current produced by a dc

generator.

C8n chain The chain which takes drive from the
crankshaft to the camshaft(s).
Canister The main component in an evaporative
emission control system (California mart<et only);
contains activated charcoal granules to trap
vapours from the fuel system rath. than allowing
them to vent to the stmosphere.
CastelI8t8d Resembling the parapets along the
top of a castle wall. For example, a castellated
wheel axle or spindle nut.
C8talytic converter A device in the exhaust
system of some machines which converts certain



Free length The no-load state of a component
when measured. Clutch. valve and fork spring
lengths are measured at rest, without any

preload.

Decarbonisation The process of removing
carbon deposits - typically from the combustion

chamber, valves and exhaust port/system.
Deton.tion Destructive and damaging
explosion of fuel/air mixture in combustion
chamber instead of controlled burning.
Diode An electrical valve which only allows
current to flow in one direction. Commonly used
in rectifiers and starter interlock systems.
Disc velve (or rot8ry velve) A induction system
used on some two-stroke engines.
Doubie-overtM8d C8m8haft (DOHC) An engine
that uses two overhead camshafts. one for the
intake valves and one for the exhaust valves.
DrtvebeIt A toothed belt used to transmit drive
to the rear wheel on some motorcycles. A
drivebelt has also been used to drive the
camshafts. Drivebetts~ usually made of Keylar.
Drive8haft Any shaft used to transmit motion.
Commonly used when referring to the final
driveshaft on shaft driVe motorcycles.

E
Earth return The return path of an electrical
circuit, utilising the motorcycle's frame.
ECU (Electronic Control Unit) A computer
which controls (for instance) an ignition system,
or an anti-lock braking system.
EGO Exhaust Gas Oxygen sensor. Sometimes
called a Lambda sensor.
Electrolyte The fluid in a lead-acid battery.
EMS (Engine Management System) A
computer controlled system which manages the
fuel injection and the ignition systems in an
integrated fashion.
Endftoat The amount of lengthways movement
between two parts. As applied to a crankshaft,
the distance that the crankshaft can move side-
to-side in the crankcase.
Endl..s chain A chain having no joining link.
Common use for cam chains and final drive
chains.
EP (Extreme Pressure) Oil type used in
locations where high loads are applied. such as
between gear teeth.
Evaporetlve emieeion control eyetem
Describes a charcoal filled canister which stores
fuel vapours from the tank rather than allowing
them to vent to the atmosphere. Usually only
fitted to California models and referred to as an
EVAP system.
Expan8ion chamber Section of two-stroke
engine exhaust system so designed to improve
engine efficiency and boost power.

F
Feeler blade or gauge A thin strip or blade of
hardened steel, ground to an exact thickness,
used to check or measure clearances between

parts.
Final drive Description of the drive from the
transmission to the rear wheel. Usually by chain
or shaft, but sometimes by bett.
Firing order The order in which the engine
cylinders fire, or deliver their power strokes,
beginning with the number one cylinder.
Flooding Term used to describe a high fuel level
in the carburettor float chambers, leading to fuel
overflow. Also refers to excess fuel in the
combustion chamber due to incorrect starting

technique.
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Hellcoil A thread insert repair system.
Commonly used as a repair for stripped spark
plug threads (... III.-tratIon).
Honing A process used to break down the glaze
on a cylinder bore (also called glaze-busting).
Can also be carried out to roughen a rebored
cylinder to aid ring bedding-in.
HT High Tension Description of the electrical
circuit from the secondary winding of the ignition
coil to the spark plug.
Hydr8uIic A liquid filled system used to ~It
pressure from one component to another.
Common uses on motorcycles are brakes and
clutches.
Hydrometer An instrument for measuring the
specific gravity of a lead-Kid battery.
Hygroscopic Water absorbing. In motorcycle
applications, braking efficiency will be reduced if
DOT 3 or 4 hydraulic fluid absorbs water from the
aJr - care must be taken to keep new brake fluid
in tightly sealed containers.

FreepiBY The amount of travel before any action
takes place. The looseness in a linkage, or an
assembly of parts, between the initial application
of force and actual movement. For example, the
distance the rear brake pedal moves before the
rear brake is actuated.
Fuel Injection The fuel/air mixture is metered
electronically and directed Into the engine intake
ports (Indirect injection) or into the cylinders
(direct injection). Sensors supply information on
engine speed and conditions.
Fuel/air mixture The charge of fuel and air
going into the engine. See Stolchl~ ratio.
Fuse An electrical device which protects a
circuit against accidental overload. The typical
fuse contains a soft piece of metal which is
calibrated to melt at a predetermined current
flow (expressed as amps) and break the circuit.

G
Ibf ft Pounds-force feet. An imperial unit of
torque. Sometimes written as ft-IOs,
Ibf In Pound-force inch, An imperial unit of
torque, applied to components w~ a very low
torque is required. Sometimes written as in-ibs.
IC Abbreviation for Integrated Circuit.
Ignition advance Means of increasing the
timing of the spark at higher engine speeds.
Done by mechanical means (ATU) on early
engines or electronically by the ignition control
unit on later engines.
Ignition timing The moment at which the spark
plug fires, expressed In the rRxnber of cr81k8haft
degrees before the piston r88che8 the top of Its
stroke, or in the number of mllHmetres before the
piston reaches the top of Its stroke,
Infinity (~) Description of an open-circuit
electrical state. where no continuity exists.
Inverted fora (~ down fora) The sliders
or lower legs are held in the yokes and the fork
tubes or stanchions are connected to the wheel
axle (spindle), Less unsprung weight and stiffer
construction than conventional forks.

G8p The distance the spark must travel in
jumping from the centre electrode to the side
electrode in a spark plug. Also refers to the
distance between the ignition rotor and the
pickup ~I in an electronic ignition system.
G..ket Any thin, soft material - usually cort,
cardboard, asbestos or soft metal. installed
between two metal surfaces to ensure a good
seal. For instance, the cylinder head gasket seals
the joint between the block and the cylinder
head.
Gauge An instrument panel display used to
monitor engine conditions. A gauge with a
movable pointer on a dial or a fixed scale is an
analogue gauge. A gauge with a numerical
readout is called a digital gauge.
Gear ratios The drive rstio of a pair of geers in a
gearbox, calculated on their number of teeth.
Glaze-busting see Honing
Grinding Process for renovating the valve face
and valve seat contact area in the cylinder head.
Gudgeon pin The shaft which connects the
connecting rod small-end with the piston. Oft~
called a piston pin or wrist pin. J
H JASO Quality standard for 2-stroke oiI8.

Joule The unit of electrical energy.
Journal The b88r1ng slriace of a shaft.Helical gee,. Gear teeth are slightly curved BOO

produce less gear noise that straight-cut gears.
Often used for primary drives. K

Klckstart Mechanical means of tuming the
engine over for starting purpoHS. Only usually
fitted to mopeds, small capacity motorcycles and
off-road motorcycles.
Kill switch Handebar-mounted switch for
emergency ignition cut-out. Cuts the ignition
circuit on all models. and additionally prevent
starter motor operation on others.
kin Symbol for kilometre.
kph Abbreviation for kilometres per hour.

L

Lambda (A) sen8or A sensor fitted in the
exhaust system to measure the exhaust gas
oxygen content (excess air factor).

Installing a Helicoil thread insert in a
cylinder head
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Pulse secondery air injection system A
process of promoting the burning of excess fuel
preS8f1t in the exhaust gases by routing fresh air

into the exhaust ports.

Lepping see Grinding.
LCD Abbreviation for Uquid Crystal ~.
LED Abbreviation for Ught Emitting Diode.
~er A steel cylinder liner inserted in a
wminium alloy cylinder block.
Loctmut A nut used to lock an adjustment nut.
or other threaded component. in place.
Lock8tops The lugs on the lower triple clamp
(yoke) which abut thoee on the frame. preventing
handiebar-to-fuel tank contact.
LockwHher A form of washer designed to
prevent an attaching nut from working 10088.
LT Low Ten.on Description of the electrical
circuit from the power supply to the primary
winding of the igniticx1 coil.

M
Main bearings The bearings between the
crankshaft and crankcase.
Malnt.n8n~-free (MF) battery A sealed
battery which cannot be topped up.
Manometer Mercury-filled calibrated tubes
used to measure intake tract vacuum. Used to
synchronise carburettors on multi-cylinder
engines.
Micrometer A precision measuring instrument
that measures component outside diameters
(- Illustration).

Tappet shims are measured with a
micrometer

MON (Motor Octane Number) A measure of a
fuel's resistance to knock.
Monogr8de 011 An oil with a single viscosity, eg
SAESOW.
Monoehock A single suspension unit linking the
swingarrn or suspension linkage to the frame.
. Abbreviation for miles per hour.
MWtIWade 01 Having a wide viscosity range (eg
10W40). The W stands for Winter. thus the
viscosity ranges from SAE10 when cold to
SAE40 when hot.
M~meter An electrical test instrlment with the
capability to measure voltage, current and
resistance. Some meters also incorporate a
continuity tester and buzzer.

N
Needle roller b88ring Inner race of caged
needle rollers and hardened outer race.
Examples of Uncaged needle rollers can be found
on some engines. Commonly used in rear
suspension applications and in two-stroke
engines.
Nm Newton metres.
NOx Oxides of Nitrogen. A common toxic
pollutant emitted by petrol engines at higher

temperatures.

0
Oct8ne The measure of a fue!'s resistance to

knock.
OE (Original Equipment) Relates to
components fitted to a motorcycle as standard
or replacement parts supplied by the motorcycle
manufacturer.
Ohm The unit of electrical resistance. Ohms =

Volts + Current.
Ohmmeter An instrument for measuring
electrical resistance.
Oil cooler System for diverting engine oil
outside of the engine to a radistor for cooling

purposes.
011 Injection A system of two-stroke engine
lubrication where oi! is ~mp-fed to the engine In
accordance with throttle position.
0pen-cIrcuIt An electrical ~ltton where there
is a break in the flow of electricity - no continuity

(high resistance).
O-ring A type of sealing ring made of a special
rubber-like material; in use, the O-ring is
compressed into a groove to provide the
Oversize (OS) Term used for piston and ring
size options fitted to a rebored cytlnd«.
Overhead CaIn (sohc) e"91ne An engine with
single camshaft located on top of the cylinder
head.
Overhead valve (ohv) engine An engine with
the valves located in the cylinder head. but with
the camshaft located in the engine block or
crankcase.
Oxygen ~ A device Installed In the exhaust
system which senSM the oxygen cont~t in the
exhaust and converts this information into an
electric cwrent. Also called a Lambda sensor.

Q
Quartz halogen bulb Tungsten filament
surrounded by a halogen gas. Typically used for
the headlight (see illuatr8tlon).

R
Rack-8nd-pinion A pinion 988' on the end of a
shaft that mates with a rack (think of a geared
wheel opened up and laid flat). SometImes used
in clutch operating systems.
Radial play Up and down movement about a
shaft.
Radial ply ~ Tyre pM.. nm across the tyre
(from bead to bead) and around the
circumference of the tyre. Less resistant to tread
distortion than other tyre types.
Radiator A liquid-to-air heat transfer device
designed to reduce the temperature of the
coolant in a liquid cooled engine.
Rake A feature of steering geometry - the angle
of the steering head in relation to the vertical (lee
III~).

p
PI8.~.uge A thin strip of plastic thread,
available in different sizes, used for measuring
clearances. For example, a strip of Plastigauge is
laid across a bearing journal. The parts are
assembled and dismantled; the width of the
crushed strip indicates the clearance between
joumal and bearing.
POl8rity Either negative or positive earth
(ground), determined by which battery lead is
connected to the frame (earth return). Modem
motorcycles are usually negative earth.
Pre-ignition A situation where the fuel/air
mixture ignites before the spark plug fires. Often
due to a hot spot In the combustion chamber
caused by carbon build-up. Engine has a
tendency to 'run-on'.
Pre-1o8d (8U8pen8ion) The amount a spring is
compressed when in the unloaded state. PreIo8d
can be applied by gas. spacer or mechanical
adjuster.
Premix The method of engine lubrication, on
older two-stroke engines. Engine oil is mixed
with the petrol in the fuel tank in a specific ratio.
The fuel/oil mix is sometimes referred to as
"petroll".
Prlmery dI1V8 Description of the drive from the
crankshaft to the clutch. Usually by gear or chain.
PS PfedestArke - a German interpretation of
BHP.
PSI Pounds-force per square Inch. Imperial
measurement of tyre pressure and cylinder
pressure measurement.
PTFE Polytetrafluroethylene. A low friction
substance.
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Stoichiometric ratio The optimum chemicalR8b0r8 Providing a new working surface to the
cylinder bore by boring out the old surface.
Necessitates the use of oversize piston and

rings.
Rebound d8mplng A means of controlling the
oscillatOO of a suspension ~it spring after it has
been compressed. Resists the spring's natural
tendency to bounce back after being com~.
RectifIer Device for converting the ac output of
an alternator into dc for battery charging.
Reed valve An induction system commonly
used on two-stroke engines.
Regulator Device for maintaining the charging
voltage from the generator or alternator within a

specified range.
Relay A electrical device used to switch heavy
current on and off by using a low current auxiliary
circuit.
R..I.tance Measured in ohms. An electrical
component's ability to pass electrical current.
RON (R88e8rCh 0cf81e Numbert A measure of
a fuel's resistance to knock.
rpm revolutions per minute.
Runout The amount of wobble (in-and-out
movemMt) of a wheel or shaft as it's rotated.
The amount a shaft rotates .out-of-true'. The out-
of -round condition of a rotating part.

s
SAE (Society of Automotive E~lneers) A
standard for the viscosity of a fluid.
s.818nt A liquid or paste used to prevent
leakage at a joint. Sometimes used in
conjunction with a gasket.
Service limit Term for the point where a
component is no longer useable and must be
renewed.
Shaft drive A method of transmitting drive from
the transmission to the rear wheel.
Shell beMng8 Plain bearings consisting of two
shell halves. Most often used as big-end and
main bearings in a four-stroke engine. Often
called bearing inserts.
Shim Thin spacer, commonly used to adjust the
clearance or relative positions between two
parts. For example, shims Inserted into or under
tappets or folk>wers to control valve clearances.
Clearance Is edjusted by changing the thickness
of the shim.
Short-circuit An electrical condition where
current shorts to earth (ground) bypassing the
circuit components.
SkImming Process to correct warpage or repair
a damaged surface, eg on brake discs or dr\m8.
SlIde-h8mmer A special puller that screws into
or hooks onto a component such as a shaft or
bearing; a heavy sliding handle on the shaft
bottoms against the end of the shaft to knock the
component free.
Sm811-end beering The bearing in the upper
end of the connecting rod at its joint with the
gudgeon pin.
Spelling Damage to camshaft lobes or bearing
joumals shown as pitting of the working surface.
Specific grevity (SO) The state of charge of the
electrolyte in a lead-acid battery. A measure of
the electrolyte's density compared with wat...
Streight-cut geera Common type gear used on
gearbox shafts and for 011 pump and water pump
drives.
Stanchion The Inner sliding part of the front
forks, held by the yokes. Often caRed a fork tube.

V
Vecuum gaug.. Clock-type gauges for
measuring intake tract vacuum. Used for
carburettor synchronisation on multi-cylinder
engines.
V" A device through which the low of Mqlad,
gas or vacuum may be stopped, started or
regulated by a moveable pert that OP«1s. shuts
or partially obstructs one or more ports or
passageways. The Intake and exhaust v8lves in
the cylinder heed are of the poppet type.
Valve cleer8nce The clearance between the
valve tip (the end of the valve stem) and the
rocker arm or tappet/follower. The valve
clearance is measured when the valve Is closed.
The correct clearance is Important - If too small
the valve won't close fully and will bum out.
wh.-s if too large noisy operation will relit.
V" 11ft The amount a valve Is lifted off its seat
by the camshaft lobe.
Valve timing The exact setting for the opening
and closing of the valves in relation to piston
position.
Vemle, cellper A precision measuring
Instrument that measures inside and outside
dimensions. Not quite as accurate as a
micrometer, but more convenient.
VIM Vehicle Identification Number. Term for the
bike's engine and f~ numbers.
VI8CO81ty The thickness of a liquid or its
resistance to flow.
Volt A unit for exprelSing electrical "pr888Ift* in
a circuit. Volts = current x otvns.

air/fuel ratio for a petrol engine, said to be 14.7
parts of air to 1 part of fuel.
Sulph~ acid The liquid (electrolyte) used in a

battery. Poisonous and extremelylead-acid
corrosive.
SuI18ce grincing (lapping) Process to correct a
warped gasket face, commonly used on cylinder
heads.

T
Tapered-roller bearing Tapered inner race of
caged needle rollers and leperate tap.-ed outer
race. Examples of taper roller bearings can be
found on steering heeds.
Tappet A cylindrical component which tr8n8nits
motion from the cam to the valve stem, either
directly or via a pushrod and rocker arm. Also
called a cam follow«.
TCS Traction Control System. An eIectronically-
controlled syst8'n which senses wheel spin and
reduces engine speed accordingly.
TDC Top Dead Centre denotes that the piston is
at its highest point in the cytind«.
Thread-locklng c~ Solution applied to
fastener threads to prevent slackening. Select
type to suit application.
Thrust washer A washer positioned between
two moving components on a shaft. For
example, between 9881' pinions on ge8rsh8ft.
Timing chain See C8n Chen.
Timing Ight Stroboscopic lamp for carrying out
ignition timing checks with the engine NMing.
Top-end A description of an engine's cylinder
block, head and valve gear components.
T~ Tumlng or twisting force about a shaft.
TC1fqU8 ~ A prescribed tightness specified
by the motorcycle manuracn... to that the
bolt or nut is NCUred correctly. Undertightening
can result in the bolt or nut coming loose or a
surface not being sealed. Overtightening can
result in ~ ttweads, distortion or damage to
the component b8ng retained.
Torx key A six-point wrench.
Trecer A stripe of a second colour applied to a
wire insulator to distinguish that wire from
another one with the same colour insulator. For
example, Br/W is often used to denote a brown
insulator with a white trecer.
Trail A feature of steering geometry. Distance
from the steering heed axis to the tyre's central
contact point.
Triple clamp. The cast components which
extend from the steering head and support the
fork stanchions or tubes. Often called fork yokes.
Turbocharger A centrifugal device, driven by
exhaust gases, that presaurlses the intake air.
Normally used to Increase the power output from
a given engine displacement.
TWI Abbreviation for Tyre Wear Indicator.
Indicates the location of the tread depth indicator
bars on tyres.

w
Water pump A mechanically-driven device for
moving coolant around the engine.
Watt A unit for expressing electrical power.
Watts = volts x current.
Wear limit see Service limit
Wet liner A liquid-cooled engine design wh.-e
the pistons run in liners which are directly
surrounded by coolant (... IIIU8tr8tion).

Wet liner arrangement

Wheelbeee Distance from the centre of the front
wheel to the centre of the rear wheel.
WIring hem- or loom Describes the electrical
wires running the length of the motorcycle and
enclosed in tape or plastic sheathing. Wiring
coming off the main h8mees is usuelly ref8ITed to
as a sub harness.
Woodruff key A key of semi-circular or square
section used to locate a gear to a shaft. Often
used to locate the alternator rotor on the
crankshaft.
WrIst ~ Another name for gudgeon or piston
pin.

u
Unlvw88l J" or U-jolnt (UJ) A double-pivoted
connection for transmitting POW" from a driving
to a driven shaft through an angle. Typically
found In shaft drive assemblies.
Unsprung weight Anything not supported by
the bike's suspension (Ie the wheel, tyres,
brakes, final drive and bottom (moving) part of
the suspension).



REF-28 Conversion Factors

Length (distance)
Inches (in) x 25.4 = Mililmetres (mm) x 0.0394 =
Feet (ft) x 0.305 = Metres (m) x 3.281 .
Miles x 1.609 = Kilometres (km) x 0.621 .

Volume (capacity)
Cubic inches (cu in; in")

Imperial pints (Imp pt)
Imperial quarts (Imp qt)
ImperiaJ quarts (Imp qt)
US quarts (US qt)

Imperial gallons (Imp gal)
Imperial gallons (Imp gal)
US gallons (US gal)

Mass (weight)
Ounces (oz)
Pounds (Ib)

Force
Ounces-force (ozf; oz)
Pounds-force (Ibf; Ib)
Newtons (N)

Pressure
Pounds-force per square inch

(psi; Ibf/in'; Ib/in')
Pounds-force per square inch

(psi; Ibf/in'; Ib/in')
Pounds-force per square inch
(psi; Ibf/in2; Ib/in')
Pounds-force per square inch

(psi; Ibf/in2; Ib/in')
Kilopascals (kPa)

x 16.387 =
X 0.568 =
x 1.137 =
x 1.201 z
x o.~ =
X 4.546 z
x 1.201 -
X 3.785 =

x 28.35
x 0.454

x 0.278
x 4.448
x 0.1

x 0.070 = Kilograms-force per square
centimetre (kgf/cm2; kg/cm')

x 0.068 = Atmospheres (atm)

x 0.069 = Bars

x 6.895 = Kilopascals (kPa)

x 0.01 = Kilograms-force per square
centimetre (kgf/cm2; kg/Cm')

x 100 = Pascals (pa)
x 0.0145 = Pounds-force per square inch

(psi; Ibf/in2; Ib/in')
x 0.75 = Millimetres of mercury (mmHg)
x 0.401 = Inches of water QnH2O)
it 0.535 = Inches of water QnH20)
x 0.036 = Pounds-force per square inch

(psi; Ibf/in'; Ib/in')

Millibar (mbar)
Millibar (mbar)

Millibar (mbar)
Millibar (mbar)

Millimetres of mercury (mmHg)
Inches of water (inH20)

Torque (moment of force)
Pounds-force inches x 1.152 = Kilograms-force centimetre x 0.868 = Pounds-force inches
Qbf in; Ib in) (kgf cm; kg cm) (Ibf in; Ib in)
Pounds-force inches x 0.113 = Newton metres (Nm) x 8.85 c Pounds-force inches
Qbf in; Ib in) (Ibf In; Ib in)
Pounds-force inches x 0.083 = Pounds-force feet Qbf ft; Ib ft) x 12 = Pounds-force inches
Qbf in; Ib in) (Ibf in; Ib in)
Pounds-force feet (Ibf ft; Ib ft) x 0.138 = Kilograms-force metres x 7.233 = Pounds-force feet (Ibf ft; Ib ft)

(kgf m; kg m)
Pounds-force feet (Ibf ft; Ib ft) x 1.356 = Newton metres (Nm) x 0.738 = Pounds-force feet (Ibf ft; Ib ft)
Newton metres (Nm) x 0.102 = Kilograms-force metres x 9.804 = Newton metres (Nm)

(kgf m; kg m)

Power
Horsepower (hp) x 745.7 = Watts (W) x 0.0013 = Horsepower (hp)

Velocity (speed)
Miles per hour (miles/hr; mph) x 1.609 = KJlometres per hour (km/hr; kph) x 0.621 = Miles per hour (miles/hr; mph)

Fuel consumption*
Miles per gallon (mpg) x 0.354 = Kilometres per litre (km/I) x 2.825 = Miles per gallon (mpg)

Temperature
Degrees Fahrenheit = ("c x 1.8) + 32 Degrees Celsius (Degrees Centigrade; .C) = rF - 32) x 0.56

Oft is common practice to convert from miles per g8Hon (mpg) to Htres/100 ki!omet18s (I/100km), --- n'fJg' X 1/100 km c 282

Inches (in)

Feet (ft)
Miles

Cubic inches (cu in; in')
Imperial pints (Imp pt)
Imperial quarts (Imp qt)
Imperial quarts (Imp qt)
US quarts (US qt)
Imperial gallons (Imp gaQ
Imperial gallons (Imp gaQ
US gallons (US gaQ

x 0.081
x 1.16
x 0.88
X 0.833
X 1.051
X 0.22
X 0.833
X 0.264

Cubic centimetres (cc; cm')
Utres (1)
Utres Q)
US quarts (US qt)
Utres (1)
Utres(1)
US gallons (US ga~
Utres Q)

-

.

.

.

x 0.035
x 2.205

Ounces (oz)
Pounds (lb)

Grams (g)
Kilograms (kg)

..~.
x 3.6
x 0.225
x 9.81

Ounces-force (ov; oz)
Pounds-force Obf; Ib)
Newtons (N)

Newtons(N)
Newtons (N)

Kilograms-force (kgf; kg)

=
c

-
=

Pounds-force per square inch
(psi: Ibflln'; Ib/in')
Pounds-force per square inch
(psi; Ibfll",; Ib/in')
Pounds-force per square inch
(psi; Ibflln'; Ib/in')
Pounds-force per square inch
(psi; Ibfll",; Ib/in')
Kilopascals (kPa)

x 14.223 =

x 14.696 =

x 14.5 =

x 0.145 =

x 98.1 =

Millibar (mbar)
Millibar (mbar)

x 0.01 .

x 68.947.

x 1.333
x 2.491
x 1.868
x 27.68

Millibar (mbar)
Millibar (mbar)

..,.
~

Mllilmetres of mercury (mmHg)
Inches of water (inH2O)



Note: References throughout this index we in t#I8 form - 8Cf!8pter number" . -page nu~

A
Air filter

cleaning - 1-5
housing removal and installation - 3-14
replacement - 1.16

removal and installation - 8-21
specifications - 8.'
tests - 8.20. 8.23

B
Balancer sh8ft - 2-3, 2-54

Battery
capacity - 8-1
charging - 8-3
electrolyte level - 0-10
removal, installation, inspection and mai~ - 8-2
specific gravity - 1-2, 1 -6, REF-21
voltage - REF-21

Beerlngs
balancer shaft - 2-54
connecting rod - 2-56
main - 2-51
rear suspension - 1-16. 1-21,5-15
steering head -1-14,1-21, 5-11
wheeI- 1-19,6-16

Bodywork - 7-1
Brake

bleeding - 6-12
caliper - 6-3, 6-9
checks - 1-14
disc - 6-5, 6-10
fluid change - 1-16
fluid level check - 0-11

hoses and unions -1-17,6-12
I~ bulb - 8-6
ifllt switches - 8-9
master cylinder - 6-6, 6-11
pad check - 1-13
pad replacement - 6-2, 6-7
seal replacement - 1-21
specifications - 6-1

Brake fluid type - 1-2

Bulbs
brake/taillight - 8-6
headlight - 8-4
instrument - 8811
side light - 884

turn signal - 887
wattage - 882

c
Ceblea

choke-1-17,3-13
clutch -1-12, 2-32
lubrication -1-19
speedometer/tachometer - 8-9

throttle-1-11, 1-17.3-12
Caliper (brake)

front - 6-3
rear - 6-9

Camchain - 2-2, 2-11
Cemd\8in tensloMr and g&8d8 bled.. - 2-9
Cam8haft8 end folowerw - 2-2,2-12

Carbwettors
float height check - 3-10

overhaul- 3-5, 3-7, 3-10
removal and installation - 3-6
separatioo and jolling - 3-10
specifications - 3-1

synchronisation -1-18
Chain (cern) - 2-2. 2-11

Chain (drive)
check - 0-11
cleaning and lubrication - 1-5
freepiay check and adjustment - 1 -12
guard - 7-3
removal, cleaning and installation - 5-16
s~kets - 5-16
wear and stretch check - 1-13

Charging system
alternator 8-21
regulator/rectifier - 8-23
specifications - 8-1
tests - 8-20. 8-23

Chemlc818 - REF-5

Choke C8~
check and adjustment - 1-17
removal and installation - 3-13



REF-3D Index
Clutch

check - 1-12
removal, W\1pection ~ overtlaul- 2-25
specific8tions - 284
switch - 8-16

Clutch c8III8
adjustment - 1 -12
ren'K>val and installation - 2-32

Compre88ion ~ (engine) - 1.20, REF-20
Comecting rods - 2-3, 2-56
Control u~ (ignition) - 4-4
Conversion factors - REF-28

CrenkceM
W1spection and servicing - 2841
separation and reasaembIy - 2-39

Crenk8h8ft
removal and mak1 be8rtnga - 2-51
specifications - 2-3

Cuah driv. - 5-17
Cylk1der block - 2-2, 2-20

Cylinder h88d
disassembly, inspection and reaMmbly - 2-17
nut tightness check . 1 e6
removal and ~~ - 2-15
speci&8tions - 2-2
valve ovemaul- 2-17

D
Dlmenaions - REF-1
Diode - 8-16
Disc (brake)

front - 6-5
FeN - 6-10

Drlvech8m
cf)eck - 0-11
cIeri'9 and II.tJrication - 1-5
freepIay check and adjustment - 1-12
guard - 7-3
removal, cleening 81d inst81at1on - 5-18
iJ)I-ockets - 5-18
~ 81d sb8tdI check - 1-13

E
a.cb'ical 8Y8t8m

alternator - 8.21, 8.23
battery - 0.10.186,8.2,8.3, REF.21
brake/t8llight - 886
tx'ake ~ switches . 8-9
charging syItem tests . 8.20
clutch switch - 8.16
dlode.8.16
fuse - 8.3
h8dIeb8' 8witd18S - 8.13
headlight. 1.18,8.4,8-5
horn.8.16
Ig~on (main) switch . 8.13
ntrument8 . 8 .11
Ighting check - 8-4
neutral switch - 8.14
011 presSl.n switch - 8.12
regUator/rectlfier - 8.23
side ~ - 8-4
8id8starMi switch ~ relay - 8.15
specifications - 8.1

a g'~ ay8t~ (~
starter motor - 8.17. 8.18
starter relay - 8.17
testa - REF.21
turn signals - 8.7.8.8
wiring ~ - 8-25

Engine
balancer shaft - 2-54
camch81- 2.11
camc~ ia,-"'-" R ~ - 2-9, 2.11
camshafts ~ ~ - 2.12
compr888ion check - 1.20. REF.20
connecting rods - 2-58
CI'dC8e - 2.39. 2841
~ - 2851
cylinder block - 2.20
cylinder head 1.6. 2.15. 2.17
kjIe speed - 1.11
~ R CC¥V*ting rod :J& ~ - 2851
oi ctw'Q8 -1.10
oil level - Qe 1 0
oil pressure check - 1.21

oi~~-2.37oil ~ - 2.33
01 strainer - 2.37
piston rings - 2.24
pistons - 2.22
~ and ~18tion - 285
~ng-ln - 2-58
serialnwnber-Qe9
specifications - 1.1.2.1
sump (oil pan) - 2.37
valve cl88lancea - 1.7
valve cover - 2.8
valve overhau - 2.17

Evaporatfv..n..lon control ayat8m - 3.15
ExhBuat system

nut tightness check - 1-6
removal and instaMation - 3.14

F
Fault ~k1g - 8-2, REF-12
FIlter

air - 1-5, 1-16, 3-14

fueI- 1-10, 3-4
oi - 1-10

Followers (C8m8haft) - 2-12
Footrests and brackets - 5-2
Frame. 5-2
Frame serial nlMnber - 0-9
Front br8k8

caliper - 6-3
checks.1-14
disc - 6-5
fll.id level check - 0-11
master cylinder - 6-&

pad check. 1-13
pad replacement - 6-2

Front~
check-1-16
oil ch81ge - 1-20
oil type, level and capacity - 1-2. 5-1
overhau-5-&
rMIOvai and installation - 5-5

-- -
specifications - 5-1

Front mudg.-rd - 7-2



Front wheel Mbearings - 1-19,6-16
removal and installation - 6-13

Fuel system Main and connecting rod bearings - 2-51
carburettors - 1-18,3-5,3-6,3-7,3.10 Main fuel cock - 3-4
check -1-10 Maintenance schedule - 1-3
choke cable - 1.17,3-13 Maintenance techniques - REF.4
cock and tap - 3-4 Master cylinder
filter-1-10 front-6-6
hoses replacement -1-17 rear - 6-11
idle tuel/air mixture ~ustment - 3.5 Mirrors - 7-1
specifications - 3-1 MOT test checks - REF.6
tank - 3.1, 3.5 Mudguard (front) - 7-2
throttle cable - 1.17,3-12 NFuel type - 3-1

Fuee - 8-1, 8-3

Neutral light bulb/switch - 8-2, 8.11, 8.14

G
Gasoline type - 3-1

Gearbox see Transmission
Gearchange mechanism - 2-34

H
Handlebar switches - 8.13
Handlebars - 5.3
Headlight

aim check and adjustment -1.18, REFe6
removal and instaUation - 8.5
bulb - 8-2, 8-4

Horn - 8-16
HT coils - 4-1, 4-2

I
Idle speed

check and adjustment - 1.11
specification - 1.1

Idle fuel/air mixture adjustment - 3.5
Ignition system

control unit - 4.4
HT coils - 4.2
pulse generator coils - 4.3
spark plugs -1.1.1-9,1.16
specifications - 4.1
timing - 4.4

Ignition (main) switch - 8.13
Instrument

bulbs - 8.2, 8.11
check and replacement - 8.11
drive cables - 8-9

L
Legal checks - 0-12
Lubricants

genenM - REF-S
recommended - 1-2

Lubrication
engine/transmission - 0-10,1-2.1-10
drive chain - 1-5
stands,levers, pivots Md cables -1-19

Index REF.31

0
011 - engine/trensmiaeion

change - 1.10
filter-1.10
level- 0.10
type, viscosity and capacity - 1-2

Oil-fork
change - 1.20
type, viscosity and capacity - 1-2,5.1

011 pan (sump) - 2.37
011 pressure check - 1.21
011 presslWe regul8tor - 2.37
011 pressure switch - 8.12
011 pump - 2.33
Oil strainer - 2.37

p
Pads (brake) - 1-13. &-2. &-7
Piston rings - 2-3. 2-24
Pistons 2-3. 2-22
Plug gap and type - 1-1
Pre-ride checks - 0-10
Pulse generator coils - 4-1. 4-3

R
Rea, brake

caliper - 6.9
checks - 1.14
disc - 6.10
fluid level check - 0811
master cylinder - 6.11

pad check -1.13
pad repiac8nent - 6.7

Rear suspension
checks -1.16
bearing lubrication - 1.21
linkage - 5.12
shock absorber - 5.12
specifications - 5.1

Rear view mirrors - 7.1

Rear wheel
bearings -1.19, 6.16
coupling/rubber dampers - 5.17
removal and installation - 6.15



REF-32 Index
AeIaya

sidestand - 8-15
stalter- 8-17
twn signal - 8-8

RegWator/rectifte,
check and replacement - 8-23
specification - 8-1

Remote fuel t8p - 3-4

s
Safety checks - 088. 0-12
Seat - 7.1
Selector dnn 81d forb - 2.4, 2-48
Side light - 8-2. 8-5
Side paM" - 7.2

Sparkpluga
gap ~ type - 1.1
gap check and adjustment - 1-9

~-1.16
~':' tIorw

brak. . 6.1
dutch - 2-4
.ectricallyst8n - 8-1
engine - 2.1
fuellyst8n - 3-1
ignitk)n 8y8tem - 4.1
routine maintenance and HfviCing - 1-1
k,i)ricant8 R fttid8 - 1-2
8l8P8"8ion - 5-1
trensmiealon - 2-4
tyres - 6-2
whe-. - 6e 1

3p88dG.~"
~bs - 8-2, 8-11
check ~ IepIac:8n8t - 8-11
drive cable - 8-9

Sprock.-. - 5-16
8I8nd8

lubrication - 1.19
removal and installation - 5.3
~ switch and relay - 8-15

Starter clutch and aa&.l.t:-i - 2-36
Slart8r motor

overhaul - 8.1 8
removal and instaNation - 8.17
specifications - 8.1

--- r8I8y - 8-17

St88ring
check - 0-11
heed be8W1g ~ check arxi ~ - 1 -14
head be8ring inspection R replac8mn - 5-11
head bearW'9 lubrication - 1.21
Item - 5-10

Storage - REF-10
Sump (01 pan) - 2-37

Su8P&.-.8iG..
adjustment - 5-13
check - 0.11, 1-18
frm ~ - 1-20, 5-5, 5-6
rear-1.21,5-12
specifications - 5.1

~, m
inspection and ~ replec&1.a.ot - 5815
removal and installation - 5-14

SWitches
brake light - 8.9
clutch . 8.16
~.8.13
ignition (main) - 8.13
~ - 8.14
oi ~. 8.12
sidestand.8.15

SyncIV'oni88tion - cerbur8tt0r8 -1.18

T8...L ter
bLdbs - 8.2, 8.11
check and ~. 8.11
drive cable - 8-9

T81111ght . 8.2, 8.8
T8nk (fuel) - 3.2, 3.5
T8P (fuel) - 3.4
Tensiorw, (C8mdl8in) - 289, 2.11
ThrottI8~

freepl8ychedt-1-11,1.17
removal and inatallatlon - 3.12

Tlmk1g
ignition - 4.1, 4-4
valve - 2.14

Tools - REF.2
Torq.. -~ -1.2, 2-4, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 8.2, 8.2
T r8n.m88lon

geaI8h8fts ~ - 2 e43
g~ ~ 81d i\8taI8tion - 2842
gearchange mechanism - 2.34
0I~-1.10
01 ~ - 0-10
selector drum 8nd fOft<8 - 2-48
specifiC8tions - 2.4

T~~. - 8.2, ReF.12
Tum elgn'"

bulbs - 8.2, 8.7
circuit check end relay - 8.8
remov81 aOO inlt8lation - 8.7

TYN
checks - 0.12
general ntamation aOO fitting - 8-18
lpecifiC8tions - 8.2

T,.. pt - 0-12,1.2

v
Vatve clearances - 1-1. 1-7
Valve cove, - 2-8
Vafve ovemN - 2-2. 2-17
Valve.mng - 2-14
VIN - 0-9

w
w~ - REF-1
Wheel

aligrvnent - &-13
be8rings - 1-19. &-18
inspection and repair - 1-14.8-13
~aI and inst818tion - &-13. &-15
spec~ - 5-1

WIrIng dl8gr8m8 - 8-25
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